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list of strategiesldemonstrate and remind the 
children to use as they read.^ 

^he children in my class understand that he- 
comingastrategic reader isalong-range goal 
within their reach. Whenlconferwith children, 
le^plain that I'm trying to determine whatthey 
do when they read and show them other things 
to try.As they read independently, they know 
to refer to the reminder notes I've made in their 
assessment notehooks for strategies to practice. 

Understanding Our Role and Goals 

u. 811 
During read aloud, shared reading, and guided 
reading, I demonstrate strategies and encourage 
children to practice them as they read indepen- 
dently. And at the end of the reading workshop, 
the children share what worked for them that 
day. 

I remember a time I visited Lorraine Shapiro's 
first-grade classroom to watch her teach. It's al- 
ways a thrill to see her at work. Although she's 
a veteran teacher, Lorraine is always celebrat- 

> 

FIGURE 2-1A Some Strategies for Figuring Out Words 

> 
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FIGURE 2-2 Some Characteristics of Readers at Different Stages V c 812 
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FIGURE 2-3 

Victor's Running 
Record in His 
Assessment 
Notebook 
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should reflect their oral language, contain a 
strong match of pictures to text, and relate to 
experiences they've had or to subjects they can 
relate to. Friends, the book Victor read during 
our conference (see Figure 2-4), was a good one 
because: 

• children can relate to the experience 
• pictures closely match the texts they illus- 

trate 
• lines of text are placed consistently on each 

page 
• spacing between the words and lines make 

them easier to distinguish 
• sentence structures are simple and repetitive 
• language patterns reflect ones children 

might use 
• words such as "I," "she," "likes," and "to" 

are repeated throughout the text so that 
children can focus on figuring out unfamil- 
iar words 

Like all the children in class, Victor keeps the 
fiverto-ten books he's reading in his book bag, a 
large zip-lock bag. Frequently, they're titles he's 
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tracking down hard to find items. Many par- 
ents even send thank-you notes. 

Those of you who prefer not to purchase 
school supplies yourselves, or who: work in 
school districts that don't permit it, might want 
to be more specific with parents about what to 
buy and even where to shop. You might make 
arrangements with a local stationery store to 
stock the materials and then ask parents to buy 
in those stores. 

I purchase the following items for each child: 

• a red plastic double-pocket reading folder 
• a blue plastic double-pocket writing folder 
• a four-sectioned pressed board spelling/po- 

etry folder 
• a 4" x 6" assessment notebook for reading 

'•• a 4" x 6" assessment notebook for writing 
• a reading response notebook (sixty-leaf) 
• a handwriting notebook   . 

The Reading Folder and Its Contents 

Each child has a reading folder containing the 
assessment notebook, the reading response 
notebook, a "Weekly Reading Log, and any re- 
sponse (Appendix F) or strategy sheets she may 
be using (see Appendixes G, H, and I and Chap- 

ter 8 for a description of how they're used). Fig- 
ure 3-5 illustrates the contents of a reading 
folder. 

I use red plastic folders for reading and blue 
plastic folders for writing. Unlike the paper 
folders that fall apart after a few weeks, these 
plastic folders last all year. Having a different 
color folder for reading and writing helps 
keep them organized. I store the folders in a 
bin alongside my rocking chair in the meeting 
area. 

THE ASSESSMENT NOTEBOOK 

I almost feel like there should be bells ringing 
and lights flashing as I describe my assessment 
notebooks. For without a doubt, they're my 
most important teaching tool. During reading 
conferences, I use the child's personal assess- 
ment notebook to record running records (i.e. 
notations of the child's oral reading), her 
retellings of stories, and entries summarizing 
discussions we've had about her reading. (See 
Figure 2-5 on page 15 for a sample notebook 
page and Chapters 5 and 6 for how the note- 
books are used.) ""? 

At the end of the conference, I return the 
notebook to the child's folder where she can 
refer to it for strategies she should practice 

FIGURE 3-5 
Reading Folder 
Contents 

» 
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m 
iting a Purposeful Environment and Daily Schedule 

Je reading independently, or until I use it 
ing guided reading to record the title of the 
|ng book and the strategy the group is 
•king on. 
Dver the years, I've tried several other meth- 
of keeping track of my assessment notes, 
none of them worked for me. I wrote notes 
adhesive labels with the intention of later 
isferring them to each child's tabbed section 
i looseleaf binder. But most of the time, I 
er got around to attaching the labels, or I 
placed them altogether. Then I tried record- 
my notes directly onto pages of a large note- 
»k, but the notebook became too awkward 
carry around and eventually disappeared 
ler a pile of papers. 
rhe assessment notebooks I use now do just 
\t I need them to do. Each notebook pro- 
is enough space for me to document a 
d's reading growth from the beginning of 
school year to the end, complete with: 

trategies she's using well and others she 
leeds to use more effectively 
wining records, retellings, and reading 
liscussions 
juided reading groups in which she's partic- 
ipated 
K titles of some books she's read 
Imirider notes to the child of what strate- 
pes she should practice 

: notebooks fit neatly into, the children's 
ling folders, which are returned to the stor- 
bin at the end of each reading workshop. I 

er lose or misplace them, and neither do the 
dren. 

-I READING RESPONSE NOTEBOOK 

: reading response notebooks are composi- 
i notebooks the children use to respond to 
le of the books they read. Transitional and. 
nt readers begin using these notebooks early 
he year, while emergent and early readers 
rt the year with response sheets (described in 
following sections), and.then later move 

) the response notebooks as their skills 
elop. 

•'. prefer these thinner sixty-leaf notebooks, 
ich 1 buy at a teacher supply store, to the 
:ker notebooks found in most neighborhood 
res, because they fit better in the children's 
ding folders. Most children don't need more 
ml 20 pages (two pages per leaf) to respond 
rooks, and if they do, they're probably re- 
nding too frequently and not devoting 
ugh workshop time to reading. 

RESPONSE SHEETS AND STRATEGY SHEETS 

In designing the separate response sheets for 
emergent and early readers (Appendix F), I 
leave the top half of the sheet for a picture and 
give them a few lines at the bottom to write a 
sentence or two about the book. Children at 
these early stages of development can take a 
long time to write a lengthy response and it's 
often a challenge for them to try. The response 
sheets allow them to convey their ideas about a 
book through their drawings and one or two 
sentences (see Teddy's response sheet in Figure 
13-3 on page 168. 

A child might use any of the variety of read- 
ing strategy sheets I make available as the year 
unfolds to help him focus on a specific strategy 
(Appendixes G, H, and I). While response 
sheets are used after the child has completed 
reading the text, strategy sheets are used as he 
reads. (I discuss strategy sheets at length in 
Chapter 12, "Independent Reading.") Copies 
of blank response sheets and strategy sheets are 
stored in metal filing shelves for the children to 
take as needed. 

WEEKLY READING LOG 

Each Monday, when I pass out the children's 
reading folders at the start of the second inde- 
pendent reading session, I give every child a new 
Weekly Reading Log. On it, he records the title 
and author of the main book he's read each day 
during the reading workshop and indicates 
whether it is fiction, factual, or poetry by color- 
coding the comer box (described in the following 
section). Children reading longer books might 
only read part of a book each day, and record the 
same title and author for several days. Others 
may read several shorter books in a day. (See Fig- 
ure 3-6 for Alexis' Weekly Reading Log.) 

Kindergarten children just starting out 
would have a hard time doing this, so I recom- 
mend waiting to introduce this log. But in my 
combined first and second grade, I start the year 
with this log and ask the children to fill in the 
parts they can. Sometimes all they do is record 
the title of a book and draw a picture—and 
that's fine. It's a tool they'll grow into. 

The children indicate whether their books 
are fiction, factual, or poetry by coloring the 
box at the upper right-hand corner of each 
day's record red, blue, or yellow. Red means 
the book is fiction; blue means it's factual; and 
yellow means it's poetry. As the year proceeds, 
the children and I can see at a glance whether 
they're reading a variety of genres. One day 
when I asked which children needed to meet, 

27 
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Children, especially younger ones, don't al- 
ways know for sure if their books are fiction or 
factual. They realize that fairy tales and other 
fanciful stories are "not true," but get confused 
with realistic fiction, where the story "could 
have happened, but didn't." This leads to dis- 
cussions about the difference between fiction 
and factual text throughout the year until they 
grasp this distinction more fully. 

> 

Managing Reading 
Conferences 
••••••nBaBaaaaHinmianaaaBBnnnaBaaB 

The predictability of the workshop structure 
underpins both the children's work and mine. 
The children know that if they're not having a 
conference, they should read independently. 
They know that at the end of each workshop, 
I'll ask a couple of them to share with the class 
what they learned that day about themselves as 
readers. Because they know the routines, they 
settle right into their reading and stay on task 
longer. 

Likewise, the workshop structure—in fact, 
the organization of my total literacy pro- 
gram—helps me remain focused on assessing 
children's strengths and needs during reading 
conferences. Since I design my teaching to in- 
clude opportunities to assess children's reading 
and address their needs, 1 can more adeptly at- 
tend to the assessment issues at hand, confident 
that I've also built in additional times for 
demonstration, practice, and response. I'm 
constantly striving to become more aware of 
how each part of my teaching supports and ex- 
tends the others. 

Distributing the Reading Folders 
and Settling In 

At 9:30, at the end of the meeting, I begin the 
transition to the reading workshop. I remind 
the children to find a quiet spot to sit, along- 
side someone who won't distract them from 
their reading. I also remind them to check 
the reminder notes in their assessment note- 
books. 

Before I hand out the reading folders, I select 
one folder to check. (See Chapter 3 for more in- 
formation on reading folders.) I always ask 

Assessing Children to Determine Their Strengths and Needs 

w  815 
"And who's the lucky one today?" 1 "think 
aloud" as 1 check how well the child has kept 
up his Weekly Reading Logs and whether or 
not he's reading a variety of genres. I also check 
that he's responding as frequently as he should, 
but not too much, at the expense of reading. 
Looking through one folder and commenting 
on what I find serves as a gentle reminder to the 
other children of what they, too, should work 
on during the reading workshop. 

Then 1 take the first three folders and read 
off the child's name on the front of each. The 
child whose name I read first takes all three 
folders from me—while the other two children 
leave the meeting area. He distributes their fold- 
ers. I continue to give out the rest of the folders, 
three at a time, until each child has his. 

I wait a minute or two for the children to 
settle into their reading. Since the workshop 
structure is set in September, and the children 
are matched with books for independent read- 
ing, I can hold thoughtful, focused conferences 
while the rest of the children read books that 
appropriately support, interest, and challenge 
them. 

Orchestrating the Conferences 

The children bring their reading folders and 
book bags to the conference table. "With four or 
five children sitting around a table awaiting 
their turn, I'm compelled to move through each 
conference quickly, and there are immediate 
consequences if I don't. Who wants a disap- 
pointed child complaining that he didn't get the 
help he needed finding new books, or that I 
broke my promise to meet with him? This sys- 
tem helps to ensure that I carry out the confer- 
ences I've scheduled. 

As I confer with the child to my left, the oth- 
ers practice reading their books as they await 
their turns. At the end of the conference, the 
child with whom I've already conferred changes 
seats with the child directly to his left (see Fig- 
ure 4-5). Then, that child takes his assessment 
notebook from his folder, opens it to the next 
page, and sets it facing me to signal the start of 
the conference. 

Once reading conferences begin, 1 don't 
allow interruptions. Barring an emergency, 
the rest of the class works independent of my 
help. 
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Wr- 

iting Conferences: Creating a Context for Assessment 

ung Explicit Throughout 

e Conference 

| START OF THE CONFERENCE 

egin each conference by asking the child why 
wanted a conference or explaining why I 

,nted one. By establishing the purpose at the 
set I'm better able to focus on the child's 
•cific needs and my goals, making our meet- 
, more productive. 

I explain to Amelia that I want to see if 
she's self-correcting when what she reads 
doesn't make sense or match the letters. I'll 
pay close attention to this as I take a run- 
ning record of her reading. 
Samantha asked for a conference because 
she wants help finding a new series of 
Books. She finished the "New Kids of the 
Polk Street School" series, reading four of 
the six books. She started the other two, 
butdidn't like them. 

RINGTHE CONFERENCE 

rw&^ach. conference, I share with the child 
atMrfi Noticing about her oral reading, how 
Ke'lgems to be understanding what she 
#W((fn'er reading habits in general. I try to 

gwi&t she did well and which practices 
ext- 

ent. 
3%: 
pmelia her running record and point 
§£gkes-she self-corrected to make 

|match the letters. By circling her 
Dns, I highlight her effective use 

Sift-'-- itegy, encouraging her to use it 

#& 

INd-i 

avei 

in mind Samantha's re- 
|>inew series and eventually help 

, her comment at the start of 
,ee led me to wonder why she 
two of the six books she 

it be that she didn't under- 
ss well as the others? Or that 

them enough of a chance? 
ause, as she said, she gen- 

Mike the stories, which is a 
fDugh reason for any reader to 

? When I'm convinced that 
;o understand the stories, but 
joy them, I help her find a new 

inote that my children aren't 
||ad every book in a series be- 
anew one.) 

After the first conference, Child 1 changes seats 

with Child 2, and after the second conference, 
Child 2 changes seats with Child 3. This exchange 
of seats continues until I've met with each child. 

THE END OF THE CONFERENCE 

At the end of each reading conference, I'm ex- 
plicit with children about what they are to do 
when they return to their independent reading. 

• I remind Amelia to continue monitoring her 
reading so that it makes sense and matches 
the letters, and self-correct when necessary. 
I write a reminder note in her assessment 
notebook. 

• I ask Samantha to request a conference 
when she has finished the first book in the 
new series. I want to make sure she under- 
stands it. I remind her that—while she's 
excited to finally be reading chapter 
books—reading without comprehending is 
not really reading at all. The most impor- 
tant thing is that she understand and enjoy 
what she reads. The note I leave reminds 
her to ask for a conference. 

Conclusion 
——————   i ii  i     in i  ———n— 

Our resolve to assess children's reading must be 
coupled with an environment and structures 
that make it possible. In Chapter 3,1 described 
how I create a supportive environment, and in 
this chapter, I outlined the schedules and rou- 
tines of successful conferences. 

Most important to me are having assessment 
notebooks and set times and places to confer 
with children. These allow me to take running 
records of their reading to learn more about 
strategies they use and find ways to help them 

FIGURE 4-5^ 
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Diagram of How 
Children Rotate Their 
Seats for Reading 
Conferences 
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Demonstrating Strategies: Whole Class, Small Group, Onegn- 

FIGURE 7-3 B Books to Read Aloud 
That Support Demonstrations of Story 
Mapping 

FIGURE 7-3C Books to Read Aloud That 
Support Demonstrations of Character 
Mapping 

> 

First, I ask the children to think about how 
the title and cover illustrations might help them 
predict what the book is about. With so little to 
go on, they thought that perhaps Chester al- 
ways wanted to get his own way, and that's 
why he was standing alone without any play- 
mates. But once I started reading, they learned 
about Chester's best friend Wilson, disproving 
their initial prediction. Chester and Wilson, it 
turns out, were like "two peas in a pod," like 
"two mittens on a string." 

When Lily came into the picture (they re- 
membered her from when I read them Julius: 
The Baby of the World by Kevin Henkes), they 
predicted that Chester and Wilson were not 
going to like her and why they thought so. 
Here's how our conversation went: 

Alexis: Chester and Wilson aren't going to like 
Lily because she's kind of mean. 

Teacher: Why do you say that? (As I asked this 
question I pointed to number "2"—Why do 
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Read Aloud and Shared Reading: Demonstrating Strategies in Whole-Class Settings. 

FIGURE 7-3D Books to Read Aloud That 
Support Demonstrations of Using Writing to 
Deepen Understanding 

FIGURE 7-3E Books to Read Aloud That 
Support Demonstrations of Making "Before 
and After" Charts 

85 
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you think this is going to happen?—on our 
list.) 

Alexis: She was mean to her brother and to her 
cousin in Julius, so I'll bet she's going to be 
mean to Chester and Wilson too. 

Georgie: I think Chester and Wilson are going 
to do the same thing to Lily that lily did to 
her brother. She got her brother confused by 
saying the ABCs and numbers the wrong way. 
'Cause whatever goes around, comes around.' 

Fiona: Now she's going to copy them. She's 
going to turn into their best friend. Like the 
Three Musketeers. 

Teacher: Why do you think so?..-. (When 
Fiona couldn't give a reason to support her 
prediction, I suggested we continue reading 
to find out what happened.) 

Throughout our discussion, I led the children 
to think more carefully about the story we were 
reading, and why they made the predictions 
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my demonstration. See Figure 8-7A, B, C, and 
D for some strategies to demonstrate, some 
book and text features supporting my demon- 
strations and the children's reading of the text, 
and some suggestions of books to use at differ- 
ent developmental stages. 

Identifying a Book and a Strategy 

The following are the books I selected for each 
guided reading group in Figure 8-6, and the 
thinking that went into my decisions. I consider 
how well the book will promote the children's 
overall reading, and if it will help them acquire 
the strategy I want to demonstrate. In most in- 
stances, I select the strategy from those listed at 
the top of the Guided Reading-Planning Sheet 
that best fits the needs of each group of readers. 

For the emergent group: Tiger Is a Scaredy Cat/Look- 
ing Through the Word to the End 

I  wanted   to   encourage   Sasha,   Tiffany, 
Mikey, and Taha to look from the beginning of 

the word to the end to make sure that what 
they say matches the letters. Although the 
pictures in Tiger Is a Scaredy Cat by Joan 
Phillips were supportive of the text, the chil- 
dren couldn't predict what the text said from 
the pictures alone. 

They needed to pay close attention to the let- 
ters and the sounds they represent, looking all 
the way through the word to the end. They 
couldn't say "steps" for "stairs" or "sad" for 
"sorry," just because they make sense and start 
with the same letters. 

This group of emergent readers was "ad- 
vanced" enough so I could demonstrate only 
one strategy at a time. Often, at the begin- 
ning of the emergent stage -when children are 
new to reading, it's difficult for me and them to 
isolate one strategy from all the others they 
need to acquire. They're just learning about 
reading, and so they need to become conscious 
of doing it all—looking at the pictures, trying 
the initial and ending sounds, pointing with 
their fingers. Readers at other stages "do it all 
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If too, but they're more able to focus on one 
|p strategy while applying the others with less 

/deliberation. 

For the first early group: 
fieon/'Sklp and Return" 

Daniel, Scott; Brittany, and Jack needed to 
|t continue learning new strategies to figure out 
f|; unfamiliar words, such as reading past a word 
|:vthey don't know after attempting it and then 
Becoming back for another try. Children just be- 
ifkgiiining to acquire reading skills often resist 
^"skipping" words, insisting on a word-by-word 
f progression. This works fine when they can fig- 

Jbure out each word, but when they can't, their 
#reading may come to a halt. "Skip and Return" 
1 is a helpful strategy for this group to try. 

Although any book that meets the criteria 
;I described earlier would help the children 

^practice this strategy, I selected Norma Jean, 
Jumping Bean by Joanna Cole for this group 
because they'd enjoy the story and have a 
lot to say about Norma Jean's unusual sit- 

Norma Jean, Jumping     uation. 

For the second early group: fieavers/Monitoring and 
Self-Correcting 

Chelsea, Fanny, Iana, Thomas, Alexis, and 
Nick needed to become better at monitoring 
their reading for sense and accuracy, and self- 
correcting as needed. They needed to "listen to 
themselves read" to make sure they were indeed 
reading what the author wrote. I felt Beavers by 
Helen M. Moore would be particularly appro- 
priate since we had learned so much about 
beavers in our study of New York City, en- 
abling the children to bring this background 
knowledge to their reading. Although this book 
is listed in Figure 8-7C as a book for transi- 
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FIGURE 8-7C Some Books and Strategies for Transitional Readers 821 

tional readers, I thought it would be appropri- 
ate for this group of early readers because of 
their background knowledge of the topic. 

My primary focus here was to help children 
monitor their reading and self-correct if needed. 
Whereas with the group of emergent readers at- 
tending to letter-sound relationships through- 
out the word, my prompt to check what they're 
reading against meaning and structural cues 
was parenthetical and secondary to the main 
strategy I was highlighting. 

For the transitional group: M&M and the Halloweer 

Monster/Story Mapping 

Jena, George, Jordan, Jimmy, Maky, and Jor- 
dan T. needed to acquire strategies for under- 
standing the longer, more involved texts the) 
were beginning to read. M&M and the Hal- 
loween Monster by Pat Ross helped them thinl 
about how the story elements—character, set 
ting, problem, main events, and resolution- 
work together to "create" the story. (See Figun 
8-8 for the Story Map Jena made while in thi: 
group.) 
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FIGURE 8-7D Some Books and Strategies for Fluent Readers 
'J 
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Leading the Group 

On "guided reading group days," I announce the 
two groups with whom I'll be working at the end 
of the morning meeting. As a reminder, I record 
the name of one child in the group on our dry: 

erase schedule board, e.g., "Daniel's group." 
The children know that if their group is 

meeting first, they should come directly to the 
meeting area with their reading folders and bag 
of books. If their group is second, they should 
read independendy while the first group meets. 
Children who are not in either group have their 
independent reading and other reading-related 
work to do (see Chapter 12). 

The children and I sit in a circle. They take 
their assessment notebooks out of their folders 
and place them in the center of the circle so 
that, once the group gets underway and it's 
convenient, I can record in each of their note- 
books: the date, the title of the book, and the 
strategy they're practicing. The children put 
their reading folders and book bags behind 
them so they're not in the way. 

Guidelines for Conducting Guided 
Reading Groups 

During each session,  I guide the children 
through the text and encourage them to try the 
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Appendix N      Guided Reading Planning Sheet—Emergent Stage 

Guided Reading Planning Sheet (_ ) for ( ) Emergent Stage 

Some Strategies to Demonstrate: 

• tracking print 
• noting patterns in text 
• using pictures to predict the story and words 
• attending to graphophonic cues (especially the beginning and 

ending letters) 
• looking through the word to the end 

/V.' . 

* 

©2000 S. Taberski    __. 199 
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Guided Reading Planning Sheet ( .) for ( ) 

Some 5*4%%"% %> DgmoMS^k: 

• noting spelling patterns 

. chunking words into phrases 

'Skip and Return'" 

Early Stage 

k 

• 
©2000 S. Tabcrski 
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» 

Guided Reading Planning Sheet ( ) for ( ) Transitional Stage 

Some Strategies to Demonstrate: 

• "Stopping to Think" 
• making a Story Map 
• making a Character Map 
• using a "Before and After" Chart 
• retelling chapters in writing 
• rereading to clarify meaning 

©2000 S. Tabeiski — —  201 
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Guided Reading Planning Sheet ( ) for (. .) 
Fluent Stage 

Some S(r,W% (o D^b^(rJ(g: 

• "Preview and Predict"      " 
. using text features to aid comprehension 

©2000 S. Tabersl 
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Guided Reading Groups 

Book: 

Strategy: 

Dates: 

Children: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5- 

6. 

Month of 

Book: 

Strategy: 

Dates: 

Children: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

» 

Book: 

Strategy: 

Book: 

Strategy: 

Dates: Dates: 

Children: Children: 

1. 1. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 

4. 4.         • 

5. 5. 

6. 6. 

©2000 S. Taberski 203 
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FIGURE 13-4C 

Fiona Summarizes 
Little Swan 

FIGURE 13-4D 

Jack Compares "Mary 
Marony" and 
"Annabelle" 

Offering Children Opportunities for Practice and Response 
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Name Date 

Response Sheet 
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Appendix D      "If I Can Spell"Sheet 831 

» 

Name Date 

I 

1. 

2. 

If I can spell 

I can spell 

1. 

If I can spell 

I can spell 

2. 

4. 
- 

2. 

> 
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If lean spell 

I can spell 
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If I can spell 

I can spell 

2. 

3.   • 

4. 
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Name 

Title _ 

» 

> 
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Date 

Author 

Story Map 

Characters: Setting: 

Problem: 

Main Events: Resolution: 
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Appendix H      Character Map 
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Name 

Title 

Date_ 

Author. 

Character Map 

i 
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Appendix I      "Before and After"Chart .-."834 

> 

Name  

Title  

Date  

Author 

"Before and After" Chart 

> 

» 
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Character Web 

I 
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I! 
Character Responses to Story Events 

Stotv Title 

Page Event Response 

i 

• 

i 

i 
:    i 
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> Biography: Summary and Comparison Chart 

Book Title & Author Famous Person Accomplishments 
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Ideas/Details 

Details 
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Comparison/Contrast Chart 
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Good first Teaching for All Children 
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Four Kinds of Reading / Four Levels of Support 

The teacher selects and reads • 
a book or other text to the 
children. Texts rich in meaning 
•or language and class favorites 
are read again arid again, and are 
used as a base for other activities. 

847 

The teacher introduces and reads 
an enlarged text or a small text 
of which each child has a copy. 
On refrains and in multiple 
readings, children join in, 
reading in unison. , 

• Teacher provides full support 
for children to access the text. 

• Children respond to pictures, 
meaning, and language. 

• They may join in but usually 
do not focus on features of print. 

• The teacher selects and 
introduces a new text. 

• Children read the whole text 
to themselves. 

Teacher provides high level 
of support. 

There is some group 
problem-solving and a lot 
of conversation about the 
meaning of the story. 

Readers support each other. 

Individual book for teacher. 

Some teacher support is needed. 

Reader problem-solves a new 
text in a way that is mostly 
independent. 

• Large-print charts. 

• Big books. 

• Individual copies. 

• Easel. 

• Pointers. 

The children read to themselves 
or with partners. 

• Little or no teacher support 
is needed. 

• The reader independently solves 
problems while reading 
for meaning. 

• Individual books. 

• Easel and chart paper. 

• Big and little books. 

• Large-print charts. 

• Writing displayed in the room. 

• Classroom library. 

• Pointers. 

i,l 

I 
P' 

FIGURE 3-3    Four kinds of reading/four levels of support 

older children develop in-depth knowledge 

of characterization and complex plots. 

Reading aloud makes available rich content 

so that children can analyze texts and com- 

pare them. It allows the teacher to demon- 

strate ways to make personal connections 

and comparisons with books that children 

use for interactions in literature circles and 

forms a foundation for other reading and 

writing activities. 

Shared reading 

In shared reading, students join the teacher to 

read aloud in unison from an enlarged text—a 

big book, a poem, or any enlarged message or 

story. Texts enlarged on an overhead projec- 

tor can also be used. The children must be 

able to see the print clearly so they can engage' 

in the group reading process. 

During the reading, the teacher or an- 

other student guides the readers by pointing 

to (or sliding below) each word of the text 

with a dowel rod or other long slender ob< 

ject. The technique was originally developed 

in New Zealand (Ho.ldaway 1979) as a way 

to involve young children intensively in a 

story while inviting them to attend to. print. 

As in the lap story, the text is initially read 

27 
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I CHAPTER THREE I 

> 

Four Kinds of Writing / Four Levels of Support 

> 

The teacher guides children to 
compose messages and acts as their 

scribe. The message is reread 

many times. 
Teachers may use a combination 
of writing for children and 
interactive writing, being aware 

of time and pacing. 

• The teacher provides full support. 

• The teacher models and 
demonstrates the process of 
putting children's ideas into 
written language. 

The teacher guides group writing 
of a large-print piece, which can 
be a list, a chart, pages of a book, 
or another form of writing. 

All children participate in 
composing and constructing 
various aspects of the writing. 

• The piece of writing is read many 
times by the group during the 
process and as shared reading. 

The teacher has individual 
conferences with writers, giving 
selected feedback. 
The teacher may work with the 
whole class or a small group to 
provide general guidance and 
mini-lessons on any aspect 
of writing. 

There is a high level of teacher support. 

The teacher models and 
demonstrates writing processes but 
also involves individual children^ 

The teacher selects letters, words, 
or other writing actions for 
individual children to do; the pen 
or marker is shared. 

' The message or story is composed 
by the group and then constructed 
word by word. 

Some teacher support is needed. 

Children generally select their 
own topics and pieces but the 
teacher sets the scene and gives 
specific guidance, and/or 
feedback as needed. 

Children solve their own 
problems in writing with teacher 
assistance, and/or feedback. 
The teacher provides specific 
instruction in mini-lessons and 
conferences. 

Large charts and markers. 

Materials for making big books 

Individual slates (optional). 

. Magnadoodle or slate for the teacher. 

White tape for making correct ions 

Pointers for rereading. 

Letter chart or letters for use as 
a model for formation. 

• Large charts and markers. iA 

• Materials for making big books     "* 

• Individual slates (optional). 

• Magnadoodle or slate for the teach' 

• White tape for making correction" 

• Pointers for rereading. :§ 
• Letter chart or letters for use i 

a model for formation. 

• Word wall, dictionaries, or other 
resources. 'aygg 

• Paper, pencils, markers, stapled 
pre-made plain books, and art-^1 
materials. A 

• Print-rich environment as a rcsWr 

Children write their own messages 
and stories, sometimes helping 
each other. 

Little or no teacher support is needed. 

The reader independently 
composes and writes, using known 
words and constructing the spelling 
of unknown words . 
Children know how to use the 
resources in the room to get words 
they cannot write independently. 

Paper, pencils, markers, stapM! 
pre-made plain books, and ajg£ 
materials. ^ 

• Resources children use on rK 
own such as the word wall c# 
dictionaries. 

• Print-rich environment as a t^ 
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FIGURE 3-4 Four kinds of writing/four levels of support 
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I APPENDIX M 

CSiiided reading book list 
organized by title 

Title. 

1, 2, Kangaroo 
Abracadabra  . 
Accident, The . 
Acid Rain 
Across the Stream 
Adventures of Mi Baba Bernstein 
Adventures of Ratrrian 
Adventures of Snail at School 
Afternoon on the Amazon 
Airplane, The 
Albert the Albatross 
Aldo Ice Cream 
Aldo Peanut Butter 
Alexander and the Wind-Up Mouse 

Alfie's Gift 
All's Story 
Alien at die Zoo 
Aliens Don't Wear Braces 

Alison Wendlebury 
All About Stacy 
All By Myself 
All Fall Down 
All Join In 
All Kinds of Food 

All of Me     . •-,*••' 
All Through the Week with Cat 

and Dog 
All Tutus Should Be Pink 
Alligator Shoes 
Alligators All Around 

Along Comes Jake 
Amanda's Bear 
Amazing Maze* The 
Amazing Popple Seed, The 
Amazing Race, The 
Amber Brown Goes Forth 
Amber Brown Is Not a Crayon 
Amber Brown Wants Extra Credit 

Amelia Bedelia 
Amelia Bedelia and the Surprise 

Shower 
Amelia Bedelia Goes Camping 
Amelia Bedelia Helps Out 
Amelia Bedelia's Family Album 
Amelia Earhart 
Amy Loves the Snow 
Amy Loves the Sun. 
Amy LOVP* rhe Wind  
Anansi's 1 
And Grai 

Level Author/Series 

C . Reading Comers 
L Reading Unlimited 
H Foundations 
L Wonder Worid 
F Ginsburg; Mirra. . 
0 HurwitZj Johanna 
M Weiss &Freidmari 
J Stadler, johri 
L Osborne, M. Pope 
B Sunshine 
1 Hoff, 5yd 

. O Hurwitz, Johanna 
O Hurwitz, Johanna 
L Lionni, Leo 
L Literacy 2000 
D Sunshine 
E Sunshine 
M Dadey; D. & Jones* M. 
J Literacy 2000     . 
L Giff, Patricia Reilly 
E Mayer, Mercer 
C Wildsrhith, Brian 
D Literacy 2000 
D Carousel Readers 
B Literacy 2000 
C Leam to Read 

1 Brownrigg, Shefi 
G Dorros, Arthur   . 

. 1 Sendak, Maurice 
D Sunshine   . 
G Reading Corners 
j Foundations 
G ReadAlongs 
A Smart Start 
N Danziger, Paula 

. N Danziger, Paula 
N Danziger, Paula 
L Parish, Peggy 
L Parish, Peggy 

L Parish, Peggy 
L Parish, Peggy 
L Parish, Peggy. 
P Parlin, John 
F Hoban, Julia 
F Hoban, Julia 
F Hoban, Julia 

Publisher/Distributor 

Dominie Press 
Celebration Press 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Morrow 
Avon Books 
Random House 
HarperTrophy 
Random House 
Wright Group , 
HarperCollins 
Puffin Books 
Puffin Books 
Scholastic 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
WrightGroup 
Scholastic 
Rigby 
Dell Publishing 
Golden. 
Oxford 
Rigby 
Dominie Press 

Rigby 
Creative Teaching Press 

Scholastic 
Dutton 
HarperCollins 
Wright Group   . 
Dominie Press 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Rigby 
Putnam 
Scholastic 
Putnam 
Harper & Row 
HarperTrophy 

4! 
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Avon Camelot 
Avon Camelot 
Avon Books 
Dell Publishing 
Scholastic 
Scholastic 
Scholastic _.%%«., 

—-brationPress?a 
,/McGraw Hilfe&SS 

1^ 

JI 
x. 
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vc 

P&n k Stanley    . 
^ the Cat 
flight He Was Big 

#&hies 

#^abitats 
1M Homes 
^Reports 
A Stretches 
&tracks 
Mlricks 

BrSals at Night 
fmalsattheZoo 
Mais in the Desert 
I'frtiaisWenttoBediThe      ' 

lie's Pet 
$>ther Day. Another Challenge 
[glove Picnics Too 
plei tree Apple tree 

^plebird 
~ 'lies and Pumpkins 

:e You a Ladybug? 
#Me You My Mommy? 
%fe You My Mother? 
JjAre You there, Bear? 
^.Arguments 
^Armando Asked, "Why?" 
if^ArrhiesofAnts 
II'Around My School 

|:f Arthur's Christmas Cookies 
Arthur's Honey Bear 
Arthur's Loose Tooth 
Arthur's Pen Pal 
Arthur's Prize Reader 
Ashes for Gold 
Ask Mr: Bear 
Astronauts^ The 
At School 
At the Beach 
At the Doctor 
At the Pair 
At the Fair 
At the Farm 

.   At the Library 
At the Park 
At the Playground 
At the Pool 
At the Seaside 
At the Water Hole 
At the Wildlife Park 
At the Zoo 
At the Zoo 

•-,•>' Publisher/Distributor OCA 
Uvel    Author/Series ,v      OOU 

KB 

.]      Bonsalit Crosby 
1      Flack,. Marjorie 
G    Giant Step Readers 
E     Rookie Reader 
1      Little Celebrations 
C    Little Red Readers 
B     Little Red Readers 
L     Little Red Readers 
C    Little Celebrations 
L     Dorfos, Arthur 
H    Wiidsmithi Brian 
A    Smart Starts 
1      First Start 
F     First Start 
D     Carousel Readers 
B     Smart Starts 
]      Brenner, Barbara 
L     Literacy 2000. 
B.    Literacy 2000 
G     Blocksma, Mary 
A    Wildsmith. Brian 
1      Rockwelli Aririe 

.  F      Sunshine 
F     Dijs 
1      Eastman, P. D; 
F      Maris.Ron 
K     Read Alongs 
1       Ready Set Read 
O     Retail, Walter 
E     Exploring History & 

Geography 
K     Hobari, Lillian 
K     Hobari, Lillian 
K     Hoban, Lillian 
K     Hoban, Lillian 
K     Hoban, Lillian 
L     Folktales 
]       Flack; Marjorie 
F      Foundations 
B      Sunshine 
E      Oxford Reading Tree 
]       Story Starter 
D     Little Red Readers 
D     Sunshine 
C  • Little Red Readers 
C     PM Starters 
D     Little Red Readers 
C     Little Red Readers 
C     Foundations 
E      Oxford Reading Tree 
K     Foundations 
B .   Little Red Readers 
B      Little Readers 
A     Kloes, Carol 
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HarperCollins 

Viking 
Educ. Insights 
Children's Press 
Celebration Press 
Sundance 
Sundance 
Sundance 
Celebration Press 

' Scholastic 
Merritnak 

RigW 
Troll 
troll 
Dominie 

%!%LmJ%uKledayDeU 

Rigby 
Rigby    . 
Children's Press 

Oxford 
Scholastic 
Wright Group 
Simoh & Schuster 
Random House 

. Greenwillow 

Rigby 
Steck-Vaughn 
Scholastic 

Rigby 

I 
I 
I 
•a. 

5 

. Harpertrbphy 
HarperCollins 
HarperCollins 
HarperCollins 
Harpertrophy 
Mondo 
Macmillan 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Oxford University Press 

Wright Group 
Sundance 
Wright Gtpup 
Sundance 
Rigby 
Sundance 
Sundance 
Wright Group 
Oxford University Press 

Wright Group 
Sundance 
HoughtonMifflin 
Kaeden Books 

1 
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Title Level    Author/Series Publisher/Distributor 

1 Am Thankful 
I Can Fly 
1 Can Hear 
1 Can Paint 
1 Can Read 
I Can See 
I Can Write 
ILike 
1 Like Balloons 
1 Like Me 
1 Like to Eat 
1 Like to Paint 
I Paint 
I Read'.. 
In the Shopping Cart 
In the Supermarket 
Iron Horse, The 
James Is Hiding 
just Look at You 
Legs 
Let's Go 
Light 
Little Brother 
Little Things 
Look 
Look What I Can Do 
Lost 
Lots of Things 
Magic 
Me 
Miss Popple's Pets 
Moccasins 
Mom 
Moms and Dads 
Monster Party 
My Birthday Party 
My Book 
My Box 
My Class 
My Family 
My Home . 
My House 
My Planet 
My Room 
My Shadow 
My Story 
My Tower 
Naughty Kitten! 
On Safari 
One Hunter 
Ouch! 
Painters   
Party, The 
Pets 

A Carousel Earlybirds 
A Sunshine 
A TOTTS 
A .   Book Bank 
A Learn to Read 
A Carousel Earlybirds 
A Learn to Read 
A Sunshine 
A Reading Corners 
A Visions 
A Reading Corners 
A Reading Corners 
A Literacy 2000 
A Reading Comers 
A PM Starters 
A Smart Start 
A Smart Start 
A Windmill-Look & Listen 
A Sunshine 
A Twig , 
A Reading Corners 
A Twig 

. A Sunshine 
A PM Starters 
A Sunshine 
A Aruego, Jose   . 
A . TOTTS 
A Reading Corners 
A Twig 
A PM Starters 
A . Literacy 2000 
A Twig 
A PM Starters 
A PM Starters 
A Literacy 2000 
A Little Readers 
A Maris, Ron 
A Literacy 2000 
A Stewart, J. &. Salem, L. 
A Sunshine. 
A Literacy 2000 
A Carousel Earlybirds 
A Smart Start 
A, Carousel Earlybirds 
A . Book Bank 
A Wonder World 
A Windmill-Look &. Listen 
A Smart Start 
A Smart Start 
A Hutchins, Pat 
A Literacy .2000 

-A TwjR_ 
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Dominie Press 
Wright Group 
TOTTS 
Wright Group 
Creative Teaching Press 
Dominie Press 
Creative Teaching Press 
Wright Group 
Dominie Press 
Wright Group 
Dominie Press 
Dominie Press 
Rigby 
Dominie Press . 
Rigby 
Rigby 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Dominie Press 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
Macmillan 
TOTTS   ' 
Dominie Press 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
Rigby '.<•. 
Rigby 
Rigby r 
Houghton Mifflin      , v. 
Viking ,A 
Rigby 
Seedling 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Dominie Press 
Rigby 
Dominie Press 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Rigby 
Greenwillow 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
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Title Level   Author/Series Publisher/Distributor 852 

> 

Wood 
Yellow 
YukSoup 
Zoo 

B Twig 
B Literacy 2000 
B Sunshine 
B Wonder World 

Wright Group 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 

it- 

E 

B. 

#; 

#. 

# 

^ 

% I 

t 

1,2, Kangaroo 
All Fall Down 
All Through the Week with Cat and 

Dog 
Animal Habitats 
Animal Stretches 

At the Farm 
At the Library 

.t the Playground 

;t the Pool 
At the Zoo 
B'l-N-G-0 • 
Baby in the Cart 
Baby Lamb's First Drink 
Baby Says 
Banana Shake 
Bay Run, The 
Beds 
Bee, The 
Ben the Bold 
Ben's Banana 
Bicycle, The 
Big and Little 
Big Kick, The 
Bird Talk 
Birthday, A 
Birthday Candles 
Blue Day 
Bo and Peter 
Boots 
Boots for Toots 

Boss 
Breakfast 
Brown Bear, Brown Bear 
Bubbles 
Bubbles 
Bus Ride, The 
Bus Ride, The 
Busy Mosquito, The 
Buzzing Flies 
Call 911    • 
Can 1 Have a Lick? 
Can You See the Eggs? 
Caring 
Cat, The 
Cat and Dog 
Cave. 
Circus, The 

C Reading Corners 
C Wildsmith, Brian 
C Learn to Read 

C Little Red Readers 
C Little Celebrations 
C Little Red Readers 
C PM Starters 
C Little Red Readers 
C Foundations 
C Little Red Readers 
C Tiger Cub 
C Foundations 
C PM Books 
C Steptoe, John 
C Book Bank 
C Foundations 
C Interaction 
C Storybox 
C Literacy 2000 
C Foundations 
C Storybox 
G Sunshine 
C PM Books 
C Little Celebrations 
C New Way 
C Carousel Readers 
C Literacy 2000 
C Beginning Literacy 
C Beginning Literacy 
C Ready to Read 

C Foundations 
C Foundations 
C Martin, Bill 
C Sunshine 
C Literacy 2000 
C Reading Unlimited 
C Little Celebrations 
C Foundations 
C Sunshine 
C Twig 
C Carousel Readers 
C PM Starters 
C Interaction 
C Smart Start 
C Learn to Read 
C Book Bank 
C Literacy 2000 

345 

Dominie Press 
Oxford 
Creative Teaching Press 

Sundance 
Celebration Press 
Sundance 
Rigby 
Sundance 
Wright Group 
Sundance 
Peguis 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Morrow 
Wright Group    - 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Celebration Press 
Steck-Vaughn 
Dominie Press 
Rigby 
Scholastic 
Scholastic 
Richard C. Owen/ 

Celebration Press 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Henry Holt &. Co. 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Celebration Press 
Celebration Press 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Dominie Press 
Rigby 
Rigby 

, Rigby 
Creative Teaching Press 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
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Level   Author/Series 

i 
i 
m 

#: 

1 
m 
BEv 

Tule 

We Like Fish 
What Can You Hear? 
What Fell Out? 
What Is It Called? 
What Would the Zoo Do? 
What Would You Like? 
Where Are My Socks? 

Where Are the Sunhats? 
Where Are You Going? 
Where"Are You Going, Aja Rose? 

Where Is It? 
Where Is Miss Pool? 

Where Is the Milk? 
Where Is the School Bus? 

Where's Al? 
Where's Baby Tom? 
Where's Cupcake? 
Who Cried for Pie? 
Who Is Who? 
Who Wants to Live in My House? 

Who Will Help? 
Who's Hiding? 
Willy the Helper . 
Wind Surfing 
Worms 

Alien at the Zoo 
All By Myself 
Animal Babies 
Around My School 
At the Beach 
At the Seaside 
Baby, The 
Baby Bear Goes Fishing   . 
Baseball Fun 
Bath for Patches, A 
Ben's Dad     . 
Biff's Aeroplane 
Big Brown Box 

. Big Friend, Little Friend 
Big Toe, The 
Big Toe, The 
Bill's Baby 
Blanket, The 
Blue Bug's Book of Colors 

Boo-Hoo 
Bobgly, The     ••• - 
Boots and Shoes 
Brave Father Mouse 
Brothers   • 
Buster McCluster 
Buster the Balloon 

D 
P 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

PM Starters 
Tiger Cub 
Carousel Readers 
Reading Unlimited 

Salem, Lynn 
Sunshine 
Ready to Read 

D PM Books 
D Learn to Read 
D Sunshine 
D Rookie Reader 
D Ready to Read 

%) Foundations 
D Carousel Readers 
D Barton, Byron 
D Book Bank 
D Little Readers 
D First Start 
D Rookie Reader 
D Book Bank 
D Learn to Read 

•'.  D Learn to Read 
D     Little Readers 
D     Sunshine 
D     Literacy.2000 

Publisner/u» "»"—— 

Rigby 
Peguis 
Dominie Press 
Celebration Press 
Seedling 

"Wright Group 
Richard C Owen/ 

Celebration Press 

Rigby 
Creative Teaching Press 

Wright Group 
Children's Press 
Richard C Owen/ 

Celebration Press 

Wright Group 
Dominie Press 
Houghton Mifflin 
Wright Group 
Houghton Mifflin 

Troll 
Children's Press 
Wright Group 
Creative Teaching Press 
Creative Teaching Press 
Houghton Mifflin 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
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E      Sunshine 
E     Mayer, Mercer 
E      Rookie Reader 
E      Exploring History 
E      Oxford Reading Tree 
E      Oxford Reading Tree 
E      Bumingham, John 

. E      PM Books 
E      Geddes, Diana 
E      Carousel Readers 
E     PM Books 
E      Oxford Reading Tree 
E     Voyages 
E      Greenfield, Eloise 
E      Storybox 
E     Read-Togethers 
E     Tadpoles 
E      Bumingham, John 
E      Poulet, Virginia 
E      Read-Togethers 
E      Literacy 2000 
E     Cooper, Ann 
E     PM Books 
E      Talk About Books 
E      Wonder World 
E      Mathtales 

X 

\ 

I 
•1 

Wright Group 
Golden 
Children's Press 
Rigby _ Oxford University Press 

Oxford 
Crowell 
Rigby 
Kaeden Books 
Dominie Press 
Rigby 
Oxford 
SRA/McGraw Hill 
Houghton Mifflin 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Crowell 
Children's Press 
Wright Group 

Rigby 
Kaeden Books 

Rigby 
Dominie Press 
Wright Group 
Mimosa" 

i 
X 
7. 

\ 

1 
1 
o 
•A 

\ 
0 
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Title 

Washing 
Water Boatman, The 

i'.. 

What a Dog 
What a School 
What Am 1? 
What Are You Going to Buy? 
Wheels on the Bus 
When Goldilocks Went to the House 

of the Bears 
When 1 Was Sick 
When It Rains 
When iana Was Absent 

j   Where Is It? 
Where's My Daddy? 
William, Where Are You? 
Winter Sleeps 
Yummy, Yummy 
Zoo Babies 

Alligator Shoes 
•   Amanda's Bear 

Amazing Popple Seed, The 
Angus Thought He Was Big 
Apple Tree Apple Tree 
Baby Elephant's New Bike 
Big Fat Worm, The 
Big Red FireEngine 
Black Swan's Breakfast 
Blackbird's Nest 

Blue Lollipops 
Boats 
Boris Bad Enough . 
Brave Triceratops 

. Breakfast in Bed 
'' Buffy's Tricks 

Bus Stop, The 
Buzzzzzz Said the Bee 

.    Candle-Light 
Captain B's Boat 
Carla's Breakfast 
Carla's Ribbons 
Carrot Seed, The 
Cat and Dog 
Cement Tent 
Chickens 
Clever Penguins, The 

Click 
Come On, Tim 
Cows in the Garden 
Crazy Quilt, The 

w Critter Race 
• Day Buzzy Stopped Being Busy 

> 

Level   Author/Series 

F     Foundations 
F     Ready to Read 

F First Start 
F Salem, L. &. Stewart, ], 
F Just Beginning 
F Read Alongs 
F Ziefert, Harriet 
F Rendall, jenny 

F Literacy 2000 
F Frankford, Marilyn 
F Tadpoles 
F Tiger Cub 
F Watanabe, Shigeo 
F Gerstein, Mordicai 
F Reading Corners 
F     Grey, Judith 
F      Little Celebrations 

G Dorros, Arthur 
G Reading Corners 
G Read Alongs 
G Giant Step Readers 
G Blocksma, Mary 
G Foundations 
Q Van Laan, Nancy 
G First Start 
G Book Bank 
G Ready to Read 

G     Stepping Stones 
G     Rockwell, Anne 
G     Kraus, Robert 
G     PM Books 
G     Tadpoles 
G     Literacy 2000 
G     Hellen, Nancy 
G     Hello Reader 
G     PM Books 
G     Sunshine 
G     Harper, Leslie 
G     Harper, Leslie 
G     Krauss, Ruth 
G     Minarik, E. H. 
G     First Start 
G     Snowball, Diane 
G     PM Books 
G     Foundations 
G     PM Books 
G     PM Books 
G     Little Celebrations 
G     Reese, Bob 
G     First Start 

363 
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Publisher/Distributor 

Wright Group 
Richard C. Owen/ 

Celebration Press 

Troll 
Seedling 
Modem Curriculum 

Rigby 
Random House 
Mondo 

Rigby     . 
Kaeden Books 
Rigby " 
Peguis 
Putnam 
Crown 
Dominie Press 

. Troll 
Celebration Press 

Dutton 
Dominie Press 
Rigby 
Educ. Insights 
Children's Press 
Wright Group 
Random House 
Troll 
Wright Group 
Richard C. Owen/ 

Celebration Press 
Nelson/Michaels Assoc. 
Penguin 
Simon &. Schuster 
Rigby 
Rigby 
Rigby 
Orchard 
Scholastic 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
Kaeden Books 
Kaeden Books 
Harper &. Row 
HarperCollins 
Troll 
Mondo 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Rigby 
Celebration Press 
Children's Press . 
Troll 
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Title 

Wibble Wobble Albatross 

Yes Ma'am 
You Might Fall 
You'll Soon Grow into Them Titch 
You're So Clever 
Zithers 
Zoo Party, A 

Albert the Albatross. 
All Tutus Should Be Pink 
Alligators'All Around 
Anansi's Narrow Waist. 
Angus and the Cat 
Animal Builders 
Animals at Night 
Apples and Pumpkins 
Are You My Mother? 
Armando Asked, "Why?" 
Baby Monkey, The 
Barney's Horse 
Bean Bag That Mom Made 
Bear's Bicycle, The 
Because a Little Bug Went Ka-Choo 
Ben and the Bear 
Benny Bakes a Cake 
Bertie the Bear 
Big Dog, Little Dog 
Big or Little? 
Bike Lesson 
Birthdays 
Boggywooga, The 
Bogle's Feet 
Boring Old Bed 
Bunny Hop, The 
Cats 
Clyde Klutter's Room 
Come and Have Fun 
Coyote Plants a Peachtree 
Dippy Dinner Drippers 
Don't Touch! 
Dragon 
Dragon Feet 
Eat Up, Gemma 
Eency Weency Spider 
Fasi Sings/Fasi's Fish 

Fat Cat 
Fat Cat Tomkin 
Fat Pig, The 
Father Bear Comes Home 

, Feed Me! 
Fishy Scales  
Fix-It 

Level Author/Series 

H Ready to Read 

H ReadrTogethers 
H Stepping Stones 
H Hutchins, Pat 
H Voyages 
H Little Celebrations 
H . Book Bank 

Hoff, Syd 
Hello Reader 
Sendak, Maurice 
Little Celebrations 
Flack, Marjorie 
Little Celebrations 
First Start 
Rockwell, Anne 
Eastman, P. D. 
Ready Set Read 
Reading Unlimited 
Syd Hoff 
Tadpoles 
McLeod, Emilie 
Stone, Rosetta 
Riddell, Chris 
Rice, Eve 
Allen, Pamela 
Eastman, P. D. 
Stinson, Kathy 
Berenstain, Stan &. Jan 
Sunshine 
Sunshine 
Sunshine 
Sunshine 
Hello Reader - 
Wonder World 
Sunshine 
Hurd, Edith Thacher 
Books for Young Learners 
Sunshine 
Kline, Suzy 
Stbrybox 
Books for Young Learners 
Hayes, S. 
Bank Street 
Ready to Read 

Kent, Jack 
Voyages 
Tiger Cub 
Minarik, E. H. 
Bank Street 

Publisher/Distributor 

Richard C. Owen/ 
Celebration Press 

Wright Group 
Nelson/Michaels Assoc. 
Morrow 
SRA/McGraw Hill 
Celebration Press 
Wright Group 

HarperCollins 
Scholastic 
HarperCollins 
Celebration Press 
Viking 
Celebration Press 
Troll 
Scholastic 
Random House 
Steck-Vaughn 
Celebration Press 
HarperTrophy 
Rigby 
Little, Brown 
Random Housi 
Harper &. Row 
Greenwillow 
Coward 
Random Housi 
Dominie Press 
Random Housi 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Scholastic 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
HarperCollins 
Richard C. Ov \.r 
Wright Group 
Penguin 
Wright Group 
Richard COvtn 
Sundance 
Bantam ' 
Richard C. Ov. i w    ' 

Celebrati i 1 r, 
Scholastic 
SRA/McGrawlliU4 

PegUis ^ 
HarperCollins 
General        / 

*~3 
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Title 

You Can't Catch Me 
Zoe at the Fancy Dress Ball 

Zunid 

And Grandpa Sat on Friday 

Arguments 
Arthur's Christmas Cookies 
Arthur's Christmas Cookies 

Arthur's Honey Bear 
Arthur's Loose tooth 

Arthur's Pen Pal 
Arthur's Prize Reader 
At the Water Hole 

Baba Yaga 
Baby Sister for Frances, A 
Barrel of Gold 
Bear Goes to town 
Beavers Beware! 
Best Birthday Present, The 

Best Teacher in the World, The 
Big Balloon Race, The 
Big Fish Little Fish 
Big Sneeze, The 
Birthday Bike for Brimhall, A 

Birthdays 
Blind Men and the Elephant, 1 he 
Bony-Legs 
Boy and His Donkey, A 

, Bremen Town Musicians, The 
Bubbling Crocodile 

Level Author/Series 

] Oppenheim, Joanne 
J Literacy 2000 
]   . • Stepping Stones 

K Marshall &. Tester 
K Read Alongs 
K Read Alongs 
K Hoban, Lillian 
K Hoban, Lillian 
K Hoban, Lillian 
K Hoban, Lillian 
K Hoban, Lillian 
K Foundations 
K Literacy 2000 
K Hoban, Russell 
K Storybox 
K Browne, Anthony 
K Bank Street 
K     Literacy 2000 
K     Chardiet &. Maccarone 
K     Coerr, Eleanor 
K     Folk Tales 
K     Brown, Ruth 
K     Delton, Judy 
K     Purkis, Sallie 
K      Backstein, Karen 
K      Cole, Joanna 
K     Literacy 2000 
K     Gross &. Kent 
K     Ready to Read 

> 

Bunny Runs Away 
Button Soup 
Cabbage Princess, The 
Camping with Qaudine 

Caps for Sale . 
Case of the Two Masked Robbers, The 

Cinderella 
Clever Mr. Brown 
Clifford, the Big Red Dog 
Clifford, the Small Red Puppy 

Concert Night 
Corduroy 
Crosby Crocodile's Disguise 

-Dabble Duck 
Daniel's Dog . 
Darcy and Gran Don't Like Babies 

Day Jimmy's Boa Ate the Wash, The 
Dinosaur time 
Dinosaurs 
Dinosaurs on the Motorway 
Diplodocus in the Garden, A 

Do You Like Cats? 
Donald's Garden 

K Chardiet & Maccarone 
K Bank Street 
K Literacy 2000 
K Literacy 2000 
K Slobodkina, Esphyr 
K Hoban, Lillian 
K Once Upon a Time 
K Storybox 
K Bridwell, Norman 
K Bridwell, Norman 
K Literacy 2000 
K Freeman, Don 
K      Literacy 2000 
K     Leo Ellis, Anne 
K      Bogart, Jo Ellen 
K      Cutler, Jane 
K     Hakes Noble, T. 
K     Parish, Peggy 
K     Collins, Michael 
K     Wesley &. the Dinosaurs 
K     Wesley & the Dinosaurs 
K     Bank Street 
K      Reading Unlimited 

377 

g. 
•I 

Publisher/Distributor    ^ ^      g g Q 

Houghton Mifflin 

Rigby 
Nelson/Michaels Assoc. 

SRA/McGraw Hill 

Rigby 
Rigby 
HarperTrophy 
HarperCollins 
HarperCollins 
HarperCollins 
HarperTrophy 
Wright Group 

Rigby 
Scholastic 
Wright Group 
Doubleday 
Bantam 
Rigby 
Scholastic 
HarperTrophy 
Wright Group 
Lothrop 
Dell Publishing 
Nelson/Michaels Assoc. 
Scholastic 
Scholastic 
Rigby 
Scholastic 
Richard C. Owen/ 

Celebration Press 
Scholastic 
Bantam Doubleday Dell 

. Rigby 
Rigby 
Harper &. Row 
HarperTrophy 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Scholastic 
Scholastic 
Rigby 
Scholastic 

, Rigby 
HarperTrophy 
Scholastic 
Scholastic 
Scholastic 
Harper &. Row 
Mondo 
Wright Group 
Wright Group 
Bantam 
Celebration Press 
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Title Level    Author/Series 

Three Little Pigs L 
Three Little Pigs, The       • L 
Three Sillies, The L 
Three Smart Pals L 
Through Grandpa's Eyes L 
Tongues Are for Tasting, Licking, L 

Tricking 
Trees Belong to Everyone L 
Triceratops on the Farm L 
Triplet Trouble and the Field Day L 

Disaster 
Triplet Trouble and the Red Heart Race    L 
Triplet Trouble and the Runaway L 

Reindeer 
Triplet Trouble and the Talent Show Mess  L 
Tyrannosaurus the Terrible L 
Very Thin Cat of Alloway Road, The       L 
Walk with Grandpa L 
Watching the Whales L 
Whales—The Gentle Giants L 
What Kind of Babysitter Is This? L 
What Next, Baby Bear? L 
When the Giants Came to Town L 
Whistle for Willie L 
Why the Seals Salty L 
Wind Blew, The L 
Yellow Overalls L 
Young Jackie Robinson: Baseball Hero      L 

Adventures of Ratman M 
Aliens Don't Wear Braces M 
Ballad of Robin Hood, The M 
Bats M 
Bears on Hemlock Mountain M 
Beast in Ms. Rooney's Room M 
Beekeeper, The M 
Blueberries for Sal M 
Book About Your Skeleton, A M 
Brave Maddie Egg M 
Brith the Terrible    . M 
Can Do, Jenny Archer M 
Case for Jenny Archer, A M 
Case of the Elevator Duck, The M 
Centerfold Ballhawk M 
Chair for My Mother, A M 
Chalk Box Kid, The M 
Cherries and Cherry Pits M 
Chester the Wizard M 
Clouds M 
Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs M 
Crabs M 
Crinkum Crankurh M 

Once Upon a Time 
Marshall, James 
Literacy 2000 
Rocklin,. Joanne 
MacLachlan, P. 
Literacy 2000 

Literacy 2000 
Wesley & the Dinosaurs 
Dadey, D. & Jones, M. 

Dadey, D. &. Jones, M. 
Dadey, D.& Jones, M. 

Dadey, D. &. Jones, M. 
Wesley &. the Dinosaurs 
Literacy 2000 
Read Alongs 
Foundations 
Milton, Joyce 
Johnson, Dolores 
Murphy, Jill 
Leonard, Marcia 
Keats, Ezra Jack 
Literacy 2000 
Hutchins, Pat 
Literacy 2000 
First Start Biography 

Weiss 6A Friedman 
Dadey, D. & Jones, M. 
Literacy 2000 
Literacy 2000 
Dalgliesh, Alice 
Giff, Patricia Reilly 
Literacy 2000 
McCloskey, Robert 
Belov Gross, Ruth 
Standiford, Natalie 
Literacy-2Q00 
Conford, Ellen 
Gonford, Ellen 
E errien Berends, P. 

• Christopher, Matt 
Williams, Vera B. 
Bulla, Clyde Robert 
Williams, Vera B. 

/Reading Unlimited 
'Literacy 2000 
Barrett, Judi 

\ Wonder World 
^Ready to Read 
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Publisher/Distributor 

Wright Group 
Scholastic 
Rigby 
Scholastic 
HarperTrophy 
Rigby 

Rigby 
Wright Group 
Scholastic 

Scholastic 
Scholastic 

Scholastic 
Wright Group 
Rigby 
Rigby 
Wright Group 
Random House   -~ 
Scholastic 
Dial 
Scholastic 
Penguin • 
Rigby 
Puffin Books 
Rigby 
Troll 

Random House 
Scholastic 
Rigby •,, 
Rigby ' \ 
Aladdin .   (?" 
Yearling 
Rigby 
Scholastic 
Scholastic 
Random House 
Rigby 
Random House 
Random House 
-Random House 
Little, Brown 
Scholastic        ...» .'*'• 
Random House 6%, 
Hough ton Miffljh 
Celebration Prjesi-^, 

Rigby 4#$ 
Atheneum    ,$$frp 
Wright Groupff'*'* 
Richard C. Q 

-Celebrgt      'U; 

:~% 
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> 

Title u 

Teacher's Pet 
Whales 
Whipping Boy 
Wrong Way Around Magic 

Amelia Earhart 
Baseball's Best, Five True Stories 
Baseball's Greatest Pitchers 
Bunnicula 
Fantastic Mr. Fox1 

Five Brave Explorers 
George's Marvelous Medicine 
Giraffe and the Pelly and Me, The 
Helen Keller 
Jesse Owens: Olympic Hero 
Lucky Stone, The 
One Day in the Tropical Rain Forest 
One Day in the Woods 
Potter in Fiji, A 
Story of Harriet Tubman, Conductor of 

the Underground Railroad 
.   Story of Jackie Robinson, Bravest 

Man in Baseball 
Story of Walt Disney, Maker of 

Magical Worlds 
Twits, The 

Barney 
Birthday Disaster 

• Brian's Brilliant Career 
Cassidy's Magic 
Errol.the Peril 
Fortune's Friend 
Get a Grip, Pip! 
Glumly 
Rupert arid the Griffin 
Second Grade Star 
Strange Meetings 
Television Drama 
Time for Sale 
ToJJFromCC 
Tree, the Trunk and the Tuba, The 

. Wayside School Is Falling Down 
Wing High, Gooftah 

Babe the Gallant Pig 
Canada Geese Quilt. The 
Laura Ingalls Wilder, Pioneer Girl 

:yel Autnor/oenes X  UUUJ""(VWU1"'" 

0 Hurwitz, Johanna Scholastic 

0 Wonder World Wright Group 

0 Fleischman, Sid Troll 

0 Chew, Ruth Scholastic 

P Parlin, John Dell Publishing . 

P Gutelle, Andrew Random House 

P Kramer, S. A. Random House 

P. Howe,D.&J. Avon Books . 

P Dahl.Roald Puffin Books 

P- Hudson, Wade—-^ Scholastic 

P Dahl, Roald Puffin Books 

P Dahl, Roald Puffin Books 

P Graff.S.&P. Dell Publishing 

P Sabin, Francene Troll 

P Clifton, Lucille Dell Publishing 

P Craighead George, Jean HarperTrophy 

P Craighead George, Jean HarperTrophy 

. P Wonder World Wright Group 

P McMullan, Kate Dell Publishing 

P Davidson, Margaret Dell Publishing 

P Selden, Bernice Dell Publishing 

P Dahl.Roald Puffin Books 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000 . Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

Q Alberts, Nancy Scholastic 

Q Literacy 2000 -   Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000   . Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000. Rigby 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

Q Sachar, Louis Avon Books 

Q Literacy 2000 Rigby 

R King-Smith, Dick Random House 

R 
n 

Kinsey-Wamock, Leslie 
Srlnp  Meuan 

Dell Publishing 
Dell Publishing 
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vSamp e Writing Units of Study for Third Grade 
1 Writing Project Mentor Texts Craft Conventions Rubric Project 

1 6 Weeks Memoir Owl Moon 1. Using sensory details 1. Capitalization 1. Stretching with Students will write 
Everything Will be Okay 2. Leads 2. Punctuation sensory details. a short memoir 
Rat Hunt 3. Endings 3. Word wall edits 2. Leads 
Ma Dear's Apron 4. Dialogue 4. Paragraph 

structure 
3. Endings 
4. Used editing 
5. Sticks to topic 

4 Weeks Procedural The Perfect Sandwich, 1. Elaborating in your steps 1. Using second 1. Steps in order Write a procedure: 
How to put up a tent 2. Using transitional "time" person 2. Makes sense What is something 

words 2. Verb tense 3. Details for each you are really 

1 

3. Using Paragraphs (present) step 
4. Uses 
transition words 

good at doing?   . . 

4 weeks Poetry Hopscotch Love 1. Repetition 1. Spelling 1. 3 skills Students create 
Poems for Fathers 2. Simile homophones represented poetry books with 
Gingerbread Days 3. Metaphor 2. Using stanzas 2. focused on a selection of 
It's Raining Laughter 4. Strengthening vocabulary 3. Strong sub/verb poems that reflect 
Sky Words through sensory details. adjectives agreement the skills learned. 

6 Weeks Research Report If you Find a Rock 1. Sequencing information 1.Using 1. Uses Students write a 
Everybody Needs a Rock from note taking. paragraphs paragraphs research report. 
A Look At Rocks: from 2. Only using details about 2. Varying 2. Uses main idea 
Coal to Timberlite main idea. sentence length and details 

i 

Rocks and Minerals 3. Use details 
4. Picture and captions  . 
5. Glossary 
6. Uses topic sentence and 
ending 

3. Includes 
glossary, captions. 
and pictures 
4. Varies sentence 
length 
5. Uses topic 
sentence and 
ending 

••(£ 

4 Weeks Response to Third Grade Bullies 1. Use transitional words . 1. Combining focused on all Students write a 
literature  . The Secret of Platform between paragraphs sentences three elements of short book report 

13 2. State opinion and use 2. Using commas a response, used based on a chapter 
Through My Eyes details transitional words, book they have 
Ever Clever Alisa 3. Fact vs. Opinion used paragraphs read. 
Book reviews 4. Lead sentence and combined 

sentences, used a 
lead and an 
interesting ending. 

4 Weeks Punctuation Study My Rotten Redheaded 1. Periods 1. Uses correct Write a piece in 
Brother 2. Commas end punctuation. any genre that 
Owl Moon 3. Dashes 2. Uses a variety show proper use of 
Jacqueline Wilson 4. Quotation of punctuation punctuation. 
excerpt Marks 

5. Exclamation 
6. Mark Ellipses 
7. Apostrophes 
8. Question Marks 
9. Parentheses 

marks 
3. Punctuation 
makes writing 
clearer 
4. Uses marks like 
apostrophes and 
ellipses correctly. 

4 Weeks Realistic Fiction Germy Blew It 1. Realistic Characters 1. Pronouns beg, mid, end, Students write a 
Spike It 2. Beginning, middle, and 2. Homophones characters real realistic fiction 

• Wanted....Mud end realistic setting story. 
Blossom and Others 3. Dialogue used dialogue 

1' 
• 

Dew Drop Dead correctly 
story makes sense 
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Punctuation Unit ...  860 

Immersion 
Day 1 - Writing partners- What do you know about Punctuation? 
Day .2 - Noticing Punctuation - "What a mark means?" 
Day 3 - Chart noticings - Find New Noticings 
Day 4 - Look at punctuation in our own writing 
Day 5 - Model punctuating another piece 
Day 6 - One mark used in many different ways 
Day 7 - Choose a mark to study 
Day 8 - Use marks in our own writing 
Day 9 - More Research on Marks 

Choose a Seed and Nurture 
Day 10- Pick a Seed Idea - Nurture it 

Draft • 
|   Day 11 - Rubric 

Day 12-Draft 

Edit/Revision 
Day 13 - Partner Feedback- Revision 
Day 14 - Partner Feedback - Revision 

Publish 
Day 15 - Publish 

Reflection 
Day 16-Reflection 

> 
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Unit of Study 

> 

Connection 

Give or Gather 
Information 

Active Involvement 

> 

Off you go 

(Conference ?'s) 

Share out 

» 

Minilesson 
861 
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> 

» 

Materials 
Patricia Polacco's My Rotten Redheaded Older Brother 
Class copies of the first two pages ofMy Rotten Redheaded Older 
Brother 
Chart (Good Writing Partners...) 
Way to pick partners - teacher selected, draw names, students 
choose 
Chart paper* or Overhead of the first two pages of My Rotten 
Redheaded Older Brother 
Chart of (What we noticed/What it meant/Example) 
An overhead or chart of your own piece or a class shared writing 
piece - w/o punctuation in it 
A copy of a text that is unpunctuated on overhead from either a 
book or from a student's notebook 
Chart with punctuation marks from the (What we noticed/What it 
meant/Example) chart and space below for students to sign up for a 
mark to study 
Charts for groups to post it during their study (Example from 
text/What work it does) 
Chart on different ways to nurture a seed idea (Ways to Nurture 
Seed Ideas) 
Punctuation Rubric - chart paper (4, 3, 2, 1) 
Copies of Self Reflection page 

» 
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Day 1 - Writing partners- What do vou know about Punctuation? 
Connect:       It can be helpful to work with a partner to share ideas about good writing. Today, 
we're going to be looking at how to be a good writing partner. 

Give: 
Model with a student and fishbowl what it is like to work as partners 
(Task is to write down everything you and your partner knows about punctuation) 
Then chart what students noticed about how the partners worked together 

Off you go: 
Pull sticks to pick partners and send partners off to write everything they know about punctuation 

Teacher conferences with partners about the choices they made while working together 

Share out: 

Come back together as a whole class and share out 
Can anyone share something that worked well with your partner? 
Can anyone share how he/she solved a problem with his/her partner? 
Teacher shares out noticings of good partner practices from conferencing 

[When you meet for writer's workshop each day, you will want writing partners sitting near each 
other so that they can turn and talk when needed.] 

.       Day 2 - Noticing Punctuation - "What it meant?" 
•     Connect:        "Yesterday, we talked about what we know about punctuation. Today, we're 

going to look at what we notice about how good writers use punctuation." 

Give/Gather: 
Model w/ a shared text on an overhead or chart paper — think aloud about a punctuation mark you 
notice and think about "What it meant?" Write your thoughts in the margin. 

Have partners turn to each other on the rug and talk about the punctuation mark they notice and 
what they think it means? Have one or two share out. 

(Patricia Polacco's My Rotten Redheaded Older Brother) 

Off you go: 
Send partners off to finish the noticings on the rest of the page of text - have it Xeroxed 
Conference with partners about their noticings and what they think the mark means. 

Share out: 
Come back together -have students share noticings and add them to the charted text 

> 
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Day 3 - Chart noticings - Find New Noticings 
Connect: 

w      Yesterday we noticed different punctuation marks and what they mean. Today, we're going to 
P     start a chart so that we can keep track of the different marks we find. I've started by adding the 

marks from the page we read yesterday. 

Give/Gather: 
Go over the chart and the findings from yesterday. 

Off you go: 
Today, I want you and your partner to continue looking for new marks and thinking about what 
they rpean. Make note of your noticings in the margin of the text. Be prepared to come back and 
share what you found so that we can add to our chart. 

[Pass out the second page of My Rotten Redheaded Older Brother by Patricia Polacco and have 
students make noticirigs with their partner.] 

Teacher conferences with pairs asking them to explain their noticings. 

Share out: 
Share out new noticings and add to chart. 

> 

> 
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What we noticed 

period 

comma 

Dash- 

quotation marks 

exclamation mark 

I 

ellipses 

apostrophe 

question mark .' 

Parenthesis (  ) 

What it meant 

*the sentence has ended 
*stop and breathe 
* lower your voice 

*pause while you are 
reading 

*pause 
^continues a sentence 
or a word on the next 
line or page 

* change your voice to 

sound like the character 
* dialogue - someone's 
talking 

*to show emotion 

*raise your voice at the 
end of a sentence 

*the sentence pauses 
and then continues 
*to surprise you 
*to stretch your voice 

* contraction 
*middle of a word for 
missing letters 

*at end of a question 
*voice raises at the end 

* extra idea or piece of 
Information 

Example 

She knew just how to tell a good: 

story. 

on their farm in Union City, 

Michigan. 

Outside were birds, trees, 
and sky - and so ten days 
passed quickly. 

we'd always ask, "Bubbie, is 

that true?" 

She'd answer, "Of course it's true, 

but it may not have happened!" 

It is ... an ant! 

She'd answer 

Bubbie is that true? 

And the one remaining squirrel 
(obviously the leader of them all) 
climbed up on to her shoulder. 

Nicole Ken- 
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r>ny 4 - Look »t punctuation in our own writing 

The W two days, we've been loo^g at how PatnciaPolacco uses puncWanon in her writing. 
Toda% we're going to be looking at how we want to use punctuation in our own writing. 

how my piece sounds. "How does it sound?" 

Read your piece arid take noticing: from class afterwards - (i.e., it doesn't make sense, you can't 
breathe, it all sounds the same, it doesn't sound nght) 

Punctuation make:: a piece sound right and make sense. Now, I'm going to think: aloud about 
where I want to punctuate my piece. 

[Model thinking aloud about punctuation on half the page and add them in on the overhead.] 

Now, I want you to turn to your partner and talk about where else you think I should place a 
punctuation mark in this piece and why. 

Have partners share out about their thinking and mark the text. Remember that there can be more 
than one way to punctuate a piece. _ 

T^Iy%yougotoyourse^ 
I     your writing so that it makes sense 

You may either go back and edit an old entry or write a new entry thinking about where to 

punctuate. 

Teacher conferences with students about their thinking in choosing how to punctuate their 

writing. 

At the end share out, some of the good thinking noticed in the conferences. 

> 

N-kKerr H-tag* 



Dav 5 - Model punctuating another piece J -    b D I 
Connect . 
Yesterday, we all looked at our own work and thought deeply about where to punctuate the piece    . 
so that it makes sense. Remember, there can be more than one way to punctuate a piece. And 

) '    punctuation changes the way the piece sounds. Today, we're going to be thinking more about 
where to place punctuation in writing. 

Give/Gather: 
I. want you to look at a piece of writing by Jacqueline Woodson that I've typed up without 
punctuation. I want you to think about the first few lines with your partner and notice what 
punctuation is needed. 

Shareiout and punctuate the piece. Remember there can be more than one way to punctuate a 
piece. 

[Alternative lesson could be taking a piece from a student's notebook (with his/her permission), 
typing it up, and using it to model.] 

Off you go: 
Again, today when you go off to your notebook, I want you to think very carefully about where 
you want to punctuate your writing so that it makes sense. When I come around to conference, I 
will be asking you to explain your thinking about your punctuation. 

» 

» 

Students go off to write a new entry in their notebooks thinking about how to best punctuate their 
writing. 

Share out: 
Teacher shares out some good thinking noticed during conferencing. 

Harlem Link 
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n„y a _ One mark.y•! ^ manv different wavs"mat W°rk d°eS jt d°" 

oZtMlast few (la)*, we've been looking; at all the different marks you can use hi your writing. 
Today, we're going to look at how you can use one mark in many different ways. 

[Students should have three independent reading books at their desk before the writing workshop 
starts. Have them keep them out after the reading workshop.] 

P^lacco arid think aloud about what kind of work the comma is doing. Wnte it on a post it, arid 
place it on a big chart. 

When you find the mark, read around it and think about what work it does.       

Comma 

Example from Text What work it does 

.January 4,1990 

Cat, dog, mouse 

Johnny, the youngest kid on the block, 
always gets left out of our games 

Johnny said, "I hate being left out!" 

I went to the store, and I bought some 
Clothes. 

The big orange cat, Sylvester, was 
lying near the window 

separates the date 

separates a list 

adding extra information 

to pause before dialogue 

pause between two complete thoughts 

to pause before and after a name is given 
as an extra piece of information 

» 

Come ba" k and share out examples of a comma being used and what work it does. Can we find 
all the ways that a comma is used? 

Nicole Ken- Harlem Link 
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Day 7 - Choose a mark to study 
Connect: 
Yesterday, we all studied the comma and how it can be used in different ways. Today, I want you 
to think about which punctuation mark you'd like to choose and study. You will be looking at all 
the different ways it can be used. 

869 

Give/Gather: 
Have a chart ready for students to sign up for a mark. Choose sticks with students' names and let 
them choose a mark. No more than about three to a mark so that groups are equal. Marks are the 
ones that the class has come up with on the (What we noticed/What it meant/Example) chart. 

> 

1 Punctuation Mark Study 
Comma, Exclamation mark ! Semicolon ; 
Tatyana Kiara Trivante 
Rashaad Daron Keaira 
Chad ' Murray Lizzette 

Dash- Parenthesis f ) Apostrophe ' 
Taylor Vicky Princess 
Justin Asenath Kindaya 
Isaac Fayzohn 

Ellipses ... Dash 
Terrell Julien 
Akira Rhondell 

Off you go: 
Once they've signed up for a mark to study. Send groups off with a chart to place their post its 
on. 

Exclamation mark! 

Example from text What work it does 

> 

Share out: 
Come back together and share out findings. 

Nicole Ken- Harlem Link 
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^ 

^av^^sema^s in ou^ own writing ^^    ^^ 

yesterday you studiedanunctuation mark and all the ways it can do workinyourwriting. ^et's 
go over some ofthe things you discovered.Review findings on the chart.Today, you're going to 
he working in yournotehooks. ^ want you to think ahout how you might use someofthe marks 
we've studied in yourwriting. ^e prepared to share out your thinking ahout which marks you 
chose. 

^ve^athe^ 
conference with students ahout how and whythey chose certain marks to punctuate theirwriting. 

^ha^reout^ 
^hare good thinking hy students that you ohserved during conferencing ahout choosing the right 
mark. 

^esterday,you used someofwhat you learned from your research to help you with your own 
writing. Today, we're going to dosome more research to see if we can find newwaysyourmark 
can he used. 

^ve^atherD 
l^et'slookatwhat we've alreadyfound out in studying each mark. Review the charts. T 

^end groups off to do research in theirindependent reading hooks on theirpunctuation mark. 
Emphasise that they're trying to find difterent ways they've heen used. Eor example, ifthe group 
found out thatacomma can he used to separateadate. Theywill he looking tor^n^v^^nd 
different waytouseacorhma today. 

[Extension^maywantto encourage students to look at different authors'styles of punctuating or 
how genres may differ in theiruse of punctuation, ^nonfiction hook mayuse punctuation 
differently thanafiction piece, ^ome students may he ready to explore these differences.^ 

^ome hack together ^^ share out into on charts. 

l^icole^err ^^^^ ^ 
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^ 

^av^^^ic^aSeed^dea^l^urtu^^ ^    ^ 

^orthe last two weeks, you've been doingalotofthinking, noticing, andresearchingof 
punctuations marks. You've leamedalot.Now, we're going to getreadytoproduceapiece that 
will show what you've learned, ^.ememberpunctuation helps to makeapiece make sense and 
sound right. 

Today,you're going to be startingtowardproducingapiecethatmakes sense and sounds right, 
bypicking your seed idea and nurturing it. 

You are responsibleforrwo things today^l.pickingaseed idea and writing it onapost^it with 
your i^ame and the date ^.nurturing your seed idea at least once in yourwriter'snotebook. 

Let'stalk about some of the ways youmight nurture your seed idea. We've nurtured our seeds in 
manyways this year. Who can tell me one way someone might nurture his/her seed idea7 

^    Senses bo^ 
^    Write through one sense^smell, sight, hearing, touch, tasted 
^    Write everything you knowabout your seed idea 

Stretchamoment from your seed 
^    Li^taline^om an entry that you've already written about your ^e^d 
^    Write small about your seed 

Talk it out withapartner and then write what you talked about 

Note^   You may want students tokeepalist of ways to nurture in their writer'snotebook so that 
they can refer to it when they're working independently on pieces. 

^fyour students don'thave background knowledge on ways to nurture,^ust show them one way 
to nurture and have everyone nurture their seed that way.^ 

^ffyougo^ 
Students aresent off withapost it to write their seed idea, name and date.This will be collected 
and put onachart paper. ^Seedideas^ 

Theywill also have their writers'notebooks to nurture their seed idea. Thismaytakealotof 
timefor some students. Trytousemostoftheperiodfor^offyougo." 

Sba^eou^ You might want to ^ust check in and make sure that everyone completed choosing 
their seed idea and nurturing, ^fnot, assign as homework. 

^^^ ^^ ^ 
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Day 11-Rubric •       .     •„ , , 
Connect:       we've done a lot of thinking about how to use punctuation. Today, we re going to 
create a rubric to guide us to write a piece that uses punctuation well. 

Give/Gather: , ^ . , ,,     ,    . , 
Have students help you to fill in what a four looks like. You can go back and finish the chart for 

the 3,2, and 1.  '  

Punctuation Rubric 

> 

*uses the correct 
ending punctuation 
*uses a variety of 
punctuation marks 
to make the piece 
sound right 
^punctuation helps to 
make writing clear, 
understandable, 
exciting 
*uses marks correctly 
apostrophes, dashes, 
semicolons, quotes, 
ellipses 

3 
*uses correct ending 
punctuation 

*uses marks other than 
ending punctuation 
*piece sounds right 
^punctuation helps 
to make writing clear, 
understandable 

*uses marks correctly 

*uses correct ending 
punctuation 
*may use marks other 
than ending punctuation 
*piece mostly sounds 

clear and understandable 

1 
•doesn't make 
sense 
*uses some 
end 
punctuation 
•unclear 

> 

[Note: When we finish a rubric, I usually type up the rubric and give each child a copy of it to 
keep in their writer's folder to refer to and they eventually will use it to assess their final piece.] 

Nicole Kerr 
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Day 12-Draft 
Connect: 
Now that you have a seed idea and have done a little bit of nurturing around your seed idea, 1 
want you to write a draft today. 

Give/Gather: 
While you're writing your draft, I want you to think about all the things you've learned about 
how to make punctuation work in your writing. When I'm walking around today, I want to 
see evidence of good thinking going on while you're drafting. I might see someone stop and 
thinking in the middle of his or her draft. I might see someone cross out one punctuation 
mark and change it to a better one. I might see someone reading back over parts of their draft 
as they're going to see if it sounds right and makes sense. I might see someone looking back 
at the chart we made to think about which mark he or she need to work for him/her or looking 
at the rubric we.made yesterday. 

You might want to give each student a copy of the rubric as well. 

Off you go: 
Okay, start drafting, and think deeply about the punctuation. 

Share out: 
You may want to take this time to check in to see who needs more time and who is finished. You 
may want to check in with how students might feel differently writing a draft and thinking about 
punctuation. Do they feel different about this piece than say their memoir or poem? How did they 
approach the task differently? Does anyone need extra help? Create support for those who might 
need extra time or help. 

Day 13 - Partner Feedback - Revision 
Connect: 
We've been using our writing partners to help us think more deeply about punctuation. 
Today, you and your partner are going to help each other think about the punctuation in your 
draft. You will be looking at one of your pieces today and the other one tomorrow. 

Give/Gather: 
Teacher model how to work with a partner and discuss a child's piece. Fishbowl — teacher 
partners with one child and his/her draft. Work on a small part of the piece modeling how to 
talk to each other about the punctuation. Volunteer to read the child's piece aloud to him/her - 
- stopping to ask him/her if that's the way they want it to sound. At times, stop and ask why a 
mark was used or to suggest using a different or additional mark. Give positive feedback for 
marks you enjoy. When it doesn't make sense say so. 

Off you go: 
When you go off you'll have to first decide whose draft you will work on today. I want you to 
spend the whole time working on that one draft to make sure that the best punctuation is in that 
piece and is used correctly. 

873 
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Be prepared to share out at the end how you worked with your partner and what some of the 
thinking was that went on in your conferencing. 
Come back and quickly share some good partner practices. 

Day 14 - Partner Feedback - Revision 
Connect: ..., ,. 
Yesterday, you worked with your partner on one of your pieces. Today you will be switching 
to work on the other piece. 

Give/Gather: 
Let's review some of what we learned yesterday about working well with a partner. Share out 
some good practices. 

Off you go: . 
Students go off to work on the other partner's draft. 

Share out: 
Share out about good practices. 

Day 15-Publish 
Students will publish their piece - schedule for the computer lab 
May want to talk about how to access different marks on the keyboard. 

Dav 16-Reflection 

' Connect: Now that you've finished your piece, we're going to take time to reflect on what 
went well and what you could do better as a writer. Good writers reflect about what goes well 
and what doesn't go well in their writing. This helps them to improve as writers. 

Give/Gather: 
Go over the reflection page with students. 

Off you go: 
Students go off and reflect on their piece and fill out the self-reflection as well as grading 

themselves on the rubric. 

Teacher conferences with students about their reflections. 

Share out: 
Share out thoughts about how to improve writing for the next pieces. What do we work on? 

Publishing Party 

874 
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Name     '          Date  

Self Reflection Form - Punctuation Piece 

Title of writing:  

One place where I used punctuation as I wrote to help me shape meaning: 

One way I used punctuation well: 

> 

One way I tried to use punctuation in a new way for me: 

One aspect of punctuation that I want to work on: 

I 
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FEATURED   TITLES 

Any Kind of Dog by Lynn Reiser   p. 42 

A Chair for My Mother by Vera B. 

Williams   p. 25 

Day Breaks by Bethea verDorn   p. 40 

The Doorbell Rang by Pat Hutchins   p. 42 

Fireflies! by Julie Brinckloe   pp. 19,33 

Fireflies in the Night by Judy Hawes   p. 33 
The Friend by John Burningham   p. 27 

The Gardener by Sarah Stewart   p. 21 

Ghost Eye by Marion Dane Bauer   p. 38 

Gifts by JoEllen Bogart   p. 42 . 
Goose by Molly Bang    p. 28 
Great Days of a Country House by John S. 

Goodall   p. 25 
/ Am. the Ocean by Suzanna 

Marshak   p. 39 
I'll Fix Anthony by Judith Viorst   p. 27 
The Important Book by Margaret Wise 

Brown   p. 22 
Just Like Daddy by Frank Asch   p. 43 
Lilly's Purple Plastic Purse by Kevin 

Henkes   p. 37 
Little Nino's Pizzeria by Karen 

Barbour   p. 28 
The MagicSchool Bus series by Joanna 

Cole    pp 19.32 

A Medieval Feast by Aliki   p, 25 

My Five Senses by Aliki   p. 27 

My Little Island by Frane Lessac   p. 35 

My Mom Travels a Lot by Caroline Feller 
Bauer   p. 40 

Officer Buckle and Gloria by Peggy 

Rathmann   p. 21 
Old Henry by Joan W. Bios   p. 37 
On Call Back Mountain by Eve 

Bunting   p. 34 

The Popcorn Book by Tomie de 
Paola    p. 32 

Shrek! by William Steig   p. 29 

Sierra by Diane Siebert   p. 39 
Sitti's Secrets by Naomi Shihab Nye   p. 29 

Tar Beach by Faith Ringgbld   p. 34 
"Things" from Honey, / Love by Eloise 

Greenfield    p. 41 

Up North at the Cabin by Marsha Wilson 
Chall   p. 34 

Where Are You Going, Little Mouse? by 

Robert Kraus   p. 22 
Whose Mouse Are You? by Robert 

Kraus   p. 22 
Willy the Wimp by Anthony Browne   p. 29 
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Beginning, Middle, and End (1) 

1 t 

is" 

DISCUSSION 

Some primary children find writing so difficult they eke out no more 
than a single sentence. Young children often write "attribute stories"— 
exploring a topic by adding one descriptive attribute: "I love my 
Mom." Or: "Flowers are pretty." Most children go through this stage 
but some seem to fixate on it, unable or unwilling to write longer, 
more complex stories. How do we maintain a safe, supportive environ- 
ment for these writers while at the same time nudging them to wade 
into deeper water? 

One way of extending.the range of young writers is to remind them 
that good writing needs to have a beginning, a middle, and an end. We 
can introduce this idea by drawing on children's sense of story and in- 
viting them to apply it to their own work. 

HOW   TO   TEACH   IT 

(During a mini-lesson sit in front of your students with a large chart. 
On the chart draw three large boxes, side by side labeled BEGINNING, 
MIDDLE, and END.) 

We have talked about how a good story has a beginning, a middle, 
and an end. Now I'm going to tell you a story. I want you to listen 
carefully. When I'm finished, I want you to tell me which part was the 
beginning, which part was the middle, and which part was the end. . 

(Tell a story from your own life. You can teach^the same craft lesson 
by reading a picture book like Fireflies! by Julie Brinckloe. Then invite 
students to retell each part of the story, paying particular attention to 
beginning, middle, and end. As they do, write the parts in the appro- 
priate boxes.) 

Today I want you to think about this when you write. I want you to 
read over your story and ask yourself, Does my story have a beginning, 
a middle, and an end? If you want to add a beginning or an end to 
your story, you can staple another page. Or you can tape a piece of pa- 
per onto the bottom. . 

n 

1 

gj^u Teaching Writing K-8 19 
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Match Words with the Picture 

• 

Copyright C 1998 

Ralph Fletcher and 

JoAnn PottalupL 

fe,   Stenhouse Publishers 

DISCUSSION 

In both reading and writing, we want students to appreciate that there 
are layers of meaning. Picture books, with illustrations and text on 
each page, provide a good introduction to this idea. 

This is a. simple but important craft lesson that builds on the 
"tongue-and-groove" relationship between text and illustrations. It 
asks students to go back, reread their stories, and check for consistency 
between these two symbolic worlds. • 

HOW  TO  TEACH   IT 

Let's revisit a book we all read and loved earlier in the year. I know you 
remember Officer Buckle and Gloria, Let's take a look at some of the 
pages. Do you remember how important those pictures were to the 
story? 

You'll notice in this picture book that the pictures match the words. 
(Show examples from the picture book.) 
If the author writes on one page about Officer Buckle watching 

himself on TV, you can be sure that the illustrations on that page will. 
show the same thing. That's true about almost every picture book you 
read. The words and the pictures work together like a good team. 

That's also true about the stories you write. A boy named Rob wrote 
a story that went like this: "One day I was going to the dentist." That's 
a perfectly good thing to write about. But when he looked underneath 
the words, he saw that he had drawn a picture of a dog. What's wrong 
with that? 

(Discuss.) 
When Rob noticed that his words and his picture didn't match, he 

wanted to fix it. He could change, his story in two ways. First, he could 
draw a picture that went with his story. He might draw a picture of the 
dentist, or the dentist's building, or maybe even show some of the den- 
tist's tools—like the drill! 

Or, if he really wanted to write about the dog, he could go back and 
write words about the dog picture. 

Whenever you write you need to ask yourself, Does my picture 
match my words? Do my words match my picture? It's important to 
check this if you're writing a story on one page. If you're writing a 
book with different pages, you'll want to make sure that on each page 
the words and the pictures work together like a good team. 

i. Craft Lessons: Teaching Writing K-8 

a 
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Nudging Students to Move Beyond "List" 
and "Love" Stories 880 

I'{I I 'I 

Copyright O 1998 

Ralph Fletcher and 

JoAnn PortalupL 

Stenhouse Publishers 

22 

DISCUSSION 

The stories we see in primary classrooms are often sketchy. Students 
tell one thing about their topic, and then they're finished. One of the 
challenges for primary teachers is to show their students how to em- 
bellish stories and add more details. Here's how Randy Methven, a 
first-grade teacher in New York, describes it: 

"Sometimes I realize that my kids are all writing family love stories 
('1 love my mother. I love my father.') and list stories ('I have a dog. My 
dog runs. My dog eats.'), all of which are great first writings. But I real- 
ize that the usual conference dialogue questions (What's your dog's 
name? What do you like to do with your mother?) aren't moving the 
kids beyond their simple beginnings." 

HOW   TO   TEACH   IT 

Randy Methven addresses this issue in the following way: 
"I begin looking for books that demonstrate answering the ques- 

tions a reader might ask. A simple text like Where Are You Going, Little 
Mouse? literally demonstrates this question-and-answer process within 
the frame of the story: 

Whose mouse are you? Nobody's mouse. 
, Where's your mother? Inside the cat... 

"I remind the kids to think about answering in their own writing 
the kind of questions the mouse was asked. During writing confer- 
ences I may ask things like, Whose dog are you? Where's your boy? 
Asking questions like those in the story reactivates the idea of telling 
more and answering the readers' questions ahead of time." 

Craft Lessons:Teaching Writing K-B 

Copyrigl 
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How to Pace a Story 
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DISCUSSION 

Primary writing teachers work hard so their students can get into a 
groove and find a nice writing flow. We try hard to defuse issues of 
spelling, saying, "When in doubt, sound it out!" or simply "Guess and 
go" 

But at the same time we often need to slow these writers down. 
Otherwise they tell everything on the very first page. It's helpful for 
young writers to see ways that they can slow down their stories, to re- 
veal the story bit by bit instead of blurting it all out at one time. 

HOW   TO   TEACH   IT. 

I could write, "My father came to visit and repaired ten broken things 
the very first day! I told him he can come to visit whenever he wants!" 

But if I write it that way, I'm telling the whole story on the very first 
page. My story might sound better if I slowed it down and stretched it 
out over several pages. On the first page I could write about how he 
fixed the doorbell. On the second page, I could write about how he 
fixed the dripping faucet. 

Let's look at a book you all know, Little Nino's Pizzeria. I'm going to 
read it again. I want you to notice how Karen Barbour tells a little bit 
of the story on each page. 

(Read. Discuss.) 
I want you to notice something about this book. Sometimes this au- 

thor writes one sentence on a page. But sometimes she takes one sen- 
tence and stretches it out over several pages. 

(Show.) 
The same thing happens with Goose. Look at how the first part of 

this sentence—"On a dreadfully dark and stormy night"—goes on the 
first page. And then the second part of the sentence—"an egg was 
blown right out of its nest"—goes on the second page. 

I want you to think about this today when you write. You don't 
have to jam your whole story into the very first page. You can slow 
down, spread out. Think about feeding your story to the reader bit by 
bit. I've made up some books if you want to use them in your writing. 

Craft Lessons:Teaching Writing K-8 

#theVM#by: 
e* Anthony Bro 
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Using Details (General vs. Specific) 
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DISCUSSION 

Donald Murray (1993) points out that good writing begins with hon- 
est, specific, accurate information. In other words, believable details. 
That is why many teachers encourage students to begin by writing true 
stories based on real experiences from their own lives. Young children 
put in plenty of authentic details when they tell stories. But when they 
write, those details seem to disappear. 

It takes a lifetime for a writer to master the effective use of details. If 
young writers are going to begin using details in their writing, they 
first need to clearly understand the difference between the general and 
the specific. 

HOW  TO TEACH   IT 

(Make up a large chart with two columns headed General and Specific. 
Under the first heading, list the general words you often see in student 
writing: nice, good, fun, things.) 

I have made a list of words. These are perfectly fine words, but in a 
piece of writing they don't give the reader much of a picture. I might 
write, "My Grandpa is very nice." But when you close your eyes it's 
hard to picture "nice." Right? But what if I write, "My Grandpa takes 
me up to the attic. He opens a big trunk and takes out his Army stuff. 
Sometimes he lets me wear the uniform he wore when he was a sol- 
dier." That gives you a much clearer picture, doesn't it? That's because I 
used details you. could picture. 

(Go back to the chart and list several concrete details—attic, old 
trunk, Army uniform—under Specific.) 

Here's a challenge when you go back to your writing. Reread what 
you have written so far. Do you use any of these general words? Could 
you have used a more specific word? See if you can add some details to 
your story so we can picture exactly what's going on. 

Craft Lessons:Teaching Writing K-B 23 
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Using Illustrations to Convey 
Information 883 

l» 

DISCUSSION 

Donald Graves (1983) has argued that kids can write the very first day 
of school. Of course, this requires us to broaden our definition of the 
word writing. For young children drawing may serve as writing well 
into the early months of first grade. Rather than pushing these chil- 
dren into conventional print, we can learn to make use of this impor- 
tant time when the young writer is composing with fluency. 

Picture books offer limitless resources for focusing children's atten- 
tion on the role of illustrations in telling stories. In a good picture 
book, the art carries meaning that is not otherwise recorded in text. 

HOW  TO   TEACH   IT 

Today we're going to read a story that you all know. But instead of 
reading the words, we're going to very carefully read the pictures. This 
will help us think about the way the pictures help to tell the story. 

(Look at selected pages from A Medieval Feast. You might also pro- 
ject the illustrations onto a wall by using transparencies or an opaque 
projector.) 

Listen to the words Aliki used to tell this part of the story. 
(Quote from the text.) 
Now let's look at the picture that goes with those words to see what 

new information the picture adds. 
(Project the illustration and allow children to talk about what they 

are learning from the pictures. Help children notice the details the au- 
thor included to present more information to her readers. Repeat with 
other selected pages.) 

When you go back to your writing today, I'd like you to take some 
time to carefully read your pictures. Ask yourself if there is anything 
you might add that would help the reader see more of the story, Maybe 
you'll want to include details to better describe where your story is tak- 
ing place. Or maybe you can teach us more about a character by add- 
ing details that show what that person is like. 

m 
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DISCUSSION 

Let's face it: even the idea of writing scares some kids to death. Faced 
with pencils, tiny symbols, impossible-to-spell words, many children 
simply freeze up. Writing teachers know that risk taking and fluency 
form the bedrock of a strong writer's workshop, particularly for chil- 
dren at this age. It's important to do whatever you can to make writing 
seem less threatening and more manageable. 

This craft lesson builds on the natural link between spoken and 
written language. It gives primary children an introduction to the idea 
of voice in writing. 

While children tend to use the "I" in their writing, most picture 
books for kids of this age are written in the third person. Books writ- 
ten in the first person provide strong models for kids to use their own 
voices. We suggest three such books, but you might have other favorite 
texts written in the first person that your children are already familiar 
with. If so, you can use those. 

HOW   TO   TEACH   IT 

Imagine that you just had a sleep-over with a really good friend. You 
are sitting at the kitchen table, talking to your friend. 

Well, that's what writing is. Think of writing as chatting on paper. 
You use your voice but instead of speaking out loud you let your voice 
speak on the paper. You talk to the reader when you write down words. 

Most of you know /'// Fix Anthony. I'm going to read a few pages 
from this book. Listen carefully because I want you to notice how it 
sounds as if the author is talking to us. You can hear her speaking. 

(Read a few pages. Discuss.) 
You can do the. same thing that Judith Viorst did in her book. Today 

when you write you can try to make your words sound just the way 
you sound when you talk to a friend. Let's say that I talk like this: 

"I always forget something important when I go to the store. Well, 
last Saturday I came home with ten bags of groceries and-—disaster! 
Wouldn't you know it? I forgot the cake mix for my son's birthday 
party!" 

When I write about this, I can write the same words that I just said 
to you. 

(You might model this by writing it down on a big chart.) 
Try to use your talking voice today when you're writing words. You 

might even want to talk softly out loud as you're writing down the 
words. - 

B 
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DISCUSSION 

Trying out various leads for a piece of writing would seem like a strat- 
egy perhaps more suited to upper-grade students. But teachers can 
help even emerging writers become aware of how a lead can 
strengthen a piece of writing. Here Lisa Siemens, a primary teacher in 
Canada, explains how she teaches it. 

HOW  TO  TEACH   IT 

"I print out several particularly strong leads on paper cut in the shape 
of an arrow. 1 make sure to use leads written by professionally pub- 
lished writers as well as writers from the class. I try to pick books that 
they already know and love, as well as leads written in the first, second, 
or third person. Many of the children are writing in the first person, 
yet most of the literature they read tends to be written the third per- 
son. 

"I hold the arrows up one at a time, explaining that the first line in 
a story is often the line that makes the reader decide whether he is in- 
terested in a particular book. Then I tell them that the first line or two 
is called the lead. 

"'What does lead mean?' I ask. Usually someone says it is something 
you want to follow. 'Exactly,' I respond. 'A good lead makes you want 
to follow it. "When you read a good lead, you know it. When you write 
a good lead you know it.' 

"When I send them off to write, I simply ask that they read their 
lead to themselves and see whether it leads them on. We post our ar- 
rows on bur classroom door, and they become invitations to enter our 
classroom, invitations to literature. Then, as the days pass, we print out 
other strong leads we notice in either our writing or our reading." 

PI 

i 
i 
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DISCUSSION 

Young children often draw the. main elements of their stories without 
situating them in a larger context. Maria writes a story about losing a 
tooth and draws a frontal picture of herself smiling to reveal the new 
gap in her teeth. She tells us she was in music class when her tooth fell 
out, but we can't see that from the words or the illustration. In fact, 
she's floating in the middle of the page—the main character in an oth- 
erwise empty landscape. . 

It's common for a beginning writer like Maria to ignore the setting 
of her story. It may be years before she develops the skill to integrate 
information about setting into her text. But it's not too early for her to 
learn about this necessary element of writing. In a good picture book, 

' illustrations do much of the work of establishing the setting of the 
story. We can begin talking with young children about setting by ob- 
serving the way illustrators include this information in their art work. 

.HOW   TO  TEACH   IT 

Every story takes place somewhere. Some of you are writing stories 
that take place at your house or here at school. Others are writing sto- 
ries that take place in faraway settings like the beach or the mountains. 
No matter where a story takes place, writers like to help readers feel 
like they are there. Writers do this by including information about 
place in the words and also in the pictures. Today we're going to read a 
story and then think about what the author/illustrator does to help us 
leam about where her story takes place. 

(Read My Little Island. Make sure students are gathered close 
enough to see the pictures. You may want to project the illustrations 
using an opaque projector or color transparencies. In discussion, talk 
about the many details included in the drawings that help describe the 
setting of the island. Note how Lessac uses color and detailed illustra- 
tions to show the homes and clothing of the people as well as the vari- 
ous plants that grow there.) 

When you go back to your writing today, I'd like you to think about 
the setting of your story. Take some time to look carefully at your pic- 
tures. Ask yourself if there is anything you might add to help the 
reader learn about where the story is taking place. 

^^|#ons;leaching Writing K-8 35 
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DISCUSSION 

Have you ever seen a group of young children play softball or 
whiffleball? At first the game may bear some resemblance to how 
adults play the game. But suddenly a dog snatches the ball and the 
children start chasing it across the yard. The.softball game fluidly flows 
into chase-the-dog. 

This is similar to the way primary children write. Kids at this age 
are notoriously unfaithful to their subjects. How many times have we 
seen a child begin describing something and suddenly, with no warn- 
ing, start writing about something completely new? This is the nature 
of writers at this age, but we can begin making them aware of focus 
and its importance. 

HOW  TO   TEACH   IT 

Sometimes we start writing but we wander off the topic. Often we're 
writing along and don't even realize that this happened. When you go 
back and reread what you've written, you can find out whether or not 
you stayed on the topic. 

I'm going to read you a little story. I think you'll find a few places 
where this author wandered off the topic and started writing about 
something that has nothing to do with what the story is really about. 
After I read this we can talk about it. 

(Read "Changing a Tire" and discuss. You might put the story on a 
large chart or overhead.) 

Where are the places where this author got off the topic? I'm going 
to cross out these parts. 

This is one of the most important writer's questions you can ask 
yourself: Did I stay on this topic? I want you to pay attention to this, 
especially if you have finished your piece of writing. The only way to 
know for sure is to go back and reread what you've written. You might 
even want to read it to a friend. Then you can both listen. If you find 
parts where you got off the topic, you can cross them out just like we 
did today. 

I I 
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There^sawonderrul spontaneity ahoutprimary-gradewriting.^riters 
at this age rarely do much planning^ happyto make it up as they go 
aiong.^aresult^meirwritingortenhasacarerree^ almost random 
l^eel to it. Monsters appear out or^nowhere^ then vanish.^storyhegins 
one way^mrns^ and holtsmacompletelydir^erent direction. Teachers 
who work with primarywriters learn to make peace with this develop- 
mental stage, ^ut at the same time we can make young writers aware 
o^ certain expectations—sense^plausihility^ sequence—that readers 
hringtoapieceo^writing. 

^ause and er^ectr^alls into this category. This is another wayto help 
students rlesh out skeletal writing hy sketching in the connections he- 
tweenevents. 

Most things happen ^orareason. In other words^ one thing causes an- 
other.!^ you throwarockintoaheehive^thatwillprohahly cause the 
bees to get angry and start swarming out. ^ndthere^sagood chance 
that might cause you to get stung. The three things are connected^ 
^ ^8 ^^. 

It^snodir^erent in the books we read, ^something happens ina 
book^ it usually causes something else to happen, remember L^^ 
^^^^r^^r^Lilly loves her teacher until Mr. ^linger takes away 
her purple plastic purse.^hen he does that^ she gets really mad. r^ow 
that she^smad^ she goes home and writesamean note about her 
teacher. The next day she gives it tohim. You know what happens next. 

Lots or^ events are connected by cause and er^ect^ Today when you 
writelwant you to think ahout this, ^something happens in your 
story^ think about what caused it to happen. Maybeyour little brother 
was acting extra-hyper one day and he knocked overalamp and broke 
it.v^at caused him to act extra-hypers Maybe it was the day arter 
Halloween and he had eaten too much candy^ 

^someming happens in your story^ you need to ask yourself ^Bill 
this cause something else to happen later in my story^ 

^ 
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DISCUSSION 

Bringing characters alive is hard for writers of every age. Perhaps the 
easiest way for young writers to begin developing the characters in 
their writing is to attend to the physical traits of those characters. Be- 
cause physical characteristics are external, a student can act as a re- 
porter by writing down what he sees when he visualizes a character in 
his mind's eye. 

HOW  TO  TEACH  .IT 

When we think back on a story it's often the characters we remember 
most. This happens because the writer has made them seem real in our 
minds. One way a writer does this is by providing details that help us 
picture what the character looks like. Let's take a look at how Marion 
Dane Bauer did that in her book Ghost.Eye. In her book the main 
characters are cats. Close your eyes while I read the description of Pop- 
corn: 

... a unique cat, a white Cornish Rex with one eye of brilliant blue and 
one of shining gold. His short, soft coat formed deep waves all over his 
sleek body. His head was chiseled to a fine wedge. His delicately veined 
ears were enormous. His tail was long, so long that, when sitting, he 

. could wrap it across both front ankles and still have an inch left over to 
curl or twitch as he chose, (p. 1) 

You may have noticed that the writer is describing what she sees 
when she looks at Popcorn. What are some of the descriptions she 
writes that help you picture Popcorn? 

(As students point out specific phrases, highlight or circle them on 
the chart.) 

Many of you have stories with one or more characters in them. Do 
you have a character you could describe so we could really picture him 
or her? 

(Invite students to imagine the character in their mind's eye, and to 
talk aloud about what they see. You might record some of their lan- 
guage on a Post-it note, and give it to them to have when they return 
to their drafts.) 

Craft Lessons: Teaching Writing K-8 
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mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
Books for Ages and Stages con't 

PRESCHOOL AND KINDERGARTEN—AGES 3, 4, AND 5 con't 

Characteristics 
Very active, short attention span 

Implications 

Requires books that can be 
completed in one sitting Enjoys 
partiqipatioasuch as naming 
pointing, singing, and identifying 
hidden pictures Should have a 
chance to hear stories several times 
each day   - 

Child is center of own world Likes characters that are easy to 
Interest behavior, and thinking are       identify with Normally sees only 
egocentric one point of view 

Curious about own world 

\     H Beginning interest in how things 
"work and the wider world 

<. Building concepts through many 
firsthand experiences 

Has little sense of time, Time is 
"before now," "now," and "not 
yet" '. " 

.Learns through imaginative play, 
make-believe world of talking1 

animals and magicseems very real 

"   " '      % - i    i " 

Seeks warrnth aad security in 
relationships'with family and others 

"v. , It     v - 

*  i 

Enjoys stories about everyday 
experiences pets, playthings home, 
people in the immediate 

"environment 

Books-feed curiosity "and introduce 
new topics 

Books extend and reinforce child's 
developing concepts 

Books'can help children begin to. 
understand the sequence of time 

Enj'oys stories that involve 
imaginative play likes 

t personification of toys and animals 

•likes to heat stories that provide 
reassurance Bedtime stories and 

1 other reacJ-aloud rituals provide 
positive literature experiences 

Examples 
The Very-Hungry Caterpillar (Carle) 

Each Peach Pear Plum (Ahlberg and 
Ahlberg) 

Wheels on the Bus (Raffi) 

Mama Cat Has 3 Kittens (D Fleming) 

Hush Little Baby (Frazee) 

Trashy Town (Zimmerman) 

Bunny Cakes (Wells) 

Fix It (McPhail) 

A Baby Sister for Frances (R Hoban)' 

No David1 (Shannon) 

The Snowy Day (Keats)   , 

What Baby Wants (Root) 

Feast for Ten (Falwell)   > 
< 

Cowboy Baby (Heap) 

My Visit to the Dinosaurs (Aliki) ~ " 

What Is a Scientist? (Lehn) -   ' 

Bash,, Elephant Baby (Radcliffe)        ~ 

Mom and Me (Ford) 

Eating the Alphabet (Eh)ert) 

Freight Train (Crews)      " ( 

Let's Count(Tk Hoban) 

Trucks Trucks Trucks (Sis) 

Telling Time with Mama. Cat (Harpei; 

A Year of Beasts (Wolff)   - 

The Little House (Burton)- 

When You Were a Baby (Jonas) 

Clocks and More ClocksIHutchifls'i 

10 Minutes Till Bedtime (Rathma% 

May 1 Bring a Friend? (DeRegniepf 

We re Going on a Bear Hun% (Aosi 

Corduroy (Freeman) * \ 

Bark George (Feiffer)       '     '*"• 

The Runaway BunnyjM'W Br^ 

How Do Dinosaurs Say Goodhjjl 
(Yolen)       - ' - -y" 

Like Likes Like (Raschka)* " ^«H 

Little Bear (Mihank)""  * %'^ 

Ten Nine, Eight (Bafig) \^ 

Edward, Unready for Sch&ol 

The Grannyman (Schachner) "3 

'4 «« 
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Books for Ages and Stages con't 

PRIMARY—AGES 6 AND 7 con't 

Characteristics 

More able to separate fantasy from 

reality, more aware of own 
imagination 

Beginning to develop empathy for 

others 

Has a growing sense of justice. 

Demands application of rules, 
regardless of circumstances 

Humor is developing 

Shows curiosity about gender 
differences and reproduction 

Physical contour of the body is 
changing; permanent teeth appear, 

learning to whistle and developing 
other fine motor skills. 

Continues to seek independence 
from adults and to develop 
initiative 

Continues to heed warmth and 
security in family relationships 

Beginning to assert independence. 

Takes delight in own 
accomplishments. 

Implications 

Enjoys fantasy Likes to dramatize 

simple stories or use feltboard, 
puppets 

Adults can ask such questions as 

"What would you have done?" 
"How would you have felt?" 

Expects poetic justice in books 

Needs to hear many books read 
aloud for pure fun  Enjoys books 
and poems that have surprise 
endings, plays on words, 
incongruous situations, and slapstick 
comedy Likes to be in on the joke 

Teachers need to accept and be 
ready to answer children's questions 
about sex 

Boqks can help the child accept 
physical changes in self and 
differences in others 

Needs opportunities to select own 
books and activities Enjoys stories 
of responsibility and successful 
ventures 

Books may emphasize universal 
human characteristics in a variety of 
lifestyles. 

• Books can reflect emotions. Enjoys 
stories where sma|l characters show 
initiative. 

Examples 

Where the Wild Things Are (Sendak) 

Tops and Bottoms (Stevens) 

Pete's a Pizza (Steig) 

/ Know an Old Lady (Taback) 

Fly Away Home (Bunting) 

Crow Boy (Yashima) 

Running the Road to ABC (Lauture) 

The Wild Boy (Gerstem) 

Don't Fidget a Feather (SilvermarO 

Flossie and the Fox (McKissack) 

Once a Mouse (M Brown) 

Too Many Tamales (Soto) 

Zelda and Ivy and the Boy Next 
Door (Kvasnosky) 

The Seven Silly Eaters (Hoberman) 

The Stupids Have a Ball (Allard)" 

Horace and Morris But Mostly 
Dolores (Howe) 

Dragon's Fat Cat (Pilkey) 

Insectlopedia (Flonan)  ' 

How I Was Born (Wabbes) 

How You Were Born (J Cole) 

The New Baby at Our House (J. Cole) 

You'll Soon Grow into Them, Titch 
(Hutchms) 

One Morning in Maine (McCloskey) 

Whistle for Willie (Keats) 

Hue Boy (Phillips) 

Ga/;moto(K Williams) 

Ira Sleeps Over (Waber) 

The Adventures ofSparrowboy 
(Pinkney) 

Once Upon a Company (Halperin) 

My Rows and Piles of Coins (Mollel) 

A Bear for Miguel (Alphin) 

A Chair for My Mother (V Williams) 

Eiiiabeti's Doll (Stuve-Bodeenj. . 

Will I Have a Friend? (Mi Cohen).  '.'' H. 

Lottie's New Friend (Mathers)   : 

Alfie Gets in First (Hughes)'. 

Julius (Johnson) 

When Sophie Gets Angry—Really, 
Really Angry (Bang) 
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dooke for Aqee and Stages cori't 

RE5CH00LANP KINPERGARTEN—AGES 3; 4, AND 5 con't 

893 

haracteristics 
lakes absolute judgments about 

ght arid wrong. 

Implications 

Expects bad behavior to be 

punished and good behavior to be 

rewarded. Requires poetic justice 
and happy endings. 

Examples 

The Three Billy Goats Gruff 

(Asbj0rnsen and Moe) 

The Little Red Hen (Barton) 

The Tale of Peter Rabbit (Potter) 

The Gingerbread Man (Aylesworth) 

RIMARY^rAGES6 ANP 7 

fia.racteristics 

pntinued development and 

(pension of language. 

Mention span.increasing. 

# 
i.vmgto ri.yl^to accomplish skills 
pected by adults.     ; 

arnihg still based on immediate 
rception arid direct experiences. 

intinued interest in own world; 
jre curious about a wider range of 
ngs. Still sees world from ah 
pcentric point of view. 

gue concepts of time. 

t 

Implications   - 
frequent story times during the day 

provide, opportunity to hear the rich 
and varied language of literature. 
Wordless books and simple tales 
encourage storytelling 

. Prefers short, stories; may enjoy a 
continued story, provided each 
chapter is a complete episode 

Proud of accomplishments in 
reading and writing. Needs 
reassurance that everyone 

. progresses at own rate. First 
reading experiences should be 
enjoyable, Using familiar or 
predictable stories. .. 

Uses information books to verify as 
well as extend experience Much 
value in watching guinea pigs or 
tadpoles before reading a book 

about them. 

Needs wide variety of. books TV has 
expanded interests beyond home 
and neighborhood. 

Needs to learn basics of telling time 
and the calendar. Simple 
biographies artd historical fiction 
may give a feeling for the past, but 
accurate understanding of 
chronology is beyond this age 

group. 

tmmmim 

Examples 

Sylvester and the Magic Pebble 
(Steig) 

When Agnes Caws (C Fleming) 

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom (B Martin 

and Archambault) 

The Clown (Blake) 

Frog and Toad Together (Lobel) 

The Stones Julian Tells (Cameron)    < 

Mary on Horseback (Wells) 

My Brother Ant (Byars) 

It's My Birthday, Too' (Jonell) 

The Day of Ahmed's Secret (Heude 
and Gilliland) 

The Bee Tree (Polacco) \ 

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do 
You See? (B Martin) 

The Beastly Feast (Goldstone) 

My Puppy Is Born (J Cole) 

/ Took a Walk (H. Cole) 

What Do You Do With'Something 
That Wants to Eat You'' (Jenkins) 

A Log's Life (Pfeffer) 

Fish Is Fish (Lionni) 

How My Parents Learned to Eat 
(Friedman) 

Here Is the Coral Reef (Dunphy) 

Red-Eyed Tree Frog (Cowley)   .; 

The Grouchy Ladybug(Carle) 

. Ox-Cart Man (D. Hall) 

The House on Maple Street (Pryor) 

Grandmother Bryant's Pocket 
(J. B. Martin) 

When / Was Young in the Mountains.. 
(Rylant) 

continued < 
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Pooks for Ages and Stages con't 

MIDDLE ELEMENTARY—AGES 6 AND 9 con't 

Characteristics 

Enjoys tall tales, slapstick humor in 
everyday situations Appreciates 
imaginary adventure 

Implications 

Teachers need to recognize the. 
importance of literature, fpr. 
laughter, releasing -tension, and 
providing enjoyment. • 

Cognitive growth and language 
development increase capacity for 
problem solving and word play 

Improved coordination makes 
proficiency in sports and games 
possible and encourages interest in 

I * crafts and hobbies 

-Sees Categories and classifications 
with new clarity, interest in 
collecting is high 

Likes the challenge of solving 
puzzles and mysteries: High interest 
in twists of plot, secret codes,   . 
riddles, and other language play. 

Interest in sports books; wants . 
specific knowledge about sports. 
Enjoys how-to-do-it books,  ": 

Likes to collect and trade paperback 
books Begins to look for books of. . 
one author,, series books. 

Seeks specific information to answer 
questions, might go to books 
beyond.own reading ability to 
search out answers 

Enjoys books that collect facts,. 
informational identification books. 
Requires guidance in locating 
information within a,book arid in 
using the library 

Examples 

Summer Reading. Is Killing Me 
•(Scieszka) 

Skinnybone.s(Park) 

Some Smug Slug (Edwards). 

Get Well, Gators! (Calmehson and 
1 Cole) 

I Was'-a Rat (Pullman)       . 

The Amber Cat (McKay) 

Cam.Jansen and the Catnapping 
Mystery.(Adler) 

I Spy Gold Challenger (Marzollo). 

A Ghost in the Family (Wright) 

The Lost Flower Children (Lisle) 

The Young Baseball Player (Smyth) 

Shaquille O'Neal (Stewart) 

In the.Palnt (gwing and Louis).   • 

The. Little House Cookbook I 
(B. Walker) ' 

Ramona Forever (Cleary) 

The Dog Called: the Action     ." 
(M. .Christopher)-: . \ 

Horrible Harry Moves Up to Third 
Grade (Kline) : 

Meet Addy (the American Girl 
Collection) (Porter) 

The Magic Schoolpus. Explores the 
Senses (1 Cole) 

Destination Rain Forest (Gruppef) 

Sno.wflake Bentley (J. B..Martin) 

George Washington's Breakfast (Fritz) 

LATER ELEMENTARY—AGES 10 AND 11 

Characteristics 

. Rate of physical development varies 
"widely* Rapid growth precedes 
4 beginning x>f puberty Girls are 
about two years ahead of boys in 
development, both increasingly 
curious about all aspects of sex 

Understanding of sex role is 
developing, boys and girls form 
ideas about their own and each 
other's identity 

Implications 
Guide understanding of growth 
process and help children meet 
personal problems Continued 
differentiation in reading 
preferences of boys and girls. 

Books can provide identification 
with gender roles and impetus for 
discussion of stereotypes. 
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Examples 

Asking About Sex and Growing Up 
(J. Cole) . 

Are You there God? it's Me, 
Margaret (Blume) 

Llama in the Library (Hurwitz) 

It's So Amazing (Harris) 

Belle Prater's Boy (White) 

Reaching Dustin (Grove) 

Flour Babies (Fine) 

When Zachary Beaver Came to 
Town (Holt) 



A3C Books 

WORD/PICTURE IDENTIFICATION 

(Lstuwte,i' f~o-u.\.      Books to Begin On 

895 

••mm*. 

i; 
Author, Illustrator    Illustrator 

John Burningham John Burningham's ABC 

Tana Hohan 

C. B Falls 

Bert Kitchen 

Flora MacDonald 

Suse MacDonald 

Helen Oxenbury 

SfMPLE NARRATIVE 

A, B, See' 

ABC Book 

Animal Alphabet 

Flora MacDonald's ABC 

Alphabatics 

Helen Oxenbury's ABC 
of Things 

Age Level    Unique Features 

2-4 One clear picture for each letter Unusual choices:.-, 
T is for tractor, V shows a volcano : 

2-4 Black-and-white photograms illustrate familiar 
objects 

2-4 A reissue of a classic originally published in 1923. ' 

2-5 See text 

2-5 Large format and bright pictures give at least two 
words for each letter 

3-6 See text 

3-6 Provides a small vignette for each letter His   ..• 
represented by a very funny picture of a hare ahd-.a •; 
hippopotamus lying in bed in a hospital ..-S 

sm 

Author, Illustrator 
~LVoborah Chandra, 
it Keifeo Narahashi 

•L -        "    • ACrescent 
^JDragonwagon, 
^Jose Aruego, and 
%Ariane t»ewey 

fWandaGag  , 

QShirley Hughes 

#hita Lobel, 
**^rto|d Lobel 

Snhe Shelby, 
; -Tnvas 

yaVWatson, 
ijfendy Watson 

Illustrator 

A Is for Amos 

Alligator Arrived with 
Apples 

The ABC Bunny 

Alfie's ABC 

On Market Street 

Potluck 

Applebet 

Age Level     Unique Features 

4-7 Poetic text and lovely watercolors show a little girl 
taking an imaginary ride on her rocking horse.  •• 

6-10 See text 

2-4 A little rabbit provides the story line for each letter. 

3-6 Story shows favorite character Alfie and his family 
in their daily activities 

5-7 See text 

6-10 See text 

5-7 A farmer and her daughter take a cart fuli of apples ! 
to the country fair. The accompanying verse asks  . 
the child to find the apple .hidden in each picture.' 

mm 

M 
i«s 

i^a Ss ^^f 

m 

ILPOLES OR PUZZLES 
JJ^—  
Sithor, Illustrator 

ufsurriasa Anno 

^'Garten 

^lickelwait 

J-Pellitier 
•w£' , •••> 
C-Schnur 
^ •• 

I-   ' 
&^an Allsburg 

£ 

Illustrator 

Anno's Alphabet 

The Alphabet Tale 

I Spy. An Alphabet in Art   5-10 

The Graphic Alphabet 

Fall: An Alphabet 
Acrostic and Spring An 
Alphabet Acrostic 

The Z Was Zapped 

Age Level .   Unique Features      . 

5-10 See text. 

5-7 Each letter is introduced on the preceding page by,; 
.. showing just the tail of an animal; turn the page 

and you see the whole animal. 

Children are invited to play "I Spy" and find 
objects in famous paintings. 

7-14 Letters turn into art in stunning visual designs/ 

7-12 . The word representing each alphabet letter .  . 
becomes an acrostic poem and invites children to   . 

.   try their own versions. 

7-12      .       See.text. 

. continued.'. 

asam 
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that letter. Turn the book around and you have 
ber concepts with photos of magnetic numbers 
all the possible sets of coins to make up that 
ber. Although the number section is far more dif- 
t than the alphabet section, primary children who 
earning to count lunch money would find it very 
nl.    . 
watery theme can be found in Lois Ehlert's Fish 

••• A Book You Can Count On, illustrated with 
iant colored graphics. A little black fish takes the 
ier on a journey through the ocean to discover 
- green fish, two jumping fish, three smiling fish." 
ays the black fish adds himself to the group: 
ree smiling fish plus me makes 4." Children de- 
: j^&p spots and stripes of these gleaming fish 
! .^Ht eyes. 

Captivating language characterizes Charlotte 
Huck's A Creepy Countdown, illustrated by Jos. A. 
Smith. The tension mounts deliciously as Huck's fear- 
some creatures—scarecrows, toads, jack o'lanterns, 
owls, bats, witches, ghosts, cats, skeletons, and 
mice—gather together, say "boo to you!" and then 
disperse again until only "two lumpy toads hid be- 
neath a stone, one tall scarecrow stood all alone." 
Smith's black-and-white scratchboard illustrations are 
wonderfully spooky, with touches of yellow and red 
that add to the supernatural atmosphere. 

Many mathematical concepts are developed in one 
of the most inventive and perfect counting books of 
recent years, Anno's Counting Book by Mitsumasa 
Anno. Delicate watercolors portray a landscape 
changing with the various times of day, seasons, and 

Harlem Link 
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{-sha.y3teA, f~o-u.x.      Books to Begin I 

•&&smmB5$mmmmmm 

/ountlng Books 

HER MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS gon't 

itlior,lllu6trator - Title Age level    Unique Features 

sEhlert"      .. **• -FisT) Eyes* A Book You Cart ^   6-8"T "*     "See text 
*»,'•       , '•   Count On^   '*    "--    ' ',;;v-\       j, 

?rv'               ,     * -                  j>                        •»                             "''it 
jIGigantr.ilr, "•    How Many Snai/s                >    4-8"- L   ,  A countn 
lialU Crews',    „ 

counting Jbook that asks increasingly difficult 
&   questions not d^nly how many snails but how 

<-   many snails with,stripes'? how many striped 
f ,  sngil$ with theirhead stuck out7 " 

• pi" -\       >     > 

laHdban.  v  ^   \'26 letters arftf09 Cents, ~^&~*:\^'*~$$Qeix/'X<?   , 

» Memanj*. j    *    *12yVays to.Ge{\611 ^ 
-nl^KarJin" "    /       *    •* * ^ "• 

«i^ 

•-   -   ^ 
ice McMillan 

/d Moss, ' 
rjone Priceman 

< f^ 

" \ ' ' 
n, Muhoz Ryan, 
ireuHuang      ^ 

Eaimg Fractions 

ZiniZmiZm! A Violin 

One Hundred Is a Family 

MBER STORIES AND ?UZZLES 

"ST?7 > ""••>     '   In arjnrnagmative introduction to sets, eleven 
*y- «.differen| combmatrpns'of things add up to 

- twelve^    ">    *       /   ':   \   ' 

6-10 ** Photographs show food divfded into parts and 
children are having a wonderful time eating up 
the parts 

6-10 Musical instruments come together to count to 
ten through musical groups, from solo to nonet 
to a cKamber group that performs a stellar 
concert, 

5-8    ' The fhymmrg text first counts to ten, jllustrated 
with pictures of families from many cultures 

^Then counting by tens shows families as larger 
communities working together for a better 
world " , 

(hon Illustrator    Title  , 
parte ^ TheVjery Hungry Caterpillar 

Age Level ' Unique Features 

•h'Wayes Nine Ducks. Nine 

i -- 

dptte fcjuckj A Creepy Countdown 
^.SrnliK ,     *     , 

j^chrps 1 Hunter „ 

HgfphipSv* *    - ?»Tbe Doorbell Rang   t- 

«JeiElla"Lyon, Counting on the Woods 
#sblsonf * 

W& Ppnierantz, Orie fiuck, Another Duck 

5-7 

6-10 

5-7 

See text 

Nine ducks go for a walk, followed-by a fox 
One by one, the ducks take off for the rickety 

^ bridge where Mr Fox receives his 
comeuppance A wonderful story that helps 
children count ddwn 

See text 

See text 

See text i   , 4 

'Lovely'poem-illustrated with vivid photographs 
celebrates the woods 

"Beautiful photographs celebrate family and 
community m a Nigerian village 

" A grandmother owl teaches her grandson to 
count tb'ten Easy and entertaining story 

-%/T " ,/"*. •*   ^ "' . ><?  ?i* 
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B^^^8^^a^a^a^    ^^B^^      ^ 

^•','Sam.WHp Never Forgets  „ ,-.••' 

H • 
mm, W 

:VJ, 

8*iv 



> ,..<*•.-.-.•.' • 

: i 
their class, or if 

Also, they must evaluate the text for ease oi readings 
Is this a version that helps students read the texta 
Does the placement of the text show the repetitious 
phrases, for example? Do the illustrations help dig 
children read the story? Big books need to be eva-§ 
ated before their purchase. The best of the cornmel 
cial ones are those that replicate good, predictsCu 
trade books exactly; examples are The Chick and m 
Duckling by Mirra Ginsburg and Rosie's W<>lk 1 
T* . ».   1_J..«-^V%<rtc 
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Picture^ Books About the Child's Everyday World con't 

:-W: CHlLDIsWRLDOFNAfURE con't   

Author, illustrator.,: Title 
Byrd' Baylor, 

|. Peter Parnali 
Everybody Needs a.Rock, 

. Your Own Best Secret 
P/ace, The Other Way 

•'. to Listen Trie. Way to 
;   -StartaDay  '".'; -   . 

W- ': Henry. Cole •••.'::•'••  " "TTookaWa/ki, 
. Jack's Garden     .; 

Sheila Cole, Virginia 
Wright-Friefsbn. 

When the Tide (s Low 

.Karen Hesse, Jon 
Muth ••; 

Come On Rain 

i v:;j 
Katherine Lasky, • 

•.fviikeBostock;: 
• Pond Year .;• 

t-v"\\ •VAIIenSay. The.Lost.Lake   "•' 

Mary Serfozo, Keiko.. . Rain Talk 
.Narahashi 

Uri Shulevitz 

Peter Spier 

Rah Rain Rivers 

Peter Spier's Rain. 

Alvin Tresself, Roger      White Snow; 
Duvdisin - Hide and Seek 

David Wiesne.r 

Taro Yashima 

Hurricane 

Umbrella: 

Description 
All of Baylor's books develop sensitivity to all aspects qf the 
natural world 

See text •     ' 

The illustrations provide watery seascapes and accurate pictures 
of sea animals and shells for this quiet story of a mother and 
daughter's delightful day. 

See text 

This story details the changes that occur in the ecology of a' 
backyard pond and describes the rich playground it provides 
for two friends 

Glowing watercolors portray the wilderness trip a Japanese     ^ 
American father and his son take to a lost lake 

The various sounds the ram makes are explored in the poetic 
picture book portray the child's delight in this summer rain 

Watercolors in greens and blues are the appropriate medium' £ 
and colors for a book that expresses the mood of a rainy day 
in the city and the country 

All the dimensions of a rainstorm are included here— r • 
children's and animals' reactions, indoor and outdoor fun in  4& 
the rain ,3 

Snow,     See text 

Detailed watercolors capture all of the excitement of two bay 
waiting out a hurricane in their snug home 

A little Japanese American girl is impatient for rain because/.; 
she wants to wear her new red rubber boots and carry her^ 
new umbrella to nursery school 10 

Rosemary Wells creates many lovable animal char- 
acters that mirror the behavior of young children. Shy 
Charles is the interesting tale of a shy mouse who 
doesn't want to take ballet lessons or play football. 
He just wants to stay home and play by himself. 
However, in an emergency Charles comes through as 
a real hero, but still a shy one. 

Kevin Henkes is the creator of a remarkable mouse 
child named Lilly, r- :  

Harlem Link 
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rival of her baby brother in Julius, the Baby of M 
World. Lilly thinks he is disgusting and hopes he 
go away; she hates Julius and the way her pare"J| 
fawn over him. When no one is looking, Lilly pine"! 
his tail, teaches him his numbers backward, and 
him,. "If he .was a number, he would be zero, 
spends a great deal of time in what her parents :•• 
"the uncooperative chair." But then Cousin Garl 
 : Julius is disgusting. Sudck 
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SPRING INTO THE MONTH 

V   V 903 

A ADDITIONS FOR APRIL mm 
pounds. 
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VERY DAY ELEMENT 

Focus 
Analyzing and predicting patterns 
Recognizing symmetrical and asymmetrical figures 
Exploring multiples of six 
Solving problems 

^^Kl 

MATERIALS 
Every Day Calendar, April Month Strip, April Calendar Pieces, 
or square, rectangle, trapezoid, and heart shapes from Calendar 
Cutouts (TR1); Calendar Record (TR17) 

SUGGESTED PATTERN FOR APRIL 
The April Calendar Pieces create an AABCCD pattern in the order 
yellow square, yellow square, blue asymmetrical trapezoid, green 
rectangle, green rectangle, pink heart. If you choose to use the 
square, rectangle, asymmetrical trapezoid, and heart shapes from 
the Calendar Cutouts (TR1), color the pieces to create the same 
pattern. In the overlapping AABAAA pattern, A represents 
a symmetrical figure and B represents an asymmetrical figure. 

The FREQUENCY and UPDATE PROCEDURE for the Every Day 
Calendar continue from September. See page 2 for a detailed 
description. 

DISCUSSION FOR THE BEGINNING OF THE MONTH 
To prepare for this activity, use the April Calendar Pieces, cut the 
shapes out of construction paper, or draw them on the chalkboard. 

isplay the pieces and identify them by name. Asking questions 
'ike those that follow will help students make observations about 
the shapes: 
•     How are these shapes alike? (They are all closed figures. The 

rectangle and square look like boxes. The square, rectangle, 
and trapezoid all have four sides.) 
What is different about them? 
When you look at the rectangle, what do you see? (It is a four- 
sided figure with two sets of equal sides. A square would fit in 
the comers. The opposite sides are parallel.) 
When you look at the square what do you notice? (It is a four- 
sided figure. All the sides are equal. It has four square comers. 
The opposite sides are parallel.) 
Do you think that squares are rectangles? (Some students may 
respond by saying that a square is a special kind of rectangle— 
one with equal sides.) 
What are the two remaining shapes? (One is a trapezoid.) 
What do you observe about it? (It has four sides. Two of the 
sides lean toward one another. It has only two parallel sides.) 
How is that shape different from the square and the rectan- 
gle? (Each of them have two sets of parallel sides.) 
Which shape is left? (The last shape is a heart.) 
What do you observe about it? (It has two parts that are 
curved. One half is the same as the other half. If you fold it 
down the middle, the two parts are the same.) 

• 

• 

CALENDJ&    909 

April D 

IAAAAAAAAAAA1 

r -^ -* ^—^=^71 

"4 sides 
all same 
square 

corners" 

"4eldes\ 
2 lean" \ 

5qua re        Trapezoid II! 

Rectangle 

Heart 
"2 curved sides. If 
folded down middle, 
2 sides the same." 

( 

84     April • Calendar 
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Because students usually say right away that one half of the heart 
is the same as the other half, it is a great time to talk about sym- 
metry. Demonstrate how folding the heart down the center can be 
a test for symmetry. If the two halves match exactly, the fold is a 
line of symmetry. Let students experiment with the square, the rec- 
tangle, and the trapezoid to see whether they can fold them to 
find some lines of symmetry. (This particular trapezoid is not 
symmetrical.) 

Now that each shape has been named, you can begin posting them 
on the Calendar. Each day as you post a new Calendar Piece, ask 
students to think about how that day's shape is different from the 
others and to determine any lines of symmetry. 

DISCUSSION AFTER THE SECOND WEEK 
After ithe second week of the month, the pattern is beginning to 
emerge. Ask questions similar to these: 
Questions to foster thinking about patterns: 
• Can you tell me any patterns that you see? 
• "What is the color pattern? The shape pattern? 
• Can you find any number patterns on this Calendar? 
• Looking at the pattern, can you predict what shape will be on 

Day 19? Day 21? Day 24? 
• What will the date be on the last trapezoid? The last heart? 
Questions to foster thinking about multiples and addition 
patterns: 
• What dates are on the trapezoids? The hearts? 
• If I say the numbers on the trapezoids and the hearts in order, 

what number pattern will that be? 
• Do the squares have a number pattern? 
Questions to foster thinking about symmetry: 
• Which shapes have at least one line of symmetry? 
• Which shapes have no line of symmetry and therefore are 

asymmetrical? How do you know? How can you show us? 
• Which shapes have more than one line of symmetry? 
• Is there a pattern on the Calendar using symmetrical and 

asymmetrical figures? 

^  910 

n 

o 
DISCUSSION FOR THE END OF THE MONTH 
Ask students to tell some of the things they have noticed about the 
Calendar this month. You may want to record their responses on a 
chart. Some of their response might include: 
• "The trapezoids form a diagonal." 
• "The numbers on the trapezoids increase by six each time." 
• "The hearts form a diagonal that increases by six each time 

too." 
• "The pattern goes yellow, yellow, blue, green, green, pink." 
• "The only piece that doesn't have a line of symmetry is the 

trapezoid." 
• "The pattern of the figures is symmetrical, symmetrical, 

asymmetrical, symmetrical, symmetrical, symmetrical." 

HELPFUL HINT 
• This is a good time to write number sentences. Repeated 

exposure helps students develop skill in creating them. 
(See January, page 49.) 

Number Sentences for the 17th Day. 

17x1 = 17 23-6 = 17 
7 + 10 = 17 24-7 = 17 
20-3 = 17 25-6=17 
30-13 = 17 26-9 = T7 
40-23 = 17 27-10 = 17 
100-63 = 17 6 + 6 + 1 = 17 
1000-963 = 17 9 + 7 + 1 = 17 
1,000,000-999.963 = = 17 9 + 6 + 2 = 17 
(3x5) + 2 = 17 9 + 5 + 3 = 17 
(2x6) + 1 = 17 i of 34 = 17 
(3x6)-1 = 17 (20+2)+ 7= 17 
(2x10)-3 = 17 (100+10)+7. = 17 

34+2=17 

EVERY DAY COUNTS     8? 
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EVERY DAY ELEMENT 

• 

a 

V 

Focus 
Exploring 
multiples of six 

• Understanding number sense 
• Grouping and counting by 10's, 6's, 5's, 4's, 3's, and l's 
• Understanding place value 
• Recognizing number and multiple patterns 
• Practicing mental math 
• Solving problems 

The MATERIALS and FREQUENCY for the Counting Tape con- 
tinue from September. See pages 4 and 5 for a detailed description. 

OVERVIEW 
This month, we begin drawing hexagons around the multiples of 
six and counting by sixes on the Counting Tape as an additional 
part of the Update Procedure. 

UPDATE PROCEDURE 
The UPDATE PROCEDURE continues from February. See page 63 
for a detailed description. This month add to the routine by draw- 
ing a hexagon around each multiple of six on the Tape. This 
requires going back to the beginning and drawing hexagons 
around the numbers from the first days of school that are multi- 
ples of six (6, 12, 18, 24, and so on). After you update to the cur- 
rent day in school, continue marking every multiple of six along 
with the multiples of three, four, five, and ten. 

DISCUSSION THROUGHOUT THE MONTH 
• How many school days since Day 100? Day 87? 
• How many school days until Day 150? Day 167? 
• What odd-numbered days have come since Day 100? 
• How many triangles marking the multiples of three are above 

100? What numbers are inside the triangles? 
• How many squares marking the multiples of four are above 

100? What numbers are inside the squares? 
• How many hexagons marking the multiples of six are above 

100? What numbers are inside the hexagons? 
• How many circled numbers marking the multiples of ten are 

there in all so far? What numbers are circled? 
• What is a quick way to tell how many 10s are in this number? 

HELPFUL HINT 
• You might want to add picture posters for times six facts to 

the class collection. If some pictures show two groups of three 
within each six, use them to show how some people see the 
times six facts as the times three facts doubled. For example, 
4 threes are 12, so 4 sixes are twice as much—24. 

COUNTING Tty»E gj* 

PICTURE POSTERS 

x = "groups of" 

1x6 = 6 •••!••• 

2x6 = 12 ••.!••. 

3x6=18 •••!••. 

4x6 = 24 

( 

PICTURE POSTERS 

x = "groups of" 

1x6 = 6 888 

2x6 = 12 888 

3x6 = 18 888 

86     April • Counting Tape 
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EVERY DAY - ELEM ENT 

Focus 
• Studying place value of large numbers 
• Regrouping 
• Using estimation and mental math 
• Solving problems i«WWs 
• Expressing large numbers in various notations 

The MATERIALS, FREQUENCY, and UPDATEPROCEDURE for 
the Daily Depositor continue from September. See pages 6 and 7 
for a detailed description. 

DISCUSSION THROUGHOUT THE MONTH 
Remind students that the end of the school year is near, and re- 
estimate the final amount in the Depositor. Ask for estimates. 
Remind students that there are about 180 days in school and that 
we have studied the following strategies: 
• Matching the first, and last numbers in a sequence. 
• Using an odd sequence of numbers to find the total. 
• Addition. (We confirmed $5050 as of Day 100. Students may 

find it helpful to start with this number and add on from 
here.) 

After students have had time to work on this for a couple of days, 
ask them for their estimations of how much will be in the 
Depositor at the end of the school year. Here is an example of a 
possible conversation: 

DAILY DEPOSITOR 
•"-  912 

S 

SAMPLE DISCUSSION 

Teacher: How much money do you think will be collected in the 
Depositor by the end of the year? 

Student: I figured $18,000. 
Student: I got $16,290. 
Student: I think it is $16,471. 
Teacher: Well, does anyone else want to give me another answer 

and say how you figured it out? 
Student: I used the partner method. I figured that 180 + 1 = 181, 

and so did 179 + 2, so I figured there would be 90 partners like 
these. 

Teacher: Can someone help out with a next step? 
Student: Multiply 90 x 181 on a calculator or add up 181 ninety 

times. 
Teacher: That was great. You have done very well in using one of 

the strategies we explored with the Depositor. 

5 
10,000's 1000's 

$ 

100's 

n n 
$P)-r{$i 1 

10s Vs 

+ 

11.626 

149 

11.175 . 

+ 

Depositor Record 
11.175    r* 11,325    r*- 11^76 

150     +    151      +    1H 

11325 J      11,476 J      11jE8 . 

+ 

11 SB 

153 

11,781 

<y 

i 

This discussion could go on much longer, but the main point is 
the communication of ideas and solutions. Conversations about 
strategies and problem-solving approaches are ways for students 
to communicate mathematical ideas to each other. This strength- 
ens students' thinking and their ability to approach large problems. 

EVERY DAY CO UNTS      87 
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EVERY DAY ELEMENT 

m cus 
Exploring division as sharing equally among groups 

• Investigating number relationships 
• Providing strategies for computing number facts 
• Creating number stories 

MATERIALS 
Six 3" x 6" clear pockets, small countable objects: beans, 
stamps, shells, etc. (See Helpful Hints.). Computations and 
Connections Record (TR27), Division Story Book made from 
24" x 18" paper 

I 

« 

OVERVIEW 
This month, Computations and Connections focuses on introduc- 
ing the concept of division through language experiences. By 
experimenting with small objects in the clear pockets, students 
can share a different amount daily, tell accompanying stories, and 
later write a division number sentence to reflect what they see. 
After an initial week of sharing a number of objects between two 
pockets, students have the option of using up to five pockets on 
later days. Regardless of the number of pockets used, each pocket 
must end up with the same number of objects. Sometimes this 
results in having leftovers. Seldom do we divide things exactly 
evenly. For this reason, from the beginning of their exposure to 
division, students should experience problems with and without 
emainders. 

REQUENCY 
Update daily with brief discussion each school day in April. 

UPDATE PROCEDURE 
In the first week, model the storytelling for division using the 
counters and two pockets attached to the bulletin board, with an 
extra pocket nearby for remainders. Tell your story. For example, if 
on the seventh day you are using seven counters, you might tell 
the following story as you keep dropping the counters into two 
pockets and have one leftover. "I grew seven flowers. I had enough 
to give my two favorite teachers each three. I kept the extra one 
for myself." Each day, empty the pockets so that the new day's 
number of counters can be shared and students are not confused 
by the counters from the day before. 

In the second week or after a few days of storytelling for division, 
invite students to create the stories. Allow students to divide the 
number of objects for the day's date equally among three pockets. 
Ask students to tell the story they have created with the pockets 
and the counters to the class. As students tell stories, write them in 
words in a "Division Story Book" to hang on the bulletin board. 
Students may want to draw pictures to go with their stories. 

COMPUTATIONS AND   Q1 1 
CONNECTIONS 

^oo^ 

^ 

RECORD 

I grew 7 flowers. 
I gave 2 teachers 
3 flowers each. 
I kept 1 for me. 

7 + 2 = 3R1 

€ ( 

O 
\ 

€) 
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times during the beginning of the month. 

! 1 

SAMPLE DISCUSSION 

have I shared? 

Student: You made two groups. 

eraser. 

UL  914 

a 

I 

Ol 

SAMPLE DISCUSSION 

three friends. Each got four pieces 

Teacher: Great! 
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DISCUSSION LATER IN THE MONTH 
Later in the month, when your students demonstrate understand- 
ing of sharing an amount equally, introduce the number sentence 
p accompany the story. For example, if we are sharing 13 counters 

three pockets, we write 13 4-3 = 4R1. This is the perfect time to 
Explain that the mathematical name for leftovers is remainder 
because it is what remains and can't be shared equally among all 
the groups. Explain that to keep from writing this long word every 
time, we just use the R to say "remainder." 

SAMPLE DISCUSSION FOR THE END OF THE MONTH —i 
Teacher: How many counters do we have to share today? 
Student: It is April 23rd, so we must have 23. 
Teacher: Who would like to tell a story and show us how to share 

23 counters using five pockets? 
Student: I've got one. Sam, Maria, Joe, Chris, and I caught 23 fish 

in the pond. We decided to share them equally. We had enough 
to each get four fish, and we threw the extra three back in the 
water. It was a fun day! 

Teacher: Thanks, that is great. Now, who wants to come up and 
show us how to write a number sentence for this story? 

Student: 1 will—23 4- 5 = 4R3. ' ••. 
Teacher: Can anyone read this number sentence back to me? 
Student: I can! 23 shared with five groups equals four in each 

group with three leftover. 

^ 

0000 

0000 

OOOO 

^ooc?* 

ui   915 

RECORD 

Sam, Maria, Joe, 
Chris and I caught 
23 fish. We each 
got 4 fish. We 

threw 3 fish back. 
23 + 5 = 4R3 

^oo^ 

i 

#E VERY DAY ELEMENT 

Focus 
• Moving ahead and back in time, in hours 
• Understanding analog and digital clocks 
• Knowing how many minutes in an hour 
• Understanding A.M. and P.M. 

• Learning to tell time accurately on digital and 
analog clocks 

MATERIALS 
Three copies of the Every Day Clock (TR21) laminated or covered 
with acetate, three sets of Every Day Clock Hands from cardstock, 
two pieces of 85" x 11" paper. Label the clocks Go Back in Time 
Clock, Today's Time, and Go Ahead in Time Clock. 

OVERVIEW 
This month, the Every Day Clock focuses on moving ahead and 
moving back in time each day. Students are asked to tell what they 
might have been doing at an earlier time and what they might be 
doing at a future time. 

The FREQUENCY for the Clock continues from October. See page 
23 for a detailed description. 

Go Back In 
Time Clbck 

Today's 
Time 

CLOCK 

Go Ahead In 
Time Clock 

i 
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UPDATE PROCEDURE 
Each day ask a student to set the Every Day Clock to reflect the 
time on the clock in the classroom. Then students add on or take 
off the number of hours equal to the day's date. For example, if the 
time is 10:05 A.M. on April 7, students move the time represented 
on the Go Ahead in Time Clock ahead 7 hours to 5:05 P.M. on the 
same day. If the time is 10:05 A.M. on April 7, students move the 
time represented on the Go Back in Time Clock back 7 hours to 
3:05 A.M. Under the Go Ahead in Time Clock, students write what 
they might be doing at 5:05 P.M.—probably getting ready for din- 
ner. Under the Go Back in Time Clock, 3:05 A.M., they write what 
they were doing—probably sleeping then. 

DISCUSSION THROUGHOUT THE MONTH 
Here are some sample questions to encourage students to think 
about time: 
> 

• 
• 
• 
• 

What is the date today? 
What is the time right now? 
What will the time be ;— hours from now? 
How did you figure that out? 
What will you be doing thfcn? 
What was the time : hours ago? 
How did you figure that out? 
What were you doing then? 

Adding on time and subtracting time is difficult when it involves 
going from A.M. to P.M. The following discussion is an example of a 
conversation about moving ahead in time from A.M. to P.M.: 

SAMPLE DISCUSSION 

Teacher: What is the date today? 
Student: Today is April 13th. 
Teacher: What time is it on the clock in the classroom? i 
Student: It is 8:23 A.M. 
Teacher: Let's think about moving ahead in time 13 hours. What 

time do you think it will be? 
Student: Well, I think it will be about 9:23 P.M. :; 
Teacher: Do you agree? If so, could someone please share with us   .; 

how you came to that conclusion? I 
Student: First, I added on four hours to get to 12:23. Then I added\ 

on nine more hours to get to 9:23 P.M. I added 13 hours all       f 
together. 

Student: I worked mine out differently. I thought about 13 hours 
as one more than 12 hours. I know that if 12 hours pass, it's 
the same time, just P.M. So, I said 8:23 A.M. plus 12 hours is 
8:23 P.M. If I add on one more hour, I will have 13 hours. That's 
how I got 9:23 P.M. 

Teacher: What are you doing at that time on school nights? 
Student: I am sleeping. 

916 

o 

o 

# 

Repeated conversations like this allow students to talk to each 
other and share their strategies. This helps students communicate 
their mathematical thinking, and it helps other students to learn a 
new strategy or possibly just begin to understand. 
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EVERY DAY ELEMENT 

Focus 
• Converting ounces to pounds 

Developing a sense of how much a pound weighs 

MATERIALS 
Two pounds of plasticine or modeling clay; bottom half of a 
half-gallon plastic milk container; 1 pan balance, if available; 
Measurement Record (TR19) in a 9" x 12" clear pocket; Inch 
Squared Paper cardstock or a copy of TR15; plastic knife 

FREQUENCY 
Update daily and discuss two or three times per week. Include 
weekend days and any weekdays away from school. 

UPDATE PROCEDURE 
At the beginning of the month, help the class divide a pound of 
plasticine into 16 equal units of approximately an ounce each. 
(See Discussion for the First Day.) Thereafter, to update Measure- 

. ment this month, put one ounce of plasticine in the plastic milk 
container daily. Allow students to find things in the room that 
weigh the same as the amount accumulated by using a pan bal- 
ance if you have one. If a balance scale is unavailable, invite stu- 
dents to lift the container sometime during the week to help them 
sense the weight of the amount in the container. Each day, using a 
2" x 8" grid of Inch Squared Paper cardstock, color in a square to 
represent one ounce. For each ounce that is put in the container, 

te "1 oz" on each colored square. At the end of 16 days, when 
whole grid is colored, write "1 pound" on the grid and begin a 

!ew grid. Twice a week discuss the weight of what has accumulat- 
ed. Point out the relationship between ounces and pounds. 

Tiev 

DISCUSSION FOR THE FIRST DAY 
Show students the plasticine. Tell them that it weighs a pound but 
that you need to cut it into 16 smaller equal pieces for classroom 
use with this month's Measurement. Ask students how they think 
you can divide it evenly into two pieces. Most students will suggest 
that you make it into a round ball and cut it approximately in half. 
Do that. 

Now tell them you need smaller equal pieces and ask, "How can I 
cut it into four equal pieces?" Someone may recommend that you 
cut each half in half, thereby giving you four pieces. Follow that 
suggestion and ask, "How many pieces do we have now?" Explain 
that you still need smaller equal pieces. "How can I make these 
four pieces into eight pieces?" Again, someone may comment that 
you should divide each of the four pieces in half to yield eight 
pieces. 

After you have counted the eight pieces, tell the class that you 
need the plasticine to be cut into 16 pieces and ask for assistance. 
Someone may suggest that you cut the pieces again into two equal 
parts, yielding 16 equal parts. 

92     April • Measurement 
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Today, we added |Toz 
to our measurement 
container. Now, we have 
25 oz or 1 lb 7 oz, 

* 
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The points covered in the following conversation should be dis- 
cussed as part of this activity: 

SAMPLE DISCUSSION 

Teacher: How many equal pieces of clay do we have now? 
Student: 16. 
Teacher: We had a pound of clay and now we have 16 pieces of the 

same clay. Did the weight of the clay change? 
Student: No. 
Teacher: We have 16 pieces to make a pound, and each is approxi- 

mately one ounce. How many ounces are in a pound? 
Student: 16. 
Teacher: We will begin today putting an ounce in this plastic con- 

tainer every day. How many days do you suppose it will take 
us to accumulate a pound? 

Student: 16. 
Teacher: That's right. Now how many pounds and ounces do you 

think we will accumulate by the end of the month? 

u 918 

Record students' estimates. 

DISCUSSION DURING THE MONTH 
To focus students on the relationship between ounces and pounds, 
the following type of discussion should occur two or three times a 
week throughout the month: 
• What is the weight in ounces today? (23) 

How many pounds is that? (One pound.) 
How many extra ounces? (7) 
Let's count the ounces and see how many we have. 
Can you think of anything that is about that heavy? 

<•• 

Record this activity by writing on the Measurement Record, 
"Today, we added an ounce to our measurement container, :- 
Now, we have 23 ounces or 1 pound and 7 ounces." 

DISCUSSION FOR THE END OF THE MONTH 
At the end of the month, summarize all the relationships that have 
been observed: ' 
• Review how many ounces equal a pound, a half pound; and a 

quarter pound. \ 
• Examine how many ounces have been collected and ask how 

many pounds in all. 
• Compare the earlier estimates with the actual weight in the 

container on the last day of the month. 

HELPFUL HINTS 
• If you have a pan balance in your school, allow students to 

find things in the room that weigh the same as the amount 
accumulated. Assign each child a day during the month when 
he or she can explore weight. 

• Ask students to bring in one pound cans of food. Each day put 
one can in a box provided for this purpose. Allow students to 
lift the box with one pound, two pounds, three pounds, and so 
on, until it is too heavy for one student to lift easily. Ask stu- 
dents to think of things that are the same weight as the box. 

o 
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INVESTIGATION 1 v . 

Visualizing Numbers 

920 

What Happens 

Session 1: Quick Images In an activity called 
Quick Images, students are briefly shown images, 
in this case dot patterns. After the image is 
removed, students draw or make a copy of 
what they saw, compare their copy with the 
original image, and share ways they thought 
about the image in order to remember it. 

Session 2: Compare Dots Students play the game 
Compare Dots, in which they determine which of 
two dot patterns has more dots. 

Sessions 3 and 4: Copying Cubes Students are 
given an object built from 10-15 interlocking 

I cubes. They build a copy and find the number of 
cubes in the object. For the activity Copying 
Cubes, students build their own objects, trade with 
a partner, and copy each other's constructions. 
The remainder of these sessions is structured as 
Choice Time; students continue with Copying- 
Cubes and Compare Dots. 

Sessions 5 and 6: Number Shapes Students 
repeat the Quick Images activity. In a new activity, 
Counting Pattern Blocks, they create a picture, 
pattern, or design from about 20 pattern blocks. 
They record the total number of blocks they used 
and the number of each kind of block. The rest of 
the two sessions is Choice Time, with Counting 
Pattern Blocks, Copying Cubes, and Compare Dots. 

Sessions 7 and 8: Making Dot Pictures Students 
do Quick Images with three dot patterns designed 
to demonstrate what characteristics of an image 
make it easy or difficult to find the total number 
of dots. Students then make their own Quick 
Image dot pictures, looking for ways to organize 
the dots so they are easy to count. During Choice 

i Time, they work on this activity and Counting 
Pattern Blocks. 

Session 9: How Many Dots? Students use their 
own Quick Image dot pictures to play a partner 
version of Quick Images! They explore different 
ways to show numbers on their fingers, and 
look at a book about finger-counting methods 
from Africa. 

Routines Refer to the section About Classroom 
Routines (pp. 172-179) for suggestions on inte- 
grating into the school day regular practice of 
mathematical skills in counting, exploring data, 
and understanding time and changes. 

Mathematical Emphasis 
• Counting quantities up to about 20 

• Developing strategies for counting and compar- 
ing the number of dots in dot patterns 

• Developing strategies for organizing collections 
of objects so that they are easy to count and 
combine 

• Using numerals to record how many, for quanti- 
ties up to about 20 

• Representing quantities with pictures, with a 
variety of objects, and on fingers. 

• Exploring different ways to arrange a set of 
objects, such as rectangular arrays and equal- 
sized groups 

• Using number combinations to describe differ- 
ent arrangements of a set of objects 

body: 6 cubes 
wings: 2 cubes each 
tail: 2 cubes 
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Materials 

• Overhead projector (Sessions 1 and 5-8) 

• Interlocking cubes: at least 30 per student 
(Sessions 3-6) 

• Pattern blocks: 1 bucket per 6-8 students 
(Sessions 5-8) 

• Count on Your Fingers African Style by 
Claudia Zaslavsky (Black Butterfly 
Children's Press, 1996) (Session 9, optional) 

• Small resealable plastic bags (25-40) 
• Envelopes for storing transparencies 
• Counters (such as buttons, bread tabs, or 

pennies): at least 40 per pair (available) 
• Unlined paper (available for student use) 
• Chart paper or newsprint (18 by 24 inches): 

15-20 sheets (available for use as needed) 

Other Preparation 

• Before Session 3, make a three-dimensional 
object from 10-15 cubes. For example, see 
the airplane on p. 2. All cubes must be visi- 
ble so students can easily count them. Make 
an identical copy for each group of four stu- 
dents. Using cubes of mixed colors will help 
students count. 

• Before Session 5, make a large display ver- 
sion of Student Sheet 3, Counting Pattern 
Blocks, on chart paper or newsprint. 

• Before Session 9, make three or four dot 
pictures on a copy of Student Sheet 4, 
Making Quick Images. See p. 29 for ideas. 

• Duplicate the following student sheets and 
teaching resources, located at the end of this 
unit. If you have Student Activity Booklets, 
copy only items marked with an asterisk. 
For Session 1 

Family letter* (p. 182): 1 per family (sign 
and date before duplicating) 

Dot Cards, Sets A-D (pp. 187-190): 1 trans- 
parency of each card.* Cut apart. Keep each., 
set in a separate envelope. 
Note: Before making all the transparen- 
cies, test an image on the overhead. If it 
seems too small, enlarge on your copier, or 
draw larger on transparency film; 
For Session 2 
Dot Cards, Set A (p. 187): 1 set of 32 cards 
per pair, plus 1 per student, homework. 

Dot Cards, Sets B-D*: 3 sets of each (If pos- 
sible, copy on card stock and use a different 
color for each set.) 
Student Sheet 1, Compare Dots (p. 183): 
1 per student, homework 
For Sessions 3 and 4 

Student Sheet 2, Copying Counters (p. 184): 
1 per student, homework 

For Sessions 5 and 6 

Student Sheet 3, Counting Pattern Blocks 
(p. 185): 1 per student 

For Sessions 7 and 8 

Student Sheet 4, Making Quick Images 
(p. 186): 1 per student and a few extras* 

Easy and Hard Quick Images* (p. 191): 
1 transparency. Cut apart. 
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Materials 

• Overhead projector 

• Dot card transparencies, 
Sets A and B 

• Family letter (1 per 
student) 

Session 1 
u.  922 

Quick Images 
What Happens 

In an activity called Quick Images, students are briefly shown images, 
in this case dot patterns. After the image is removed, students draw or 
make a copy of what they saw, compare their copy with the original image, 
and share ways they thought about the image in order to remember it. 
Their work focuses on: 

• becoming familiar with different ways to arrange a set of objects, such as 
rectangular arrays and equal-sized groups 

• using number combinations to describe different arrangements of a set 
of objects 

• analyzing visual images 

• becoming familiar with combinations of numbers up to 10 

• describing position of and spatial relationships among objects 

activity 

Quick Images The Quick Images activity is repeated several times in the grade 1 
Investigations curriculum. As students do Quick Images throughout 
the year, they gain experience analyzing visual images and using number 
combinations and number relationships to describe different arrangements 
of a set of objects. They also become familiar with geometric arrangements, 
such as rectangular arrays. 

Note: Quick Images is designed for use with an overhead projector, but if 
one is not available, you can present each of the images enlarged or drawn 
on letter-size sheets of paper. 

Choose a transparency from Dot Cards, Set A, with either five or six dots. 
Place the transparency on the overhead projector, but do not turn it on yet. 
(Whether you orient the cards vertically or horizontally for Quick Images is 
not important.) Gather students where they will be able to see the image 
projected on the overhead. Distribute counters and pencil and paper to 
each student. 

J_—+J„V»       1   .     Ifi <*iinhTfnn i 
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In the ne^t few weel^,we^ll be doingalot of different things with 
numbers, ^e^re going to start by doing an activity called ^uic^ Imaged, 
^ananyonetell me what an image is^ 

Ifsomestudentssaythatan^image^is ^something that you imagine, 
somethingyouseemyourhead,^e^plain that in this activity that^swhat 
they^fl he domg^ they will be in^aginmgapicture,or forming an image ofa 
pictureintheirmind. 

^n imagei^another name forapicture.^e^llbe looking at some pic^ 
ture^,orimages,oflittleblac^dot^. recall it ^^uic^ Images because 
you^u only get to see the picture forashorttime^hen 1^11 coveritup^ 
andyouwilitrytomal^eacopyofthepictureyousaw. 

before turningon the overhead projector, explain where on the wall the 
dot image is toappear and rernind them tolool^ carefully because they 
won^t have long to get the pictureintheir mind, ^ohelpstudentsconcen^ 
trate On me image, they should not draw anything or use counters while 
the image is visible. 

^.^andsinyour laps.No penciisor counters when l^m showing the 
image, ^ere it comes^ 

^how the dot pattern for5seconds and then cover it. 

Note: You may need to adjust the amount oftime you flash the image, if you 
show the image for too long, you wifl see students simply copying the image 
from the screen, rather than bufldmg from their mental imaged if you show 
it too briefly, they win not have time to formamental image and will not be 
sure what to draw or build. 

students now mal^eacopy of the dot pattern, usmg counters or pencil and 
paper. If some students are concerned that they cannot recall the figure 
exactly, assure them that they will have another chance to see the picture 
and to revise their worl^. 

^^en students have completed their flrst attempts at representing the 
image, explain that you are going to show it again, encourage students 
to study the picture carefully while it is visible. 

^ ^andsmyour laps.^ere comes the picture ag^in^ool^ carefully^ 

^^ ^how the image for another^seconds.^hen let students revise their 
arrangement of counters or create new drawings. 

^sl^forafew volunteers to tell you how many dots they saw in the picture, 
and how they l^how. 



^ ^ 

^ 

You mightheginhy reassuring students that you know it can he difficult 
to tell the numherofdots when you^e seen the picture onlyhriefly. As 
students gi^e their responses,encourage themto explain how they remem^ 
hered the picture.If it helps them explain to the class,theycan show their 
arrangements of counters on the overhead or copy their drawings on the 
hoard orapiece of chart paper.ln the Dialogue ^o^, seeing Dot Images 
^p.^^ students in one class descrlhe how they thought of the images show^ 
ingfi^e and ten dots. 

After tins discussion, show the image again and lea^e it ^isihle for further 
re^sionandforcheckingthenumher of dots shown. 

Fncourage students to talk ahout any revisions they made in their work. 
For example, students who drew dots may he willmg to share meir first 
drawings. 

repeat the activity, using another transparency from Dot Cards, Set A. if 
you hegan with the ^dot card, you might ne^t show the ^dot or the ^dot 
card. Ifyou use related images, some students may heginrelating^isual 
and numher patterns. 

Contmuethe activity for the rest of the session, using transparencies ^ron^ 
Dot Cards, SetB,which sho^sadifferentconfigurarionfor^tolOdots.You 
might show the 5^dot,^dot, and 9^dot cards. Follow these steps each time^ 

1. Briefly show the image. 

2. Ask students to makeacopyof the dot pattern they saw, using counters 
or pencil and paper. 

3. Show the picture again hriefly. 

^. Askforafew volunteers to tell you how many dots they saw rn the pic^ 
ture and how they know. 

5. i^ea^e the image ^isihle so students can compare their copies with the 

Session 1 Follow-Up 

Homework Family Connection Send home the signed family letter or the 
Investigations at Home booklet to introduce your work in this unit. 
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Seeing Dot Images 
These students have been doing Quick Images 
with the 5-dot card from Dot Cards, Set A. They 
have finished their two attempts at making the 
image, and now the teacher is showing it so stu- 
dents can compare their work with the actual 
image. Here students are sharing the different 
ways they thought of the image; some broke the 
image into smaller parts, some "translated" the 
image into numbers, and some saw the image as 
a whole shape. 

How many dots did you see altogether? 

Tony: Five. 

Anyone else see a different number? [Pause] 
OK, then, what helped you remember what the 
image looked like? 

Nadia: Two dots on each side, and one more in 
the middle is five. 

Tony: Two [indicates the top row] plus two [the 
bottom row] is four, and then one is more is five. 

Eva: One diagonal, two diagonals.. 

And how many in each diagonal? 

Eva: There's three in each. They cross in the 
middle, so it's five. 

Donte: It's an X. 

Later in the session, students discuss how they 
thought of the image on the 10-dot card. 

How did you see this one? What helped you to 
make your own copy? 

Chris: I counted five on the top. And then I 
looked at both of them [both rows] and they 
were both the same, so I counted five and did 
five again. 

What does it equal, if you have five and five 
again? 

Chris: Ten. 

Kaneisha: Kind of like I did, like Chris, but not 
that much. When I saw up at the top I saw three 
and two. Then I knew the bottom was the same 
so I did the same thing. Three plus two for both 
makes ten. 

Both Chris and Kaneisha saw the top row and 
the bottom row were the same and that really 
helped them. 

Chan thou: It has flowers in it. A lot of the pic- 
tures did. 

Can you show us what you mean? 

Chanthou comes to the overhead, arranges four 
counters in a two-by-two array, and explains 
that this "flower" contains four dots. 

How many flowers in this picture [the 10-dot 
image]? 

Chanthou: Two. 

How many left over? 

Chanthou: Two. So it's ten. 

As students work with images containing more 
dots, they develop ways to break the image into 
manageable parts, for example, by identifying 
sections of the image that repeat or by seeing 
the image as made from component "objects." 
They also develop strategies for keeping track 
of and combining all the parts to find the total 
number of dots. 
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Session 2 

Compare Dots 1 
Materials What Happens 

Dot Cards, Set A (1 set 
per pair, and 1 set per 
student for homework) 

Dot Cards, Sets B-D 
(3 sets each) 

Student Sheet 1 (1 per 
student, homework) 

Students play the game Compare Dots, in which they determine which of 
two dot patterns has more dots. Their work focuses on: 

• developing strategies for counting and comparing the number of dots in 
dot patterns 

• using number combinations to describe different arrangements of a set 
of objects 

• becoming familiar with combinations of numbers up to 10 
• becoming familiar with different ways to arrange a set of objects, such as 

rectangular arrays and equal-sized groups 

Activity 

Teacher 
^leckpoint 

Compare Dots 

If you have done the Investigations unit Mathematical Thinking at Grade 1, 
your students will be familiar with the game Compare, which involves 
comparing two number cards to determine which shows a larger number. 
In that case, students will probably need just a brief introduction to 
Compare Dots. 

Introduce this game to the entire class by gathering students in a circle 
on the floor to watch a demonstration game. Either enlist two volunteers 
to play the game, or choose one student to play with you. 

Today we're going to play a game called Compare Dots. At the beginning 
of the game, each player gets half the cards in the deck. 

Demonstrate how to deal out the cards evenly between the two players. 

Players turn their cards facedown. Then,.at the same time, they both 
turn up their top card. The player who has the card with more dots 
says "Me." 

After this has been done in the demonstration game, hold up the cards that 
each player turned over. 

Iihby turned over this card [5 dots], and Nadia turned over this card 
[7 dots]. Which card has more dots? How do you know? 

8   • Investigation!: Visualizing Numbers 
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Ask students to explain their strategies. 5on^e students may count the dots 
on each card. Others mayhnd the total by mentally groupingthe dots on 
the cardsmsome way (for example,m^^, and then confining the groups. 
5till others may compare the cards without fino^gthetotals, noticing sim^ 
ply that one card has one more row of two dots. 

Contmue in this way through two or three o^ore turns, or until you think 
students understand the game. 

^om^times you might each turn up the same card. When that happens, 
both of you ^ust turn over the ne^t card, ^hen the player who has the 
card with the most dots says ^eB^ 

^plain that the game is over when players have turned over all their cards. 

f^ai^ up students to play the game for the rest of the session. Cive each pair 
adeckofl^otCards,^etA. 

^ote^ Your students may be fanu^iar with the card game War,asimilar 
game. An m^portant difference is thatin Compare f^ots, players do not win 
or lose because they do not capture each others cards, students who are 
familiar with Warmay naturally want to capture the other card when their 
number of dots is larger.You can decide how important it is for students to 
play less competitively^ ifthe competition is distractmg students from thinks 
mg about me nun^ers, you may want to insist that they play according to 
the Compare f^ots rules. 

^^^^^^^^^^ 

teacher Checkpoints are designated times for you to observe students at 
work. After students have begun playing in pairs, you can observe how they 
arecountmgupto^Oob^ects,comparmgnumbersuptolO,andusing 
nun^ercombmanons and number relationships to hnd the total number 
ofdots on the^cards Circulate to observe and to offer support as needed. 

^ Can students deal outthe cards evenly between two players?(You might 
suggest that the students repeat^one for you and one for me^whiledeal^ 
ing, to help them remember how to distribute ^ecards.^ 

^ rlow do students hnd the number of dots onacard7f^o they count each 
dot? l^o they group the dots in some way, such as by rows, and then com^ 
bme me number in each group?f^o they seem to^ust know-how many 
dots are on each card? ^he teacher ^ote, binding the dumber off^ots 
(p. i^, describes typical strategies students use and suggests how to help 
students explain their strategies. 

^ W^at strategies do students use for determining which card has more 
dots? f^o they ^ustknow^ which number is larger? 
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Some students might try to decide by comparing the size and shape of 
the dot configurations, rather than by comparing numbers of dots. For 
example, they might say that a long, thin array of dots has more than a 
square array of dots. Ask these students to prove to you which card has 
more dots by finding the number on each card. 

Do students play cooperatively? If you think students are playing too 
competitively, emphasize that getting the card with more dots is a matter 
of luck, not a matter of being a "better" player. Explain that good players 
play cooperatively: they check or help one another; they explain their 
thinking to one another; they ask one another for help; they wait while 
the other player takes the time to determine which card has more dots. 

I 

Variations and More Challenge You can use the Dot Cards, Sets B and C 
to provide a greater variety of dot patterns for each number. Some (but 
not all) students will find the Set A cards easiest to work with, because the 
arrangements are based on rectangular arrays. At some point now or dur- 
ing Choice Time (Sessions 3-4 and 5-6), introduce Sets B and C. You will 
need to determine when students are ready for these. If some pairs are 
just beginning to develop strategies for grouping dots on the Set A cards, 
wait before giving them a new set. On the other hand, if students have 
good strategies for grouping the dots in Set A, or if they no longer seem 
challenged, ask them to play with Set B or C. For extra challenge, students 
can play with Set D, which has 11-20 dots in rectangular arrays. 

Near the End of the Session Alert students when 5 or 10 minutes remain 
in the session. Review cleanup procedures, including how to return materi- 
als to storage areas and how to double-check the floor for pencils, stray 
counters, and other materials. 

m Homework 

Session 2 Follow-Up 

Compare Dots Students teach someone at home to play Compare Dots. 
Send home Student Sheet 1, Compare Dots (the game directions), and four 
sheets to make Dot Cards, Set A. If students are unlikely to have scissors at 
home, give them time during the school day to cut apart the cards. 
Encourage students to keep their cards in a special place at home, because 
they will be using them for other games at home over the next few weeks. 
Some teachers give students a Math at Home folder for storing the materi- 
als they will be bringing home throughout the year. 

£1 Extension Double Compare Dots For a more difficult variation of Compare Dots, stu- 
dents turn over the top two cards in their piles on each turn. They deter- 
mine the total number of dots on their two cards, and the player with the 
higher total says "Me." 

10 Investigation 1: Visualizing Numbers 
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Finding the Number of Dots 

As students play Compare Dots, observe them to 
find out more about their strategies for deter- 
mining the number of dots on a card. Following 
are some strategies students typically use for 
finding the total number of dots, with suggestions 
for encouraging students to reflect on and com- 
municate how they are thinking about the dots.. 

Counting Dots Often students count the dots on 
the oard in order to determine or to check the 
total. Some students count by Is, touching each 
dot as they count. Others count by the number 
of dots in a row, column, or group on the card 
(2 for the first row, 4' for the second, and so on). 

When students first learn to say a particular 
skip-counting sequence ("2, 4, 6, 8 ..."), they 
may not yet recognize that each successive num- 
ber in the sequence represents the addition of a 
particular quantity. Activities such as counting 
dots or other objects arranged in rows or groups 
of uniform size can help students connect the 
numbers in a skip-counting sequence to the 
quantities they represent. However, even as 
students become comfortable counting by 2's 
for small quantities, they may return to counting 
by l's as quantities increase ("2, 4, 6, um ... 7, 
8 ... 9,10"). Understanding of counting by num- 
bers other than one develops gradually over the 
early-elementary years. 

Whether students are counting by l's or by some 
other number, you can help them strengthen 
their understanding of quantity by encouraging 
them to recount the dots in a different way. 
Students counting by l's can check their totals by 
recounting in a different order (for example, 
from right to left, instead of from left to right). 
Students counting by some other number can 
count again by l's, or by a different number. This 
can help them begin to recognize relationships 
among different ways of counting. 

ui.  929 
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Breaking the Image into Parts Some students 
see the dots on the cards as groups to be com- 
bined, rather than individual dots to be counted. 
They look for ways to break the group of dots 
into manageable parts, which they can think 
about separately, then combine. For example, 
one student explained how he found that there 
were 10 dots: 

»/w\£_5/ 
"Four [on the left] and four [on the right] is eight, 
and then two more [in the middle] is ten." 

Another student explained that he got ten for the 
same card by breaking the group into two famil- 
iar patterns, a group of six and a group of four, 
declaring "and I know six and four is ten." 

These students are beginning to recognize con- 
nections between dot patterns and number com- 
binations: they see the total number of dots as 
the sum of smaller parts, not just as a collection 
of single dots. Being able to group numbers in 
different ways is an important part of developing 
effective strategies for adding and subtracting 
numbers. This kind of thinking develops gradu- 
ally over the early elementary years. Encourage 
students who are beginning to think in this way 
to explain their strategies, but expect that they 
will still count by l's to find or check the number 
of dots on many of the cards. 

Continued on next page 

#' 
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continued 

Using Equal Groups Some students see certain 
dot patterns as sets of equal-sized groups (or, 
equal-sized groups with an extra part). When 
they first look at a card, they might note that it" 
shows "three 3's," or "two 4's," or "two 2's and 
one more." Students might then combine the 
groups mentally ("3 and 3 is 6, and one more 
3 is 9"), use some combination of mental addition 
and counting ("two 3's are 6, and then there's 
7,8, and 9") or, they might "just know" the total 
("three 3's are 9"). 

Learning to think about quantities as sets of 
equal-sized groups is important for situations 
involving multiplication or division. However, 
thinking in this way is challenging for most   . 
first graders. You will probably find that students 
take this approach only for a small number of 
groups of 2 or 3. Encourage students using, this 
approach to explain their thinking, but don't 
expect them to see complex configurations as 
collections of equal-sized groups. Students' 
thinking about equal groups will continue to 
develop over the next few years as they have 
many opportunities to count and combine groups 
of different sizes. 

Recognizing Familiar Dot Arrangements Some 
students may tell you that they know the number 
of dots on a particular card because they can 
tell from "just looking at it" or because they 
remember from previous work with the card. 
Even those who have committed a dot pattern 
to memory can benefit from explaining how it 
shows how a number can be broken into parts. 

930 

If you think a student has committed to memory 
a dot pattern with at least five or six dots in it, 
ask that student to look away from the image 
and describe it. Some students are quite skilled 
at memorizing images and then analyzing their 
mental images. When a student insisted that he 
"just knew" that a 3-by-3 array of dots showed 9, 
the teacher asked him to prove it, expecting him 
to do so by counting dots on the card. Instead, he 
looked away from the dot card and then pointed 
to each dot in an imaginary 3-by-3 array, saying 
a number for each "dot" he pointed to. 

When another student was asked to explain 
how she "just knew" that a triangle shape 
showed six, she shut her eyes and explained 
that there were 3 dots on the bottom row, 2 
in the middle row, bringing the total to 5, and 
1 more on the top, so 6 in all. 

Analyzing mental images in this way can 
help students to develop a strong visual sense 
of the structure of a number—how it can be 
broken into parts—and to recognize the value 
of using mental imagery in solving mathematics 
problems. 
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Sessions 3 and 4 

Copying Cubes 
What Happens 

Students are given an object built from 10-15 interlocking cubes. They 
build a copy and find the number of cubes in the object. For the activity 
Copying Cubes, students build their own objects, trade, with a partner, and 
copy each other's constructions. The remainder of these sessions is struc- 
tured, as Choice Time; students continue with Copying Cubes and Compare 
Dots. Their work focuses on: 

• counting up to about 15 objects 

• developing strategies for counting and combining collections of objects 
that vary by color and by arrangement 

• developing strategies for counting and comparing the number of dots in 
dot patterns 

• copying three-dimensional objects made from cubes 

• becoming familiar with combinations of numbers up to 10 

• becoming familiar with different ways to arrange a set of objects, such as 
rectangular arrays and equal-sized groups 

V 931 

Materials 

• Interlocking cubes (at 
least 30 per student) 

• Identical objects built 
from 10-15 cubes 
(1 object per group of 4) 

• Dot Cards, Set A (1 per 
pair) 

• Student Sheet 2 (1 per 
student, homework) 

If your students have had frequent opportunities to explore interlocking 
cubes, they will be more ready to do this activity. If they have not used 
them recently, provide 10-15 minutes for free exploration with them first. 
You might also give students the chance to explore the cubes at other times 
during the day. 

Today you're going to copy something I've built out of cubes. [Hold up 
' one of the cube objects.JVH give one of these models to each group, along 
with a supply of cubes. Each one of you will take cubes and build an 
exact copy of this model. Your colors don't have to match mine, but you 
do have to make the exact same size and shape, using the exact same 
number of cubes. 

Students sit in groups of four so that they can share materials. Distribute 
the class set. of interlocking cubes evenly to each group, and distribute the 
identical cube objects they are to copy. Each student builds a copy of the 
object. Students may touch the object if it helps them count the number of 
cubes, but they may not take the object apart. 

Activity 

Copying Cubes 

Harlem Link 
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As students are working, circulate quickly to be sure they understand the 
task. As necessary, remind them to keep the model object in the center of 
the group so that everyone can see it. 

When students ha^e finished, ask for volunteers to tell how many cuhes are 
in the object and to explain how they know, ^ome students will count one 
cube atatime,while others may begin to count in groups^^hereare6 
cubes along the body of the airplane,and^more,^,^,for one wing, then^ 
more for the other wing, that's^,10, and^more for the tail, that'sll,l^B' 

If some students disagree about the number, encourage them to recount to 
check the total. ^lf some disagreement remains, you need not take the time 
to resolve it.) 

copying ^ubesasa^hoice ^xplainthatsometimeo^er the next few days, 
students will work inpairs to build andcopy other cube objects, ^achstu^ 
dent buildsamodelwith at least 10 and no more than 15 cubes.^henpart^ 
ners exchange objects,and each copies the other'smodel. When they finish, 
they check that each copy is exactly the same size and shape as the original 
model, and that it uses the same number of cubes. 

if it seems necessary, model the activity withastudent^ 

l^etssaylbuilt this airplane and Susanna built this flag, ^hen we switch, 
and Susanna buildsacopy of my airplane, whiielbuildacopyofh^r 
flag.Wheowe^e done, we ha^e to agree on tw^o things^ We must agr^e 
that the copies are the same as the originals, and we must agre^ on th^ 
number of cubes in each object. 

explain that students can touch the model object if it helps them to figure 
out how to buildacopy, but they cannot take it apart, ^sinthewhole^class 
acti^ity,colorsmay^ary. 

^ote^ If you ha^eestabhshedarule that weapons are not permitted in the 
classroom, remmd students not to bmld guns, swords, or similar objects. 

1 

Activity 

Introducing 
Choice Time 

If you are using the complete grade 1 sequence of Investigations, students 
will be familiar with Choice Time, when they choose among several 
activities to work on. The Choice Time format recurs throughout the 
Investigations curriculum. See the Teacher Note, About Choice Time 
(p. 166), for information about how to set it up and how first grade students 
can keep track of the choices they have completed. 
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Choices 

1. Compare Dote 

2. Copying Cubes 

<>=£ D- 

During each day of Choice Time, students choose one or two of the activities 
they want to participate in. They can select the same activity more than 
once, but should not choose the same activity every day. List these choices 
on the board or oh a piece of chart paper. Include a simple picture with 
each choice as a visual reminder. 

Choice 1: Compare Dots 
Materials: Dot Cards, Set A, 1 per pair; Dot Cards, Sets B, C, and D, 
3 sets each. 

Students are familiar with this game from their work in Session 2. 
Review the rules as necessary. 

If you noticed in Session 2 that some pairs were just beginning to develop 
strategies for grouping the dots on the cards, suggest that they play again 
with Set A. Otherwise, ask students to play with Set B or Set C. Remind stu- 
dents not to mix the sets of cards. 

For extra challenge, students can play with Dot Cards, Set D. By the end of 
Choice Time in Sessions 5-6, students should have played with at least two 
different Dot Card sets. 

Choice 2: Copying Cubes 
Materials: Interlocking cubes (at least 60 per pair) 

Students work with a partner. Each builds something with 10-15 interlock- 
ing cubes. Then they exchange and build copies of each other's objects. 
When both students have finished, they check that the copies are identical 
(except for color) and use the same number of cubes as the original. 

Harlem Link 
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Remind students to use no more than 15 cubes, as larger objects can be dif- 
ficult to copy. Encourage them to keep all the cubes are visible in their 
model and avoid hidden interior cubes. . 

Observing the Students 
Observe and listen to students while they work on Choice Time activities. 
Recording your observations will help you keep track of how students 
are interacting with materials and solving problems. The Teacher Note, 
Keeping Track of Students' Work (p. 168), offers some helpful strategies. 
During this first Choice Time, watch for the following: 

• Do students try each choice, or do they stay with a familiar one? If, after 
a short time with one activity, students say they're done, ask them to tell 
you about what they have done and encourage them to investigate fur- 
ther. 

• How much do. students interact with their partner? Do they share what. 
they have done with others and observe what others are doing? Do they 
talk to themselves or others about what they are doing? 

Compare Dots 
• What strategies do students use to find the number of dots on a card?     * 
• What strategies do they use to determine which card has more dots? 

Copying Cubes 
• How do students keep track of the number of cubes they are using to cre- 

ate their objects? Do they recount the entire set from 1 each time they 
add a cube Or two? Do they count up from a previous total? ("I had 10, 
and I just put on two more, so now I have 11,12.") 

3EQOO 
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• How accurately do students copy the number of blocks in each part of 
the object? 

• How accurately do they copy the orientation of each component? That is, 
if a piece sticks out to the left in the original, does it stick out to the left in 
the copy? 

• How do students count the cubes in the object? Do they count by l's? Do 
they group the cubes in some way and then count the groups? ("Three 
for each arm, that's 6, then 4 for the head, that's 7, 8,9,10.") How do 
partners resolve any differences about the number of cubes in an object? 

• How do students go about checking that a copy is identical to the 
original? Do they use counting strategies? Do they compare orientation 
of different parts? Do they compare size and shape? Do they ignore 
color differences? 

Pairs having difficulty can work with a smaller number of cubes, or they 
can create simpler objects. For example, suggest they make something flat, 
of something with only three parts. 

Near the End of Each Session Five or 10 minutes before the end of each 
Choice Time session, announce that it's time to stop working, put away the 
materials, and clean up the work area. If some students are in the middle 
of Copying Cubes, find a safe place for them to leave their cube objects 
until the next session. Students will have more time to work on both activi- 
ties in Sessions 5-6. Once cleanup is complete, remind students to record 
the choices they completed, including which set of Dot Cards they used for 
Compare Dots. If you have posted lists, keep them for use again in other 
Choice Time sessions in this investigation. 

Sessions 3 and 4 Follow-Up 

# 

Copying Counters Send home Student Sheet 2, Copying Counters. This 
is a variation of Copying Cubes that students can do at home with common 
objects like coins, toothpicks, or paper clips. Each of two players makes a 
pattern or design from about 15 of these counters. Then, each player makes 
an exact copy of the other player's design. Players check that each copy 
uses the same number of counters as the original design and is exactly the 
same size and shape. 

m Homework 

Harlem Link 
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Materials 

• Overhead projector 

• Dot card transparencies 

• Interlocking cubes 
(at least 60 per pair, 
for aboutione third of 
the class) 

• Pattern blocks (1 bucket 
per 6-8 students) 

• Student Sheet 3 (1 per 
student) 

• Large display copy of 
Counting Pattern Blocks 

• Dot Cards, Sets A-D 

Number Shapes 
What Happens 

Students repeat the Quick Images activity. In a new activity, Counting 
Pattern Blocks, they create a picture, pattern, or design from about 20 pat- 
tern blocks. They record the total number of blocks they used and the num- 
ber of each kind of block. The rest of the two sessions is Choice Time, with 
Counting Pattern Blocks, Copying Cubes, and Compare Dots. Students' work 
focuses on: 

• counting up to about 20 objects 

• using numerals to record how many, including none (0) 
• developing strategies for counting and combining collections of objects 

that vary by color and by arrangement 

• developing strategies for counting and comparing the number of dots in 
dotpatterns 

• copying three-dimensional objects made from cubes 
» becoming familiar with combinations of numbers up to 10 

• becoming familiar with different ways to arrange a set of objects, such as^ 
rectangular arrays and equal-sized groups 

Activity 

Images Choose a dot card transparency that you have not yet used for Quick 
Images, such as the 7-dot card in Set B, and place it on the overhead pro- 
jector. Gather students where they will be able to see the image projected. 
Distribute counters and pencil and paper to each student. Refer to Quick 
Images (p. 6) to review the steps of the activity. 

Today we're going to do Quick Images again. Who can remind us how we 
do Quick Images? 

Ask for a volunteer to explain the activity. If some students disagree, you 
might ask another student or two to tell what they remember. Keep this 
discussion brief and accept that students may remember the activity some- 
what differently. If necessary, clarify that you will show a picture of some 
dots for a very short time, and then they will make a copy of what they saw. 

Do the activity two or three times. To help students begin relating visual 
and number patterns, use related images. For example, if you first used 
the 7-dot card from Set B, next use the 8-dot card from the same set. 
Another related pair would be the 6-dot and 10-dot cards from Set C. 

18 Investigation 1: Visualizin Harlem Link 
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Activity 

If your students have not used pattern blocks recently, provide time for free 
exploration with them before introducing this activity. 

Post your large display copy of Student Sheet 3, Counting Pattern Blocks, in 
the meeting area. Demonstrate the activity by quickly making a picture, 
pattern, or design from about 20 pattern blocks. Use all but one or two dif- 
ferent types of pattern blocks, so that you can model filling in 0 somewhere 
on the sheet. 

I'm going to show you another activity you'll be doing in ChoiceTime. 
You start by making a pattern or design from about 20 pattern blocks. 
Here's the one I made. 

Counting 
Pattern Blocks 

# 

Then, you count the number of each kind of pattern block you used. So, 
how many yellow hexagons do you see in the design I made? Does any- 
one see a different number? 

Even if someone has given the correct number, ask for another suggestion 
or two. This encourages students to verify their own solutions and not rely 
on you to tell them whether their answers are correct. 

Ask volunteers to come up count each kind of pattern block in the design 
you have made, including those shapes you haven't used. Then, model fill- 
ing in the number on the large recording sheet. Pay particular attention to 
using zero to record no blocks used. 

How many trapezoids did I use in my design? Can anyone find a trape- 
zoid in my design? No? What do you think I should fill in here? 

Harlem Link 
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Accept a few ideas. If no one suggests the use of 0, explain that we can use 
zero to show none of something. Model writing 0 on the sheet. 

Let's count the blocks to find out how many in all.... OK, we got 19. 
Is there a way we could check to make sure the count is correct? 

Some students may suggest recounting the blocks, perhaps in a different 
order. A few students may recognize that the total number of blocks is the 
sum of the numbers of the different kinds of block. Encourage them to 
explain their thinking, but accept that some students in the class may 
have difficulty following their reasoning. 

Explain that as a Choice Time activity, each student will do just what 
you did: make their own design or pattern from about 20 pattern blocks, 
then find and record the numbers of blocks on Student Sheet 3. 

Activity 

Choice Time Post a list of the choices and briefly describe the options. Explain that stu- 
dents will be working on these choices today and tomorrow. By the end of 
math time tomorrow, they must have completed Copying Cubes! and they 
must have played Compare Dots with at least two different sets of Dot 
Cards. To help them remember what choices they have already completed, 
refer them to the records from the previous Choice Time (Sessions 3 and 4). 

Choices 

1. Compare Dote (**     ,» 

2. Copying Cubes 

3. Counting Pattern Blocks (J  QO 

<LQ 
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Often when a new choice is added to the list, there is a great deal of interest 
in trying the new activity first. Sometimes the quantity of materials avail- 
able limits the number of students that can do an activity at one time. Even 
when this is not the case, limiting the number of students at each choice 
helps them make decisions about what they are going to do. It also encour- 
ages them to do some choices more than once. At the same time, support 
students in making decisions and plans for themselves rather than organiz- 
ing them into groups and circulating the groups. Making choices, planning 
time, and taking responsibility for their own learning are important aspects 
of theischool experience. «. 

Set up the materials in three different locations in the classroom. You could 
use tables, clusters of desks, or rug space as places for students to work. 
Explain how many students can be at each center at one time. Depending 
on how you've organized your classroom, this could be indicated by the 
number of chairs at a certain table, or by posting the information on the 
board. For example: 

1. Compare Dote 10 people 

2. Copying Cubes 10 people 

3. Counting Pattern Blocks      10 people 

For a review of the Choice 1 and 2 activities, see Compare Dots and Copying 
Cubes (p. 15). 

Choice 3: Counting Pattern Blocks 
Materials: Pattern blocks (1 bucket per 6-8 students); Student Sheet 3, 
Counting Pattern Blocks (1 per student) 

Each student makes a design or pattern from about 20.pattern blocks, then 
finds and records the number of blocks used. 

Observing the Students 
See pp. i6-17 to review what to look for while students are playing Compare 
Dots and Copying Cubes. For the new activity, watch for the following: 

Counting Pattern Blocks 
• How do students keep track of the number of blocks they are using as 

they create their pictures? Do they recount the entire set from 1 each 
time they add a block or two? Do they count on from the last number 
they counted? ("I had 10, and I added 2 more, so now I have 11,12.") Do 
they count accurately? 
If some students are having difficulty counting up to 20 pattern blocks 
accurately, suggest that they work with fewer pattern blocks, perhaps 12. 
See the Teacher Note, Observing Students Counting (p. 23), for informa- 
tion on the range of first graders'counting abilities. •_ 
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• Do students record the number of each type of block accurately? How do 
they show that there are none of a type of block? Do they use zero (0)? 

• Do students use counting strategies to find the total number of pattern 
blocks? Do they,count each block as they go in order around the picture? 
Do they count each type of block separately, perhaps counting on from 
each new type of block? ("There's 7 hexagons, then 4 triangles, that's 8, 
9,10,11, then 2 trapezoids, that's 12,13.") If their pictures contain 
repeated parts, do they count just one part and then repeatedly combine 
the numbers in that part? ("Each row of the pattern has 5 blocks, so 5 
and 5 is 10, then 11,12,13,14,15 for three rows.") If some students tell 
you that they know the total because they kept track as they created 
their pictures, ask them to find a way to check. 

• Do students combine the numbers on the recording sheet, rather than 
counting the pattern blocks? Some students may recognize that the sum 
of the numbers of each kind of block should equal the total number of 
blocks, but may be unsure of how to prove this. You might suggest they 
use a calculator to check. You might also ask them to find the total num- 
ber of two or three kinds of blocks together, for example, the number of 
trapezoids and squares. They can then check by counting the blocks. 

• What pattern block shapes do students know the names of? Do they rec- . 
ogmze any relationships among them? 

At the Start of Session 6 Tell students that this is the last day that the 
choices Copying Cubes and Compare Dots will be. available. Students who 
have not yet completed their work oh Copying Cubes must do so today. 
Any students who have played Compare Dots only with Set A should spend 
some of their time today playing with Set B or C. 

I — —     ' Harlem Link 
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Observing Students Counting 

Your students will be counting many things dur- 
ing this, unit and throughout the year. Counting 
involves more than knowing the number names, 
their sequence, and how to write them. It is the 
basis for understanding our number system and 
for almost all the number work primary grade 
students do. 

In first grade, expect a great deal of diversity 
among your students. By the end of the year, 
many students will have learned the oral count- 
ing sequence up to 100 and will begin to recog- 
nize patterns in the sequence of numerals from 1 
to 100. However, many first graders will not end 
the year with a grasp of quantities greater than 
25 or so. Students develop their understanding of 
quantity through repeated experiences organiz- 
ing and counting sets of objects. In first grade, 
many of the activities that focus on quantity can 
be adjusted so that students can work at a level 
of challenge that is appropriate for them. Early 
in first grade, some students will need repeated 
experiences with quantities up to 10, while oth- 
ers will be able to work with larger collections. 
Some students may be inconsistent—successful 
one time, and having difficulty the next. 

<TeacherNote 

Your students will have many opportunities to 
count and use numbers in this unit and through- 
out the year. You can learn a lot about what your 
students understand about counting by observing 
them as they work. Listen to students as they 
talk with each other. Observe them as they count 
objects and as they count orally and in writing. 
Ask them about their thinking as they work. You 
may observe some of the following: 

• Counting orally. Generally students can count 
orally further than they can count objects or 
correctly write numbers. For some students, 
the oral counting sequence is just a song; they 
don't necessarily know that when they count 
one more, they are referring to a quantity 
that has one more. Students need many ' 
experiences counting and adding small 
quantities as they learn about the relationship 
between the counting words and the quantities 
they represent. 

• Counting quantities. Some students may cor- 
rectly count quantities above 20; others may 
not consistently count quantities smaller than 
10. Some students may count the number of 
objects correctly when they are spread out in 
a fine but may have difficulty organizing 
objects for counting themselves. They may 
need to develop techniques for keeping track 
of what they are counting. 

• Counting by writing numbers. Many beginning 
first grade students are just gaining some 
competency in writing numerals. Young stu- 
dents frequently reverse numbers or digits. 
Often this is not a mathematical problem but 
simply a matter of experience. Throughout the 
year, students need many opportunities to see 
and practice the sequence of written numbers. 

Harlem Link 
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Sessions 7 and 8 u 942 

Materials 

• Pattern blocks (1 bucket 
per 6-8 students) 

• Overhead projector 

• Easy and Hard Quick 
Images transparencies 
A, B, and C 

• Student Sheet 4 (1 per 
student, plus extras) 

Making Dot Pictures 
What Happens 

Students do Quick Images with three dot patterns designed to demonstrate 
what characteristics of an image make it easy or difficult to find the total 
number of dots. Students then make their own Quick Image dot pictures, 
looking for ways to organize the dots so they are easy to count. During 
Choice Time, they work on this activity and Counting Pattern Blocks. 
Students'work focuses on: 

• finding ways to organize sets of dots so they are easy to count 
• counting up to about 20 objects 

• using numerals to record how many, including none 

Activity 

Easy and Hard 
uick Images § 

Gather students in an area of the classroom where they will be able to see 
the images projected on the overhead. Distribute counters and pencil and 
paper to each student. Place transparency A of the Easy and Hard Quick 
Images on the overhead projector, but do not turn it on yet. 

We're going to do Quick Images again. I'll show you a dot picture for 
a short time, and then you draw or build what you remember seeing. 
The Quick Images today are special—rsome are fairly hard. After you try 
them, we'll talk about what makes some pictures harder to remember 
than others. 

Proceed as usual for Quick Images, first with transparency A, then B, and 
finally C. (See p. 6 to review the procedure for Quick Images.) 

As students are trying to remember and draw the individual images, they 
may spontaneously offer their ideas about why some images are harder or 
easier to work with. Remind students that they will have a chance to talk 
about this more after they have tried all three pictures. 

What's Hard and What's Easy? Display all three Easy and Hard Quick 
Images transparencies together on the overhead. 

Did anyone find some of these pictures easier to remember than others? 
Which one was easiest for you? Why do you think so? 

24  • Investigation 1: Visualizii. 
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Encourage students to explain their thinking. Many students will say that 
image A was easiest because the dots are organized in rows that are easy to 
count; the dots are broken into small groups; and the dots are arranged in a 
familiar shape, a 2-by?2 square. Some students may say that they found it 
easiest to remember the shape of image B, but they found it difficult to 
actually count the dots. 

Which one was hardest to remember? Why do you think so? 

Some students may say that it was hard to count the dots on image B 
because they are so close together, and because they are not divided into 
smaller groups. Others will have found it difficult to keep track of the dots 
on image C. The Dialogue Box, Easy and Hard Quick Images (p. 28), shows 
how students in one class explained their ideas. 

Making Quick Images Explain that during Choice Time, one of the choices 
will be to create dot pictures that students will later use to play a game 
that is similar to Quick Images. Emphasize that they will be designing 
their pictures in a way that would help someone quickly tell how many. 
dots are in them. In other words, they should try to make easy rather than 
hard images. 

* 

Show the class a copy of Student Sheet 4, Making Quick Images. Point out 
that students can.make four dot pictures, one in each box. They can use 6, 
7, 8, 9, or 10 dots. (You might assign particular numbers of dots to particu- 
lar students, or you might let them choose.) At the top of the sheet, they 
record the number of dots they are using. They should use the same num- 
ber in each box. Students may talk to their classmates about which arran- 
agements they think will be easiest to work with. 

Harlem Link 
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Activity 

Choice Time 

D- 

Choices 

1. Compare Dots 
• P 

BJtL 

?,. Copying Cube.* 

3. Counting Pattern Blocks Tj QO 

4. Making Quick Images |*%%"/ 

-        —        ^ 

List the choices students will be working on for the rest of today and tomor- 
row. By the end of math time tomorrow, they must have completed both of 
the remaining choices. 

To review Choice 3: Counting Pattern Blocks, see page 21.     . 

Choice 4: Making Quick Images 
Materials: Student Sheet 4, Making Quick Images, 1 per student, plus. 
extras; markers or crayons; scissors; counters 

On Student Sheet 4, students create dot pictures that they will later use 
for How Many Dots? (a partner version of Quick Images). Remind them 
to design easy pictures—make them in a way that would help someone 
quickly see how many dots they contain. Students may want to model 
different arrangements with counters before actually drawing. They use 
the same number of dots in each picture and record that number at the 
top of the sheet. They may use crayons, markers, or pencils to make 
their pictures. 

If you see some students creating dot patterns identical to those they 
worked with as Quick Images or on dot cards, ask them to think up new 
images. 

Some students may need more than one copy of Student Sheet 4, Making 
Quick Images; hand out additional copies only as students request them. 
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When students finish, they choose the picture or pictures they think are 
easiest to count. They may ask classmates to help them decide. They cut out 
the box with each picture they have chosen and store in their math folders 
for use in the next session. 

Observing the Students 
For more detail on what to observe as students work on Counting Pattern 
Blocks, see p. 21; the following questions are a brief reminder. 

Counting Pattern Blocks 
• How do students keep track of the number of blocks they are using as 

they create their pictures? 

• Do they record the numbers of blocks accurately? Do they use zero (0) to 
show no blocks of a particular type? 

• What strategies do students use to find the total number of pattern 
blocks? 

Making Quick Images 
• . How do students arrange the dots? Do they organize them into smaller 

groups? into rows? Can they explain why they think their arrangement of 
dots would help someone count how many? 

• Do students recognize that the way the dots are organized (not just the 
total number of dots) can make it easier or more difficult to count them? 
Encourage students to talk to a partner about which of their arrange- 
ments would be easiest to recognize for Quick Images. 

• How do students count and keep track of the dots in their pictures? Do 
they count each dot individually? Do they find the number in different 
groups (in rows or clusters) and then combine the groups? 

Session 7 and 8 Follow-Up 

&& 

Double Compare Dots Suggest that students return to the game of 
Compare Dots they took home earlier and play the variation Double 
Compare Dots with someone in their family. 

Q Homework 

Harlem Link 
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These students are talking about the Easy and 
Hard Quick Images. 

Michelle: The first (A) was easy, because it had 2 
and 2, and 2 and 2. 

Luis: It had two 4's and then 1. 

Eva: The second (B) was easy to remember the 
shape, but hard because it was a line. 

Iris: The last one (C) was hard. It was all scram- 
bled out. 

Kaneisha: 1 see a pattern'! It went easy (A), hard 
(B), and harder (C). 

William: The second was the hardest, because it 
was so straight. 

Kristi Ann: The second one looked like it was 10, 
but it really wasn't. 

Luis: The first was three different parts, so it was 
easier. It looked like 9, and it was 9! 

» 
iGarrett: I think the third was really hard 

ecause it was going all different ways. 

Tamika: It was all scrambled and not easy to 
count. 

Although the students have different ideas about 
what made an image easy or hard, nearly all 
their ideas are based on whether or not an 
image can be broken into countable parts: A is 
easy because you can "see" the number of dots 
in each of several parts; B is hard because it's a 
straight line, so the dots are hard to count; C is 
hard because there is no obvious way to group 
and count the dots. 
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Session 9 

How Many Dots? 
IK  947 

What Happens 

Students use their own Quick Image dot pictures to play a partner version 
of Quick Images. They explore different ways to show numbers on their fin- 
gers, and look at a book about finger-counting methods from Africa. 
Students' work focuses on: 

• using fingers to show combinations of numbers up to 10 

•. analyzing visual images 

• using number combinations to describe different arrangements of a set 
of objects 

Materials 

• Demonstration dot 
pictures 

• Students' Quick 
Image dot pictures 
(from Sessions 7-8) 

• Class sets of Dot Cards, 
A-C (available) 

• Count on Your Fingers 
African Style (optional) 

Activity 

This game is similar to the Quick Images activity. One student briefly shows 
a dot picture to a partner, then hides it, and the other tries to recall the 
number of dots in the picture. Make counters and pencil and paper avail- 
able for use as you introduce the game. 

Note: Some of the dot images students create are difficult for others to copy. 
In order to keep the focus on developing strategies for finding the total 
number of dots, students are not required to make a copy of the image. 
However, they may do so if it helps them to recall the number of dots in 
the picture. ' . 

Demonstrate How Many Dots? by playing with a student volunteer. Give 
your volunteer the dot pictures you have made for demonstration. Ask the 
student to sit across from you and secretly choose a dot picture. If possible, 
sit so that when the student holds up the picture for you to see, the rest of 
the class will be able to see it, too. 

L 

Sample of teacher's Quick Image 
dot pictures for demonstration game 

How Many Dots? 

Harlem Link 
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^ia secretly choseadot picture.^he^s going to show me the picture for 
^seconds, and Ingoing to try to figure out how many dots arein^he 
picture, ^he^ll he counting to^to herself, ^or now, I'll help out by show^ 
ing the count on my fingers. 

demonstrate showing the count on your fingers^ one finger forasilent 
count ofl,two fingers forasilent count of^,and soon, up to5seconds. 

^^ile ^a is showing me the picture, you loo^ at it too. TBry to see how 
many dots are in it. 

Tell your parmer to announce "Here it comes!" before turning over the first 
picture.^ncethe picture is vismle,begm the count to5seconds on your fin^ 
gers. If necessary, remmd your partner when it's tune to hide the picture. 

encourage students to thinly about what they saw. if it helps students to 
remember, they can draw dots or build with counters, as they did with 
^uicl^lrnages.Allow for time for this,thenasl^ for volunteers to tell the 
number ofdotstheysaw and to explain how they rememher. 

Tell your partner when you're ready for the second showing. Again, the stu^ 
dent should announce"Here it comes!" before showing the same picture for 
another silent count to 2. 

^'m ready to tal^eaguess.^irst,who else l^nows the number of dots in 
^ the pictured 

After students have explained their ideas, mal^e your guess at the number 
of dots.Then asl^ your partner to turn over thepicture and hold it up for 
everyone to see. 

f^lay once ortwice more,as needed,until you thinly students can do the 
activity on their own. 

before students begmplaymg in pairs, practice counting out loud up to 
5 atamoderate pace with the class rwo or three times Then, have 
students practice silently two or tln^ee times, ^ou might count along with 
them,mouthmg the words for the numbers from^to 5,but not actually 
saying anything. 

Harlem Link 
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^layingin^airs ^ach pair needs ahout^O counters, paper, pencils, and 
the Quick Image dot pictures they createdin Sessions 7-8.They should use 
only the picture or pictures they thought would he easiest to count. If some 
students do not want to use the dot pictures they created, they can use dot 
cards from one ofthe class sets. 

Tohelpestahhsh an appropriate pace for countmg to 5,you could start 
out with all the flayer ^s turning o^er their cards at once. Then you can 
silently count to^along with them, and remind them when to hide the 
pictures, circulate to remmd pairs of the ne^t steps in the activity, ^s you 
ohser^e the pairs, you may need to ask some to adjust the amount of time 
they showthe image.I^or example,ifstudents count too quickly, they may 
need to show theimageforacountof^O. 

Students may show one or more imageseach.^Ian to spend no more than 
commutes on tmsgameintms session. Students who hnd this game espe^ 
cially engaging may want to keep playing outside of class time. 

If you would like to use some of the students^own dot pictures for doing 
Quick Images with the whole class some time, duplicate their work on 
transparencies or enlarge them on letterDsi^e paper. 

Harlem Link 
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Numbers on Our 
Fingers 

Different people have different ways to show numbers on their fingers. 
Introduce this activity by demonstrating one way to make a number with 
your fingers. 

When we solve problems, a lot of us use our fingers to show numbers 
and to count. Fingers are really useful ways of showing numbers. If I say 
I need this many pencils [hold up the five fingers of one hand], you'd all 
know how many I wanted, wouldn't you? 

Ask students for different ways to show numbers on their fingers. 

Everyone hold up three fingers.... Take a look around you. I see some 
different ways to show three. Who wants to tell about their way?... 
So, Leah held up the middle three fingers on one hand. Did anyone 
else do something like that, three fingers on one hand? Who wants to 
tell about a different way? 

If students do not describe the number combinations that their fingers 
represent, model this for them: 

William held up two fingers—the pointer and middle finger—on his left- 
hand, and one finger—the pointer—on his right. How do you know that 
shows three? 

Who else showed three with two and one? Who did something else? 
So, Nathan held up the pinkie and thumb on one hand and the thumb 
on the other. Did anyone else do three with one and one and one? 

Ask students for ways to show several other numbers, such as 6, 7, and 8. 
See the Dialogue Box, Showing Six on Our Fingers (p. 35), for a discussion 
that took place in one class. 
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African Finger Counting Take a few minutes to demonstrate a method of 
finger counting used in Africa. 

In some places, where people speak lots of different languages, they use 
finger signs to communicate about numbers with each other. Many dif- 
ferent groups in Africa have ways to show numbers with their fingers. 

• Tip for the Linguistically Diverse Classroom Point out Africa on a world 
map or a globe, and if possible, show pictures of this part of the world and 
the people who live there. 

You can show students how to finger-count according to a method used in 
parts of Rwanda, Tanzania, and Cameroon. The gestures are as follows: 

1 pointer finger extended on one hand 

2 pointer finger and middle finger extended on one hand 

3 three middle fingers extended on one hand 
4 all fingers except thumb extended on one hand 

5 a closed fist 

6 three middle fingers extended on both hands 
7 four fingers on one hand, three on the other 
8 four fingers on each hand 
9 four fingers on one hand, five on the other 

[Source: Claudia Zaslavsky, Africa Counts: Number and Pattern in African Culture. 
Boston: Prindle, Weber & Schmidt, 1973. Paperback edition published by Lawrence 
Hill & Co., 1979.1 
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Have students practice the sequence with you a few times. Ask students for 
their ideas on what they notice about this way of counting: 

What does this way of showing 6 tell you about 6? What does this way of 
showing 9 tell you about 9? 

Note: The gesture for 10 is not given in Zaslavsky's book. You could ask 
students what they think it might be. A case could be made for either two 
closed fists or all 10 fingers extended, or even for a completely new gesture. 

If you can get the wonderful children's book about finger counting, Count on 
Your Fingers African Style by Claudia Zaslavsky (Black Butterfly Children's 
Press, 1996), read it aloud to your class. The book shows ways to show 
numbers on fingers used in different parts of Africa, and includes numbers 
up to 20. Students can practice these ways, talk about what they show 
about number combinations, and then make up their own ways to show the 
numbers on their fingers for any numbers they have not yet worked with. . 

Harlem Link 
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Showing Six on Our Fingers 953 

For the activity Numbers on Our Fingers (p. 32), 
the teacher has demonstrated showing 5 by 
holding up all five fingers on one hand. Now 
the students are finding ways to show 6 with 
their fingers. As students share their ideas, the 
teacher encourages them to relate their ways 
of showing six to number combinations, and to 
begin thinking about similarities and differences 
among the various ways. 

[Several students show six by raising one hand 
and extending one finger of the other hand.] 

Look, we have some different ways to show 6. 
What can you say about them? 

Kristi Ann: I did hand and ring finger. 

William: I did the middle finger. 

Nathan: They all did 5 and 1. 

Any other ways to show 6 with 5 on one hand 
and 1 on the other? Keep your hands up so 
everyone can see the ways we have so far. 

Garrett: Pointer. 

OK, Garrett showed one hand and the pointer. 
Anything else? OK, who has a way to mix up 
the numbers on your fingers, so it's not just 
5 and 1? 

Max: Yeah, 2 here... no, 3. Then 3. [He holds up 
the middle three fingers on each hand.] 

Jamaar: I can do another 3 and 3. [He holds up 
both hands, then puts down the thumb and ring 
finger on each, hand.] 

How does that show 6? 

Jamaar: Because 2 on one hand, and 1. And 
then the same thing on the other hand. 

And how is that 6? 

Jamaar: Because 2 and 1 is 3. Um. 
each hand, and 3 plus 3 is 6. 

and 3 on 

Nadia: I did something like that. I know 2 plus 2 
equals 4. [Holds up the thumb and pointer on 
both hands.]Then I took 1... I did the same 
thing, so 5 [raises one pinkie], 6 [raises the 
other pinkie]. 

So Jamaar thought 2 and 1 and 2 and 1 
makes 6, and you thought 2 and 2 and 1 
and 1 makes 6. 

Kaneisha: I did those fingers, but I started with 2 
and 2, arid I know that there's 3 left over. 

Three left over?    , •    .,       ' 

Kaneisha: On each hand. And then I tried to... 
I had 2 plus. 2, and I had 3 left over, and then I.;, 
took 1 from the 3. So it would be 3 and 3 on 
each hand. 

So, you ended up with the same fingers but you 
thought about it a different way. 1 see some of 
you have other ways, too. Who wants to tell 
about another way? 

Tamika: Put up 10. [She holds up both hands.] 
Count down 4. [She puts down both thumbs 
andpinkies.] 

Why did you count down 4? 

Tamika: Because 10, 9, 8, 7,6. 

Eva: I counted backwards too, but I used differ- 
ent fingers. I went 10 [all ten fingers], 9 [puts 
down right pinkie], 8 [puts down right ring fin- 
ger], 7 [puts down right middle finger], 6 [puts 
down right pointer] . 

That looks like what some of you did earlier: 
5 on one hand, and 1 on the other. But Eva 
thought of it as 10 minus 4, and some of 
you thought of it as 5 and 1. 
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Standard 1 Number and Operation 

Connecting 
Numerals and Dot 
Patterns 

i 

Introduction 

Objective -» Children will use 

visual dot patterns to under- 

stand the quantities represented 

by the numerals 1 through 6 

without using one-to-one 

counting. 

Context -> Children have 

counted groups of objects and 

have also written some of the 

numbers these groups represent. 

They will continue to learn to 

represent numbers in a variety 

of ways and combinations. 

-   955 
NCTM Standards Focus 

The emphasis of this lesson is to help children recognize and visualize dot 

patterns. Rather than just memorizing patterns as is done in many lessons, 

children develop strategies for using and applying patterns. By focusing on 

the two process standards of connections and communication, children 

internalize their own strategies for determining the quantity each dot pat- 

tern represents. They begin to use an inventory of patterns that represent 

quantity rather than rely on one-to-one counting for small numbers. 

Connections Children make connections between the visual patterns and 

the quantity a number represents. 

Communication Children discuss how recognizing patterns of dots helps 

them figure out the quantity the dots represent. They share their thoughts 

with partners and with the class and they evaluate the thoughts of their 

classmates. 

Teaching Plan ~ 

Materials -> Student pages 22-23; number cubes with dots; scissors 

BEGIN THE LESSON BY SHOWING children a number cube. Count 

the number of dots on each face with them. Assign children partners 

and give each pair a number.cube with dots. 

Explain that one child will toss the number cube and the other will tell how 

many dots as quickly as possible. Model how to play the game by playing 

it with one child while the rest of the class watches. Toss the number cube 

and have the child tell the number of dots showing. Count the dots aloud to 

verify that the number the child said is correct. Then let the child toss the 

number cube while you tell the number. Have the child check your answer. 

Take turns doing this until you are sure that children understand the game. 

After children have played for a short while, bring them together. How 

does learning to recognize the patterns of dots on the cube make it easier and 

faster to figure out the number the dots represent? Have children explain 

how recognizing the pattern that represents a number helped them to iden- 

tify the number quickly. This will give children an excellent opportunity to 

communicate on two levels. First, they will communicate their own strate- 

gies arid thinking. Second, they will listen to and evaluate the thinking of 

18 -»   Connect to NCTM Standards 
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Connecting 
Numerals and Dot 
Patterns 

i 

Introduction 

Objective -» Children will use 

visual dot patterns to under- 

stand the quantities represented 

by the numerals 1 through 6 

without using one-to-one 

counting. 

Context -> Children have 

counted groups of objects and 

have also written some of the 

numbers these groups represent. 

They will continue to learn to 

represent numbers in a variety 

of ways and combinations. 

NCTM Standards Focus 

The emphasis of this lesson is to help children recognize and visualize dot 

patterns. Rather than just memorizing patterns as is done in many lessons, 

children develop strategies for using and applying patterns. By focusing on 

the two process standards of connections and communication* children 

internalize their own strategies for determining the quantity each dot pat- 

tern represents. They begin to use an inventory of patterns that represent 

quantity rather than rely on one-to-one counting for small numbers. 

Connections Children make connections between the visual patterns and 

the quantity a number represents. 

Communication Children discuss how recognizing patterns of dots helps 

them figure out the quantity the dots represent. They share their thoughts 

with partners and with the class and they evaluate the thoughts of their 

classmates. 

Teaching Plan *- 

Materials -» Student pages 22-23; number cubes with dots; scissors 

BEGIN THE LESSON BY SHOWING children a number cube. Count 

the number of dots on each face with them. Assign children partners 

and give each pair a number cube with dots. 

Explain that one child will toss the number cube and the other will tell how 

many dots as quickly as possible. Model how to play the game by playing 

it with one child while the rest of the class watches. Toss the number cube 

and have the child tell the number of dots showing. Count the dots aloud to 

verify that the number the child said is correct. Then let the child toss the 

number cube while you tell the number. Have the child check your answer. 

Take turns doing this until you are sure that children understand the game. 

After children have played for a short while, bring them together. How 

does learning to recognize the patterns of dots on the cube make it easier and 

faster to figure out the number the dots represent? Have children explain 

how recognizing the pattern that represents a number helped them to iden- 

tify the number quickly. This will give children an excellent opportunity to 

communicate on two levels. First, they will communicate their own strate- 

gies and thinking. Second, they will listen to and evaluate the thinking of 

18 Connect to NCTM Standards 
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Connecting Numerals and Dot Patterns 

their classmates and incorporate these strategies into their own thinking. Ask 

^fenteers to tell about how they determined the quantity each dot pattern 

represents. 

Methods Children Might Use 

•   They might look at the lines the dots form. For example, a diagonal line 

is 2 if the dots are far apart or 3 if the dots are closer together. 

• They might look at the shapes the dots form. For example, if there is a 

dot in each corner the number is 4, because the face of the cube is a 

square. 

• They might evaluate the quantity, so that if there are a lot of dots, the 

- number is probably 5 or 6. 

• They might look at the combinations of dots. For example, if there is a 

dot in each corner and one in the middle, the number is 5 because 4 and 

1 is 5. 

HAVE CHILDREN RETURN TO THE GAME. Observe whether 

children are trying to recognize the patterns the class discussed rather than 

trying to count the dots. When one partner has said how many dots are 

^Hving, the other partner looks at the pattern and either agrees or disagrees. 

IF the children disagree, they can count the number of dots to determine 

who has the correct answer. 

After a few minutes, change the activity slightly. Give children student page 

22 and have them cut out the numeral cards 1 through 6. Then tell them to 

continue the activity in the same way except that, instead of saying the num- 

ber, they are to choose the numeral that represents the quantity. Have one 

child toss the number cube. The other child picks out the numeral that rep- 

resents the number of dots. Children alternate roles after a few turns. 

Extension 
Use two number cubes. Have one child toss both cubes and the other child 

say how many dots are on each number cube. 

957 
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their classmates and incorporate these strategies into their own thinking. Ask 

^Lnteers to tell about how they determined the quantity each dot pattern 

represents. 

Methods Children Might Use 

•   They might look at the lines the dots form. For example, a diagonal line 

is 2 if the dots are far apart or 3 if the dots are closer together. 

• They might look at the shapes the dots form. For example, if there is a 

dot in each corner the number is 4, because the face of the cube is a 

square. 

• They might evaluate the quantity, so that if there are a lot of dots, the 

number is probably 5 or 6.' 

• They might look at the combinations of dots. For example, if there is a 

dot in each corner and one in the middle, the number is 5 because 4 and 

1 is 5. 

HAVE CHILDREN RETURN TO THE GAME. Observe whether 

children are.trying to recognize the patterns the class discussed rather than 

trying to count the dots. When one partner has said how many dots are 

«kwing, the other partner looks at the pattern and either agrees or disagrees, 

the children disagree, they can count the number of dots to determine 

who has the correct answer. 

After a few minutes, change the activity slightly. Give children student page 

22 and have them cut out the numeral cards 1 through 6. Then tell them to 

continue the activity in the same way except that, instead of saying the num- 

ber, they are to choose the numeral that represents the quantity. Have one 

child toss the number cube. The other child picks out the numeral that rep- 

resents the number of dots. Children alternate roles after a few turns. 

Extension 
Use two number cubes. Have one child toss both cubes and the other child 

say how many dots are on each number cube. 
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Standard 1 Number and Operation 

Uv   959 
The following activities work well with small groups or as math center- 

activities. 

Activity 1: Different dots, same number. Make different dot formations 

for the same number using paper plates and self-adhesive stick-on dots. 

Have children match the different representations of each number and copy 

them onto a piece of paper. Encourage them to keep all of the patterns for 

each number on a separate piece of paper. 

Activity 2: Domino match. Give children several index cards and enough 

self-adhesive stick-on dots. Have them fold the cards in half and trace the 

fold line. Ask them to create domino cards by making different dot patterns 

for the numbers 1 through 6 on each side of each card. They should create 

at least three patterns for each number and should not use the same dot 

pattern more than once. Have children play dominoes in pairs. Encourage 

them to place dominoes with different patterns next to each other. 

•      •• •••• .... 
• • •    • •        •      • 
.. • .... ••• •       • 

Activity 3: Dot patterns. Have children use counters and a sheet of paper. 

They make a pattern representing each number from 1 through 6 using 

the counters. They then trace or copy the patterns they made and write the 

numeral below each pattern. 

Activity 4: Patterns for greater numbers. Give children paper plates and 

self-adhesive stick-on dots. Encourage them to make dot patterns for the 

numbers 7 through 10. 

20 -» Connect to NCTM Standai 
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Standard 1 Number and Operation 

- ^  960 
The following activities work well with small groups or as math center 

activities. 

Activity 1: Different dots, same number. Make different dot formations 

for the same number using paper plates and self-adhesive stick-on dots. 

Have children match the different representations of each number and copy 

them onto a piece of paper. Encourage them to keep all of the patterns for 

each number on a separate piece of paper. 

Activity 2: Domino match. Give children several index cards and enough 

self-adhesive stick-on dots. Have them fold the cards in half and trace the 

fold line. Ask them to create domino cards by making different dot patterns 

for the numbers 1 through 6 on each side of each card. They should create 

at least three patterns for each number and should not use the same dot- 

pattern more than once. Have children play dominoes in pairs. Encourage 

them to place dominoes with different patterns next to each other. 

• •     • 

• • • 

• •  •      •    • 

• •      •    • 

• • •     • 
•        •      • 

• • • • 

Activity 3: Dot patterns. Have children use counters and a sheet of paper. 

They make a pattern representing each number from 1 through 6 using 

the counters. They then trace or copy the patterns they made and write the 

numeral below each pattern. 

Activity 4: Patterns for greater numbers. Give children paper plates and 

self-adhesive stick-on dots. Encourage them to make dot patterns for the 

numbers 7 through 10. 

I. 
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Connecting Numerals and Dot Patterns 

Activity 5: Dot pattern chart. Draw 6 rows of 7 boxes on a poster board. 

V^fcthe numerals 1 through 6 in the first box of each row. Have children 

take turns showing different dot patterns in the squares. 

1 # # # # # 

• 

2 #0 #    # 
#   * 

## 
% 

# 

• 

961 

Student Pages 
Student page 22 has the numerals from 1 through 6 printed in rectangular 

boxes for children to cut out and use as number cards. Student page 23 

has several dot patterns. The children write the numeral that matches these 

patterns. Read the directions aloud to the children before they work on 

the exercises. 

Assessment 
Tj^^tivities in this lesson gave you the opportunity to observe the 

processes by which the children learned to recognize dot patterns and asso- 

ciate them with numerals and quantity. As children discussed their strategies 

with each other and with you, you could assess how well they were integrat- 

ing pattern recognition into their knowledge and skills base. As you review 

your observations during the lesson, consider whether the chiJdren have 

begun to develop and use an inventory of patterns that represent quantity 

rather than using one-to-one counting for small numbers. 

NCTM Standards Summary 
In this lesson, children made connections between visual patterns and the 

corresponding numerals and quantities that the patterns represent. They 

also matched the patterns with the appropriate written numerals. They dis- 

cussed how the patterns of dots helped them recognize the quantity the 

dots represented. They communicated their thoughts and strategies in whole 

class discussion and evaluated the thoughts and strategies of their class- 

mates. They may have incorporated some of their classmates' strategies into 

t^^hinldng. They then had an opportunity to apply their revised strategies 

asftey repeated the initial activity of the lesson. 

Answers 

Page 23 

1. 6 

2. 4 

3. 5 

4. 3 

5. 1 

6. 2 
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Activity 5: Dot pattern chart. Draw 6 rows of 7 boxes on a poster board. 

*the numerals 1 through 6 in the first box of each row. Have children 

urns showing different dot patterns in the. squares. 

1 # # # # # 

# 

2 ## #    # 
#   # 

## 
•• 

# 

Student Pages 
Student page 22 has the numerals from 1 through 6 printed in rectangular 

boxes for children to cut out and use as number cards. Student page 23 

has several dot patterns. The children write the numeral that matches these 

patterns. Read the directions aloud to the children before they work on 

the exercises. 

Assessment 
Tjj^^tivities in this lesson gave you the opportunity to observe the 

processes by which the children learned to recognize dot patterns and asso- 

ciate them with numerals and quantity. As children discussed their strategies 

with each other and with you, you could assess how well they were integrat- 

ing pattern recognition into their knowledge and skills base. As you review 

your observations during the lesson, consider whether the children have 

begun to develop and use an inventory of patterns that represent quantity 

rather than using one-to-one counting for small numbers. 

•J   v- 962 

NCTM Standards Summary 
In this lesson, children made connections between visual patterns and the 

corresponding numerals and quantities that the patterns represent. They 

also matched the patterns with the appropriate written numerals. They dis- 

cussed how the patterns of dots helped them recognize the quantity the 

dots represented. They communicated their thoughts and strategies in whole 

class discussion and evaluated the thoughts and strategies of their class- 

mates. They may have incorporated some of their classmates' strategies into 

tl^^hinking. They then had an opportunity to apply their revised strategies 

asxney repeated the initial activity of the lesson. 

Answers 

Page 23 
1. 6 
2. 4 
3. 5 
4.3 
5.1 
6. 2 
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Cut out each number card. 

n 
i 
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Cut out each number card. 

5 

6 
li 
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Write the numeral that matches each dot pattern. 

D 

d 

» 
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Vrite the numeral that matches each dot pattern. 

a 
'i 
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Standard 1 Number and Operation 

Developing 
Number Sense: 
Groups of Five 

i • 

Introduction 

Objective -» Children will  . 

recognize, identify, and create 

.   groups of 5. 

Context -» Children have expe- 

rienced a wide range of activi- 

ties to recognize and identify 

groups of 1 through 4. Future 

lessons may include activities to 

investigate the concept of 0. • 

967 

Nome 

Developing Number Sense: Groups of Five 

Use a spinner. When your spinner lands on a number, draw that 

number of triangles in the box. 

NCTM Process Standards 
Analysis and Focus 
The standards analysis examines 

how the process standards have been 

incorporated into the above lesson. 

By increasing the focus on three of 

the process standards, a more 

effective and meaningful lesson can 

be presented. The suggestions 

offered can help you to think about 

how this might be accomplished. 

Connections A suggestion in the 

teacher notes has children connect 

the number 5 with fingers and toes. 

Suggestion —» Provide a broader range 

of activities to build and extend chil- 

dren's awareness of the number 5. 

Include drawing, writing, and counting 

activities to help show how mathemati- 

cal ideas are connected to everyday 

experiences. I 
„*36 -»  Connect to NCTM St 
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Standard 1 Number and Operation 

• 

Developing 
Number Sense: 
Groups of Five 

i 
Introduction 

Objective -» Children will < 

recognize, identify, and create 

groups of 5. 

Context -> Children have expe- 

rienced a wide range of activi- 

ties to recognize and identify 

groups of 1 through 4. Future 

.essons may include activities to 

investigate the concept of 0. 

Uv  968 

Nome 

Developing Number Sense: Groups of Five 

I 

1 

Use a spinner. When your spinner lands on a number, draw that 

number of triangles in the box. 

NCTM Process Standards 
Analysis and Focus 
The standards analysis examines 

how the process standards have been 

incorporated into the above lesson. 

By increasing the focus on three of 

the process standards, a more 

effective and meaningful lesson can 

be presented. The suggestions 

offered can help you to think about 

how this might be accomplished. 

Connections A suggestion in the 

teacher notes has children connect 

the number 5 with fingers and toes. 

Suggestion —» Provide a broader range 

of activities to build and extend chil- 

dren's awareness of the number 5. 

Include drawing, writing, and counting 

activities to help show how mathemati- 

cal ideas are connected to everyday 

experiences. §S 
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Developing Number Sense: Groups of Five 
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Nome 

5 

3 4 5 3 4 5 

3 4 5 3 4 5 

r—\ 

\l  ooooo 
How many shapes are there in each picture above? 
Draw a circle around the correct number. 

Representation The lesson 

offers limited representations of 5. 

Children play with a spinner and 

complete worksheet activities that 

call for counting objects and 

circling numbers. 

Suggestion —> Provide opportunities 

to manipulate objects to create groups 

of 5. Use visual models to help children 

r&manize and identify groups of 5 in a 

r of contexts. These activities will 

rej^ni: 

help children connect symbolic repre- 

sentation with amount. 

Communication Opportunities to 

talk about math appear in a warm-up 

reading of a poem, simple questions, 

and directions to children. 

Suggestion —> Provide time for children 

to discuss and clarify their understand- 

ings of 5. Mathematical vocabulary 

expands as children share ideas, listen 

to classmates, hear stories read aloud, 

and create and discuss illustrations to 

describe the number 5. 

Problem Solving Because the 

purpose of the lesson is to recognize 

and identify, problem solving is not 

called for. 

Reasoning and Proof Neither 

strategies that help children identify 

quantity nor methods for checking 

answers are included in the lesson. 
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Nome 

ESI 

3 ' 4 5 3 4 5 

3 4 5 3 4 5 

\ .... . 

\ \ ooooo 
How many shapes are there in each picture above? 
Draw a circle around the correct number. 

Representation The lesson 

offers limited representations of 5. 

Children play with a spinner and 

complete worksheet activities that 

call for counting objects and 

circling numbers. 

Suggestion -» Provide opportunities 

to manipulate objects to create groups 

of 5. Use visual models to help children 

ifl^nize and identify groups of 5 in a 

i^^y of contexts. These activities will 

help children connect symbolic repre- 

sentation with amount. 

Communication Opportunities to 

talk about math appear in a warm-up 

reading of a poem, simple questions, 

and directions to children. 

Suggestion —> Provide time for children 

to discuss and clarify their understand- 

ings of 5. Mathematical vocabulary 

expands as children share ideas, listen 

to classmates, hear stories read aloud. 

and create and discuss illustrations to 

describe the number 5. 

Problem Solving Because the 

purpose of the lesson is to recognize 

and identify, problem solving is not 

called for. 

Reasoning and Proof Neither 

strategies that help children identify 

quantity nor methods for checking 

answers are included in the lesson. 
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Annotated Bibliography - Math Literature 

Number Sense 
Enzensberger, Hans Magnus and R. S. Berner, The Number Devil'A 

Mathematical Adventure. Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1998. 
»    A comprehensive look at number patterns and number sense, from 

the basics of "numbers go on forever since you can always add one" 
to factorials. Great read aloud (in parts) when taken slow and 
illustrated clearly. Fabulous full color illustrations are perfect 
match to text. May be difficult even for older readers, but a delight 
in math concepts. Fiction, ages 11-13. 

SR Grossman, Bill and Kevin Hawkes, My Little Sister Ate One Hare. Crown 
 ^utiishersv-New-York; 1996.-- —  

• A journey from 1 to 10, with increasing number of creatures. 
Rhyming pattern creates a song-like quality that will have students 
(and teachers!) joining in. Can be used to building early ordinal 
number knowledge but also for adding a sequence of numbers. 
Illustrations are entertaining and bright (will elicit giggles). 
Fiction, ages 6-8. 

Juster, Norton and Jules Feiffer, The Phantom Tollbooth. Random House, 
New York, 1961. 
• This classic novel combines reading and math concepts on a boy's 

journey through an unknown land. Chapters 14 - 17 are math 
related, taking place in the city of Digitopolis, where numbers 
abound. Citizens know the number of hairs on their heads and do 
arithmetic with abandon. Comedic writing makes the 
mathematical ideas flow. Good read aloud, in parts for older 
students. Fiction, ages 10-12. 

# Schwartz, David M. and Steven Kellogg, How Much is a Million? William 
Morrow and Company,. 1985. 
• Steven Kellogg's pictures bring Schwartz' text to life, clearly 

highlighting the concept of million, billion and trillion. Complete 
explanation of mathematical processes at the back. Fiction, ages 
6-8. Horn Book Honor Book for Illustration. 

SR Scieszka, Jon and Lane Smith, Math Curse. Viking, 1995. 
• Bold varying type and paint/collage illustrations highlight a 

fabulous tale of conquering math anxiety. Combination of math 
questions with the comic relief of everyday worries. Readers can 
identify with her fears and do the problems along the way. Fiction, 
ages 8-10. 
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^SMl"aD^WSeeds. Philomel Books, New York, 1992. 

.    Highlights the concept of doubling numbers. Starts out easy and 
becomes complex quickly. Family element adds to the charm. 
Watercolor illustrations from this math picture book expert are 
perfect companion to the story line. Fiction, ages 7-9. 

5R Leedy, Loreen, 2X2= BOO! Holiday House, New York, 1995. 
i    - ' A basic pictorial look at multiplication from 1 to 5. Each chapter 

develops multiplying by each number in turn. Oil paintings are 
lively and the Halloween theme is fun to read. Illustrations clarify 
the concept and characters are engaging. Fiction, ages 7-9. 

ses, Elinor, A Remainder of One. Houghton_M_iffhn Company,. Boston, 

95 
Elinor Pinczes' rhyming follow-up to One Hundred Hungry Ants. 
Explores factoring and division, with link to feeling left out. 
Mackrain's illustrations express emotion and make Soldier Joe's 

v personality obvious. Fiction, ages 8-10. 

(^pVczes, Elinor, One Hundred Hungry Ants. Houghton Mifflin Company, 

* V y   . °SGreat repetitive introduction to multiplication / grouping. Students 
will be enthralled by the chorus of "A hey, and a hidey ho!" 
Humorous illustrations match the text well. Energetic movement 
of the ants is well depicted. Fiction, ages 7-9. 

wXod, Amy and Sharon McGinley-Nally.-Pfe* Will Be Pigs. Simon and 

Schuster, New York, 1994. 
.    A family of hungry pigs has no food in the house and no money in 

their wallets. They search for money in the house, and then go out 
to eat   Complete with description of the money they find, 
restaurant menu and pricing. Readers can keep track of money 
found and spent. Humorous, colorful illustrations (the pigs wear 
interesting people clothes!). Fiction, ages 6-8. 

* Zimelman, Nathan and Bill Slavin, How the Second Grade Got $8,205.50 
to Visit the Statue of Liberty. Albert Whitman and Company, Morton 

Grove, IL, 1992. +.       ' 
.    Whimsical text and illustrations show the energy and emotions of a 

2nd grade class. Tale of profit and loss in fundraismg. Shows 
childhood clumsiness can be a good thing. Link to money, addition 
and subtraction, class trips, etc. Fiction, ages 6-8. 
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9? Charosh, Mannis ans Enrico Arno, Straight Lines, Parallel Lines, and 
Perpendicular Lines. Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New York, 1970. 
- Antiquated illustrations/photos (both in style and in that all the 

children are white), but excellent use of math vocabulary and line 
concepts. Readers can try the tests that Charosh indicates as they 
read. Links to everyday life. Non fiction, ages 8 - 10. 

SR Lasky, Kathryn, The Librarian Who Measured the Earth. Little, Brown 

and Company, New York, 1994. 
- A tale of history and the math of ancient Greeks. Eratosthenes and 

his discovery of the circumference of the Earth. Great social studies 
link when studying junior high geometry and trigonometry. Non 

-—%tion picture book, ages 10 - 13. The same illustrator as My Little 
Sister Ate One Hare, which means bold and lively pictures. 

5R Tompert, Ann and Robert Andrew Parker, Grandfather Tang's Story. 
Crown Publishers, Inc., 1990. 
.    Enchanting tale of Chinese myth and family that uses tangrams to 

illustrate. Watercolor illustrations adcf to the Asian theme. 
Students will enjoy manipulating their own tans to form the 
shapes. Fiction, ages 7 - 9. Great geometry link and builds spatial 

sense. 

General Math Activities and Reference 
Bujns, Marilyn and Martha Weston, Math for Smarty Pants. Little, Brown 

and Company, Boston, 1982. 
.    Encouraging text and illustrations are inviting to kids. Clear- 

divisions of math concepts, from arithmetic to statistics and powers. 
Directions, explanations and puzzles to figure out are both fun and 
helpful in building math skills. Non fiction, ages 9-11. 
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NEW PLANTS 

GOALS 
i 

The New Plants Module provides 

experiences that heighten young students' 

awareness of the diversity of life in the plant 
kingdom. Students care for plants to learn 

what they need to grow and develop. They 

observe the structures of flowering plants 

and discover ways to propagate new plants 

from mature plants (from seeds, bulbs, roots, 

and stem cuttings). They observe and 
describe changes that occur as plants grow, 

and organize their observations on a 
calendar and in a journal. 

FOSS EXPECTS STUDENTS TO 
• Develop a curiosity and interest in 

plants as living things. 

• Experience some of the diversity of forms in the plant 

kingdom. 

• Provide for the needs of growing plants. 

• Observe and describe the changes that occur as plants grow 

and develop. 

• Become familiar with the structures and functions of 
flowering plants (root, stem, leaf, bud, flower, seed). 

• Discover various ways that new plants can develop from 

mature plants. 

• Compare change over time in different kinds of plants. 

• Organize and communicate observations through drawing 

and writing. 

• Acquire the vocabulary associated with the structures of 

plants. 
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smopsis SCMCBCQMEK wmmomcEssEs 

#&ds are alive C^    V"      % 1* 
Seeds need water and liqhtto grow into 

•HHMK~J£»2 
• Observe plant'developmentT 

Record and communicate obs 
in words and drawinq#s,&. 

Compare the development of c 
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after they are mowed 
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• Observe the growth ofroots and bulbs$ 

• Record and communicate observations im; 
words and drawings   ( JV * 

• Compare the development of different 

parts of plants 
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%%&. Language Extension 
A|#/ Illustrate'homonyms; 
« Math Extensions ^ % 
jpjg* Solve two problems? * 

Science Extensions 
• Eat roots ' 
• Start other culinary bulbs 
• Grow a sweet potato in water 
• Plant flower bulbs 
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FOSS AND NATIONAL STANDARDS 
The New Plants Module emphasizes the development of observation 

and description skills and building explanations based on experience. 

This module supports the following National Science Education 

Standards. 

SCIENCE AS INQUIRY 
Develop students' abilities to do and understand scientific inquiry. 

• Ask and answer questions. 

• Plan and conduct simple investigations. 

• Employ tools and techniques to gather data. 

• Use data to construct reasonable explanations. 

• Communicate investigations and explanations. 

• Understand that scientists use different kinds of 

investigations and tools to develop explanations using 
evidence and knowledge. 

CONTENT:   LIFE SCIENCE 
Develop students' understanding of the characteristics of organisms. 

• Organisms have basic needs. Plants require water, nutrients, 
light, and air. 

• Each plant has different structures that function in growth, 
survival, and reproduction. 

• The world has many different environments, and distinct 

environments support the life of different types of plants. 

Develop students' understanding of the life cycle of organisms. 

• Plants have life cycles that may include sprouting; growing 
leaves, flowers, and seeds; and eventually dying. New 
plants from the same seeds, stems, or bulbs closely resemble 
their parents. 

Develop students' understanding of organisms and their 
environments. 

• The availability of nutrients, light, and water influences the 

growth of plants. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Develop students' understandings about science and technology. 

• Scientists work collaboratively in teams and use tools and 

scientific techniques to make better observations. 
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OVERVIEW 
INSECTS 

&%4#&gS 

GOALS 
The Insects Module provides experiences that heighten students' 

awareness of the diversity of animal forms. They come to know 

firsthand the life sequences of a number of insects. In each 
investigation an insect is introduced, and students observe structures 

and behaviors, discuss their findings, and ask questions. Students 

observe life cycles of insects and compare the stages of 
metamorphosis exhibited by each species. 

FOSS EXPECTS STUDENTS TO 
.    Develop a curiosity and interest in insects and a respect for 

them as living things. 

.    Experience some of the great diversity of forms in the animal 

kingdom. 
.    Become familiar with some of the life sequences that 

different types of insects exhibit (simple and complete 

metamorphosis). 

.    observe the similarities and differences in the larvae, pupae, 

and adults of insects that go through complete 

metamorphosis. 

• Observe the behaviors of insects at different stages of their 

life cycle. 
.   . provide for the needs of insects (air, water, food, and space). 

• Acquire the vocabulary associated with insect life. 
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INSECTS OVERVIEW 
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FOSS AND NATIONAL STANDARDS 
The Insects Module emphasizes the development of observation and 

description skills and the sense of respect for living organisms. This 

module supports the following National Science Education Standards. 

SCIENCE AS INQUIRY 
Develop students' abilities to do and understand scientific inquiry. 

• Ask and answer questions. . 

• Plan and conduct simple investigations.. 

• Employ tools and techniques to gather data. 

• Use data to construct reasonable explanations. 

• Communicate investigations and explanations. 

• Understand that scientists use different kinds of 

investigations and tools to develop explanations using 

evidence and knowledge. 

CONTENT:  LIFE SCIENCE 
Develop students' understanding of the characteristics of organisms. 

• Organisms have basic needs. Animals need air, water, and 

food. Organisms can survive only in environments in which 
their needs can be met. The world has many different 
environments that support different kinds of organisms. 

• Animals have different structures that serve different 
functions in growth, survival, and reproduction. 

• The behavior of organisms is influenced by internal cues 
(such as hunger) and by external cues (such as change in the 
environment). 

Develop students' understanding of the life cycles of organisms. 

• Animals have life cycles that include being born, developing 
into adults, reproducing, and eventually dying. The details 
of this life cycle are different for different organisms. 

• Animals resemble their parents. 
Develop students' understanding of organisms and environments. 

• All organisms cause changes in the environments where 
they live. Some of these changes are detrimental to the 
organisms or other organisms, whereas others are beneficial. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Develop students' understandings about science and technology. 

• Tools help scientists make better observations. 
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SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS 

GOALS 
The Solids and Liquids Module 

provides experiences that heighten 

students' awareness of the physical 
world. Matter with which we interact 
exists in three fundamental states: solid, liquid, and gas. In this 

module first and second graders have introductory experiences with 

two of these states of matter, solid and liquid. 

FOSS EXPECTS STUDENTS TO 
• Develop curiosity and interest in the objects that make up 

their world. 

• Investigate materials constructively during free exploration 
and in a guided discovery mode. 

• Recognize differences between solids and liquids. 

• Explore a number of liquids. 

.    Observe and describe the properties of solids and liquids. 

• Sort materials according to properties. 

• Combine and separate solids of different particle sizes. 

• Observe and describe what happens when solids are mixed 

with water. 

• Observe and describe what happens when other liquids are 

mixed with water. 

• Use information gathered to conduct an investigation on an 

unknown material. 

• Acquire the vocabulary associated with the properties of 

solids and liquids. 

• Use written and oral language to describe observations. 
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SOUDSMID LIQUIDS OVERVIEW 

FOSS AND NATIONAL STANDARDS 
The Solids and Liquids Module emphasizes the development of 
observation and description skills and building explanations based on 
experience. This module supports the following National Science 
Education Standards. 

SCIENCE AS INQUIRY 
Develop students' abilities to do and understand scientific inquiry. 

• Ask and answer questions. 

• Plan and conduct simple investigations. 

• Employ tools and techniques to gather data. 

• ' Use data to construct reasonable explanations. 

• Communicate investigations and explanations. 

• Understand that scientists use different kinds of 
investigations and tools to develop explanations using 
evidence and knowledge. 

CONTENT:   PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
Develop students' understanding of the characteristics of matter. 

• Objects have many observable properties, such as size, 
weight, shape, sound, texture, and the ability to react with 
other substances, such as water. 

• Objects can be described by the properties of the materials 
from which they aremade, and those properties can be used 
to separate or sort a group of objects or materials. 

• Materials can exist in different states—solid, liquid, and gas. 
Some common materials, such as water, can be changed 
from one state to another by heating or cooling. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Develop students' abilities in technological design. 

• Identify a simple problem and propose a solution. 

• Evaluate a product or design. 

• Communicate a problem, design, and solution. 
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GRADES 1-2 

OVERVIEW 
BALANCE AND MOTION 

GOALS 
i 

We live in a dynamic world where everything is 
in motion, or so it seems. But not everything is 
moving the same way. Some things move from 
one place to another. 'Other things go around 
and around in a rotational motion. Still other 
things are stationary, stable for a time, balanced 
oh a thin line between stop and go. These are 
the global phenomena that students experience 
in this module, Balance and Motion. 

FOSS EXPECTS STUDENTS TO 
Develop a growing curiosity and interest in the motion of 
objects. 

Investigate materials constructively during free exploration 
and in a guided discovery mode. 

Solve problems through trial and error. 

Develop persistence in tackling a problem. 

Explore concepts of balance, counterweight, and stability. 

Observe systems that are unstable and modify them to reach 
equilibrium. 

Discover different ways to produce rotational motion. 

Construct and observe toys that spin. 

Explore and describe some of the variables that influence the 
spinning of objects. 

Observe and compare rolling systems with different-sized 
wheels. 

Explore and describe the motion of rolling spheres. 

Acquire the vocabulary associated with balance and motion. 

^<#; 

BALANCE AND MOTION 
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FOSS AND NATIONAL STANDARDS 
The Balance and Motion Module emphasizes the development of 

observation and description skills and building explanations based on 

experience. This module supports the following National Science 

Education Standards. 

SCIENCE AS INQUIRY 
Develop students' abilities to do and understand scientific inquiry. 

• Ask and answer questions. 

• Plan and conduct simple investigations. 

• Employ tools and techniques to gather data. 

• Use data to construct reasonable explanations. 

• Communicate investigations and explanations. 

• Understand that scientists use different kinds of 

investigations and tools to develop explanations using 

evidence and knowledge. 

CONTENT:   PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
Develop students' understanding of the position and motion of 

objects. 

• Describe the position of an object by relating its location to 
another object or the background. 

• Describe an object's motion by tracing its position over time. 

• Change an object's position or motion by pushing or pulling. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Develop students' abilities in technological design. 

• Identify a simple problem and propose a solution. 

• Evaluate a product or design. 

• Communicate a problem, design, and solution. 
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OVERVIEW 
AIR AND WEATHER 

GOALS 
i 

The Air and Weather Module consists of 

four sequential investigations, each 

designed to introduce concepts in 
earth science. The investigations 

provide opportunities for young 

students to explore the natural 

world by using simple tools to 
observe and monitor change. 

FOSS EXPECTS STUDENTS TO 
• Develop an interest in air and weather. 

• Experience air as a material that takes up space and can be 
compressed into a smaller space. 

• Observe the force of air pressure pushing on objects and 

materials. 

• Observe and compare how moving air interacts with objects. 

.     Observe and describe changes that occur in weather over 

time. 

• Become familiar with instruments used by meteorologists to 
monitor air and weather conditions. 

• Compare monthly and seasonal weather conditions using 

bar graphs. 

• Observe the location of the Sun and the Moon in the sky 
over a day and the change in the appearance of the Moon 

over a month. 

• Organize and communicate observations through drawing 

and writing. 

• Acquire vocabulary associated with properties of air and 

weather conditions. 

AIRAIWWEtOHER 
© 2002 The Regents of the University of California 
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GRADES 1-2 

OVERVIEW 
PEBBLES, SAND, AND SILT 

COALS 

The Pebbles, Sand, and Silt Module consists of four sequential 

investigations, each designed to introduce concepts in earth science. 

The investigations provide experiences that heighten students' 

awareness of rocks as earth materials and natural resources. They 
will come to know rocks by many names and in a variety of sizes. 

Pebbles and sand are the same material-^-just different in size. 

FOSS EXPECTS STUDENTS TO 
• Develop a curiosity and interest in the physical world 

around them. 

• Observe, describe, and sort earth materials based on 

properties. 

• Separate earth materials by size, using different techniques. 

• Observe the similarities and differences in the materials in a 

river rock mixture: silt, sand, gravel, and small and large 

pebbles. 

• Explore places where earth materials are found and ways 
that earth materials are used. 

• Compare the ingredients in different soils. 

• Organize and communicate observations through drawing 
and writing. 

•'   Acquire the vocabulary associated with earth materials. 
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PEBBLES, SAND, AND SOI OVERWENT 

FOSS AND NATIONAL STANDARDS 
The Pebbles, Sand, and Silt Module emphasizes the development of 

observation and description skills and building explanations based on 

experience. This module supports the following National Science 

Education Standards. 

SCIENCE AS INQUIRY 
Develop students' abilities to do and understand scientific inquiry. 

• Ask and answer questions. 

• Plan and conduct simple investigations. 

• Employ tools and techniques to gather data. 

• Use data to construct reasonable explanations. 

• Communicate investigations and explanations. 

• Understand that scientists use different kinds of 

investigations and tools to develop explanations using 

evidence and knowledge. 

CONTENT:   PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
Develop students' understanding of the properties of materials. 

• Objects can have many properties, including size, weight, 
shape, color, and texture. 

CONTENT:  EARTH SCIENCE 
Develop students' understanding of the properties of earth materials. 

• Solid rocks and soils are earth materials. The physical 

properties of earth materials make them useful in different 
ways, such as for building materials or for growing plants. 

Develop students' understandings about changes in the earth. 

• Natural forces such as ice, rain, wind, landslides, and 

volcanos can break apart or smooth the surfaces of rocks. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Develop students' understandings about science and technology. 

• Scientists use tools and scientific techniques to make better 

observations. 
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SCIENCE IN PERSONAL AND SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES 
Develop students' understanding of natural resources. 

•    Resources are things that we get from the environment, such 
as rocks and soil. 
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Understanding by Design 

Stage I ~ Desired Results 
Established Goal(s): A 

• What relevant goals (e.g., Content Standards, Course or Program Objectives, Leaming^^ 
Outcomes etc.) will this design address? 

Understanding(s): 

•What are the "big ideas"? 

•What specific understandings about 
them are desired? 

•What misunderstandings are 
predictable? 

;T 
^J I Essential Question(s): 0 

•  What provocative questions will 
foster inquiry, understanding, and 
transfer of learning? 

_jrrrz__ : i  
Students will know.. ffo   Students will be able to... ^5\ 

What key knowledge and skills will students acquire as a result of this unit? 
What should they eventually be able to do as a result of such knowledge and skill 

Stage 2 -Assessment Evidence 

Performance Task(s): 

• Through what authentic performance 
task(s) will students demonstrate the 
desired understandings? 

• By what criteria will "performances 
of understanding" be judged? 

Other Evidence: (*^ 

• Through what other evidence (e.g. 
quizzes, tests, academic prompts, 
observations, homework, journals, 
etc.) will students demonstrate 
achievement of the desired results? 

• How will students reflect upon 
and self-assess their learning? 

Stage 3 - Learning Plan 
Learning Activities: 

•  What learning experiences and instruction will enable students to achieve 
the desired results? How will the design - 

W= help the students know where the unit is going and what is expected? Help the 
teacher know where the students are coming from (prior knowledge, interests)? 

H = hook all students and hold their interest? 
E = equip students, help them experience the key ideas, and explore the issues? 
R = provide opportunities to rethink and revise their understandings and work? 
E = allow students to evaluate their work and its implications? 
T = tailored (personalized) to the different needs, interests, abilities of learners 
O = organized to maximize initial and sustained engagement as well as effective learning 

© 
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Social Studies Unit Overview (Using Backward Design) 

Established Goals: 

•J 998 

Understandings: 
1. Know what the culture in China is like. 
2. Know what ways of life are like in China. 
3. Know how to locate China and identify its landscape and 
climate and how it affects how the people live. 
4. Know the political structure of China. 
5. Know the broad history of China starting with its ancient 
past. 
6. Know how Chinese people show their values and beliefs 
(e.g. religion). 
7. Understand China's economy. 
8. Analyze how China is different from New York City. 

Essential Questions 
1. What are the people in China like? 
2. What are some occupations in China? 
3. What kind of money do people use in China and how do 
people spend it? 
4. Where is China? 
5. What is the land and climate like? 
6. What are some traditions and holidays people celebrate 
in China? 
7. What is the culture like? 
8. How is the country different from New York or the 
United States? 

What students will know: 
1. The culture, government, belief system, economic structure, and geography of China. 
2. Vocabulary particular to China and this study. 
3. About Chinese art, music, and calligraphy. 
4. How to read a nonfiction text about China and extract information based on a central question. 
5. How to write an I-Search report about China. 
6. How to locate China in the world, and based on its landscape discuss how it affects the way people live and what their 
diets are like. 

Performance Indicators: 
1. Reads non-fiction texts that tell about China. 
2. Locates China on a globe or a map. 
3. Compares and contrasts China with New York City. 
4. Writes a non-fiction report about China using text, table of] 
contents, glossary, pictures, and captions. 
5. In discussions uses vocabulary like rural, city, calligraphy, 
Chinese Characters, Great Wall, panda, eucalyptus, ancient, 
Silk Route, and Yuan. 
6. Appreciates Chinese art and music. 
7. Writes in Calligraphy. 

Assessments: 
1. Geography map quiz. 
2. Vocabulary quiz about China terms. 
3. A compare and contrast chart about China arid New 
York. 
4. Rubric evaluation on the China report based on content 
and writing. 

Student self assessment about the study and the report. 

Learning Activities: 
1. Create a plaster and painted replica of the Great Wall. 
2. Set up a school store where everything is priced in Yuans. 
3. Listen to music from China. 
4. Listen to read alouds about animals in China. 

Learn Chinese symbols by learning calligraphy and create a poster. 
6. Visit the Asia society and leam about Chinese embroidery and how Chinese fabrics describe the history and politics ofl 
China. 
7. Learn how to embroider. 
6. Learn the story of the Monkey King. 
8. Travel to Chinatown for Chinese New Year and take digital photos of Chinatown for a class scrap book. 
9. Create a timeline of China. 
10. Read the Chinese Folktale Ming Low Moves the Mountain and retell the story by performing a shadow puppet show 
during an Assembly. 
11. From a list of questions, choose a topic about China to reseach and write an I-Search report about. 
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Curriculum Unit: China 

This project is based on an actual unit I am conducting in my class in Washington Heights. 
The topic is intentionally broad because the requirement is so broad—in District 6, third 
graders are assigned China as a social studies unit (along with several other cultures 
around the world). However, several themes will be focused on, of course all interrelated: 

1. Traditions—mostly in terms of folk tales and holidays (celebrating Chinese New Year, 
production of Monkey King story), but also food, other customs such as calligraphy. 
2. Immigration—including geography, and visit to Chinatown. 
3. Art as culture—the "big idea" of how many ways in which the East differs from the 
West. 

The students are mostly from immigrant families, from the Dominican Republic, and 
almost all between the ages of 7 and 9. Most are second language learners and would 
benefit from smaller amounts of text, more picture books than chapter books. Also, the 
richness of Chinese-style art is best expressed in that format, so the majority of the books 
in the unit are picture books. 

FOLKLORE BOOKS 
1. Demi The Empty Pot 1990 Henry Holt. Picture Book: Folklore 

Tale of courage and humility and link to gardening. Some challenging vocabulary 
included in terse, but robust text. Rich line drawings complement text on each page 
through circular windows, evoking both Chinese scholar's gardens' moon windows, and 
television. Bright colors bring line drawings to life, clear and uncluttered but some with 
magnificent detail, depicting Eastern architecture. Background of each page, surrounding 
window, features subtle, soft Chinese-style pattern. Third grade read-aloud, or 
independent read. 

**Read-AJoud selection: Excellent for read-aloud for my class due to its link 
to gardening (another focus of our curriculum), and because it hits golden ratio of 
words to pictures. Pictures are detailed enough to be captivating, large enough to 
be seen. Words are sophisticated enough to challenge, but storyline is simple 
enough for all to understand. Will leave audience cheering. 

2. Heyer, Marilee The Weaving of a Dream 1986 Puffin. Picture Book: Folklore 
Text-heavy tale with meticulous full-page colorful drawings on facing pages, and 

two overleafs. Lots of detail in illustrations, especially art and architecture of period 
("Long ago"), Far East, such that one can stare for a long time. Teaches morals: fate 
rewards the passionate; do your job, don't squander mom's money! Too long for single- 
session read-aloud. Independent for on-level 3rd grade reader. 
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3. Tseng, Grace White Tiger. Blue Serpent 1999 Lothrop, Lee and Shepard. Picture 
Book: Folklore 

Illustrated by Jean and Mou-Sien Tseng. Third-person narrative of hard-working 
son support of mother's weaving obsession, and dangerous journey to reclaim the lost 
treasure. Bright, textured watercolor (?) illustrations intentionally mimic tapestries in 
Chinese tradition, vibrantly bring story to life. Some violence as boy battles title 
characters. Goddess Qin warrants discussion/warning about Chinese traditional 
cosmology. Excellent read-aloud for 3rd grade. Children captivated by both elaborate, 
beautiful illustrations, and violent, driven-poor-boy-makes-good story. 

i 

4. Companion Books: 
Hong, Lily Toy Two of Everything (1993 Whitman) and How the Ox Star Fell from 
Heaven (1991 Whitman). Picture Books: Folklore 

Both tell traditional tales as third-person narrative, with cartoon-like simple 
illustrations (gouache?). Spare text, no more than two paragraphs, in large print, on each 
page (slightly larger print, fewer words in "Ox Star"). "Ox Star" beautifully depicts 
relation of peasants to cosmology-^-earth people often humbly hide faces, heaven glorious 
and pristine. "Two" tells story of peasants adjusting to magical windfall, with surprising 
resolution. Both books close with author's red seal. Ideal for 2nd grade read-aloud, 
independent ("Ox Star" late first), also good for struggling 3rd grade readers as 
independent read. 

5. Wolkstein, Diane White Wave 1979/1996 Gulliver Books. Picture Book: Folklore 
Illustrated by Ed Young (includes his seal). Third-person narrative of peasant tale 

of beauty, magic and loss. Gives strong sense of loneliness of peasant field work. Rich 
pencil drawings framed by red line on rough yellow paper echo traditional Chinese 
tapestries. Liberal use of negative space in illustration, and circle/fractile theme repeats. 
Abruptly existential ending—we all die—which 2nd and 3rd graders likely need outlet to 
discuss immediately. 7-8 year old independent read. 

6. Mosel, Arlene Tikki Tikki Tembo 1968 Scholastic. Picture Book: Folklore 
Classic tale which warns against hubris. Delightful repetition of poetic title 

character's name is a main attraction. Generally soft watercolors combined with lots of 
browns help blues and greens stand out in illustrations, which dominate each page. 
Changing scope of scenery—closeup to far away—also marks illustrations. Ideal for 2nd 

grade independent or read-aloud, or 3rd grade guided reading/independent. ALA Notable, 
Horn Book Award Winner. 

NONFICTION 
7. Demi Happy New Year! Kung-His Fa-Ts'ai! 1997 Crown Publishers. Picture Book: 
Nonfiction/Chinese New Year. 

Author has written dozens of books on Chinese culture, including award winners. 
Sharp line drawings (watercolor?) loaded with contrast, busy but—thanks to small size of 
most subjects—lots of open space for bright, clean block colors. Walks reader through 
diverse customs of Chinese New Year, from religious origins to food and fireworks. Few 
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charts—pictorial zodiac, vertical list of symbolism oftraditionalfoods—andnoinde^or 
table of contents, make it more flight readme l^r those mterestedmgleanmgal^w filets 
or en^oyirigastroll through newyear during independent reading. Excellent lor^grade, 
high-grade reader. Possible response: diorama ofChinese^ewYear^sparade. 
Selected by Bank Street Children^sBook Committee. 

^.^aters^ate and ^adelmeSloven^^ow^ionl^ancer: Ernie ^an^sChinese^ewYear 
Picture Book: ^onfiction^Chinese^ewYear^Chinatown 

Cmld walks readerthrough typical day,preparationfor role in Chinese ^lewYear 
celebration, l^chminformation, made real, on neighborhood,wayofli^e,newyear 
tradition. Vivid photos on each page ofChinatown, many closeups of costumes and ritual 
Emphasises role ofchildren in celebration, l^ast two pages depict aesthetically pleasing 
Chinese horoscope wheel, with descriptions butno real explanation. Goodread^aloudfi^r 
l^or^,independentfor^,even^grade  ^gradersmightbeputo^byEmie^s 
age—heisclearlyyoungerthana5^grader^ 

9^ow^illiamChmatown 1997 HenryHolt. Picture Book: l^onfiction^Chinatown 
Painted with tu^y brush strokes, bright, block^color illustrations bleed on every 

page, with te^t spare, written infirst person fi^omchild^spoint of view,afestive journey 
throughanonspecific Chinatown with Grandma. Easy sentences, little difficult vocabulary 
make it pertectror struggling 3^ grade reader. Illustrations giveafeeling that gives li^e to 
te^t. l^otsofpeople in pictures, and not all Chinese. Good Ibr independent reading or 
read^aloud. 

l^.CompanionBooks: 
l^^HuyVoun^ttheBeachandlnthe Snow 199^^199^ Henry Holt. Picture 
Books^Calligraphy 

^wo collage books^also^^^^^wl^chfollowasuccessf^lfi^rmula: child 
narrator and mother go on title excursion, useastick to share b^sic Chinese calligraphic 
characters, and e^plam their pictorial origin intent.In both books lOcharacters are 
shown, one toatwo^page spread. Each^pagelayoutfeaturesfim,simple^looking^yet 
mtricate in places upon closermspection^collagewithsofi colors and fiat colors mi^ed 
with patterns and patterned borders. Collages showascenefi^omte^t, one part of each 
demonstratingthe origin ofthe character. ^each^features larger and generallylewer 
wordsperpage,sameformat otherwise. Eront and back inside covers leature characters, 
picture, English word, mandarin pronunciation ^unlike many other books, author points 
out use of^landarin as opposed to other dialects^ ^each^for^,low5^Snow^a 
only slightlymore challenging. Clear, uncluttered aspect makes these excellent booksfor 
copying and learning simple Chinese characters. 

11 Youngs EdVoicesofthe Heart 1997 Scholastic. Picture Book: ^lonfiction^Calli^raphy 
^uthor^illustratorwonCaldecott lor another book on China. Each page depictsa 

dif^rent emotion or o^uahty,ofien paired on racing pages^e.g.^oy^sorrow,doubt^loyalty^ 
Colorful collages expanding on the associated Chinese characters dominatepages, with 
succinct breakdown of characters in margins—characters contain ideogram for ^heart.^ 



^^ 

^cellente^ensionmto Chinese calligraphyforthosealreadyintroduced^ gives more 
insight than^askins or ^uy^Boun^ee books, ^oodfor^grade^ responses tellashort 
storyusing Chinese characters, normative, more difficult ^lots of excellent vocabulary^ 
message to readers closes book—many^graders would struggle to understand it—and 
points out concept ofthe red seal, which summarizes character on each page. 

Selections2and3^eyerandTseng ^ wouldusethesetitleswithacooperativegroup of 
^our students, who would present to the rest ofthe class. ^artnerread,summarywith 
story maps, then illustrated timeline ofeach story, comparing events 

Dayl^wouldpair2students who are atahigher reading level to read ^eyer with each 
other,2students atalower level to readTsengtogether.^ach group would createa 
story map summarizing plot, characters, etc. ofbook they read. Also tell in summary what 
thmgs they notice are different from their own cultures in illustrations and te^t. 

Day 2^ Students present story maps to each other, work togetherto create large timeline 
on butcher paper, using similar events as benchmarks, illustrate ma^or scenes from each 
story along timeline. 

Day^^resent to class. 
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Final Project- An annotated bibliography of children's books chosen to support a 
focused piece of curriculum. 

Curriculum Topic- Being Part of "My Community 

1.  Description 
The Social Studies curriculum that my school uses is based mainly on excerpts 

from textbooks and workbook pages. While these sources are informative, I believe it 

is very important for early elementary students to realize the vast wealth of literature 

(fiction and non-fiction) that can be extensions of this textbook learning. As a 

supplement to the general subject of "Communities", I have created a curriculum 

piece specifically for my first grade students. It is important to help them define what 

it is that makes someone a part of a community. The books I have selected aim to 

describe people, places and things that happen in daily community life, especially in a 

city. 

My first graders live in an urban community filled with diverse lifestyles and full 

of activity. From conversations with them, I have realized that many of them haven't 

had the opportunity to explore all of the various sections of New York City that 

surrounds their own neighborhood. With this curriculum piece, I have tried to pick 

books that show children doing things that they do on a daily basis and children 

exploring around a city. All the things that the children or people in the books do 

make them members of the community. The books also explore a variety of people at 

work, which is an important part of belonging to a community. Within the books that 
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I have chosen are many aspects of life that children can relate to, which makes the 

curriculum and subject matter meaningful to their own daily experience. 

2.  Bibliography 

Fiction 
Collier, Bryan 

Uptown 
Henry Holt and Company, 2000 

A young boy takes his reader on a stroll through his neighborhood, Harlem. He explores 
daily activities and places, people and their jobs. For example, basketball at Ruckers (a 
playground) and the local barbershop, where people get more than a haircut. What is 
most impressive about this book is its vivid and inviting illustrations, done by the author 
in watercolor and collage. Woven together, the illustrations and words stimulate the 
imagination. I would use this book with children ages 6-8. After reading the book, 
students would be motivated to create their own collage about their neighborhood. Then, 
they could write a few sentences or a paragraph about their collage. I would do a mini- 
lesson on descriptive words and encourage students to carefully choose phrases to 
describe their picture as richly as they could. 

Fiction 
Derby, Sally 

My Steps 
Lee & Low Books Inc., 1996 

This story is about a young African American girl and the importance of her front steps in 
her daily life, year round. Through the pages, the reader watches her, with her friends or 
alone, play and take comfort in the familiarity of the steps. Coloring, telling secrets and 
playing school are a few of the activities. The boldly colored illustrations were made with 
a cut-paper collage technique that incorporated watercolor and dyes. I was interested in 
this book because I think its content is relevant and meaningful to first graders (6-7 year 
olds). I would use this book as a prompt to thinking about where we play and what we do. 
The story is of a little girl's favorite spot, I would then ask my students to describe and 
write about their favorite place. 
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A yearly ritual with Miss Rosa of plantihg-flewel? in coffeepots inspires Marcy to build a 
bigger garden with her neighbors- in a vacant lot on their block! DiSalvo-Ryan is detailed 
and descriptive with her words and illustrations done in watercolors, pencils, and 
crayons. I was impressed by the initiative that the main character takes on in this story. At 
the end are directions to begin your own community garden, which is a wonderful class 
project integrating many subject areas. First graders (6-7 year olds) would truly love to 
get involved in an activity like this. 

Fiction 
Gray, Nigel 

A Country Far Away, illustrated by Philippe Dupasquier 
Orchard Books, 1988 

Two boys, one black and one white, living on opposite sides of the world, participate in 
similar activities throughout their day. I enjoyed this book because it contrasts two places 
where people live, an African village and a western country, yet shows how life can be 
the same. It is easy to read, appropriate for first graders (6-7 year olds), and incorporates 
many basic sight words. Several of my students are from or visit other countries, often. 
This would be a great way to begin talking about their similar and different experiences 
in those other places. 

Fiction, Poetry 
GreenfieldLglmse 

Night on Neighborhood Street, illustrations by Jan Spivey Gilchrist 
Dial Books for Young Readers, 1991 

This collection of poetry realistically celebrates life's experiences. It lookTaTmany 
aspects of family and neighbors from a child's perspective. For example, the arrival of a 
new baby in the family. The illustrations are gouache paintings, highlighted with pastels. 
I was interested in this book because it chronicles events in one evening. Children in 
grades 1-2 could read or be read this book and then write about an evening in their home 
or community and how they were part of it. 
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Fiction, Poetry 
Lenski, Lois 

City Poems 
H£nryZ.Walck,1971 

Urban life from a child's perspective i^depicted in this/uverse collection of poetry: I 
liked this book because of its variety and^tte-sejatiojasffor example, 'Places in the City' 
and 'People in the City'. I would use this book with first and second graders. It would be 
a good way to incorporate poetry with social studies. I would write some of the poems on 
chart paper, especially the ones that talk about being a part of a city community, and put 
them in a center for students to read or copy. 

Fiction 
Moore, Elaine 

Good Morning, City, illustrations by William Low 
BridgeWater Books, 1995 

The city comes alive while children are still sleeping. This book takes a look at all 
different things that happen around a city as it is awakened. I was interested in this book 
because it explores all around a city, including the construction workers, donut makers 
and school children. With first or second graders, the teacher could read this book aloud 
and then have the students think about what happens when a city gets ready to go to bed. 
It is suitable as a read aloud because of its length and because it questions students to 
think about what happens before they are awake. The class could then write their own 
story called, "Good Night City". 

Fiction 
Moss, Marissa 

Mel's Diner 
BridgeWater Books, 1994 

Mabel shows the reader what it's like to help run a diner. This book impressed me 
because it shows a young girl being a helper to her parents and, in many respects, to the 
community. Her parents run the diner but she is, although young, just as important. I 
would use this book with first graders (6-7 year olds) when talking about what they can 
do to be helpers in the community. 
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^onD^iction 
^.oop,^eterand Bonnie 

AOity 
^eineman^ibrary,!^^ 

^asyto use, good first introductionto organisation and layout ofanon^fiction, 
informational book^^s book looks atlifeinacity.mcludescontents^wimheadings 
such as^omesand^orking^, index, glossary andmorebookstoread.lwas very 
impressed with howaccessible this book is, especiallyforveryyoungreaders like first or 
second graders, ^fhey will not be overwhelmed, ^ood to use when introducing howto 
researchatopic, which is one ofthe standards students need tofulfill. 

fiction 
^oentpiet, Christ. 

Around^fown 
^oth^^p,^e^^h^pard^ooks,l^^ 

^s trip around town exploresall the things you can do outside inacity in the summer, 
like watchajuggleror play chess. Compares lifemthecityto life in otherplaces, like the 
country or attheshore.lwould use this bookwithfirst graders. An extension would be to 
have smdents think aboutthings you can do in the city onawinter day. 

^3.  ClassActivity 
^he book from my listthatlchoose to use inan activity is uptown by ^ryan Collier. 

It mcorporates many aspects ofmy curriculum, l^irst of all, it describesaspecific 

commumty.madditior^ it talksabout people, places and events within me conm^unity, 

all which contribute to makingitadiverse and exciting place. Itis obvious that the boyin 

the story is proud ofmscommumty and wants to share hisfavorite things with the reader. 

Ibelieve my students would be motivated to do the same abouttheir community. 

^s book could easily be read aloud to an enure cla^s of first graders, l^ortheir 

response,lwould have students worktogether in small groups, assigned one part ofthe 

neighborhood^for example, me area in front of an apartment buildings ^hen, we might 



go onacommumtywalkto explore andtake mental pictures ofwhat we see happening in 

our spots^ackin the classroom,lwouldhave groups make collages fi^omavariety of 

materials^omeofthese materials would be telt,di^erenttypesofpaper, cloth of 

varyingtextures,yarnandmaga^mepictures^ogether,theywouldmake their 

constructions butindividuallytheywouldbe responsible tbrashortwrite up, depending 

on meirwriting ability (because itis so varyingin first grade), betweenasentenceanda 

paragraph^inally, we would have an art displayfbrourt^milies, showing our 

community and the importantaspects we saw^ 

t^^ 
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Annotated Bibliography    New York City 

Fiction 

Fantasy 
Elish, Dan 
the Great Squirrel Uprising 
Illustrated by Denys Cazet 
Orchard Books, 1992 
Scruff, a Central Park dwelling squirrel, and his other animal friends are fed up with the way humans are 
treating their home. With the help of ten-year-old Sally, the animals express their concerns by taking over 
the city. This entertaining story is filled with humor that is extended by the cartoon illustrations. As a 
response, students could make anti-littering posters. 
• Includes maps, of Central Park 
• Short chapters with silly headings making it accessible to reluctant readers 

Picture book 
Written and illustrated by Remy Charlip 
Fortunately 
Four Winds Press, 1964 
New Yorker- Ned is invited to a birthday party in Florida. The story's narrator tells of Ned's close 
encounters with death during his journey. Alternating black-and-white and color drawings correlate with 
the ups and downs of Ned's adventure. This humorous story can preface a lesson on forming predictions. 
Appropriate for struggling readers. 

Realistic Fiction 
Written and illustrated by Koru'gsburg,EL. 
From The Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil R Frankweiler 
Atheneum Books for Young Readers, 1967 
When twelve-year old Claudia decides to run away from home, in search of change, she brings her younger 
brother, Jamie along and they both venture to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. This is 
an inspiring story about self-discovery, that may be used in a fourth grade classroom as a read aloud in 
preparation for a class trip to the Met Also, many children in the 9-11 age range, experience 
developmental changes because they are moving towards adolescence. Like Claudia, students may find 
that they are exploring their identity. May be used with Elizabeth Enright's The Saturdays, which is about a 
close family in New York in the 1940's. 
• Black line drawings supports the contemplative nature of the text 
• 1968 Newbery Medal, Library of Congress Children's Book of the Year, ALA Notable 
• Third person narration 

Note: Immigrant Girl and Land of Hope should be used cooperatively. 

Picture book/Historical Fiction 
Harvey, Brett 
Immigrant Girl 
Becky ofEldridge Street 
Illustrated by Deborah Kogan Ray 
Holiday House, 1987 
Escaping religious persecution, ten-year-old Becky Moscowitz an her family flee Russia in 1910 and settle 
in the Lower East Side of New York City. This honest and thought provoking book, will revealing the real 
struggles of the immigrant experience, and provide a glimpse of Jewish traditions. The detailed black pencil 
drawings depict the fast moving nature of New York City. In a classroom, students could create murals 
depicting the events in Becky's life. (Sequencing) 
• Narrated by the main character 
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• Includes a glossary (with pronunciations) of cultural terms used in the book 

Historical Fiction 
Nixon, Joan Lowery 
Land Of Hope 
Bantam Books, 1992 
In 1902, Rebekah Levinsky and her family flee Russia in search of a peaceful life in New York City. 
Living on the Lower East Side, she is confronted with the harsh realities of immigrant working conditions 
when she is forced to put her education on hold and work in a sweatshop. This gripping story will reveal a 
glimpse of the Jewish immigrant experience to readers. In a classroom, students could create murals 
depicting the events in Rebekah's life. (Sequencing) 
• I   Brett Harvey's Immigrant Girl has a similar plot (above) 
• Third person narration 
• Series book; Appropriate for students reading below 4th grade level; parents and/or teachers may want 

to read this book with their children to provide an opportunity for discussion 

Fantasy 
Selden, George 
The Cricket in Times Square 
Illustrated by Garth Williams 
Farrar, Straus, 1960 
Chester, a cricket from Connecticut turns up in Times Square and spends an exciting summer in New York 
City where he finds friends. Using his musical talents, Chester and his companions struggle to revive a 
failing newsstand, owned by their human friends. 
The black and white illustrations support this delightful story by giving the animal characters human 
qualities. In a classroom this book may be used in a study of the New York City transit system, mapping 
out the train lines that run from Chester's "summer home" to students' homes. 
• Newbery Honor Book 
• Accessible for children reading on 4* grade level. 
• May be used with E.B. White's Charlotte's Web; similar themes 
• Narrated in third person 

Non-fiction 

History/Science 
Hansen, Joyce and McGowan, Gary 
Breaking Ground Breaking Silence 
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1998 
In an exploration of an archaeological study of an African burial ground in lower Manhattan, Hansen and 
McGowan reveal how black New Yorkers lived in the colonial times. Through black and white 
illustrations, photographs and maps, the authors reconstruct the compelling history of Africans, as well as 
share the archaeologists work. May work best in a small group where students write journals, (using facts 
from the text) pretending they were living in New York during the colonial era. 
• A comprehensive index and bibliography as well as notes and accurate chapter headings  . 
• Primary sources such as newspaper articles from 1827 and journals 
• Third person narration 
• A reminder that slavery was not isolated in the south 

History/Picture Book 
Maestro, Betsy 
The Story of the Statue of Liberty 
Illustrated by Giulio Maestro 
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books, 1986 
Provides a fascinating detailed description of the construction of the Statue of Liberty beginning in 1871 by 
French sculptor, Frederic Auguste Bartholdi. The water color illustrations sustain the clearly written and 
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informative text.   Integrated with art, students can sculpt their own models using clay. (Similar to the way 
Bartholdi began his work) 
• Children's book committee 
• Narrated in third person 
• Lacking a bibliography, index and primary sources, however, does include comprehensive notes 

History 
Katz, William Loren 
Black Legacy: A History of'New York's African Americans 
Atheneum Books for Young Readers, 1997 
Katz explores New York's African American community beginning with 1609 New Amsterdam and ending 
with the Dinkins Administration (1989). This in depth analysis is heavily supported with illustrations of 
archival photographs and prints (with captions). An excellent resource for a classroom, this book may be 
used as a foundation for research reports. 
• Appropriate for students reading above grade level 
• Primary documents such as newspaper articles and journals 
• Includes a comprehensive bibliography, index and chapter notes 

Poetry 

Myers, Walter Dean 
Harlem 
Illustrated by Christopher Myers 
Scholastic Press, 1997 
Surging with imagery, this poem expresses the vibrant culture of Harlem. This father (Walter) and son's 
(Christopher) project fully embraces the rich history of the community. The stunning collage illustrations 
extend the poem by depicting familiar scenes of the neighborhood. 

•     Caldecott Honor, Coretta Scott King Award 

For Use as a Class Activity 

Fortunately, written and illustrated by Remy Charlip would be an effective way to begin a study 
on New York City in a fourth grade class. This book is accessible to children of different reading abilities. 
More advanced readers will still enjoy the humor and the element of surprise that this story contains. 
Students can locate Ned's home as well as the location of the party (Florida) after it has been read aloud. 
Through an integration of geography and literature students will be able to identify the location of New 
York in relationship to the rest of the country. 

In small groups students will then write their own "fortunately stories" depicting a trip from New 
York to another self-selected state.  Then, smdents can construct mini-books using sentence strips. 
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Chapter 1 
Art: Kindergarten/ 
Transition/First Grade 

Color 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Identify and name the primary and secondary colors. 
2. Recognize which specific colors combine to form secondary colors. 
3. Show how color occurs in the environment. 
4. Distinguish between light and dark values of a color. 
5. Understand that use of black and white achieves maximum contrast. 

RECOMMENDED READINGS: 

Ehlert, Lois. Planting a Rainbow. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1988. 
Colorful graphics show flower seeds that are planted and grow into a 
spectrum of colors. (Objectives 3 and 4) 

Hoban, Tana. A, B, Seel Greenwillow, 1982. 
Photograms depict objects in alphabetical order. (Objective 5) 

Jonas, Ann. Round Trip. William Morrow, 1983. 
Black-and-white graphics illustrate a trip to the city with the return trip 
and text displayed when the book is inverted and read back to front. 
(Objective 5) 
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Konigsburg, E. L. Samuel Todd's Book of Great Colors. Atheneum, 1990. 
Objects that represent a variety of colors are introduced. (Objectives 1 
and 3) 

Lionni, Leo. Little Blue and Little Yellow. Astor, 1959. 
W hen a spot of blue and one of yellow hug each other and turn green, their 
parents do not know them. (Objectives 1 and 2) 

McMillan, Bruce. Growing Colors. Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1988. 
With a text identifying color only, close-up photographs of individual 
fruits and vegetables are paired with an illustration of how each grows. 
(Objectives land3) 

Reiss, John J. Colors. Bradbury, 1969. 
Illustrated objects demonstrate tints and shades of primary and secondary ' 
colors as well as brown and black. (Objectives 1 and 4) 

Walsh, Ellen Stoll. Mouse Paint. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989. 
Jars of red, blue, and yellow paint are the source for an exploration of 
color by three white mice. (Objectives 1 and 2) 

Zolotow, Charlotte.  Mr. Rabbit and the Lovely Present.   Illustrated by 
Maurice Sendak. Harper & Row, 1962. 
A life-size rabbit helps a little girl decide on the perfect "color" present 
for her mother's birthday. (Objectives 1 and 3) 
 . Some Things Go Together. Illustrated by Karen Gundersheimer. 

Thomas Y. Crowell, 1969, 1983. 
Illustrated couplets identify objects and concepts that go together. 
(Objective 3) 

GROUP INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY: 

Preparation: Locate Ellen Walsh's Mouse Paint. Cover a bulletin board 
with white paper. Cut a large white mouse outlined in pink (like Walsh's 
mice) and place it on one corner of the board. Cut three or more pairs of 
mouse footprints from sponge or styrofoam. Make them in a size propor- 
tional to the mouse on the board and similar to those on the endpapers of the 
book. Prepare trays with red, yellow, and blue tempera. Experiment with 
the various shades of these colors that are available to find those which blend 
best, since different companies use different pigments and yield more or less 
satisfactory results when combined. 

Focus: Show the children the trays of tempera. Have them name the colors. 
Tell them that these are the primary colors and when they are mixed, they 

form secondary colors. Write the three primary colors on the chalkboard as 
the points of a triangle. Draw the triangle that connects the points. 

Objective: To satisfy the objectives of naming primary colors and 
identifying how they combine to form secondary colors, tell the students 
that, as Ellen Walsh's Mouse Paint is read, they will find out what colors 
are made when any two of the three primary colors are mixed. 

Guided Activity: After reading Walsh's book, have the students name the 
three secondary colors the mice made by blending any two primary colors. 
Write these.on the appropriate line of the triangle on the board. 

Extending Activity: Lightly draw six circles on a large sheet of white 
paper. In every other circle drop a small puddle of thin red, blue, or yellow 
tempera (a different color in each). Let students work two or four at a time 
with the stamps to make mouse prints leading toward an empty circle 
between two primary colors. When the two primary colors "meet" in the 
circle, let the children do a mouse dance with their stamps to mix and blend 
the paints into a secondary color. When through, have each child stamp the 
mouse footprint repeatedly on a piece of newsprint until it no longer prints, 
then give it to another student. When the color wheel is complete and dry, 
hang it on the bulletin board beside the white mouse with a caption such as, 
"Mouse Paint: Exploring the World of Color." 

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHER AND STUDENTS TO 
SHARE: 

1. Before introducing Lois Ehleri'sf/onring a AoinWw, show the class 
a bouquet of real or artificial flowers in varied colors. Have students 
identify the flowers and the colors. Share the book, talking about the 
bulbs planted in the fall and the seeds planted in the spring. Call 
attention to the name of each flower. As a follow-up activity, let the 
children make a collage rainbow mural using pictures cut from seed 
catalogs. While arranging the mural, discuss the light and dark 
values of each color. After the mural is completed, urge children to 
name the flowers and locate those that were pictured by Ehlert. 

2. Share Tana Hoban'sA, B, See! with the class. Have the students 
identify the obj ects on each page and then suggest which contrasts the 
most sharply with the black background. Let each child select a jelly 
bean from a dish. Have them place the jelly bean on a large sheet of 
black construction paper that has been spread with glue or spray 
adhesive.  After each child has taken a turn, let the class identify 
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which colors contrast most drastically with the background. Note 
that lighter values have more contrast; therefore, white, the lightest 
value of all, is most different from the black background. As the 
children discuss, let them each select another jelly bean to eat. 

3. Read Ann Jonas's Round Trip to the class. Show several double- 
spread pages and see if the children can recall what picture was made 
when the book was turned upside down. Point out that Jonas used 
black and white in order to achieve the greatest amount of contrast in 
her graphics. Let the children explore contrast by giving each of them 
half sheets of yellow and black construction paper. Have them cut 
out small white paper shapes and arrange them first on the yellow and 
then on the black paper. Let them paste their shapes on the 
background they feel gives the most contrast. 

4. Before reading Samuel Todd's Book of Great Colors by E. L. 
Konigsburg, have the children review the primary and secondary 
colors and predict what other colors Konigsburg may have chosen as 
"great." After reading the book to the class, have the children recall 
the objects Konigsburg used to illustrate the primary and secondary 
colors. Have a "Great Colors" election. Let each child verbally 
complete the sentence, "My favorite color is because..." After these 
"campaign speeches" are completed, give each child a blank piece of 
paper for a ballot. Instruct them to use their favorite color of crayon 
to mark an "X" on their ballots. Tell the class that in elections people 
can only vote one time, so they must only put one "X" on their ballots. 
Have them place the completed ballots in a box. Select a child to 
"read" the ballots as the results are tallied and graphed on the board. 
Examine the results to see if the three class favorites were primary 
colors, secondary colors, or neither. 

5. Read aloud Leo lAonm's Little Blue and LittleYellow. Remind the 
class that blue and yellow are two of the primary colors. Let the 
children name the third primary color. Ask what would have 
happened if Little Blue met Little Red instead of Little Yellow or if 
Little Red met LittleYellow. Create a language experience story 
called "Little Blue and His Friends." Begin with the plot of Lionni's 
book and urge children to think of other ways the colors might meet. 
For example, Little Red and Little Blue might run into each other at 
a corner and hit so hard that they combine to make purple. After all 
the secondary colors have been formed, illustrate the story with 
pieces of colored transparency film which can be overlapped to make 
the secondary colors. 

Before reading Bruce McMillan's Growing Colors, explain to the 
children that the illustrations were taken after each vegetable or fruit 
was sprayed with water because colors in nature look best when wet 
with rain. Tell the children that both primary and secondary colors 
are represented in the fruits and vegetables McMillan used. Have the 
class recall the primary and secondary colors and predict what fruits 
and vegetables the author photographed to illustrate each. Record 
their predictions on the board. Read the book, having the children 
Identify the color word, name the vegetable or fruit representing that 
color, and tell how it grows in relationship to the ground. When the 
book is completed, let the children identify the primary and second- 
ary color objects McMillan photographed. Compare these with the 
predictions the children made earlier. As a follow-up activity let each 
student choose a favorite fruit or vegetable from a seed catalog, cut 
it out, and paste it on a sheet of white paper. Let the child label the 
object and the color represented, helping as needed. Compile these 
into a My Favorite Food book. 
Share each double-spread page of John Reiss's Colors. Let the class 
identify the objects and point out the light and dark values of the 
colors. Have the children note which objects this author used to 
depict primary and secondary colors. Turn to the title page and let 
the children examine the illustrated color quilt. Have them point out 
the various shades of colors. Distribute four-inch squares of white 
paper to the children. Divide the class into six committees, giving 
each a different primary or secondary color. Have them select from 
their crayons shades and tints of their assigned color and color their 
squares into solid-colored "quilt blocks." Some may want to use 
more or less pressure to achieve a lighter or darker value. Arrange 
and tape their squares onto a large sheet of butcher paper to make a 
class quilt. 
Read Charlotte Zolotow's Mr. Rabbit and the Lovely Present. Let 
the children recall the primary color gifts the rabbit suggests might 
be given to the mother. Point out that Zolotow only used one 
secondary color, the one named by the little girl in the story. Have 
the children identify the two secondary colors Zolotow did not use 
and suggest gifts that could represent these colors. As a follow-up 
activity, have the children make small paper cone baskets by 
overlapping and gluing together two connecting sides of a paper 
square. Have each child draw flowers and leaf shapes to color in 
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Chapter 4 
Music: Kindergarten/ 
Transition/First Grade 

Timbre 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Recognize families of instruments. 
2. Discriminate between the major instruments in each family. 
3. Realize that all the instrument families combine to form the orchestra. 
4. Identify the conductor as the person who directs an orchestra or choir. 

RECOMMENDED READINGS: 

Haseley, Dennis.   The Old Banjo.    Illustrated by Stephen Gammell. 
Macmillan, 1983. 
Black-and-white illustrations set the mood for the story of a boy and his 
father who follow the sounds of instruments abandoned on the farm. 
(Objectives 1 and 2) 

Hayes, Phyllis. Musical Instruments You Can Make. Illustrated by Dennis 
Kendrick. Franklin Watts, 1981. 
Brief introductions to types of instruments are followed by simple 
directions for making each sound source. (Objectives 1 and 3) 
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Hur^^Kcher. Mama Don't Allow: Starring Miles and the Swamp Band. 
Harper & Row, 1984. 
Watercolor illustrations add spark to the story of Miles and the Swamp 
Band who share their favorite song, for which the score is included. 
(Objectives 1, 2, and 3) 

Kraus, Robert. MusicalMax. Illustrated by Jose Aruego and ArianeDewey. 
Simon and Schuster, 1990. 
The reader is introduced to a variety of instruments as Max practices and 
is ultimately joined by his friends to form an orchestra. (Objectives 1,2, 
3, and 4) 

Maxner, Joyce. Nicholas Cricket. Illustrated by William Joyce. Harper & 
Row, 1989. 
The crickets form an unusual band to help the forest creatures celebrate 
the night. (Objective 3) 

van Kampen, Vlasta and Irene C. Eugen. Orchestranimals. Scholastic, 
1989. 
The penguin conductor has trouble organizing his animal orchestra in 
time for the concert. (Objectives 1, 2, 3, and 4) 

GROUP INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY: 

Preparation: Locate Musical Max by Robert Kraus. Obtain several 
instrument catalogs from local music stores or instrument companies. 

Focus: Ask the children if they can name any musical instruments. List 
their responses on the chalkboard. Tell the children that instrument sounds 
are usually created in one of three ways: by blowing in or on the instrument, 
by striking it, or by plucking or using a bow on the strings. 

Objective: To fulfill the objectives of recognizing families of instruments, 
discriminating between instruments, realizing that families of instruments 
combine to form the orchestra, and identifying the conductor as one who 
directs the orchestra, review the list of instruments the children suggested 
earlier. Ask the class to identify those instruments from the list that produce 
sounds by being blown, those that are struck, and those that have strings. 
Tell the children that many instruments are included in Musical Max by 
Robert Kraus. Tell the children that, as the book is read, they are to watch 
Jose Aruego's and Ariane Dewey's illustrations to find any instruments 
listed earlier and at least one that has not been mentioned. 

Gur^pActivity: Read Musical Max aloud. After completing the book, 
ask the children to recall any instruments that they had named for their list 
that were included in the book. Ask children to add other instruments from 
the book to the list. After the list is completed and children have identified 
the method of producing sound for each instrument, tell the children that 
groups of instruments which make sounds in the same way-are called a 
family. 

Let the class re-examine the final double-spread illustration in which 
all the animals join in playing. Have the children identify the instruments 
included that belong in each family. Ask children if they can tell what Max 
is doing. After the children identify that he is leading the group, tell them 
that the leader or director of a large musical group is called the conductor and 
that this group is an orchestra. 

Extending Activity: Divide the children into three groups and assign each 
group a family of instruments that produces sounds in the same way. Let 
the children use instrument catalogs to cut or tear out pictures of various 
instruments that belong in the assigned family and glue them onto a large 
sheet of paper to create a "Musical Family Collage." If the class is very 
advanced, the children may be placed in four groups instead of three. Divide 
the instruments that produce sounds by being blown into the two more 
specific families of "brass" and "wind," and introduce the names "string" 
and "percussion" for the other families. 

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHER AND STUDENTS TO 
SHARE: 

1. Before sharing Dennis Haseley's The Old Banjo, ask the children to 
listen carefully to the words so they can recall the phrases used to 
describe how a particular instrument sounds (e.g., the trumpet 
"makes a sound like geese flying in on a winter's night"). After 
reading the book, have the children speculate about whether the 
instruments played a sad or happy song. If The Old Banjo were 
continued, what do the children think would have happened to the 
instruments? Let the children recall phrases from the book describ- 
ing the sounds of the instruments. Play recorded excerpts from 
Benjamin Britten's Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra (Colum- 
bia MS6368, Is, 12in, 33 rpm) that include some of the instruments 
in the book. Let the group discuss whether or not the phrase from 
Haseley's text accurately describes the timbre of each instrument 
heard. 
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ice Phyllis Hayes's Musical Instruments You Can Make by 
ig page 4 which discusses vibration and sound. Give each child 

a rubber band and let the students make the humming sound 
described in the text. Follow this activity by reading the one- 
paragraph introductions on pages 6, 8, 11, 14, 18, 20, 24, and 29 
which present a number of instruments. After reading each para- 
graph and showing the illustration, have the children decide in what 
family of instruments each belongs (winds that are blown, percussion 
instruments that are hit or struck, or strings that are plucked or 
bowed). Ahead of time collect simple items necessary to create 
harmonicas, chimes, tambourines, flutes, and guitars according to 
the directions in the book. After each child has created an instrument, 
read the last page of the book which tells them they can now combine 
their instruments to form an orchestra. Play a simple song on the 
piano and allow the children to add their handmade orchestra sounds 
by playing the steady beat. 
Before reading Thacher Hurd's Mama £)on 't Allow: Starring Miles 
and the Swamp Band, tell the children they are to watch the 
illustrations and listen carefully so they can recall the instruments in 
the Swamp Band. Read the book. Have the children list the 
instruments they remember and classify them by musical families! If 
any instruments were not recalled, show the appropriate illustration 
to jog the children's memories. Teach the students the Swamp 
Band's favorite song, "Mama Don't Allow." Let the children sing 
the verses. Follow with Hurd's suggestion from the final page that 
the children make up their own verses fof the song, beginning with 
"Mama don't allow no foot stompin'." Urge children to participate 
in actions that are appropriate for the lyrics as the song is sung. 
Have the children name instruments that might be included in a band. 
Introduce Joyce Maxner's Nicholas Cricket by telling the children 
that in this story an unusual band is formed. Ask them to listen to the 
words carefully as the story is read so they can identify the instru- 
ments the cricket used. If children are not able to identify the 
instruments after the story is completed, go back and reread the three 
lines beginning with "and the washboard strummers." As a follow- 

i up, form a class cricket band, using washboards (a guiro may be used 
for a washboard), musical spoons (claves or rhythm sticks may be 
substituted), and kazoos. Simple kazoos may be made by rubber 
banding a 4" square of tissue paper to one end of a toilet paper roll. 
Let the children march around the room playing a favorite song on 
their cricket instruments. 

URa 
be children to notice the names of the various instruments and 
facts they learn about each as Vlasta van Kampen's 

Orchestr animals is read. Tell them that the conductor introduces the 
families of instruments by talking about his musicians as "players to 
bow.'. . players to blow and players to hit to the beat." Read 
Orchestranimals. Ask the children to recall instruments from the 
book: Have the class determine whether each instrument named is 
one to blow, bow, or hit to the beat. 

Pitch and Dynamics 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Participate in speaking and singing in unison. 
2. Sing a melody with simple accompaniment. 
3. Echo simple tonal patterns. 
4. Identify loud and soft dynamic levels when heard. 

RECOMMENDED READINGS: 

Grimm Brothers.   The Bremen Town Musicians.   Illustrated by Josef 
Palecek. Picture Book Studio, 1988. 
Illustrations highlight the instruments the animals play in this traditional 
story of the animals who scare the robbers and find a home. (Objectives 
1,3, and 4) 

Hush, Little Baby. Illustrated by Margot Zemach. E.P. Dutton, 1976. 
This edition contains the score of the traditional lullaby In which a baby 
is promised a number of things if he will be quiet. (Objectives 1 and 2) 

Ivimey, John W. The Complete Story Of the Three Blind Mice. Uustrated 
by Paul Galdone. Clarion, 1987. 
This complete illustrated version of the familiar song has a happy ending. 
(Objectives 1,2, and 3) 

Raffi. Shake My Sillies Out. Illustrated by David Allender. Crown, 1987. 
Humorous illustrations extend the text of a simple action song with the 
melody line and chord accompaniment appended. (Objectives 1, 2, 3, 
and 4) 
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Introduction 

Why should a desk be more than a desk? 
Simply because children are full of energy and im- 
agination, and learn by doing and imitating. True, 
children need the discipline of working routinely at 
a desk, but their natural need for movement and 
spontaneity should not be diminished or replaced 
by consistently forcing them to adhere to what is 
known as "seat work." 

Creative drama activities provide the teacher 
with a practical teaching technique that can easily 
be adapted to every classroom. The activities in 
this handbook are designed to function within the 
limitations of classroom space, schedules and in- 
structional funds, as well as to maintain minimal 
noise levels. The lessons are presented with little ors 

no moving of furniture. The desks themselves 
become the pivotal point from which all dramatic 
experiences begin. The desk becomes more than a 
desk — it becomes a dynamic area of space, a mini 
stage. Children participate in, on, under, beside, 
around or in spite of the desk. 

All students participate simultaneously and 
individually within their designated spaces. After 
they learn the controls of dramatic discipline (see 
"Setting the Stage"), they are ready to use total 
classroom space and work in pairs or small groups. 
Here again, children participate simultaneously. 
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The teacher's biggest task is to guide the children 
successfully through activities, and this success 
depends upon learning how to use and develop 
dramatic discipline. 

Movement and group involvement naturally 
appeal to children. Creative classroom drama incor- 
porates both of these elements, and also helps to 
stimulate and develop fine motor control through 
the use of the freeze, slow motion, cued responses, 
meticulous pantomimes and movements projected 
through the senses and emotions. 

The dramatic process develops skills basic to 
human growth and development The lessons pro- 
vide children with opportunities for creative think- 
ing, problem-solving, spontaneity, recall and verbal 
expression. Children also experience self-awareness, 
self-confidence and socialization. 

m Children learn by doing, seeing, writing, 
reamrig, listening and recalling. Through drama, 
they also learn by "becoming" — by acting some- 
thing out. The "doing" is highly motivating. 
Children are eager, receptive and responsive; learn- 
ing happens in a fun and natural way. Creative 
drama therefore adds another dimension to the 
teaching/learning process. 

The drama activities in this handbook can 
readily be used as a supplement for recess on rainy 
days, as a convenient time-filler between activities, 
or as a refreshing pace changer between long 
periods of seat work. Lessons may be included in 
the daily curriculum to provide human developmen- 
tal experiences, or to teach, reinforce or enhance 
learning. Indeed, the child's desk can become a 
dynamic area of space where learning happens and 
children have fun. 

DrinaKay 
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TOTAL ROOM SPACE 

Repeat the process using last names later 
in the year. 

ENCORE! 
Ask each student to write and illustrate an 

alliterative sentence based on his/her name. 

Robots 
Purpose:    To give freedom of movement 

combined with responsibility for use 
of space 

To physically define imagined size and 
shape 

Tell the students that they are robots who 
must deliver packages of various sizes and shapes 
to other parts of the room without touching 
anyone or anything, and without changing the 
shapes of their packages. 

Example: "Robots, reach up on a high shelf 
and pick up a tiny package ... carry it about the 
room ... Freeze! Place that tiny package on the 
bottom shelf of a pretend cupboard and say, 
'Package is delivered.' Now, pick up a tall 
package from the middle shelf arid carry it about. 
Now ... Freeze! Now set the package on the floor 
and say, 'Package is delivered.' " Continue with  . 
various sizes and shapes of packages placed in 
various locations. 
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Purpose: 

Sequences 
To execute a task sequentially 
To develop listening skills 

Do this activity first with number se- 
quences by assigning a movement for each 
number such as: (1) Open the refrigerator door. 
(2) Pick up the carton of milk. (3) Pour the milk. 
(4) Put milk carton back in refrigerator. (5) Drink 
the milk. (6) Rinse out glass and put in sink. 

First, pantomime the movements with the 
students after calling each number, Then, direct 
the children to respond with the proper move- 
ment without help from the teacher as each 
number is called again.. 

The teacher may also assign numbers to an 
unrelated series of movements or sounds such as: 
(1) Turn around one time. (2) Take five hops. 
(3) Smile. (4) Clap your hands one time. (5) Walk 
to someone else's chair, etc. Add numbers for 
movements or sounds up to twelve, depending 
upon the skill levels within the group. 

To incorporate music into this activity, 
choose a short selection with varied but distinct 
changes in mood, rhythm or instruments. Assign 
a task or movement for each specific change in 
the music such asxmake a pile of snowballs, 
throw the snowballs, duck and dodge the 
snowballs thrown at you, sneak in place or about 
the room, throw the snowballs, get a snowball in 
your face, wipe it off, look angrily around and 
make faces. 

A movement music sequence activity will 
have to be repeated several times, each time add- 
ing a new movement to each new sound. Finally, 
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Name Alliteration 
Purpose:    To stimulate the imagination 

To introduce and demonstrate 
alliteration 

To provide a fun way to learn names 
at the beginning of the year. 

Ask a student to volunteer the use of 
his/her name for this activity (Gary). Say to the 
students, "Raise your hand if you can name an 
object (a noun) that starts with the g sound." 

If the word suggested is "grapes," say, 
"Raise your hand if you can think of something 
Gary can do with the grapes that starts with g. 
We need an action word (verb)." 

If the word suggested is "gargled," say, 
"Everyone show Gary what he looks like gargling 
grapes. Ready ... Gary gargles grapes ... and 
freeze!" 

Older students could extend the activity by 
adding adjectives, adverbs, or nouns. For an ad- 
jective, say, "Describe Gary gargling grapes. 
Give me an adjective that starts with a g sound. 
This word can describe Gary or it can describe 
grapes." The suggested sentence could be: "Gary 
gargles green grapes;" or "Gruesome,Gary 
gargles grapes." 

To add another^ word, say, "Where or 
how or with what does Gruesome Gary gargle 
grapes?" Possible answers are: "Gruesome Gary 
gargles grapes in the garage;" "Gruesome Gary   _ 
gargles grapes with Grace;" "Gruesome Gary 
gargles grapes gracefully," etc. The students then 
demonstrate the sentence and freeze while Gary 
watches. 
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LESSON: ACTING OUT A BOOK 1025 

SOURCE: original material 

GOAL: to reinforce understanding of the book 

MATERIALS NEEDED: usually none, but it depends on the book 

METHOD: 

1) Select and read a book to the children. (Here we will use The Very 

Hungry Caterpillar) 

2) Tell the children that we are going to act out the story in the book - 

that we will all BE the caterpillar. 

3) Act out the story by telling it, and doing appropriate movements: 

- the children are caterpillars, crawling along the ground 

-they all eat and eat until they have stomach aches (this can be 

funny, as they moan and roll around) ~_ 

-they fall asleep, awaken, eat a nice green leaf and feel better 

-they build a cocoon around them selves and sleep for six weeks 

-they push out of the cocoon and they are beautiful butterflies, who 

fly all around the room. 

4) Say something to end the story, such as "And THAT is the story of 

the little green caterpillar who turned into a butterfly." 

AGES: 

• 3s love this and all short imaginary activities like it. 

• 4s also love this, and really enjoy the humor in a story. 

• 5 s need a little coaxing, but once they've begun, they have a good 

time. 

RELATED AREAS: for a Motor Skills lesson, just incorporate the needed 

skills into the story. 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-255 
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LESSON: HIGH AND LOW ANIMAL GAMES 

SOURCE: original material 

GOAL: to improve understanding of the concepts HIGH and LOW 

MATERIALS NEEDED: none 

METHOD: 
1) First, ask the children to show you how high they can get ( while 

not moving around) 

(They generally raise their arms and sand on their tiptoes) 

2) Then, ask them to show you how low they can get (they generally 

he down or squat on the floor) 

3)Ask "Which animals can you do with a high movement?" 

(You will get big animals, and animals which fly!) 

4) Ask "Which animals can you do with a low movement?" 

5) A variation is "which animals can you do with your lowest 

movement?" 
6) Switch off between "high animals" and "low animals." 

7) At the end, switch off fast - it's very funny! 

AGES: 
•  3 s love to be animals, and need to have a lot of time between each 

instruction. 
| •  4s can play perfectly, and can copy each other's movements and then 

go back to their own. 

"•  5s can also be the ones to call out "high" and "low." 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-256 
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LESSON: BEND AND STRETCH 

SOURCE: A traditional nursery song 

GOAL: using the body in different ways, stretching, using a short 

amount of time profitably 

MATERIALS NEEDED: none 

METHOD: 
1) Have all the children stand up, not too close to one another. 

2) Sing, and do the body motions simultaneously (I guarantee that 

someone in your school will know the tune to this if you don't!): 

"Bend and stretch"   - kids bend and touch their toes, then stretch their 

arms up 

"Reach for the sky" - same position, stretching up even more 

"Stand on tippy-toes oh so high" - same position, but now on tiptoes 

"Bend and stretch" - same as before 

"Reach for the stars" - reaching up, stretching even higher 

"There goes Jupiter" - child bends to one side, keeping arms overhead 

"Here comes Mars" - child bends to the other side. 

3s love this game but need to develop the skills as they go. 

4s enjoy this as a warm-up for another activity. 

}Ss think it's a "baby game"! 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-257 



^soN: TELLING A STORY 

^OURCE: original material 

GOAL: practicing motor skills 

tegS^S ^EDED: none 

1) Have the children stand up, and tell them they are going to act out a 

story with you. 
2) As you tell the story, have it include moving around the room. 

e.g.: Once there was a horse who wanted to be a bird. But all he could 

do was gallop. 
3) Have the children do what the words say. Without moving any 

furniture, this is a real challenge! 
4) ft you need more control of your class, have them do the same thing, 

but in a line. 
e.g.: Once there was a piece of string that was suddenly able to walk! 

(or a train or a snake, etc.) 
5) As the children get good at this, add more difficult challenges: 

-they can't touch any furniture as they travel around the room 

-they each participate in telling the story 

1028 

AGES: 

of working around furniture. 
challenge 
5 s can take more conW by participating 

in telling the story. 

*#& 
Harlem Link 
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WESSON-RUN AROUND THE TEACHER 

^ substitute your name for the words - the teacher") 

SOURCE: original material 

GOAL- to test locomotive skills, and to teach "freeze" 

M^^jA^NEEDED: a chair and a drum or tambourine 

teacher sits on the chair in the middle of the area to be used, 

holding the drum or tambourine. 

2, Divide the children into groups (boy and girl groups work best here, 

because they have different motor skills in preschool. For example, 

girls learn to skip earlier than boys.) 
3) As you beat me drum or tambourine, call one name at a trme unal 

each member of the group is walking around you to the beat. 

4) Add a word chant to go with fte_drumbeat 

Mine is "Walk around Patti" : 

•-SS-; 

5) As the children go around her, the teacher changes the locomotive 

activity and the beat: e.g.; "Gallop around Patti" or "Skip around Patti" 

ggg. •s&;;  with appropriate beats 
g&) hinr. If you use "Run", it should be last in the sequence; 

otherwise it isn't controllable. 
|6) Teacher calls out stop, timing it with one loud bang on the drum. The 

Children freeze in their places. 
$ each group should at least two turns to play, keeping the waiting 

e short. 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-259 
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LESSON: ICECUBES 

^mrc. gaily Blane, movement speciahst, with my own additional 

movements 

GOALS: high and low concepts; acting out a scientific occurrence 

MATERIALS NEEDED: none 

1030 

METHOD: 

1) Have the children stand up, not too close to each other. 

2) Tell them they are frozen ice cubes, and ask if they can show you 

how frozen they are. (They all stiffen up.) 

3) Tell them that someone left them out on a counter, and now they are 

beginning to melt. Ask them to show you what that looks like. 

4) As they "melt," you can say: "melting, melting...." 

5)When they get to the floor, tell them they are completely melted. 

Af,)Ask if they know what they are. (They usually say water.) 

7) Reverse the process. They've been put back in the freezer - what 

happens? (They always stand up again to re-freeze!) 

hint When studying the properties of water, you can add 

variations to this game. Ice melts slowly at room temperature, 

but quickly over heat, for example. You can even have them turn 

into steam and "float" away in the air. 

AGES: 

• 3 s can do it but won't understand the idea behind it. But they still 

enjoy the lesson. 

• 4s particularly love floating away as steam! 

• 5s enjoy this, and will often ask related scientific questions (see p. 

78). 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit tt-260 
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LESSON: ACTING OUT A SCIENCE ACTIVITY 

SOURCE: original activity 

GOAL: to reinforce understanding of the science activity 

MATERIALS NEEDED: usually none, but it depends on the activity you 

wish to reproduce. 

MHHQD: 

1) First, do the science activity (we will use discovering the three states 

of water: ice, water, and steam) 

hint. Write down ( or draw) your findings, a' la the Scientific 

Method, so you   always have something to refer to. 

2) Tell the children you are going to act out the experiment: 

-first, the children are the water, sloshing about. (They will come 

up with inventive ways to look like water!) 

-then, they go into the freezer and stay there awhile, 

-they turn into ice (they all freeze, usually upright) 

-they can't move 

-then they go into a pot, on the stove, and you turn on the heat 

-they melt back into water 

- then they turn into steam and float away around the room. 

^ 3). Bring the children back to the place where you've written down your 

^findings, and show them again what they've just acted out. 
Kb 

^GES: 

3s are old enough to understand and enjoy this in the spring. 

4s love this, and will ask to do it again. They are interested in the 

^science as well as the movement. 

|s enjoy this, and want to branch out into other experiments: 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-261 
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Preface 
Throughout the years, the same inquiry is made. "Tribes? What is Tribes?" 
Our response is never quite the same. It keeps changing as more and more 
schools report the impact that the process of Tribes TLC®-Tribes Learning 
Community-brings to their school communities. In the early years schools 

were delighted to find that... 

.  membership in active learning groups (tribes) motivates students; 
• discipline problems fade away and teachers have more time to teach; 
.  the caring community culture promotes respect for diversity and 

character values; . 
• the climate of the school becomes safe and non-violent. 

We based our response to inquiries on those results. Now we realize that 
it is a bit like reporting on the development of'a growing child from 
infancy into his or her young adult years. Today it is known that the 
process of Tribes is a way to.,. 

.  re-culture and restructure the whole school as a learning 
community; 

.   .   develop teacher collegiality, reflective practice and collaborative 

planning; ' 
.  focus on the socialization of students as well as intellectual 

development; 
• and raise levels of academic achievement., 

Tribes is not a curriculum, not a program or list of activities. It is a 
"process"-a way to establish a positive culture for learning and human 
development throughout a school community. The process as described 
in this book is based on a synthesis of studies on children's development, 
cooperative learning, cognition, systems theory, multiple intelligences, 
human resilience and the skills needed for the 21st century. Hundreds of 
teachers, administrators, resource people, researchers and colleagues have 
contributed over the years to make Tribes what it is today. Particularly, 
we want to thank the teachers, trainers and administrators who have 
contributed articles to this edition. We also are delighted to have new 
chapter pictures from the nationally acclaimed photographer, Nita Winter, 
who captures joy, vitality and hope in the faces of children. Once again 
we appreciate the winsome artistry of Pat Ronzone for the new book 
covet and illustrations. Thank you one and all! , 

We welcome you as a new friend and colleague into the growing 
international Tribes Learning Community. May something herein lighten 
and brighten your days-and the futures of the children who come your 
way. This is really what the process known as "Tribes" is all about. 

Jeanne Cibbs 
Developer & Author 

Harlem Link 
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PARENTS 
"'%'-". who become involved in the 

school community will report 
• Their children like 

school better than before 
• Positive behavior carries over 

into the home 
Strengthening protective 

k factors to foster children's 
resiliency 

• Appreciation of their involve- 
ment with other parents and 
the staff of the school 

• A new recognition of their 
own role in their children's 
education 

TRIBES • A New Pattern of Interaction 
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STUDENTS 
who maintain long-term 
membership in classroom 
tribes will 
• Actively participate in 

the learning process 
• Communicate and work well 

with others 
• Value diverse abilities and 

cultural differences 
• Assume responsibility for their 

own behavior 
• Develop critical thinking and 

collaborative skills 
• Improve their sense of self-worth 

and mastery of academics 

MMSW 
riraivi 

of Learning ami 
Being Together 

TEACHERS 
who are long-term members of 
faculty planning groups and fully 
implement the Tribes process in 
their classroom will 
• Spend less time managing 

student behavior 
• Have more time for 

creative teaching 
• Notice that students are 

retaining what they learn 
• Enjoy professional dialogue and 

supportive colleagues 
• Reduce their own levels of stress 
• Enjoy teaching more than 

they have before 

ADMINISTRATORS 
who use the Tribes process to 
organize and support their 
students, staff, and parent 
community will 
• Have fewer student behavior 

problems 
• Benefit from significant and 

supportive parent involvement 
• Over time, improve 

academic achievement 
• Achieve recognition for trans- 

forming the school to excellence 

A Tribes school is a learning community 
where teachers, administrators, students, and parents all enjoy 
the mutual respect and caring essential for growth and learning 

Harlem Link 
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The Stages of DevelopmentinChildf© fi 
Age/Grade Key Systems    Cognitive Development Social Development 
2-4 
Preschool 

Family Preoperative Stage 

• magical thinking 
• circularity in thinking 
• difficulty dealing with more 

than 1 or 2 causes 
• concrete mental operations 

5-7 
Kindergarten 
to 1st Grade 

Family 

School 

Preoperative Stage 

• magical thinking 
• circularity in thinking 
• difficulty dealing with more 

than 1 or 2 causes 
• concrete mental operations 

emphasis on self 
oriented to parents 
needs limits, secure 
environment 
developing motor skills 

• build self-esteem 
• support pro-social 

development (sharing, taking 
turns, asking questions) 

• provide safe, caring 
environment 

emphasis on self 
identifies with own gender 
enjoys group play 
oriented to parents 

build self-esteem 
support pro-social 
development 
involve parents in activities, 
knowledge, social stages, and 
resiliency 
encourage sharing, caring 
behavior 
use cooperative learning 
groups 

7-11 
2nd to 5th 
Grade 

Family 

School 

Neighborhood 

Peers 

Concrete Operations 

• begins to think relationally 
and to generalize 

• becomes capable of 
integrating several variables 
(causes and relationships) 

oriented to parents 
enjoys group play and same 
gender peer relationships 
often competitive or has 
difficulties with peers 
often unaware of behavior 
effect on others 
impressed by older role 
models 
learns behavior from parent/ 
peer role models 
more concerned about 
physical image than social 

train parents and teachers in 
development of resiliency 
teach collaborative skills 
use cooperative learning 
groups 
provide feedback on behavior 
teach decision making and 
problem solving 

a 
CO 

5 
3 
Q. 
5" 

O c 

3 

=r 
-n c 
c 
n 

" This chart is based on a synthesis of stages described by child development theorists Jean Piaget and Erik Erikson. 
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When I first heard about 

Tribes, I said, 'Good. 

It's about time that non- 

native people realize how 

much Anishnoabe people 

have to offer.' The 

community circle is like 

ouTHealingCircle.lt 

allows everyone a chance 

to be seen, to speak, and 

to be heard. Each of us 

has a different way of 

looking at things. We can 

learn from each other. Ifs 

good to listen and watch. 

When you watch, you see 

everything. You learn to 

give to other people and 

you see different ways to 

deal with problems. 

» 

—Anne Wilson, Ojibwe 
elder, Manitou Rapids 

First Nation, 
.   Ontario, Canada 

"Why is this community circle so important each morning, each day? 
Brad Allen would say there are three big reasons: 

I want to help these students make a transition from whatever 
has gone on in their lives outside of school to the classroom. 

I want to have them feel included in the classroom community 
before working on tasks. 

I want to involve them in creating and sustaining a positive 
learning environment. 

the Community Circle 
The special spirit of community doesn't just happen in a classroom or 
organization by having people work in small groups, or by using 
randomly selected cooperative learning activities. Building community 
is a deliberate process that a teacher or leader facilitates over a period of 
time. It begins by creating inclusion for every person within the 
intended learning community and by practicing the set of positive 
Tribes agreements: 

• Attentive listening '   .-. 

• Appreciation/No put-downs 

• Right to pass 

• Mutual respect 

It takes several weeks for all students within a new class to be able to 
know everyone else. The purpose of the time is to give students many 
opportunities to present themselves in positive ways. During this time, 
the teacher not only will be selecting many of the Tribes inclusion 
strategies from this book, but will be teaching collaborative social skills 
and engaging students in honoring agreements. She will also be model? 
ing the skills and agreements.     • 

Experienced Tribes teachers may have students meet several times each 
day in a community circle for sharing, discussions on curricula, learn- 
ing collaborative skills, reflecting on the day, and celebrating. 

The daily community circle is step one in implementing the essential 
protective factors that foster resiliency: caring and sharing, participa- 
tion, and positive expectations. 

At the same time that a teacher begins to help students become famil- 
iar with the community circle process, he also begins to have people 
get together in pairs, triads, and groups of four or five, as an additions 
way to promote inclusion and to begin working together on academic 
topics. 

Inclusion example: "Find two people you still do not know very 
' r   n ••-—>-- -L^_. »~ir favorite summer outdoor activity. 

Harlem Link 
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Academic example: "Turn to a neighbor and for a few minutes 
discuss what you would have done if you had been Rosa Parks in 

her situation." 

This use of temporary small groups helps to make the transition to 
long-term Tribes membership groups. It also gives the teacher an 
opportunity to see how different combinations of students work 
together. 

Getting Started 
So there you are with twenty-six faces looking up at you expectantly. 
How do we get started? Remember the Tribes Trail Map? Yes, here in 
the beginning it is up to you to be directive...to help all become 
comfortable and feel included. Your primary responsibility is to make 
it safe for people to share and for you to affirm how glad you are that 
they are part of the learning community. The quality of the classroom 
environment is strongly influenced by your personal style, the behavior 
that you model and expect from your students. What is talked about 
during a community circle session is usually less important at this 
point than how the group interacts together. 

Here's an example of the community circle experience. You have 
chosen the strategy "Five Tribles." First, be sure that all people are 
sitting in a circle large enough so that each person can see all the other 
faces. Your students will probably chatter among themselves while the 

circle is being formed. Be patient and observe 
their interactions. Soon they will settle down and 

you can get started. 

Tell them, "This year our class will be working 
together in some new ways—in small groups, so that 

people can help each other learn and learn from each 
other. We will meet often as a whole class, talking to- 

gether in a community circle like this." 

Somewhere during this first introduction, raise your hand 
and tell the class that this is how you will ask for attention. 
It is a non-verbal signal. Whenever people see the teacher's 

raised hand it means that everyone also raises his or her 
hand and stops talking. You might state 

that using the signal means they will 
never have to hear you shout. 

"Now how many people would 
like that? (Ask for a show of 
hands.) It is also a great test of 
our awareness, or consciousness. 
Are the same people the first to 
notice: ?" 

Harlem Link 
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Giving Instructions 
Describe the activity or task that the community will be doing, and 
give the purpose for doing it. For example: "Look at the faces of these 
five litde creatures, called "Tribles," and choose one that seems to be 
what you feel like this morning. It's is important for us to hear how 
everyone is today before we begin to work together." Manage the time 
by asking students to make their statements in one or two sentences, a 
phrase or word. Some initial strategies, other than the "Five Tribles," 
that may be appropriate for your students are Community Circle 
Topics, Zoo Animals and JOY. Check the Tribes Strategy Grid in 
Chapter 11 to make selections for age, grade level and population 
groups. The primary purpose of Tribes active learning strategies is for 
teachers to use them as structures (formats) for the active learning of 
academic material. 

Initiating Sharing 
The teacher-facilitator initiates sharing by saying something like, "This 
morning 1 feel like the middle Trible, quiet but not excited. I think 
that is because I was up rather late last night." Then, "Let's go around 
the circle starting with you Jennifer." Remind everyone they have the 

right-to-pass. "When someone does pass, openly acknowledge 
'•-»**«.,,        the person with a nod or smile to convey that it is all 

right. After going around the circle once, facilitate a 
%   second go-around to give those who hesitated to   ~ 
V speak the first time a second opportunity. It is 
^ often helpful to pass a physical object such as a 

feather, bean bag, "talking pencil," stuffed animal, 
etc., from speaker to speaker. This helps younger 

children and special learners, who may have shorter 
^~  " attention spans. It also works well with those folks of 

any age who cannot stop talking even if no one is listening. Set a 
time limit for holding the physical object. 

Keeping Things Moving 
It is best not to repeat, paraphrase or comment on anyone's contribu- 
tion. Make mental notes on things you way to bring up later. How- 
ever, if someone gets put down by the group (derisive laughter groans, 
etc.) deal with the incident in a direct but matter-of-fact way. "People, 
remember the agreement that we made about not putting anyone 
down." Or ask the group "Which agreement do we seem to be 
ignoring?" And let the class identify it rather than you. 

Learning and Practicing the Tribes Agreements 
The second purpose of the community circle is to teach and practice 
the Tribes agreements and other basic social skills. Announce the skil 
to be practiced for a certain time: "Class, we will be practicing atten- 

J[i^njnB(durine our ten minutes of sharing." Be sure that the tir 
Harlem Link 
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he Daily Pledge of Fifth Grade 
Class D203 

The democratic group process 
of Tribes has provided us with 
a systemic approach to creating 
a climate where the responsibil- 
ity for learning is shared with 
all members of the class. In our 
classroom, we have a "Consti- 
tution" that is displayed and 
recited in unison every morn- 
ing. It is a pledge to honor the 
Tribes agreements. After 
determining what we wanted 
our learning community to be 
like for the year, the document 
was written by the students. 
We used the Tribes strategy, 
"An Ideal Classroom" to gather 
everyone's ideas. As I continue 
to use the Tribes process in my 
classroom, I know that the 
constructive social skills my 
students are gaining enable 
them to sustain community in 
our classroom every day. I 
believe the meaningful learning 
will allow them to create and 
sustain democratic group 
learning communities through- 
out their school years-and well 
into their future adult lives. 

Our Classroom 
Constitution 
We the people, in order to form an 
ideal classroom and establish 
attentive listening, mutual respect, 
appreciation, no put-downs,    .. 
participation, the right to pass, and 
safety, do ordain this Constitution 
for our class. 

Article 1: Attentive Listening 

We will listen with our eyes, ears, 
and heart. 

Article 2: Mutual Respect 

We will treat people the way we 
want to be treated. 

Article 3: Appreciation/ 
No Put-Downs 

We will speak kindly to others and 
think of other people's feelings. 

Article 4: Right to 
Participate/Pass 

We have the right to pass in certain 
activities, and know that the more 
we participate the more we gain. 

Article 5: Safety 

We will always think of safety first. 

From a 
Teacher's 
View 

Ten Ushijima, EdD 

is a 5th grade teacher 
at Militant Mauka 
Elementary School in the 
Central Oahu District. 
She has been actively 
involved in the Tribes 
assessment initiatives the 
last three years and has 
done extensive training 
throughout the district. 
Teri uses the Tribes 

process with children and 
adults'of all ages. 

B 

awwbw%q 

is well within your students' abilities. Begin transferring responsibility 
to the class by asking one or two people to keep track of the time, and 
later have them ask "How well did people listen to each other?" The 
class can also discuss and post "Spotlight Behaviors" that time-keepers 
select and look for during circle time. At the close of the circle discus- 
sion the time-keepers can identify people who demonstrated a "Spot- 
light Behavior." The rest of the class can guess which behaviors were 

) spotlighted. Kids love this, and try to demonstrate all of the behaviors 
during circle time. 

!;• 

* 

Harlem Link 
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No matter what my voice 

and eyes are saying, if my 

heart isn't present, I 

remain separate from my 

students and they will 

know it. 

—Vicki Stewart 

Harlem Link 
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Defining Community Agreements 
It is important for the students in your classroom to enter into a 
discussion of what they need in order to feel safe, or trusting, in a 
group. Take the time to do this rather than simply posting the Tribes 
agreements. This can be done as a brainstorm in small groups or as a 
community circle discussion. Typically, people will say things like 

"I don't like it when people call me names." 

"I don't want to get pushed around." 

"I don't want to do something just because everyone else does." 

"I don't want our group to fight and hassle all the time." 

"I want people to like me." 

"I want people to listen to me when I talk." 

After the brainstorm, synthesize and summarize similar statements that 
are as close as possible to the basic four Tribes agreements introduced 
in the last chapter. ** 

• Attentive listening 

• Appreciation/No put-downs 

• Right to pass 

• Mutual respect 

It's OK if the class feels it needs one more agreement. However, since 
: the purpose of these agreements is to build a positive learning environ- 
ment and to have students become responsible for sustaining the 
agreements, the list should be brief—actually no more than five. It 
must not become just another version of school or teacher rules. The 
agreements are relational, denning how we want to relate to each 

. other. Such rules as No Running in the Halls or No Pushing in the Bus 
Line are not what is meant by relational agreements. In time such behav- 
iors will lessen due to the agreements of mutual respect and no put- 
downs being internalized by students. The point is to have your 
students "own" the agreements as much as possible. Even though you 
may have a beautiful graphic of the agreements ready for posting, save 
it for the next day or have the chss make posters after this important 
discussion. 

Of course, this initial activity may not be possible with younger chil- 
dren or all populations. In that case, do your graphic ahead of time, 
and have it posted in a prominent place in the classroom. Tell the class 
that these agreements help people get along well together and create a 
classroom that everyone will enjoy. 

— j_i:-~»js absolutely the most essential factor in teaching 
ments. Modeling comes through to kids as au- 
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len it is congruent and heartfelt. Vicki Stewart once said, 
r what my voice and eyes are saying, if my heart isn 't present, I 
mate from my students and they know it. "Creating the Tribes 
ent begins with you, the facilitator, owning and living the 

ts yourself. It also means 
Etting aside a lesson plan long enough to tune into a student's 

oncern or pain 
king non-judgmental, patient, and caring even with the more 

lifficult ones 
Avoiding subtle put-downs in the midst of frustration or stress 

Standing on your own rights...to pass, to state your feelings, to 
say "No, I choose not to do that. It would hot be good for me." 

Affirming through warm eye contact or a gentle touch on the 

shoulder 
Laughing at your own mistakes; conveying your own fallibility 
and commitment to lifelong growth and learning 

ns being there in an authentic way, consciously present in the 
itial moment...touching, speaking, and listening with head and 

I , 

rtive Listening 
tive listening is probably the most 
rtant social skill to be taught and 
iced by everyone in the learning 
nunity. Unfortunately, for many 
:nts (and adults) the experience of 
5 listened to in a caring way rarely 

'ens. 
ntive listening is a gift to be given. It depends upon 

» Acknowledging the person who is speaking with full attention 

and eye contact 
• "Withholding one's own comments, opinions, and need to talk at 

the time   . 
»  Paraphrasing key words to encourage the speaker and 

to let them know they have been heard 
• Affirming through body language that the speaker is being heard 

• Paying attention not only to the words but also to the feelings 

behind ^h.c words 

you 

eyes 

undivided 
attention 

heart 

Harlem Link 
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Too often we half-listen to each other, running the words through our 
heads that we want to say as soon as it is our turn. Most teachers 
assume that kids have learned at home how to listen. Most adults ' ; 

assume that we all do it well—though we may never have been taught 
the principles. 

The skill of attentive listening needs to be considered a priority within 
every school's curriculum because it affects children's ability to learn 
academic material. This is especially important as classrooms move 
toward cooperative educational methods. Some of the listening skills 
that should be practiced include: 

• Attending (listening silently with full attention) 

• N on-verbal encouragement (nodding "Uh-huh") 

• Paraphrasing ("What I heard you say was...") 

• Reflecting feelings ("You sound angry...") 

Begin with these strategies: 

• Teaching listening 

• Teaching paraphrasing 

• Reflecting feelings 

Appreciation/No Put-Downs 
If one of our main objectives is to develop a sense of self-worth and 
self-esteem in children, school systems and families must find ways to 
eliminate the scores of derogatory and negative remarks that bombard 
young people each day. Unfortunately, put-down remarks are a basic 
form of communication among children and adults themselves; at 
times they are used in families to convey affection: you goof-off, you 
jerk, you crazy kid. Though off-hand or flippant, they not only dam- 
age self-esteem but undermine the level of trust within a group. A 
positive climate that builds self-worth cannordevelop unless you, the 
teacher-facilitator 

• Challenge students themselves to prohibit put-down remarks 

• Encourage students to exchange statements' of appreciation 
(positive regard and recognition) 

Eliminating put-downs can be a tedious process until students therhr 
selves begin to object when they hear one. When calling attention to a 
put-down, remind people that the class has made an agreement not to 
use them. 

One way to encourage your class to confront put-down statements is 
to teach them to respondwith I-Messages: "I feel sad when I'm called 
'stupid, 'Aaron, It's a put-down and hurts!" The next chapter contains 

,j-~-"'-»«rtns for teaching I-Messages. 
Harlem Link~~     ~       : ~  
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nimizing put-down statements is half of the step toward building 

dent self-esteem. Put-downs need to be replaced with statements of 

jreciation. You might want to tell the class that as we quit hurting 
jple with put-downs, we will discover that just as a coin has two 
es, our put-down agreement has a secret ori its other side that will 

p everyone feel great. It's called appreciation. Helping people of any 
: to express appreciation often can reel like swimming against a 
Dng current. It is a sad commentary on our society that in the course 
a day we make five times as many negative comments as statements 

it affirm how we value each other. 

Ltements of appreciation are invited after every strategy and are 
•deled by the teacher throughout the day. It is very important that 
a search for truths to say. Kids know when something doesn't ring 
e—is not sincere and honest. To help people begin making state- 
nts of appreciation, use such sentence starters as these: 

"I liked it when... (describe the situation)." 

"Ifelt good when you..." 

"I admire you for... (describe the quality). " 

:er completing a group activity, write the sentence starter on the 
ilk board and invite people to make statements. Your own modeling 
courages the sharing of positive statements perhaps more than 
iohing. It is important that you model being both a good giver and 

ood receiver. 

amples 

"I appreciate your kindness, Joel." 

"The ideas that you came up with, Sandy, made our project special." 

"Ifelt honored when you gave me a copy of your own poem." 

ie Right to Pass 
e right to pass means that each person has the right to choose the 
ent to which she or he will share in a group activity. It is the essence 
our democratic system not to be coerced, to have a right to one's 
vacy, and to take a stand, if necessary, apart from the majority, 
ithout such guarantees, individual freedom within a group is not 
>tected. Choosing the right to pass means that the community 
mber prefers not to share personal information or feelings, or to 
ively participate in the group at the moment. It may be their choice 
remain quiet and to be an observer for a short period of time. This 
ht must be affirmed repeatedly by teachers and peers: "OK, you do 
ve the right to pass. It's just fine to do so. "Being a silent observer is still 
!)rm of participation and can also lead to greater learning. 

It is a sad commentary on 

OUT society that we make 

five times as many 

negative comments in 

the course of a day as 

statements that affirm 

how we value each other. 

m 
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This protective agreement is essential within all organizational and 
group settings because it provides control to members. It encourages 
students to be self-determining and responsible for their own well- . 
being among peers. It gives members the practice and courage to stand 
back from situations that are uncomfortable or contrary to their own 
values. Drug abuse prevention programs for secondary students have 
emphasized the teaching of refusal skills, and the slogan "Just Say No" 
has become popular over the last few years>However, we are convinced 
that the teen years are a bit late to begin learning refusal skills: By this 
time admonishing kids to just say "No" is somewhat simplistic. They 
need to be able to assert their right to pass throughout all their devel- 
opmental years! To be "me" and to know that "I" do not have to go 
along with the crowd is an essential resiliency strength for life. 

Many teachers are anxious that if this agreement is used in classrooms, 
students will pass on learning subject matter. First of all, the agreement 
does not apply when individual accountability is required on learning 
tasks. Students do not have the right to pass on homework, taking 
tests, responding to the teacher, etc. They do, however, have the right 
to pass on peer-led interaction. It is important to keep in mind that~ 

• Temporarily withdrawing from activity does not mean a 
student is not learning 

• You can count on the tribe, or peer group, to draw the person 
who usually passes back into an active working role 

•i 

Healthy human development and resiliency depend upon young 
people becoming inner-directed rather than remaining dependent 

upon outer control from others. 

Mutual Respect 
The purpose of the mutual respect agreement is to "assure 

everyone that their individual cultural values, beliefs, and needs 
will be considered and properly honored. It also means respect by -. 

adults for children's rights, needs, and differences. The rich 
multicultural diversity of our population is an invaluable resource f6r 
this country's future. Within a school community this agreement 

means respect for , 

• Others—no matter what their race, gender, age, 
color, or learning ability 

• Newcomers from other cities, states, or countries 

• Teachers, parents, and other caring adults 

• Personal property and individual privacy        v ' 

• Individual skills, talents, and contributions 

This new agreement for the Tribes process was expanded from one 
once called "confidentiality/no rumors-no gossip," which we regard as 

Harlem Link 
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one of the important aspects of mutual respect. Students will continue 
to need assurance of confidentiality—to know that others in their 
group will not disclose personal confidences. For students in classroom 
tribes, No Gossip does not mean that a student should not go home 
and tell her parents what she said or did in her tribe. It does mean that 
she does not have group members' permission to disclose what some- 
one else may have said. 

One way to teach this part of the agreement is to have each tribe make 
lists of how people feel when someone gossips about them. Help them 
to see that it is OK to share your own secret elsewhere, but not 
another's. Example questions: 

"How did you feel when someone told Amy what you were going to give 
her for her birthday?" 

"Was a surprise ever spoiled for you due to someone's sharing?" 

"Do you think gossip always hurts people?" 

Building Collaborative Skills Through 
Stages of Group Development 
The Tribes process with its sequential stages of group development— 
inclusion, influence and community—is a pathway for the develop- 
ment of the essential collaborative skills that students (and all of us) 
need in order to live, love, play, and work well together. Collaborative 
skills don't just happen, even though we may use cooperative learning 
groups in classrooms, or have the intent to collaborate with others on a 
work project. The skills must be taught and practiced over and over in 
relation to others who share a common purpose and meaning in their 
lives. This could be a class, faculty, a work team, a board of directors, a 
neighborhood group, or city council. Whenever human systems do not 
work well or fall apart, these vital human skills are missing. Collabora- 
tive skills are the constructive thinking and social skills set forth in the 
U.S. Secretary of Labor's report as necessary skills for the 21st Century. 
Business leaders say that more jobs are lost due to the inability to work 
well with others than due to a lack of knowledge among American • 
workers. 

The graphic on the next page illustrates the twelve skills taught and 
strengthened during the sequential stages of group development in a 
Tribes classroom. Inclusion skills prepare the class to handle the 
influence stage. The essential collaborative skills learned in the influ- 
ence stage become the foundation for a vital community...working 
together with others from diverse backgrounds, solving problems, 
[assessing for improvement, and celebrating their achievements. The 
ongoing practice of these key collaborative skills creates a classroom 
with high levels of participation on the part of all students and estab- 
lishes a positive climate for teaching and learning. 

"-\ 

a 

Placing socially unskilled 

students in a learning 

group and telling them to 

cooperate obviously will 

not be successful. Students 

must be taught the social 

skills needed for collabo- 

ration, and be motivated 

to use them. 

—David and Roger 
Johnson 

•r .. 
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TRIBES Learning Community 

%> 

Seven Steps in Teaching Collaborative Skills 

1. Engage students in identifying the need for the skill (using discussion, role-play, story, or situation). 

2. Teach the skill (using the Looks/Sounds/Feels-Like structure or other strategy). 

3. Practice the skill regularly, and have students give feedback on how well it was used. 

4. Transfer the responsibility to the tribes to remind each other to use the skill. 

5. Ask reflection questions about the use of the skill in tribes, the class, the playground, at home, etc. 

6. Point out times when you notice people using the skill well. /i" 

7. Notice and celebrate when the skill is "owned" as a natural behavior in the classroom or school. 

Harlem Link 
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From a 
Teacher's 
View 

Brian Jones 

Creative Canadian 
kindergarten teacher/ 

consultant/speaker for the 
Durham Board of 

Education, Ontario, is 
now a Course Director/ 
Professor for the Faculty 

of Education at York 
University. We are 

certain that Brian's 
knowledgeable 

experiences with children 
in the formative years 

will be extremely helpful 
in his work with teachers 

of all grade levels. 

H ow can we use Tribes in 
preschool and kindergarten? 

Brian Jones' eyes sparkled when he 
talked about using the Tribes 
process with the 3 to 5 year-olds. 
Laughing at himself, he said, Yes, I 
had to learn that what worked on 
Monday, might not work on 
Friday. But I do know what these 
little people are like: 

They love to talk 

They love to touch, reel and 
manipulate objects 

They are egocentric 

They play beside each other 
before playing with a partner 

They enjoy the element of 
fantasy 

They love praise, positive 
reinforcement 

They mimic and model 
behavior 

They talk spontaneously 

They want to be heard 

They like choices and situations 
they can control 

They want to share, and 

They are honest. 

The Tribes process gave me the 
structure we needed. The biggest 
improvement has been having 
these very early learners reflect 
upon their experiences and 
feelings. 

Each day I discuss the agenda in 
our community circle and share 
what will happen in various blocks 

of time known as morning 

circle, the 8 intelligence centers 

and "study-buddies," (tribes). 

Community circle topics of 

interest promote participation... 

especially those that give advice 

to me, the teacher. We pass a 
teddy bear around the circle. 
Whoever has the bear is the 

speaker and the others are 
listeners. Some great topics 
have been: 

• Today is going to be a 
good day because... 

• I know someone loves me 
when... 

• What's your favorite fairy 
tale? Why? 

• If a hockey stick wasn't a 
hockey stick, what else 
could it be? 

• What would be a good 
name for a new dinosaur? 
Donut-o-saurus? Sing-a- 
saurus? 

• What do you think I 
should get my wife, Mrs. 
Jones, for her birthday? 

Social skills are a vital part of 
every lesson. I constantly refer to 
Gonzo. This puppet oversees all 
social skill T-charts. Here are a 
few modifications to some of the 
Tribes strategies for 3-5 ^year- 
olds. 

• Two-on-a-Grayon: 

(p. 223) becomes two-on- 
a-paper at first! 
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Jigsaw: (p. 330) Tell a few 

(2-4) students how to 
complete a learning activity 
so that they become the 
"experts." Have small 
groups sit with these experts 
to learn the expectations. 

GalleryWalk:(p.238) 
Have students stand beside 
their art masterpieces, and 
answer one question and 

. ,  V . acknowledge one 
'..'.•,... .appreciation statement 

•iiX-IiV.'. that observers may ask. 

Unpeople Hunt: (p. 280) Use 

jArainstorming: (p. 259) 
ji^hole class brainstorming 
||flth teacher recording in 

ords or images. Popular 
jpics included: 

Sild a super-duper 
kdwich 

|ild a best dinner 

||d a better bedroom 

iid a better bathroom 

|hen ICapers: (p. 290) 
^partners or tribes a bag 
ink. They can make 
|iihg they want to as 
lias it is all attached. 

Jap: (p. 291) Change 
l^day map." 

Ac: Got up, had 
||fc, brushed teeth, 

\bttir, etc. 

^Babble: (p. 233) 
|dents a small plastic 

i animal to hold 
fly move around the 

ing the animal 

• Am I Napoleon? (p. 263) 
Tape pictures and/ or an 
alphabet letter on the backs 
of people. 

• Where do I Stand? (p. 323) 
Give small people only two 

choices. 

Examples: Who is braver: 
Jack in the Beanstalk or 
Little Red Riding Hood? 

. Should the world have 
weapons? Yes/No? 

• Appreciating Others: 
(p. 269) Have two hats 
available in the classroom; 
one labeled "Praiser"   \ 
and the other labeled 
"Encourager." People who 
wear these hats have the job 
of circulating throughout 
the room, finding out what 
peers are doing and giving 
appreciation statements. 

In preparing lessons I read an 
activity and then re-think it through 
the eyes of kindergarten students. I 
ask myself how can I modify it to 
meet the children's developmental 
level and at the same time use it as a 
vehicle to teach the Ontario 
Provincial Curriculum Expectations. 
The Tribes process has helped me to 
survive a full day program with 25 
3-5 year-old students and no 
classroom assistant. 

1048 179 

a 

My tribe are my friends— 

we work together and like 

us lots. 

T-Sarah, 4 years old 

I know it's working when 

my students go to each 

other as a source of help 

and learning. It makes 

my class size almost 

manageable to be able to 

have them in small 

groups working together 

so that I can devote my 

focus to a few children at 

a time. But the overall 

message is tHat they can 

seek in each other the 

skills and know-how to 

accomplish wonderful    • 

things. 

—Kindergarten 
teacher, 

San Francisco 

T- 

•I 

J 
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From a 
Teacher's 
View 

Michele Cahag MA. 

has been a special education 

teacher of communicatively 

handicapped middle school 

students for more than 15 

years for the El Dorado 

County Superintendent 

of Schools Office in 

California. She is a Tribes 

Master Trainer and has 

been deeply involved in the 

research and development 

of Tribes TLC® training 

and materials. In the 

midst of meetings, she can 

be counted on to remind 

everyone of her own 

primary purpose— "to 

improve, the lives of kids 

and their families." • 

H 
1049 

ow does the Tribes process work 
with special ed students? 

The Tribes process creates the 

positive social climate so critical to 

the needs of the special education 

student. Typically, special ed 

classrooms are populated by 

multiple age groups of multi- 
ability-level students. With some 

modifications, Tribes can be 
implemented with these classes as 
well as in regular classes that have 
mainstreamed special needs stu- 

dents. Here are some tips to special 
education teachers:. 

••   Follow the same group 
development sequence as 
described in this book 

•   Introduce the Tribes agree- 
ments one by one; make sure 
that students understand the 
need for each agreement and 
how it will be helpful to the 
class and to themselves; post 
visuals (posters, pictures, and 
written instructions) of the 
agreements and refer to them 
often; practice each one in 
many ways (auditory, 
kinesthetic, musical) over an 
extensive number of days 
until they become "the way 
we are together" 

The community circle is the most 
important strategy to develop in 
special education classrooms. It 
gives you the opportunity to gather 
everyone together; to practice the 
agreements; to experience inclusion 
strategies, address problems, and 
make group decisions. Be sure to 
give clear directions as well as visual 
cues for whatever topics are being 
talked about. Always model a 

response first yourself to be certain 

that directions for the strategy are 

clear. Trust built through regular 

use of a community circle enables 

reticent students to express 

themselves and to find commonali- 
ties with peers. Use many affirma- 

tive reflection questions, such as, 
"Terry, how did you decide that 
everyone would enjoy learning 
about fly fishing?" 

Such reflection questions, repeat- 
edly used, can help to move 
students to higher thinking skills 
and also build self-esteem. Just as 
in all classes using the Tribes 
process, an invitation to peers to 
give appreciation statements needs 
to follow every activity. 

Most of the Tribes strategies can 
be used as written or with the 
modifications shared above. A 
valuable resource for implementing 
Tribes in special education classes 
is the book In Their Own Way, by 
Thomas Armstrong. Armstrong 
was a special education teacher 
who saw that the application of 
Howard Gardner's work on seven 
intelligences would be of immense 
value in working with students 
with special needs. The book helps 
teachers and parents to understand 
that students may be stronger in 
other intelligences than in those 
traditionally used in schools. 
Teachers having a clear under- 
standing of the seven intelligences 
can provide their special students 
with choices on how they can 
share their knowledge of the 
material. The Multiple Intelligence 
Idea Chart in Chapter 8 and the 

I- 

I 
# 
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description of the intelligences in 
Chapter 3 can help you to enrich 
che ways in which you work with 

pour class. 

Tribes energizers (contained in 
the Strategy section) are also a 
great way to involve special 
learners, especially the kinestheuc 
youngster who has a difficult time 
sitting for long periods of time 
doing tasks that do not require 
physical activity. In order for 
these children to reclaim their 
energy for learning, they need to 
be involved periodically in 
complex movements in the large 
muscles of the arms, legs, and 

torso. 

Energizers lend themselves to 
classroom use with a minimal 
amount of preparation time. 

A management technique that is 
very helpful is "Stop the Action." 
Whenever a lot of disruptions are 
happening, simply call out 
"freeze" or "stop the action." 
Then guide your students to 
identify whatever was happening, 
and die behaviors that would be 
more helpful. Ask them to share 
ways they can help the class 
accomplish the desired behaviors. 
This helps them to recognize 
their own responsibility and the 
positive contribution that each 
one can make to the community. 

Do read about the Research 
Triangle Institute's identification 
of Tribes for teaching social skills 
to students with disabilities. A 
summary is in Chapter 12, 
"Resources." 

The following strategies and 
energizers are easy to implement 
in special education classes 
because they require little or no 

modification: 

Community Circle 

Two on a Crayon 

Fuzzyland Map 

Creative Storytelling 

Warm Fuzzies 

Warm Fuzzybag 

Five Tribles 

Brainstorming 

Sharing from a Sack 

Bumper Sticker 

Spider Web 

Life Map 

Kitchen Kapers 

Cooperation Squares 

One, Two, Three 

Thumbs Up-Thumbs Down 

Where Do I Stand? 

Put Yourself on the Line 

Peer Response Huddle 

Love My Neighbor 

I Love You, Honey 

Zap! 

Snowball 

185 

.M 
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STRATEGY TITLE 

Abstract Painting Of Feelings 

Active Ignoring 

All In The Family 

Alligator Attack 

Alligators 

Am I Napoleon? 

Animal Triads 

Appreciating Others 

1052 

Barnyard Babble 

Boasters 

Brainstorming 

Bubble Gum 

Building A Time Machine 

Bumper Sticker 

Bumpety-Bump-Bump 

Campaign Manager 

Career Choices 

Celebrity Sign-In 

Chain Reaction 

Clap-Slap 

Client-Consultants 

Community Circle 

Community Circle Metaphor 

Confrontation 

Consensus-Building 

Cooperation Squares 

Creative Storytelling 

Current Events Debate 
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STRATEGY TITLE 

£JS? 

Our World Is Changing 

Outlines 

Pantomime 

Paraphrase Passport 

Paraphrasing 

Partner Introduction 

Peer-Response Huddle 

366 

264 

237 

C 
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People Hunt 

People Machine 
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People Patterns 388 

People Puzzles 253 

Perception & Transmission        336 

Personal Contract 311 

Personal Journal 302 

Poem By Our Tribe 347 

Put Down The Put-Downs        368 

Put Yourself On The Line 322 

Rain 393 

Reasons And Alternatives 289 

Reflecting Feelings 369 

Resentment/Appreciation 315 

Roles People Play 384 

Secrets 297 

Self-Esteem Cards 278 

Shaping Up with Blocks 333 

Sharing From A Sack 261 

Shoe 'n Tell 262 

Shuffle Your Buns 391 

Silhouettes 228 
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Singing The Blues 

Skin The Snake 

Slip Game 

Snowball I-Messages 

Something Good 

256 

394 

293 

371 

255 

Something I Cherish 273 

Space Pioneers 312 

Special Friend I Know 345 

Spider Web 246 

Stand Off 387 

Stand Up 387 

Student-Developed Lesson 372 

Suggestion Circle 375 

Taking A Closer Look 235 

Teaching Agreements 378 

Teaching I-Messages 376 

Teaching Listening 251 

Teaching Paraph/Ref Feelings    377 

That's Me—That's Us! 

Third-Party Mediation 320 

This Is Me 287 

Three Ball Pass 

Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down      321 

Tower-Building 314 

Tribal Peer Coaching 329 

Tribe Graffiti 300 

Tribe Mimes/Role-Play 303 

Tribe Portrait 338 

Trust Circle 387 ®# 
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STRATEGY TITLE 

Trust Walk 

Two On A Crayon 

38" 

22: 

Two Truths and a Lie 

Unfinished Fantasies 

Urgent! 

Warm Fuzzies 

Warm Fuzzy Bag 

Week In Perspective 

389 

310 
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What Feelings Do You Have? | 226 

What Will Happen Next? 

What's In A Name? 

What's In My Name? 

What's In Your Wallet?. 

What's The Tint...Glasses? 

What's Your Bag? 

Where Do I Stand? 

Why Is This Word Important? | 343 

292 

323 

Wink 

Wishful Thinking 

Zap 

Zoo Stories 

Zoom, Zoom, Brake! 

387 
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TRIBES • Strategies and Energizers fm 
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I 

Objectives 
1. To build community inclusion 
2. To divide people into tribes or random groups 
3. To have a hilarious time 

Instructions 
1. Prepare a small slip of paper for each student. Depending on the 

i    number of tribes that the community will divide into, select names 
of that many noisy animals. Examples: horse, cow, chicken, pig, 
sheep, donkey, mouse, rooster, dog, cat. 

2. Write the name of an animal (or use a picture) on each slip so that 
the students in the "horse" tribe all have slips labeled "horse" and 
the students in the "chicken" tribe all have slips marked "chicken." 

3. If you are assigning students to specific tribes, write the name of the 
student on one side of the slip and the name of the animal on the 
other side. . 

4. Before distributing the slips, tell the students that they are not to let 
anyone else know what animal names are on their slips. 

5. Have the community circulate with eyes closed, making the noises 
of their animals. 

6. When all the students with the same animal names find each other, 
have the "animal tribes" sit together and discuss and reflect. 

Suggested Reflection Questions 
Content/Thinking 

• What do you think of this way of finding tribe members? 
• What made this an exciting way to divide into tribes? 

Social 
• How did it feel when you found each other? 

Personal 
• How did you end up finding your tribe? 
• How do you feel now? 

Appreciation 
Invite statements of appreciation: 

• "I was [feeling when..." 
• "Thank you, [name] for..." 
• "I liked it when..." 

Barnyard 
Babble 

Grades: K-adult 
Time: 15 minutes 
Grouping: community 
Materials: name slips 

i 
Option: Have the community divide into tribes by humming, or 
singing nursery rhymes or familiar tunes. Multi-cultural and adult 
groups (teachers and parents) may enjoy using different dance steps. 

Harlem Link 
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Objectives 
1. To increase awareness of importance of stating appreciation 
2. ToJpractice the norms 
3. To provide for initial inclusion 

Instructions 
1. Pass out "Appreciating Others" worksheet to all class members. 
2. In the front of the room post a large visual of the worksheet from 

which you can work as a model. 
3. Ask each student to fill in the boxes with positive statements, one to 

self, best friend, Mom and/or Dad, and a classmate. Suggest that 
they use some of the positive statement forms noted on the bottom 
of the worksheet, if they need to. 

4. Ask the students to meet in tribes to share their positive statements. 
5. Have one member of each tribe record all the core ideas that are 

included on the tribe members' worksheets. 
6. Ask the recorder from each tribe to report the summaries to the 

community. 
.  7. Suggest that students tell one of their statements to the person it was 

written to. 

Suggested Reflection Questions 
Content/Thinking 

• Why did you learn to give statements of appreciation? 
• What were three statements shared by your tribe 

members? 
Social 

• How can making statements of appreciation help a tribe work 
together better? 

• Why is it important to make statements of appreciation to 
friends, family, and others? 

Personal 
• How do you feel when you receive a statement of appreciation 

from someone else? 
• Which of the statements you wrote would make you feel good? 

Appreciation 
Invite statements of appreciation: 

• "I liked it when..." 
• "Thank you for;.." 

Option 
Ask how many students would commit to using at least one apprecia-" 
tion statement every day. Have tribes write contracts to do so. Post the 
contracts and revier^- — Harlem Link ~~ 

Exhibit H-288 

Appreciating 
Others 

Grades:       2-adult 
Time: 45 minutes 
Grouping:   community, tribes 
Materials:    "Appreciating 

Others" worksheets, 
pencils, large paper, 

.   felt pens 
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Kitchen 
Kapers 

Grades: 
Time: 25-30 minutes. 
Grouping:   tribes, subgroups 
Materials:    3 x 5-inch cards, 

paper clips, tooth 
picks, pencils, 
envelopes 

Objectives 

1. To build inclusion and influence 
2. To experience the creative power of brainstorming as a 

problem-solving technique 
3. To promote creativity and fun 

Instructions 
1. Prepare packets containing two 3 x 5-inch cards, two paper clips, 

four toothpicks, and one pencil in a sealed business-sized envelope. 
2. Have the community meet in tribes or form subgroups. Review the 

agreements. 
3. Give each tribe a packet. State that they will have twelve 

minutes to invent and build "one kitchen utensil every household 
simply must have." Encourage bizarre, zany, and unique ideas. State 
that all tribe members need to participate. 

4. Stop the "inventors" at twelve minutes. 
5. Ask each tribe to then prepare a short, three minute commercial 

advertising its product. All members need to take part in the 
commercial. 

6. Have each tribe present their commercial to the community. 

Suggested Reflection Questions 
Content/Thinking 

• What inventions did the tribes create? 
• How did the purpose of the utensil change as you 

built it? 
• What did you learn from this activity? 

Social 
• How did leadership in your tribe evolve? 

t""«  How can building project like this help build tribe spirit? 
Personal 

"^ How did you feel before your tribe knew what it would build? 
• How did you feel when you completed the invention? 

Appreciation 
Invite statements of appreciation (to tribe members): 

• "I felt good when..." 
• "I liked it when..." 

j 
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objectives Where Do I 
1. To encourage sharing O 1-> 
2. To encourage respect for individual differences otcUlCl. 
3. To experience inclusion and influence  

Grades: 3-adult 
Instructions '     Time: 15-40 minutes- 
1. On large cards, print four animal names: lion, deer, fox, dove. Grouping: community, tribes 
2. Suspend the animal signs from the ceiling in four areas of the classroom. Materials: animal signs 
3. Ask each student to stand under the sign for the animal that they are string tape 

most like when in their tribe. Encourage people to talk among them       «^-«---^^_i^_i. 
selves while they are deciding where to stand. 

4. "When all the students have chosen animals and have taken their places 
under the signs, ask them to share why they placed themselves where 
they did. 

5. Continue the activity by repeating steps 3 and 4 with other situations. 
Examples: 

• How you are with your friends? 
• How you are with your family? 
• How are you by yourself? 
• How are you in a social situation with people you don't know? 

6. Ask the students to meet in tribes and talk about their choices—why 
they stood where they did. 

7. Have all write in their Personal Journals what they learned. 

m 

Suggested Reflection Questions   . 
Content/Thinking 

. • What are the qualities of a lion/fox/dove/deer? 
• What did you learn about other students in the community/yourself? 

Social 
• Why would you find it difficult to take a stand? 
• How is taking a stand an important skill for all of us? 

Personal 
• How did you feel when you took your stand? 
• How did you feel sharing your reasons with the community? 
• What did you learn about yourself? 

Appreciation 
Invite statements of appreciation: 

• "I was interested when..." 
• "I felt good when you said..." 

Alternate Signs 
• Mountain, river, ocean, meadow 
• Piano, trumpet, drum, flute 
• Have students suggest signs  

Harlem Link 
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Lesson 5 - Grade 3 
1062 

Being a Good Listener 

Objectives:       To understand the traits of a good listener 

To practice the school listening look 

Notes to teacher: 
• Listening behaviors are influenced by culture, family style, and learning style. It's 

important to be respectful of the fact that listening may look different at home or for 
individual students. The school listening look refers to expectations for listening at 
school. 

• pring a newsprint pad and marker to Open Circle. 

Lesson Plan: 

1. Remind students that for homework, they were to find out three things they have in 
common with the person they sat beside during the last Open Circle meeting. Ask 
for volunteers to share what they learned. 

2. Ask students to take a moment and think of someone who really listens to them. 
Ask them what that person looks like when she/he is listening. (Students will 

• mention sitting still, maintaining eye contact, smiling, nodding, etc.) Ask them what 
that person sounds like when she/he is listening. (Saying,  'Uh huh," asking relevant ~ 
questions, etc.) Ask them how it feels to be listened to. 

3. Have students think of someone they know who does not listen well. What does this 
person look like? What does this person sound like? Ask students how they feel 
when they are not listened to. 

4. Structure a role play for good listening. Ask for a volunteer who would be willing to 
tell you about something she did, saw, or read. You role play a good listener. Have 
the class observe the role play and describe what they saw you do or not do. Ask 
the student who participated in the role play if he or she felt listened to. 

5. Ask for a second volunteer to do the same as the first. This time you role play a 
poor listener. Ask the class to describe what they saw you do or not do. Ask the 
student who participated in the role play if she/he felt listened to. 

6. Tell students now that you have talked about good and poor listeners, it would be a 
good idea to have a chart for them to look at in the classroom. On newsprint record 
what they think a good listener looks and sounds like. 

Open Circle Curriculum Grade 3 Page 19 
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7. Ask students what they think good listening looks like in school. You might 
summarize their ideas by explaining that in a school community this means that   i n o o 
bodies are still, they are sitting up, they are looking at the speaker, and they are 
focusing on what is being said. It may be a little different in other places, but this is 
what listening looks like in a school community. Practice what listening looks like in 
school. 

Ask for a volunteer to tell a story to the class about something that is fun to do after 
school. The listeners are to use the school listening look. When the speaker is 
finished, he/she will compliment the class on what was done well. Tell students they 
canimprove their listening skills by asking the speaker a question when the speaker 
is finished talking. Ask if anyone has a question for the speaker. 

8. Tell students that you will be watching for the school listening look during the day 
and will compliment them when you see it. If you do not see it, you will ask, "Is this 
the school listening look?" Note improved listening of students during the day and 
comment on it. ("Michelle, you were able to sit very still while listening today.") 

Ask students to try outtheirnew listening skills at home by asking an adult in their 
familytotell about his/her day. Ask students to drawapictureofagood listener and 
writeadescription. 

supplementary ^esso^ 
The following supplementary lessoncan be used afterthis lessons 

supplementary wesson tu^ood listening 

Literature Connections: 
Aliki. Communication. Greenwillow Books, 1993. 

Discusses many different kinds of communication and their functions. 
Bedard, Michael. Emily. Doubleday, 1992. 

A little girl visits her mysterious neighbor, Emily Dickinson, and is introduced to the 
wonderful world of poetry. 

.Polacco, Patricia. Mrs. Katz and Tush. Bantam, 1992. 
An elderly Jewish woman and a young black child find a common bond and 
friendship. 
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Look 
Look at the person who is speaking 

Sit still. 

Sit up tall. 

Pay attention. 
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Oear^ar^nts^ 

In Open Circle, we have been getting to know each otherbetter. In ordertorstudentsto 
become trends andworkwelltogether,itlsimportanttorthem to leam about each 
other, ^e played theB^tandOp^itOown^ game to tindoutwhatwe have Incommon, 
such as how many haveabrother or sisteratthisschodl, like to play klckball at recess, 
are the youngest child in theirtamlly,orlikechocolate.^skyourchlldtotellyou what 
he/she learned tromthe^p^Oown^ game aboutwhatthe students In the class have In 
common. You might encourage your child to gettoknowaclassmatetheydo not know 
very well during recess or lunch time andtlndoutwhatthey have incommon. 

v^e also practiced beingagood listener and learned the school listening look, ^he 
school listening looks meansthatwe^ 

^   sit still. 
D   situp. 
D    look at the personwho is speaking. 
D    pay attention. 

1^15 important to everyone In the ^lass—5tudent5, teachers, and visitors—to be 
listened towhen they speak, ^t home, askyourchlld to showyou the school listening 
look and teachltto you. practice itbylisteningto your child, listening isavery 
Important litelong skill, not onlytorchildren to develop but also toradults to leam and 
practice. You might want to encourage all membersptyourtamilytobecome good 
listeners. 

Yours truly, 

literature connections 

l^ere are some books that relate to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might 
wanttocheckoutoneortwoatthelibraryand read with your chlld^ 

^likl.^oBr^^^a^. Creenwillow8ooks,t^^. 
Oiscusses the many ditterent kinds ot communication and the tunctionsthey 
serve^ 



Bedard, Michael. Emily. Doubleday, 1992. 1066 
A little girt visits her mysterious neighbor, Emily Dickinson, and is introduced to 
the wonderful world of poetry. 

Cannon, Janell. Stellaluna. Harcourt Brace & Co., 1993. 
A young bat, separated from her mother finds acceptance arid caring from a 
family of birds. 

Choi, Sook Nyui. Halrnoni and the Picnic. Houghton Mifflin, 1993. 
Yummi's grandmother brings Korean food for the class picnic. 

Cisneros, Sandra. Hairs I Pelitos. Knopf, 1984. 
A young girl celebrates the many different kinds of hair found in her family.. 

, Friedman, Ina. R. How my Parents Learned to Eat. Houghton Mifflin, 1984. 
A Japanese woman and an American man learn about each other's dining 
customs, 

Hurwitz, Johanna. The hot and cold summer. Scholastic, 1984. 
Two inseparable 10-year-old boys discover there is room in their friendship for 
another person and it really doesn't matter that she is a girl. 

Marzollo, Jean and Claudio. Ruthie's Rude Friends. Dial, 1984. 
Ruthie arrives on Earth and encounters strange beings who appear to be rude. 
When the Earthlings rescue Ruthie from a monster, she understands how she 
and the Earthlings are alike. 

Medearis, Angela. The Adventures of Sugar and Junior. 
Interracial friendship of boy and girl. ~   ' 

Morris, Ann. 
Has published a variety of photographic representations of the variety of single 
subjects, eg. Hats, Hats, Hats. Bread, Bread, Bread. 

Pplacco, Patricia. Mrs. Katz and Tush. Bantam, 1992. 
An elderly Jewish woman and a young black child find a common bond and 
friendship. 

Rey, H.A. Curious George series. 
Say, Allen. Tree of Cranes. Houghton Mifflin, 1991. 

A Japanese boy learns about his American mother's Christmas customs. 
Smith, Janice Lee. The Kid Next Door and Other Headaches. Harper & Row, 1984. 

.   In a series of episodes, two young boys who are best friends share different 
viewpoints about neatness, the best kind of pet, super heroes, horrible cousins, 
and what consideration an overnight guest is entitled to. 
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Lesson 6-Kindergarten 1 0R7 

Nonverbal Signals 

Objective:        To decide on some nonverbal signals to use in the classroom 

Note to teacher: 
•    There are no nonverbal signals that have universal meaning. As you introduce and 

decide on nonverbal signals to be used in the classroom, it's important to be 
sensitive to your students' response, which may be influenced by their cultural 
background. For further information, see Do's and Taboos Around the World, edited 
by Roger E. Axtell, a Benjamin Book published in 1993 by John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 

Lesson Plan: 

1. Ask students if they have practiced their school listening look since last Open Circle. 
Have a few students share their experiences. Share with students your observation 
of good school listening looks and compliment their use of the skill. 

2. Place your fingers to your lips in the [sh] position and ask students what they think 
this signal means. Tell them that this is called a nonverbal signal. Ask them to 
repeat the phrase "nonverbal signal." A nonverbal signal is a way of communicating 

;      without worqs. snow students an "oKay" signal, and asKtnem to maKe the signal.       " 
Ask what it means. Show students finger shaking ("no") with a frown. Ask them to 
copy it.  Ask what it means. Show students a thumbs up signal and ask them to 
copy it. Ask what it means. Fold your hand across your chest and make a stem 
face. Ask students to do this. Ask what it might mean. Put your hands on your 
hips, and ask students to do it as well. Ask what it might mean. 

3. Ask students to see if they can think of any other nonverbal signals (finger under 
your chin while glancing toward the sky, pulling your ear, making a fist, snapping 
your fingers, clasping your hands over your head to the side, etc.). Ask children to 
try out each signal. Ask what each nonverbal signal means. 

4. Tell students that they will be practicing nonverbal signals. You will tell them the 
behaviors you want them to act out. They are to show the behavior, but watch for 
your nonverbal signal and show that they understand it. 

a. Tell students to start whispering, but watch for your "sh" signal and stop 
whispering as soon as they see it. 

b. Tell students that they are to guess what animal you are thinking of, and you 
will give them a thumbs-up signal when they guess the right animal. 

Open Circle Curriculum Kindergarten Page 27 
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c. Ask students to-show a nonverbal signal of raising their hand when they can   1068 
answer your question. Ask, "What sound does the word brontosaurus begin 
with?" 

.   d. Ask students what nonverbal signal they might use to congratulate 
themselves (pat themselves on the back, give a thumbs up, grasp hand over 
their head to the side.). Tell students that you would like to go around the 
circle quickly with each student demonstrating the school listening look in 
turn. When everyone has had a turn, everyone will use a nonverbal signal to 
congratulate themselves. 

5. Tell students that they need to pick out three or four nonverbal signals that they 
would like to use in the classroom this year. Select several. 

Homework: 
Ask students to practice and respond to the nonverbal signals the class decided to use. 

Extensions: 
Begin to use nonverbal signals during the school day, so that they will become an 
established part of your classroom management. It is particularly helpful when children 
can be aware of a need for others to quiet down and can initiate the signal themselves. 

Make and display a visual of the nonverbal signals the class agreed on. 

Take photos of students using the nonverbal signals the class agreed on, label them, 
and display them in the classroom 

Supplementary Lessons: 
The following supplementary lessons can be used after this lesson: 

Supplementary Lesson 11: Signaling the Teacher 
Supplementary Lesson 12: Nonverbal Signal for "Out of Control" 

Literature Connections: 

Cole, William. Frances Face-Maker: A Going to Bed Book. World, 1963. 
Every night before bedtime, Frances plays a face-making game with her dad. 

Ets, Marie Hall. Talking Without Words.' Viking, 1968. 
Sketches and brief text describe how people nonverbally convey feelings and 
desires without using words. 

Fain, Kathleen. Handsigns. Scholastic, 1993. 
An alphabet book of finger spelling. 
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Greenfield, Eloise. Grandpa's Face. Philomel, 1988. 1 hRQ 
Tamika sees her beloved grandfather making a mean face while rehearsing for a   * U D a 
play, and she fears that someday she will lose his love and he will make that mean 
face at her. 

Kraus, Robert. Herman the Helper. Windmill Books, 1974. 
Herman the helpful octopus is always willing to assist anyone. 

Levine, Ellen. I Hate English! Scholastic, 1989. 
• When her family moves to New York from Hong Kong, Mei Mei finds it difficult to 

adjust to school and learn the alien sounds of English. 

Raschka, Chris. Yo! Yes?  Orchard, 1993. 
A dialogue (with few words) between two boys. 

Simon, Norma. / Was So Mad! Whitman,1974. 
Text and pictures relate situations which sometimes result in such reactions as 
frustration, anxiety, humiliation, and loss of control. 

Tomkins, William. Indian Sign Language. Dover Publications, 1969. 
Universal Indian sign language of the Plains Indians of North America. 
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20    I    EMOTIONAL DISORDERS AND LEARNING DISABILITIES: OVERVIEW 

1073 

SIGNS OF A READING DISORDER 

BASIC SKILLS: 

Q  Has problems learning color or letter names 

• Does not have solid grasp of letter-sound correspondences 

Q  Does poorly on phonics assignments 

• Has problems remembering basic math facts 

m 

READING: 

Q   Lacks age-appropriate number of sight words 

• Oral reading lacks fluency or is halting 

Q Has persistent decoding difficulties 

Q   Doesn't understand what he/she just read aloud 

• Reading comprehension is derailed by decoding problems 

Q  Transposes words 

Q  Reading   abilities   inconsistent  with   apparent   intelligence   and 
vocabulary 

Q   Interchanges articles and prepositions (e.g., "a" and "the") 

• Frequent substitution of words that are visually similar (e.g., want for 
what) 

Q  Slow rate of reading 

• Words are fragmented when read 

• Adds words while reading 

• Continues to rely on finger pointing (for older students) 

Q  Continues to move lips while reading (for older students) 

•""siifefiaasiaeaa 
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Common Learning Disabilities    |    21 

1074 

Checklist Signs (continued) 

WRITING: 

Q Makes repeated letter reversals (after 9 years of age) 

Q Makes spelling errors on sight words 

Q Spelling errors frequently include omission of consonants 

• Missequences syllables (e.g., aminals for animals) 

• Writes slowly or laboriously 

• Makes number reversals 

SPOKEN LANGUAGE: 

• Has difficulties finding the right word 

Q  Has trouble remembering verbal sequences (e.g., phone numbers, 
directions, months of the year) 

• Seems to mishear words (e.g., bat instead of pat) 

Q  Has a limited vocabulary 

BEHAVIOR: 

Q  Dislikes reading or avoids it 

Q  Has behavior problems during or before reading time or activities with 
significant reading 

Q Refuses to do homework requiring reading 

Q Is disruptive during class silent reading times 

Q Seems to look only at pictures in storybooks and ignores text 

• Has problems during class library time (e.g., avoids choosing a book) 

M 
Cheng Gorman, ]., Emotional Disorders & Learning Disabilities in the Elementary Classroom: 
Interactions and Interventions.Copyright © 2001, Corwin Press, Inc. 
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22    |    EMOTIONAL DI20RDER2 AND LEARNING DISABILITIE2: OVERVIEW 
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1075 

SIGNS OF A NONVERBAL LEARNING DISABILITY 

SPATIAL 

• Has trouble remembering how to get places 

• Frequently gets lost 

Q Confuses left and right 

Q Has trouble telling time 

• Has poor hand-eye coordination 

Q Has trouble completing puzzles 

Q Doesn't draw well 

• Desk/book bag is very disorganized 

Q Has poor sense of interpersonal space 

SOCIAL 

Q Has trouble figuring out others' emotional states 

Q Doesn't seem aware of social nuances 

Q Appears oblivious of the social impact of his/her actions 

Q Increasing social withdrawal (for older children) 

Q Has problems adapting to new situations 

Q Does not read nonverbal behavior cues effectively 

MATH 

Q Struggles with basic math concepts 

Q Has trouble keeping math columns aligned 

Q Becomes confused on multistep calculations 

Q Math answers are wildly incorrect 

EZSEiHSBBI Hffii 
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Checklist Signs (continued) 

WETTING 

Q Has poor handwriting, especially under time pressure 

Q Writing on unlined paper is difficult and disorganized 

• Misspells age-appropriate words 

Q Has poor fine-motor control 

• Has problems copying from the blackboard 

• Writes very slowly 

• Has awkward pencil grip 

Q  Letters appear jagged and inconsistent 

• Has trouble keeping a left margin (margin drifts significantly) 

BEHAVIOR 

Q   Dislikes or avoids math 

Q  Dislikes or avoids art. 

Q  Refuses to do written work or homework 

Q  Seems isolated from peers 

• Does not engage in sports 

Cheng Gorman, ]., Emotional Disorders & Learning Disabilities in the Elementary Classroom: 
Interactions and Interventions. Copyright © 2001, Corwin Press, Inc. 
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24    |    EMOTIONAL DISORDERS AND LEARNING DISABILITIES: OVERVIEW     J077    : 

\ I / INTERVENTIONS AND ACCOMMODATIONS 
FOR LEARNING DISABILITIES 

Reading 

• Extensive phonics drills, ideally done in context 

• Extensive letter-sound correspondence drills, ideally done in context 

• Sight word recognition drills, ideally done in context 

• Use of visual images corresponding to letter sounds (e.g., "i" becomes 
the feather in an Indian headdress) 

• Textbooks, and so forth, are read aloud to the student (or use of tape- 
recorded textbooks) 

• Extra time for tests (so content, not reading speed, is assessed) 

• Interactive computer reading programs (e.g., CD-ROMS) 

Writing 

• Use of a computer or word processor for written assignments and note 
taking 

• Permission to write in print rather than cursive 

• Use of a template to maintain margins (e.g., a "window frame") 

• Acceptance of homework dictated by student and written by parents 

• Use of electronic or computer spell checkers 

• Permission to do oral testing (so content, not writing ability, is assessed) 

• Multisensory approach to learning spelling (e.g., tracing the word and 
sayingit) 

Arithmetic 

• Use of graph paper for calculations 

• Use of manipulative materials (e.g., base 10 blocks), even in upper 
grades 

• Use of calculator 

• Placement of a number line on the student's desk for addition and 
subtraction 

• Use of basic math fact charts to refer to when solving problems 

• Use of color-coding steps in multistep problems 

• Use of a deck of cards or real money to learn number concepts 
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34    |    EMOTIONAL DISORDERS AND LEARNING DISABILITIES: OVERVIEW     1078 
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SIGNS OF AN EMOTIONAL DISORDER 

DEPRESSION 

• Feels sad 

Q Apathetic or lacks interest in previously pleasurable activities 

Q Socially isolative or withdrawn 

Q Pessimistic or hopeless 

• Irritable 

Q  Negative view of self 

Q  Passive 

• Lacks energy or always seems tired 

• Somatic complaints 

• Poor or excessive appetite 

Q  Enuretic or encopretic 

Q  Decreased school performance 

Q  Poor concentration 

Q  Reluctance to go to school 

• Expresses suicidal thoughts or preoccupation with death 

ANXIETY 

• Excessive distress when separated from major caregivers 

• Persistent worry 

Q  Reluctance to attend school 

• Somatic complaints 

Q Restless 

Q  Irritable 

1 "    ~       ' '   -L.^-...,»ti!j 
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Checklist Signs (continued) 

Q Poor concentration 

Q Easily fatigued 

• Exaggerated startle response 

• Hypervigilant 

BEHAVIOR DISORDER 

Q  Initiates fights 

• Disobedient 

Q  Defiant 

Q Destructive to property 

Q Bullies other children 

• Argumentative 

• Verbally hostile 

Q Disregards rules 

Q  Conflicts with authority figures. 

• Resists directions 

• Rebellious 

Q   Engages in antisocial behavior (e.g., fire setting) 

• Often truant 

NOTE: For more criteria, see the American Psychiatric Association. (1994). Diagnostic and 
% statistical manual of mental disorders (4th ed.). Washington, DC: Author. 

Cheng Gorman, ]., Emotional Disorders & Learning Disabilities in the Elementary Classroom: 
Interactions and Interventions. Copyright © 2001, Corwin Press, Inc. 
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52    |    CLASSROOM INTERACTIONS AND INTERVENTIONS 

N J ' BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS AND 
REDUCING ISOLATION 

1080 

Rationale: Studies have shown that the most effective way to build relation- 
ships and overcome divisive attitudes between groups is to engage individuals 
in common goal-oriented activities (Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood, & Sherif, 
1961). By encouraging children to work together, you help them to overlook 
alienating differences and to form positive working relationships. The follow- 
ing activities all entail students working together toward a common goal. In the 
process, they learn how similar they are to each other and encounter positive 
qualities in each other. 

Ideas: 

• Develop a class logo, motto, or mascot by which you can establish a 
• shared identity. 

j*_DiYide.srudents.mtO-pairsj3r;smaU.groups„(b^ 
diverse), where each group completes a part of a puzzle. Join all groups 
to finish the puzzle. Provide various rewards for finishing within a cer- 
tain time limit or demonstrating good cooperation. (Make sure you have 
completed the puzzle first so you can divide it appropriately!) 

• Create a class project to benefit the school or a particular person, such as 
producing a surprise "Happy Birthday" mural for another teacher. 

• Begin a friendship ritual. Just before lunch each day, ask students to 
raise their hands or line up according to similarities, such as the number 
of siblings, favorite foods, and so forth. Make a point to comment on any 
similarities between children who have a difficult relationship. 

• Reward cooperation, particularly among students who do not get along 
well. For example, assign a troubled pair to accomplish a certain task 
that requires joint effort, such as rearranging books in alphabetical order 
within a certain time frame. If they succeed, reward the pair with a spe- 
cial privilege (e.g., eating lunch in your room) and the class with free 
play time. 
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62    I    CLASSROOM INTERACTIONS AND INTERVENTIONS 1081 

„*y    BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS WORKSHEET     \. 

What is the behavior problem? 

When does it occur? 

How many times a day does it occur? 

What happens before the behavior? 

How do you usually deal with the behavior? 

What happens after the behavior? 

Does the student receive any unintended benefit as a result of the behavior 
(e.g., peer attention, avoiding a task)? 

' Cheng Gorman, ]., Emotional Disorders & Learning Disabilities in the Elementary Classroom: 
Interactions and Interventions. Copyright © 2001, Corwin Press, Inc. 
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Hiding learning Disabilities    \    63 1082 

-y    AM I OVERLOOKING A LEARNING DISABILITY?   N*,, 

Step 1: Identify the problem 

What are the predominant emotions displayed? 

What are the most striking behaviors displayed? 

What is the extent of the. problem (does it occur elsewhere)? 

What is the child's perspective on the problem? 

Step 2: Trace the evolution of the problem 

When did I (or someone else) first notice the problem? 

What else was occurring when the problem began? 

: When does the problem occur (throughout the day, at specific times, etc.)?* 

Is it worse on some days or at some times than others? 

: ^   : 
*a*\    Step 3: Consider child-related factors, such as stressors, family situation, peer relationships 

-•^f-.-f« I Consider classroom-related factors, such as the daily schedule, physical environ- 
ment, and emotional climate of the classroom. 

Consider teacher-related factors, including your expectations for your students, 
. what concerns you most about the child, past experiences with these types of 

problems, and the impact of interventions already attempted. 

"|tep 4: Review the child's academic performance 

How is the child's overall performance? 

Have there been any recent changes in achievement? 

What assignments or tasks seem most difficult? 

What are underlying skills that the child needs for these tasks? 

Is achievement different in different subjects or content areas? 

Ip 5: Take steps to intervene 

What supports can be offered for the emotional/behavioral problems? 

Do the academic difficulties warrant referral to a specialist? 

Get consultation about classroom-based interventions for both areas. 
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64    |    CLASSROOM INTERACTIONS AND INTERVENTIONS 
1083 

./   MOOD MARKERS—EARLY ELEMENTARY   \« 

sad/upset 

Write the age-appropriate feeling word onto each symbol; photocopy these 
onto colored paper and laminate. Place them in a basket or envelope by the 
classroom door so children can take them as they come into the classroom. 

excited/antsy 

II 

mad/angry hurt 

scared/worried happy/cheerful 

Cheng Gorman, ]., Emotional Disorders & Learning Disabilities in the Elementary Classroom: Interactions and Interventions. 
Copyright © 2001, Corwin Press, Inc. .. 
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4^ 
MOOD MARKERS-LATE ELEMENTARY    V^ 

eloomy dark cloud 
^ad/depressed/moody 

'•S?S£su 
a*- 

bright shining star 
excited/energetic 

band-aid 
sensitive/touchy 

I 
I 

ssg 

g.leaf 
/worried 

rays of sunshine 
happy / cheerful/ hopeful 

§rman,]., Emotional Disorders & Learning Disabilities 
% © 2001, Corwin Press, Inc. 
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Exacerbating Existing Emotional Conditions    |    85 

\JL/ 
DEVELOPING SOCIAL SKILLS 

AWARENESS OF SELF IN RELATION TO OTHERS 

• Spatial sense—Am I too dose? too far? 

• Voice volume—Is it the same as other people? 

• Activity level—Am I the only one moving around? 
i 

• Reading others' reactions—How are other people responding to me? 

COMMUNICATION 

• Using "I statements"—Say how you feel, not how the other person 
made you feel. 

• Listening—Eyes on the speaker, wait until they stop speaking for your 
turn. 

• Asking questions—Address the person by name and be specific. 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

• Dealing with teasing—If it's true, what can you do about it? If not, 
ignore it. 

• Apologizing—Say what you are sorry for, and make sure the other 
person believes you. 

• Taking responsibility—If you made a mistake, admit it. Do something 
to fix it. 

COOPERATION 

• Compromising—Each person gives in a little to get a little. 

• Taking turns—After you have talked or done something once, wait 
and see if anyone else wants to. 

• Expressing appreciation—Compliment people for their talents, and 
thank them for help. 

ASSERTIVENESS 

• Making a request—Figure out exactly what you want, be polite, and 
ask, don't demand. 

• Advocating for yourself—Don't hide your problems; ask for what you 
need. 
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BUILDING COPING SKILLS 

Intensifying Learning Disorders    I    97 

\ 1 / 

1086 1 

Rest and Regroup 

Count to 10; first forward, then backward. Let your mind rest as you are going forward 

and focus your attention on the task as you count backward. 

Positive Self-Talk 

Remind yourself of your successes. Tell yourself you can work hard to get past the difficult 

problem you face. 

Ask for Help 
Fieure out what kind of help you need-explaining directions, suggestions for what 
to write, help reading new words, etc.-and then ask the person who will most likely 
be able to help you with it. 

Reward Yourself 
After doing something well or finishing something difficult, reward yourself with 
something special, like some treats you have brought from home. 

Start Over 
If you get stuck in the middle of a problem, start over again. Trying a new approach 

may help you do it right this time. 

Talk to Someone 

If you're feeling upset, tell someone before you get too worked up to do anything. 
Don't let your feelings get in the way of your accomplishments. 

Easy-Hard 
For difficult assignments, take turns doing something easy and something hard, such as 

doing an easy question and then a hard one. 

Break It Up 
Turn a big task into lots of little ones. Concentrate on completing one little part at a time 
before doing the next one. Pretty soon the whole thing will be done. 

Relax 
Imagine a calm scene and take some deep breaths. You can do it. 
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112    |    CLASSROOM INTERACTIONS AND INTERVENTIONS 

N - ' CLASSROOM ACTIVITY: 
THE CLASS MEETING 

1087 

RATIONALE: 

Conducting a class meeting is an excellent way to discuss any issues affect- 
ing the class as a whole. Such meetings help build an atmosphere of caring, 
cooperation, and collective identity. In addition, by involving students in group 
discussion and decision making, it is more likely that they will be invested in 
the outcomes of the meeting. 

Examples of when to use a class meeting include dealing with group behav- 
ioral or social issues, preparing students for a change in the class or school, 
introducing a new classroom policy, and brainstorming on a problem affecting 
the majority of the class. 

1 

HOW TO: 

Prepare students by informing them of a specific time that the class meeting 
will take place. State what issue will be addressed (limit it to one only) and what 
the goal(s) of the meeting will be (e.g., to find solutions to a problem, to discuss 
feelings, etc.). Reinforce this by posting a notice or writing the information on 
the chalkboard. 

At the outset of the meeting, remind students of the parameters of the dis- 
cussion and of the need for each comment or suggestion to be treated with 
respect. Also remind them of any time frame for the discussion/ so that you are 
able to pace the discussion and reach any decisions or conclusions prior to its 
ending. Restate the issue and elicit thoughts from students prior to sharing 
your own opinions. When concluding the meeting, provide a summary of the 
discussion and ask students for their feedback (e.g., "Does the issue seem set- 
tled, or do we need to talk more?"). If a decision or outcome has been reached, 
note this and write it on the posted notice or chalkboard for reinforcement. 
Remember to praise students for their contributions, thoughtfulness, patience 
with and respect for one another, and mature participation. 

CAVEATS: 

Do not use the class meeting as a forum for chastising students. Certainly 
there may be a time when the entire class must be addressed and disciplined as 
a whole. However, the class meeting should be reserved for two-way communi- 
cation and problem solving. If it is used as the teacher's soapbox, future honest 
participation from the students will be discouraged. It is also counterproduc- 
tive in establishing a positive emotional climate. 

Harlem Link 
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CREATING A POSITIVE 
CLASSROOM CLIMATE 

1088 
IE 

I 

from the right sources. 

Discourage passivity.KataskisW^ 
dents to break it up into smaller manageable parts. 

Foster problem solving. When students say they are unable to do something, 
ask what solutions they have tried before intervening. 

from your mistakes, 

them in a brief one-on-one. 

Help students accept .heirfailure,as wel. as fed. successes. ***** *ould 
be able to honestly acknowledge both. 

Teach f„Igive„eS,Empl«si^g*e„eed,oaccep.»cho*er,faul«Sa„daU, is 

more realistic than always having to make things  fair. 

II, 

1 

• 1 

I 
1 
>! 

I1 

i 
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\ i / INDUCING POSITIVE MOODS 

What to say: 

''Trunk of something that makes you happy." 

"Pretend a special friend is sitting next to you." 

"Imagine yourself getting a special prize for doing well." 

"Remember something you did really well and are proud of." 

"Imagine yourself getting a standing ovation for getting the top score on this test." 

"Close your eyes and think of something you enjoy." 

What to do: 

Sing a silly song that makes the children laugh. * 

Invite a few students to share jokes with the class. 

Tell students something funny about yourself. 

Have a laugh fest—the entire class laughs for 1 to 2 minutes. 

Provide genuine praise for something the class has accomplished. 

See who can make a comical face. 

Inform students of any special incentives for their performance. 

Use guided imagery to motivate students (e.g., climbing a mountain and reaching the top). 

Remind students of a special activity or holiday coming up soon. 

Show students a humorous cartoon or drawing. 

Harlem Link 
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FEELING WORDS 
I 

li 

MAD SAD 
1 

angry 

frustrated 

upset 

embarrassed 

irritable 

jealous 

disgusted 

disappointed 

discouraged 

thoughtful 

depressed 

guilty 

confused 

lonely 

HAPPY 
excited 

satisfied 

pleased 

silly 

dreamy 

proud 

confident 

SCARED 
worried 

stressed 

shocked 

surprised 

overwhelmed 

frightened 

anxious 

# 

i 

if 

heng Gorman, J., Emotional Disorders & Learning Disabilities in the Elementary Classroom: Interactions and Interventions. 
opyright © 2001, Corwin Press, Inc. 
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Al/ ACCOMMODATING TEMPERAMENT TRAITS 

1 

Negative Mood: 

• Recognize the warning signs of impending or worsening mood change. 

• Use positive mood inducers at the first sign of a mood change. 

• Teach coping skills, such as relaxation training and talking to others. 

• Build the child's awareness of the impact of their mood on learning and 
relationships. 

Inflexibility: 

• Be patient and give a little time for the child to adjust. 

• Warn the child of impending change. 

• Slowly build up to the change in small increments. 

• Talk about the child's anxieties and concerns before the change. 

• Give some sense of control in decision making, however small. 

• Provide reassurance that the change will be good. 

Intense emotional outbursts: 

• Use time-outs and encourage the use of self-imposed time-outs. 

• Teach more appropriate expression via direct instruction (role plays) 
and modeling. 

• Ignore what is not too disruptive and teach peers to do the same. 

• Model restraint. 

• Identify early indicators of outbursts to proactively divert them. 

• Reinforce and praise emotional control. 

Sensory overload: 

• Provide "quiet times" such as through brief solitary activities. 

• Monitor the overall energy level of the classroom and the child's imme- 
diate environment for excessive noise and activity. 

• Teach children to close their eyes and do relaxation exercises as needed. 

• Encourage interaction with one or two peers at a time. 

Harlem Link 
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Shyness: 

• Allow some time for the child to become comfortable in a situation 

before engaging them in an activity (e.g., calling on other students first). 

• Provide reassurance. 

• Suggest simple social gestures like smiling at a neighbor. 

• Use positive comments (e.g., "You are writing well") rather than ques- 
tions (e.g., "What are you writing?") to elicit interaction. 

• Encourage the child to approach you when they are ready, rather than 
always going to them. 

Giving up easily: 

• Break tasks into smaller manageable components. 

• Use frequent positive reinforcement for a successful completion of task 
components. 

• Teach the child to look at sections or parts of assignments rather than the 
whole assignment. 

"I 
• Provide tangible aids (e.g., help organizing an assignment) at the outset |$f 

of the task.                                                                                                                                          | 

• Teach the use of positive self-talk (e.g., "Two down, three to go!"). If 

' 1 Easily overexcited: •    <w 

• Provide early prompts to calm down. 

• Give suggestions for the appropriate release of pent-up energy (e.g., 
running as fast as the child can for 3 minutes during the beginning of 

• Direct the child to a quiet place in the classroom as needed. jijji 

• Stay near the child for activities that might be too overstimulating (e.g., 
a classroom visitor). 

tit 

TX! 
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N I / CLASSROOM ACTIVITY: 
MISTAKE OF THE WEEK 

RATIONALE: 

This activity is designed primarily to promote appropriate acceptance of 
personal limitations and to help students leam from their mistakes. It has the 
added benefit of contributing to a supportive positive classroom climate and 
modeling honesty and openness. It is recommended as a weekly activity, at. 
least initially, until the tone and procedure are firmly established. It can then be 
used as a monthly or periodic activity. 

When first implementing this activity, the teacher should model all aspects 
of the activity, rather than choosing a student. It is very important to set the 
appropriate tone for the activity and to discourage teasing and other undesir- 
able interactions. When it seems that students understand the activity, student 
submissions can be solicited, and one or two can be chosen for the class presen- 
tation and discussion. You can choose to limit the mistakes to academic or sub- 
ject matter or include other areas as well. For example, interpersonal "mis- 
takes" such as demonstrating poor judgment, mistreating a peer, or exhibiting 
socially inappropriate behavior can all be used. "Procedural" mistakes, those 
that involve the class schedule, task directions, and class or school rules can also 
be used. 

HOW TO: 

Throughout the week, the Learning From My Mistakes form (Work- 
sheet 7.1) should be accessible to students (e.g., in a folder or as a center activr 
ity). When instructed to or on their own initiative, students should use the form 
to identify what mistake was made and why it occurred. More important, they 
should specifically state what they learned from it and how the mistake can be 
avoided in the future. The completed forms should be placed in an specific 
envelope or box (a "confidential" receptacle) and should be reviewed by the 
teacher prior to the activity. 

On the day of the activity, the teacher should pick one or two mistakes to be 
shared with the class. Ideally, these are mistakes that are common to other stu- 
dents or particularly valuable learning experiences. The chosen students 
should be encouraged to share their mistakes with the class, and some brief dis- 
cussion should occur (e.g., "Has anyone else made this mistake?" and "What 
other ways can the mistake be avoided?"). Last, the child(ren) who presented 
should be reinforced and praised for learning from their mistakes and having 
the courage to share them with others. This step must occur, and your praise 
should be as specific as possible. 

The tone of the activity should be fun. You can make it more enjoyable by 
treating it like a television talk show featuring your "special guests," complete 
with a microphone (a foam ball on a pencil works well) and applause from the 
audience. You might even consider giving "prizes" (e.g., certificates or fancy 
erasers) or somehow recognizing the student in a special way (e.g., first in line 
for lunch). 
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CAVEATS: 

This activity should be approached very thoughtfully, because it has the 

byltmgthateveryonemakesi,^^ 

takes than to hide behind them. 

ii 

VARIATIONS: 

Numerous variations for this activity can be made to accommodate the 

personal records if you notice the student committing a similar error. 

1 
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RUNNING RECORD SHEET 

Date:. D.ofB.:. Age: 

1095 
yrs __mths 

100I: 
Recorder: 

a Titles 
Running words       Error rate       Accuracy 

Error 
Self-correction • 

rate 

Easy. 

Instructional:  

Hard — 

% 1 

% 1 

%    1 

ectional movement — 

alvsis of Errors and Self-corrections 
,rmation used or neglected [Meaning (M) Structure or Syntax (S) Visual (V)] 

;y 
juctional 

ss-checking on information (Note that this behaviour changes over time) 

Analysis of Errors and Self-corrections 
(see Observation Survey pages 3CK-32) 

ge 
SO 

Information used 

E 
MSV 

SO 
MSV 
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Titles 

asv 

lsuruciionaj. 

.ard  

ivuniHi^u RttUKU SMiLiLl 

Date: D.O.B.: Age: yrs 
1096 
 mths 

Recorder: 

Running words 
Error 

Error rate     Accuracy      Self-correction 
rate 

1:          %    1: 

          %    1: 

  %    1: 

ztional movement •   

lysis of Errors and Self-corrections 

mation used or neglected [Meaning (M) Structure or Syntax (S) Visual (V)] 

ictionaJ 

-checking on information (Note that this behavior changes over time) 

Analysis of Errors and Self-corrections 
(see Observation Survey pages 30-32) 

M^   H ome 

1/ i/^ 

y 1/ i/     house 

i/ i/(/ 

home 

^ ,/ i/ i/ 

rabbit 

flvJ4fc 
sc 

Information used 

E 
MSV 

SC 
MSV 
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CONVENTIONS 

Accurate reading /-  y / 

Substitution went 
want 

child 
te*t 

Repetition (R) R or y x  R 

* Self-correction (SC) 

Omission 

Insertion 

• Told (T) 

i Appeal (A) 

> TTA 
Try that again [ 

went sc 
want 

very 

' 

thought 

IA 
Somct\mes{    - 

TTA ] 
See: 
Clay, M.M.   (1993)  An Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement. 

Portsmouth, NH:   Heinemann. (27-28) 
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Behaviors to Notice 

Is developing a core of known words 
Can locate known and unknown words 
Notices words and letters 
Moves left to right across the line of print 
Returns to the left for a new line 
Matches word by word while reading 

a line or more of print 

> Uses information from pictures 
• Uses the meaning of the story to_predict 
• Uses knowledge of oral language to predict 

Checks one information source with another 
Uses visual information (words and 
letters) to check on reading 
Uses visual information to predict words 
Notices mismatches 
Actively works to solve mismatches 
Uses knowledge of some frequently 
encountered words in checking and 
problem solving 
Self-corrects some, of the time 

• Uses all sources of information flexibly 
•. Actively searches to solve problems 
• Self-corrects most of the time 
« Shows enjoyment of books through 

talk or extension 
• Can sustain reading behavior alone 

FIGURE 6-2   Guide for observing early reading behavior 
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Guide for Observing Reading Behavior 
1099 n;\ 

Children 

%S# 
Notice 

%m*wg§ 

UB mm#( 
P quickly 

sjlontinuously 
gg&rnpts before requeuing help 

arches to solve problems 

Sara 

m«# 

Jessica Jeff 

ireaaf'to confirm > 
||$jo: search and self-correct 

cffseveral attempts 
^information from pictures 
jdaneuage structure to predict and 

se^yisiial information 
Seeks one cue against another 

^jf corrects most errors 
%ices mismatches 
mL • c-        i Ecogmzes many frequently 
(countered words quickly 
Mes predictions using more than 
frtf-'. 0p cue 

[leads with phrasing and fluency 

Jeremy Kayla 

^Participates actively during story 
Jlritroduction and discussion 
K)kcovers connections becween personal 

f experience and story 
^Participates with confidence and 

(enthusiasm 

»#m 

m_ 

FIGURE 6-3    Guide for observing reading behavior 

w 

1 

i 
i 

I 

t 83 
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Name M T W TH F Comments 

•• 

- 

• 

-—- 

Minilessons: 
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Student's Name 

Standards-Based Portfolio 2002-2003 

First Grade Literacy Portfolio Checklist 
1101 

The following items represent the focus for the 2002-3 school year: 

Q - 
•Q 

•• 

Q. 
••" 

a 
a . 

. Response to Literature 
E2b 

Favorite Book 
E2b 

Narrative Account 
(Fiction or Autobiography) 
E2c"""  

Narrative Procedure 
E2d    '-'.- 

2 

1 

Attach standards-based commentary 
form for Response to Literature 

Include a writing sample that explains 
why this is her/his favorite book        - 

Attach standards-based.commentary 
form for Narrative Account- - 

Attach standards-based commentary 
form for Narrative Procedure 

Fynlsinwhv vnn-think this i- iU- 

• 
Q 
• 

Best Work - Teacher 

Best Work - Student 

Explain why you think this is the 
student's best work, making 
connections to the ELA Standards 

Attach the student's explanation of 
his/her best work 

Teacher's Name 

Harlem Link 
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CSD1 Standards-Based Portfolio 

READING - Reading Practice 

Standard: The student reads at least twenty-five books or book equivalents each year. The, 
materials should include traditional and contemporary literature (both fiction and non- 
fiction) as well as magazines, newspaper, textbooks,, and on-line materials. Such 
reading should represent a diverse collection of material from at least three different 
literary forms and from at least five different writers. 

1102 

Student's Name: Date: 

Q. Individual task; 
O With Teacher Support 

Log-Attached •NO 

;'d .Small Group, ' 

Q Opportunity for Revision 

• Whole Glass Activity 

Q Homework 

*\.   Reads twenty-five books of quality and produces evidence of that reading 

Comments arid/or Instructional Steps: 

Commentary by: 

Based on the above criteria, this work sample illustrates a performance that is; 

• 1 -Not Proficient •   2- Partially Proficient     Q   3-Proficient      Q4- Advanced 

Student Friendly Checklist 

After reading a book: 

Q  | listen to and/or read 25books. 

.Q  I can tell or write about the story. 

Q  I can draw a picture about the story. 

145 
2002-2003 Edition 
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i^SDI Standards-Based Portfolio 

;';K: :: READING - gQ  Reading Comprehension (4 Book Study) 

Standard: The student reads and comprehends at least four books (or book equivalents) about 
one-issue or subject, or four books by a single writer, or four books in one genre, and 
produces an evidence of understanding the reading;. •   ••* • 

1103 

Student's Name: 

Task: 

"•Date:'••"•'«•'••• 

Drafts Attached YES 
O. Individual task 
Q With Teacher Support 

NO 
QjSmalj;Group     :,..        ,        Q Whole Class Activity. 
Q Opportunity for Revision Q Home work 

1.   Names, parts of a book 

2.   Identifies the main idea of the story. 

3.   Identifies the main character/s of the story. 

I   4.   Identifies the story setting. 

5.   Shows understanding of beginning, middle and end. 

. 6.   Places main events.in sequence. 

7.  Makes predictions from pictures and text. 

8.   Recalls major facts and events. 

9.   Distinguishes between reality and fantasy. 

10. Responds to who, what, where and how questions. 

11. Asks about unfamiliar words and about unfamiliar passages. 

12. Begins to identify author's styles, such as fantasy. 

Comments and/or Instructional Steps: 

Commentary by: 

Based on the above criteria, this work sample illustrates a performance that is: 

Q 1 -Not Proficient Q   2 - Partially Proficient     Q   3-Proficient      Q   4-Advanced 

2002-2003 Edition 

146 
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CSD1 Standards-Based Portfolio 

Reading Comprehension (4 Book READING- 

produces an evidence of understanding the reading. 

1104 

Student Friendly Checklist 

^^^->^^^-^•?^^•r •••.>:••.-••,••:• 
!0 |<ah:#'#0;a^^^bara(^rs^ ;^. : 

Q1| can tell where things happen (setting). 

Q I can tell what the book is about (main idea). 

Q  I know beginning, middle, and end. 

'• "| can answer who, what': where and how questions. 

"Q- ;i use pictures to.understand the story. 

•"•• ;lusepictures'tb predict'whatwtirhappen next'. 

• Q-I know what is real and whatismakS" believe:". 

. Q,'| can find what is the same and different in a story. 

2002-2003 Edition 

147 
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Grade 1 Writing — [=§3 Response to Literature 

## 

m ffi 

!! 
u> 

Student's Name: 

Q Individual task Q With Teacher Support Q Small Group 

Specify Task: 

Q Opportunity for Revision      d'wh6ie"c1ass; Activity      O Homework 

00" ' 

Ehgages^i^N##hr0W^h 
its Intrpductlbhahd cbnWht 

Begins to establish axSntraK 
Idea ; 

Expresses a Judgment or •  ' 
emotional reaction to the 
story, e.g: "The story made 
me feel..." 

Demonstrates 
understanding; of tlje text, 

Provides a s&hse of ciblure 
to the writing 

a   No introduction, no 
| detail. Irrelevant 
:l illustration 

a   No central Idea 

a*• 
0   Introduction sketchy or 
very simple, relevant 
illustration 

a   Beginning evidence of 
a central idea 

a   No judgment or 
emotional reaction 
a   If present, unclear 
a .No supporting details 
from text 

a   Random, irrelevant 
writing, no understanding 
of text 

o   No closure 

a   Judgment or 
emotional reaction clearly 
stated, no supporting 
details from text 

a   Evidence of some 
understanding of text, but. 
may still Include irrelevant 
details 

a   Begins closure with a 
simple sentence 

Based on the above criteria, this work sample Illustrates a performance.that Is: 

! Next Steps: 
• 1 - Not Proficient 

• 2 - Partially Proficient 

Q 3 - Proficient 

Q 4 - Advanced 

a   Introduction well 
developed. Beginnings of 
expressive language and 
detail 

a   Central Idea 
established, but ho 
support 

o   judgment or 
emotional reaction clearly 
stated With explicit 
references to the text or to 
personal experiences in 
response to the text 

d Simple retelling, 
demonstrates literal 
understanding of text 

D   Demonstrates a clear 
ending, with closure 

•I-;*KJ;. 

Mi mnmm 
o    Introduction well 
developed. Expressive 
language and varied 
details. May include 
illustrations 

a   Well developed 
central idea with 
supporting details 

a    Expresses a judgment 
or emotional reaction with 
explicit references to the 
text as Well as personal 
experiences in response 
to the text 

p    Demonstrates 
complete understanding 
of text through use of 
textual references and 
personal experiences 

a    Demonstrates a clear 
ending, with closure and 
personal reaction 

O 



Grade 1 Writing 3 Response to Literature 

Student-Friendly Checklist 

y0deot ft*£ 

c/SeGKV\^ 

If 
SI 

When I write about a story: 

• I make my work interesting. 

Q I tell what I think about the story. 

Q I write all my sentences abbut the story,'     -r:r 

• I include things I already know about thelbpic. 

Q I include the title and the author of the story. 

• I have an ending. 

I think the beat £>drt is: 

I think 1 c<in ihiprove oh: 

m 
CD 



Grade 1 Writing - Narrative Account 

#5M 

I? 
w 
00 

Student's Name: 

Q Individual task 

m 

Specify Task: 

Q With Teacher Support Q Small Group Q Opportunity for Revision 
9! 

Q Whole Class Activity      Q Homework 

Engages the reader thrpUgli Its 
title. Introduction and Illustrations 

Begins to establish a central Idea 

Provides evidence of a rJ'eglrihlhg, 
iiiiddle and end    '-^WZ^M 

identifies a riiain cKdfaaier':t>f;=: i,. • 
characters.  •.: !•;•'/:''--?. 

Begins to develop a setting fortrie 

Q    Introduction and title 
Illustrations do not support 
written text 

•    No central idea, written text 
or illustrations 

Q    No evidence of beginning, 
middle or end 

Q    No characters 

Q    Place and time not 
established 

O    Does not show events In 
sequence 

i Q Plot, problem and solution 
do not exist 

rj" No facts and or details 
I 

I Q No dialogue 
•i 

! Q No closure 

O    Illustrations convey central 
Idea, no written text 

0    May have only 1 or 2 parts 
of the descriptors 

O    Only names a.character, no 
character traits 

O    Place or time established 

a    Engages the reader 
through its title, Introduction and 
Illustrations 

d    Begins to establishia 
central idea 

D    Writteni text ancillJuslrations 
provide evidence of a 
beginning, middle and end 

Places 2 or more events In    . 
sequence 

: Prdvl^ 

Includes ApprdprlaWfadts and 
details   •' .:•}•::••.••••    '? 

Begins to use simple dialogue 

Provides a sense of closure to the 
writing 

Based on the abpve criteria, this work sample Illustrates a performance that Is:; 

Q 1 - Not Proficient • 3 - Proficient 

Q 2 - Partially Proficient        Q 4 - Advanced 

Q    Establishes 2 events but 
not In sequenced 

0    Evidence of either piot or 
problem but no solution evident 

!• 

Q    Facts and or details not 
relevant 

O    Unrelated, simple dialogue 

0    Begins to provide a sense 
of closure 

a    Identifies a main 
character(s) with one or two 
character traits 
Q    Begins to develop a setting 
for the story .-:'-.•'%•.;-,::>,;..- '•*:.••:.• 

D     Places 2 or more events In 
sequence 

d    Provides evidence of a 
simple plot with a problem and 
a solution 
O    Includes appropriate facts 
and details 

illustrations engages reader fay 
Indicating personal connections 

0    Well developed central Idea 
with details :i:\ 

•    Text and Illustrations 
a    provide evidence of a 
beginning, middle and end with 
supporting details ,3 

d    Characters are easily 
Identified with three or more 
character traits 
O    Place and time clearly 
established with details • "••• 

d    Pieces 2 or more events in 
sequence and provides 
personal reactions 

d    Evidence of a weif 
developed plot with a problem. 
and a solution 
a    Facts and details and 
relevant Information 

D    Begins to use simple 
dialogue 

O    Provides a sense of closure 
to the writing 

Q    Simple dialogue with use of 
appropriate punctuation       % 

D    Provides a sense of 
personalized closure 

Next Steps: 

S I ••: 



a Grade 1 Writl 
# 

Narrative Account 

Student-Friendly Checklist 

When I write a story or write about myself: 

• I make my story interesting. 

Q I choose interesting topics. 

Q My story has a beginning, middle and end. 

Q My story has a main character. 

• I put the events in order. 

• I stay on the topic. 

r I think the best part is: 

....    ,_   ,.,  ,   ..     • ••    ,- 

i ,.;i.. .-. :,;: "•. 

1 think i can improve oh: 

c^eeKV\s^  -% 

##% 

on 
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Grade 1 Writing - l^rtl Narrative Procedure 

Student's Name: 

Q Individual task 

Specify Task: 

a With Teacher Support Q Small Group 

i P   No title or 
j introductory sentence     i sentence 

| o   Title or introductory   j d itle and 
introductory sentence 

Identifies the topic 

Establishes ase#ehce of 
steps or sequent 
events 

Excludes l#le 

a   Omits steps and/or 
steps are improperly 
sequenced 

a   Includes irrelevant 
information 

•H 
'••::" ! a   No closure 

Provides a serjsebf 
closure to the ^Htiri^ 

d   Steps are complete 
but improperly 
sequenced 

a   Most information is 
relevant, may include 
one or two irrelevant 
details 

Q Opportunity for Revision      O Whole Class Activity      Q Home work 

a   Title and 
introduction that 
includes more than one 
sentence and is 
interesting to the reader 

d   Steps are compete, 
properly sequenced 
and additional details 
help clarify what the 
process is 

a   information is 
relevant, interesting and 
supported with details 

d   Steps are complete 
and properly 
sequenced 

I d   Inbludi^sdhly     ;: 

! relevant information 

a   Beginning to provide j a   Sense of closure 
a sense of closure with   I clearly established 
a simple sentence \ 

a   Sense of closure 
clearly established with 
personal reaction 

Based on the above criteria, this work sample illustrates a performance that Is: 

Q 1 - Not Proficient • 3 - Proficient I j 
.• 2 - Partially Proficient • 4 - Advanced j 

Next Steps: 

ON 
oo 

o 
CO 



Grade 1 Writin 
S 

Narrative Procedure deot l=h\ 

m 

Student-Friendly Checklist 

When I write about how to do something: 

• I write an interesting beginning. 

• I write what to do. 

• I use pictures to show what to do. 

• I write the steps in order. 

• I explain each step. 

• I stay on the topic. 

Q I have an ending. 

1 think the best part is: 

I think I can improve oh 

c/SeckVv5^ 

J 

im 
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rCommunity School District One 
Standards-Based Portfolio 2002-20Q3: 

First Grade Mathematics Portfolio Checklist 

Student's Name fin 

The following items represent the focus for the 2002-3school:yean 

• Recognize, describe, create, and extend geometric shapes and 
number patterns      . 

M3a V      - 

Q 
,0 

Q 
Q 

Sort and classify objects according toa.rule or generalization 
M3b 

1  Use a task or prdjed%mYtnisTmatri 
!. strand. I   *f.i^-.. 

.j Attach commentary forr#forthis    ?•.• 
1 strand to each piecei'df student     „;".' 

! work. '-' "•" •::•• "; 

Explore more than one object belorigingito one set (e.g. :5 fingers to 1     • Minimum of 2 pieces df work, 
hand; 2 eyes to 1 face) • required. ;':   •_-'   .'.'  T  •-" • 
M3d     ' .'•••-'• •-..•• •'•   •••.         V- 

• 
Q 

•• 
Q 

-.Q 
Q 
Q- 
Q 
O 
• 

Collect and record data using tablesr,.-surveys, and pictures 

M4a 

Sort and organize data in bar graphsand pictographs 
M4b r: 

"Make statements and discuss data using most/least; more than/less 
than ' ••• .   •" 
M4c ;. _.....,_. :-_ "•   ; 

Predict the likely outcome of repeated acts (e.g. coin toss)   ..- 
M4d    • '•',.'.: 

Use:a task orprojectfrom .this.math"'" 
strand. :'        '       :   ].C-:y:      ,-y 

,. Attach commentary form for this 
| strand to each piece of student 
i work.  . 

; Minimum of 2 pieces ;of work 
; required; •';.   -\. 

Explore combinations 
M4e 

Q 

• 

•" Q" 

Q 

Students can write two or more sentences. Math autobiography created .by the - 
   student about her/his math learning.. 

Best Work -r Teacher 

Best Work - Student 

Explain why you think this is the 
student's best.work, making . '•••' 
connections to the Mathematics 
Standards 
Minimum of 2 pieces required 

Attach the student's explanation of 
his/her best work. 

Minimum of 2 pieces required 

Teacher's Name 176 

Harlem Link 
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Grade 1 Mathematics - 

I! 
.fe. 

3 # 
Function and Algebra Concepts 

mm* 
M3a 
Recognize, 
describe, create, 
and.extend - V    : 
gebrhetfic shapes:/ 
and number patterfi§ 

M3b 
Sort arid class 
Objects according to- 
a rule or 
generallzatlph : 

M3d 
Explore more 
bne;object.v-••••••';.' 
belonging tci'bhe 
(^(Sfinger&Bt 

i;;2eyesto ^ 

I Has difficulty recognizing 
I even simple patterns 
; Does not verbalize the 
•: rule used 

Inaccurately sort and/or 
classify objects from a 
given group, when the 
rule is specified 

Has difficulty identifying 
any objects that belong 
to a specified set 

Recognize some simple 
patterns, 
Can identify the next 

' number/figure 
! Does not yet verbalize 

the rule used 

Beginning to sort and 
classify some objects 
from a given,group; 
according to a specified 
rule 

Identify at least one 
Object that belongs to the 
set 

Recognize given patterns 
Continue the pattern with 
the next three 
numbers/figures. 
Begin to verbalize.the :'• 
rule used 

Can sort and classify 
most objects from a 
given group, according to 
a specified rule 

Identify multiple objects 
which belong to the set 

Recognize given pMttp0s 
! using geometric figures'7'- 
I or in the number range 1- 

1000 
Continue the pattern with 
the next five 
numbers/figures 
Can clearly, verbalize the 
rule used| .\_^i_ 
Can sort and classify all 
objects from a given 
#up^      .. ^v;:: 
Can state the rule He/she 
chose to apply 

Identify an example of a 
get In their environment '.. 
(e.£j. writing tools) 
State the objects which    : 
belong to the set (crayon, 
marker, pencil, pen); 

v_. 

ro 



If 

Student's Name: 

Q Individual task 

#"i 

Grade 1 Mathematics - JflKr Furtction arid Algebra Concepts 

a With Teacher Support 

Specify Task: 

O Small Group Q Opportunity for Revision  .• >Whole Class Activity   : •Hornewbrk . 

mamamsm 
M3a 
Recognize, describe;-:":, 
create, and extefid^;>•, 
geometfifrandhumbeY 
patterns 

Has difficulty 
recognizing even simple 
patterns 
Does not verbalize the rule 
used 

WI3b {.   :;^;^9/# 
Sort and-classify.obiects 
acc6rdlhdtdar.Ui&#;':: 
geheralizatioh;  '    '^; :i:- 

a   Inaccurately sort 
and/or classify objects 
from a given group, when 
the rule is specified 

M3d   .- ••••:••:;:'^vi*.; 
Explore rfiore than, orie  ' 
object belonging to orje,: 
set(e.g; 5 fingers to 1: 
haMd;-2eyestb:.i.fa#,v: 

i;l a   Has difficulty 
;j identifying any objects that 

belong to a specified set 

a   Recognize some 
simple patterns, 
Can identify the next 
number/figure 
Does not yet verbalize the 
rule used 

a   Beginning to sort and 
classify, some objects from 
a given group, according 
to a specified rule 

a   Given an identified set, 
the student can identify at 
least one object that 
belongs to the set 

'!.... 

o   Recognize given 
patterns 
Continue the pattern with 
the next three 
numbers/figures 
Begin to verbalize the rule 
used 

a   Can sort and classify ' 
most objects from a given 
group, according to a 
specified rule 

a   Given an identified set, 
the student identifies 
multiple objects which 
belong to the set 

Based on the above criteria, this work sample illustrates a performance that is; 

Q 1 - Not Proficient Q 3 - Proficient 

Q 2 - Partially Proficient       Q 4-Advanced 

CO 

Next Steps: 

M 
-#S      .       . - a   Recognize given 

patterns using gebm< 
figures or in the num 
range 1-1000 
Continue the pattern 
the next five 
numbers/figures § 
Can clearly verbalize 
rule used •• 
a    Can sort and clas 
all objects from a giv< 
group 
Can state the rule ha 
chose to apply 

a    Can identify an 
example of a set in tr 
environment (e;g. wri 
tools) 
Can state the objects 
which belong to the s 
(crayon; marker, penc 
Pen)    ../'.. 

eg 



Grade 1 Mathematics 
oo 

FUriction and Algebra Concepts 

Standard: The student demonstrates understanding of this mathematical concept by using it to solve problems, 
representing it in multiple ways (through numbers, graphs, symbols, diagrams, or words, as appropriate), and 
explaining it to someone else. All three ways of demonstrating understanding - use, represent, and explain - are 
required to meet this standard. 

Student-Friendly Checklist 

When I solve algebra problems: 

• I can look, show, make, and extend geometric shape and number patterns. 

Q   I can sort and put objects into groups according to a rule. •     M;--- 

Q I am beginning to learn about more than one object being part of a set like.5 fingers on one hand. 

^eot F^ 

%%M'\^;,;% 

II 
I think the best thing I can do is. 1 can improve on: 

..!'.    1 -' 1. 

' 

-*"' 

^ 

g/, 
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Grade 1 Mathematics- JHStatistics and.-Probability 

Student's Name: 

Q Individual task Q With Teacher Support 

%miii#iwiii#m 
M4a 

Specify Task: 

Q Small Group Q Opportunity for Revision     • Whole Class 

I Q  Cannot collect data 
Collect and record data j accurately 
using tables, surveys,    ! Cannot record collected 
and pictures ; data 

M4b ;Q  Cannot sort or 
Sort arid orgahize data, • organize information 
!n bar Graphs arid/^ '/• 
pictography    ,   . . "^i 

•'«-.:.; 
Make statements arid- 
discuss d#u3irig^;;; 
most/mast; Wr^-vf 

•than7ifess.tniri-''/'••:':••••••' 
M4d   •        '•f>K-.: 
Predict the likely ::   ..; 
outcome of #pA#rj' 

Q  Cannot.discuss data 

M4'e''->':'-''--:*:-:''-:;-!'^;v-rf'-:"- 
Explore Cbmbljiatiorjs; 

Q Unable to predict 
outcomes that make 
sense 

:| Q Demonstrate minimal 
| ability.to find 
I combinations 

Q  Can collect data, or 
record data but not both 

Q  Sort and organize 
some information 

a  Use arid understand 
some vocabulary to 
analyze data 

Q Predict likely 
outcomes some of the 
time 

•  Can begin to find 
some combinations with 
two variables 

Based on the above criteria, this work sample Illustrates a performance thai is: 

• 1 -. Not Proficient Q 3 - Proficient 
• 2 - Partially Proficient       Q.4-Advanced 

00 
oo 

I Q  Can collect data and 
record it 

Q  Sort and organize most 
information 

Q  Use and understand 
most vocabulary regarding 
data 

Q  Predict likely outcomes 
most of the time 

• Able to find most 
combinations 

Activity      Q Homework 

Q  Can collect data 
Records it in a variety 
ways 

a   Sort and organize < 
data using two Criteria 

Q Use and understand 
all vocabulary regardin 
data 

Q  Predict outcomes 
accurately and 
consistently 

•   Hnd aii possible 
combinations in a set 

Next Steps: 

cn 



oo 

II 
^1 

Grade 1 Mathemati^ IMS Statistics and Probability 

Standard: The student demonstrates understanding of this mathematical concept by using it to solve problems, 
representing it in multiple ways (through numbers, graphs, symbols, diagrams, or words, as appropriate), and 
explaining it to someone else. All three ways of demonstrating understanding - use, represent, and explain - are 
required to meet this standard. 

Student-Friendly Checklist 

When I solve statistics and probability problems: 

Q I collect and write down information and use tables, surveys, and pictures to show my collection. 

Q I talk about a collection of things using the words: most/least,: more than/less than. 

Q I make bar graphs and pictographs to display collections of things in real life. 

Q I predict the answers to things like when a coin is tossed. 

Q I am beginning to learn about combination and arrangement problems;     ; 

#&£& 

c^ecKl'\sV 

I think the best thing I can do is: 

"%) 

C3 



U5LH standards-Based Portfolio    ,#^1 

1117 

Mathography 
A piece of writing in which the student describes her/his mathematical learning, as well.as, 
feelings about and experiences in mathematics, both in and out of school. 

Student's Name: Date: 

Students can write two or more sentences. 

m 

2002-2003 Edition 190 
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Student's Name: 

Task: 

CSD1 Standards-Based Portfolio 
ABOUT MY BEST WORK 

(Fall) 

Date: 

Drafts Attached YES NO 

m&. 

Q Individual task 
Q With Teacher Support 

• Small Group Q Whole Class Activity 
O. Opportunity for Revision Q Homework 

This is my best work because. 

Teacher Note: Please attach this to the selected piece of work. 

#* 

Harlem Link 
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CSD1 Standards-Based Portfolio 

Mathematics mmm 
Standard: The student demonstrates understanding of this mathematical concept by using it to 

solve problems, representing it in multiple ways (through numbers, graphs, symbols, 
diagrams, or words, as appropriate), and explaining it to someone else. All three ways 
of demonstrating understanding - use, represent, and explain - are required to meet, 
this standard. 

Student's Name: 

Task: 

Date: 

Log Attached YES NO 

Q Individual task 

Q With Teacher Support 

0 Small Group . 

Q Opportunity for Revision 

Q Whole Class Activity 

Q Home work 

1.   Create and solve word problems. 

2. Select appropriate strategies for solving word problems (e.g., using objects or. 
drawings). . ;-'- 

3. Convey mathematical thinking using content specific language to describe, 
explain, compare:   .     . 

4. —Talk about mathematics and problem solving in everyday life (e.g. 
attendance, time, weather). 

Comments and/or Instructional Steps: 

1 Commentary by: 

Based on the above criteria, this work sample illustrates a performance that is: 

Q 1 - Not Proficient Q   2 - Partially Proficient      Q   3 - Proficient      Q   4 - Advanced 

Student Friendly Checklist 

Q  I can make up and solve word problems. 

Q  I choose the right way to solve word problems and I use blocks, drawings, etc. 

Q  I can tell someone about my thinking by the math words I use to describe, talk about, and 
compare things. • 

Q  I talk about math and math problems in real life: attendance, weather, time. 

Q I am beginning to learn about choosing the right math tools: computers, calculators,.measuring 
cups, scales, and rulers. 

2002-2003 Edition 
196 
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CSD1 Standards-Based Portfolio 

WRITING - Ij3gj Produce a Report of Information 

Standard: The student produces a report. -• 

Student's Name: '.; :
: '"•'r'/C-'.*.   %7-   3';-''.'   Date: '';/ 

Task: -  ___.' Drafts Attached YES NO 

O Individual task 
Q With Teacher Support 

Q Small Group:      '..." 
Q Opportunity for Revision 

Q Whole Class Activity 
D Home work 

1    Engages the reader by establishing a context, creating a. persona, and otherwise j 
developing reader interest 

2.   Develops a controlling idea that conveys a perspective on the subject. 

3.   Creates an organizing structure appropriate to a specific purpose, audience, and   .] 
context. 

4.   Includes appropriate facts and details. 

5.   Provides a sense of closure to the writing. 

Comments and/or Instructional Steps: 

ICommentary by: 

Based on the above criteria, this work sample illustrates a performance that is: 

Q 1 - Not Proficient Q   2 - Partially Proficient     D   3-Proficient      Q   4-Advanced 

Student Friendly Checklist     . 

.When I write a report 

Q  | compare and contrast ideas, themes and characters presented in the books. 

Q  | support ideas with using facts and details from the book. 

Q  | can use illustrations to help communicate ideas. 

Q I answer questions about the main idea and/or events in a story, even though the answer aren't written in 
the book. 

Q I can demonstrate that I understand the author's purpose by analyzing his use of specific words and 
phrases. 

Harlem Link 
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About Portfolios        -      ^   -t-^r^^^^c;--:^ 

Department of Education) adppted,a.promotionaj policy thai includes students'   •;. 

standards-based classroom work, there has been a need to clarify "how good is good 

ehdug#%r:studeht#rm 

ifs own policy for promotion. In doing so, the district has designed a standards-based 

portfolio system that will be used4o.4ga^^rnotig^dec3sip#ns..«:, .j-  ....,..:'.;•..., 

There are many books and professional articles about the value of using 

performance assessments.infhe'cla^ assessment 

strategies that is designed to provide a more complete picture of the child and the work 

he/she is capab|e-of doing 

system that works tp create ^^^ .•:_.-. ,_.,     .,,/. 

Portfolios can... 

- Serve differenfpurposes (ife;^#ow-growth over time, meet a specific set of 
standards'; meet a specific set of competencies, clarify promotion decisions, etc.) 

• Serve different audiences (i.e. personal reflection, peer review, teachers, graduation 
committee, etc.)..     -., , .  ..••.-.,•• ••-.-•:••• 

- Help to illustrate howa student understands and applies his/her knowledge 

• Provide an opportunity to show understanding and excellence through projects, 
authentic work, exemplars, and oral presentations 

Although a portfolio is a powerful assessment tool, it is ... 

• Not a collection of all the student's work 

- Not arbitrary 

• Not random selections of student work collected at the end of the year 

An effective portfolio system must be designed with a specific purpose in mind. In 
addition, portfolios must be organized to meet the specific needs of. our schools and 
district. 

Harlem Link 
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District One has the following portfolio needs: - • ,.   ,*%-^ <s£•; >-T *.,<<^i' *• 

• We need a process to collect student work and wake .informed and. respectful    • 
dec/s/ons'abouteachcWs prd^^ 

.   We %ed ^coherent portfolio system that is sharedwthin affihroiJghou1:the;i "'"• 
.district, • ' ••• ;• •.-   ,/:.:.;  ,-•.• .::•-.;••.;  v^.;- ?v-;, •.;>••• ..:v ;£;;,,,.•; -y-.-.zi: :.', :>.'-*:;.•.: :^£ V T " 

• ;,.Werneed,a::ppn^olio system thatife 
higher order thinking. , v' 

»    We need a portfolio that respects each child's individuality and personal strengths 
and allows us to observe^^vcnild%:growthibver.1ime^:; *' %' •> - -W vx; —-!' 

are: 

• Collect 
/ Select 
/    Reflect 

o 

.--"BWs, • 

District One has a StandardsrBased ppf#olip System '..,,- .. ,;;....'.. .'•„>,,._' 
This means District One's Standards Based Portfolio:     .      . 

».. Hasspecifjcselectiq^.^ is.based.upon/the child's 
best independent work that illustrates/ exhibits the student's ability to meet and/or 
exceed a specific standard: Some components ?6f this portfolr6?may' be selected :from 
the child's working collection/work folder.) 

»    Is used to make careful and deliberate decisions about a child's promotion into the 
next grad.ev;;jtThjs;k:a,.!'high stakes^p.ortfolip..;Jt;Will:be used as part <)f the .. _„ 
Chancellor's Promotion Policy along with theZchild's standardized test, scores and (    jl 
classroom attendance.) -•-' 

«    Is used to help the child and the teacher make mindful choices about teaching and 
learning; (Byholding portfolio conferences and looking through the.;child's work, both 
the student and the teacher can begin to discuss/plan for instructional "next steps" 
etc.)''    '-' '       \\,'..'^".''-^.'.  '...''-'"    V2 

•    Provides an opportunity to show student understanding and excellence through 
projects, authentic work, exemplars, and oral.presentations. 

Essential Portfolio Terms 

There are five essential terms that describe.the portfolio system, The first three 

Harlem Link 
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['•..y £ach.<q:f#)ese.ideasis^essentiahintreatingBn^effectiv^pottfoliosysteni'that:';-:'-- 

reflects the different abilities of the student-:>tefs?take^ldsi^ilook'Bt;eaclv^!He'se   ' 

terms; ,,:,\.:;^;^ ;..----;   v. :/-:.!:,v- : ' .^:: -.. :r  -   /. .;.   /.-' ^ )j^ ' ;--' 

A collection is an assortment of work the student has produced overtime. .Similar- 

toawork^ .. ., 

.homework, etc. It-is everything the child has produced in aparticular content area. 

Selection #;,    ; 

From the overall collection, the teacher (and/or child) goes through all the items 

and pulls out specific pieces of work that addFessparticQlancntena and/or topics: Often ^ 

these pieces of work are selected to see how well they stand up to a set of performance 

stahdards/Fdr^ 

EL% and-Mathematics as-a guideto select student work:      .•'•-. "•:. •-.?:• • .. '•>••  •-•••'• 

Reflection.    ,.-.,. ,    :-•..-•?•••    ••.-•;•-•'.-••.•.-..•. -v:y-;'•:••"•  •;• . /•>.•. 

There are several places for commentary, phepladefor teacher commentary Js 

on the rubric that is attached to the student work. In addition to evaluating the student 

work with the rubric, there is space'for the teacher to reflect upon the student's work 

and describe some possible instructional "next steps." 

There are other places for both the teacher and the student to reflect in this . 

portfolio system; When the student is asked;to.select.his/her Favorite Book, it is: 

necessary tor the student to reflect upon the selection and explain the choice. The 

teacher and student are asked to reflect upon a selection of work when they select Best 

Work. Once a particular piece of work is selected, it is important for the student to 

explain the thinking behind the selection. The teacher is asked to do the same thing. 

Students and teachers must select the Best Work twice a year just before the parent- 

teacher conferences. The Best Work is often discussed during one-to-one 

conversations between the teacher and the student. At this portfolio conference the 

Harlem Link 
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teache,r:may#^ 

this particular|p!ece-.of^r!ti •:$'•-•:..•-   '•?-••?•••:•**? *p?$p 

The teacher may look through a student's collection and select a specific pieceof :.: 

work that highlights and/or celebrates some specific content or.performance standard. 

This piece is then added to the portfolio, and the teacher adds his/her reflections on the 

c6mAna#m-^-- ^- v"^ .^:%-^/ '^-^ '' ^;»^';''_ ...;•• 
,   The next t^o^terms^ |i|um|riate the reasons tne district deve|oped this portfolio     """ 

system Wd&u&^S^sigfedlxif:: *< *^r;'" ^^' «;*^-' 

V  Purpbse ^v^,;^' 

Purpose: oitteStanda^ •• -     "-• :'".>: 

• As previously mentioned; it.is used to make, careful and.deliberate decisions,about;a.;. 
child's-prombtioh inWthe next grade/(This is a "high stakes" portfolio. It will be used . 
as part of the Chancellor's Promotion Policy along with the child's 'standardized test - 
scores and classroom attendance.). 

-    It is used to help the teacher make informed choices about teaching and jearh'irig-     : 

(By holding portfolio.conferences and looking^througn the .child!s.wprk,,.-both the 
student andieacher can begin to disctiss/plan for ihstruct!ona| "next steps1' etc.) 

• It provides an opportunity to show student understanding and excellence .through 
projects, authentic work.'exeltiplars, and oral presentations. 

Audience for the Standards-Based Portfolio 

•   District One's standards-based portfolio is Intended to benefit the teacher (to make 
promotional decisions), the-student^to understand what-they can do to improve), 
and the student's parents and/or caregiyers.;(to get a more .complete picture of tjie 
quality of work the student produces during the school day). 

CD 

i   r< 
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AboutKubricSaritiChecklists   "    **.^^--^ 

.:.. :,Qyer the.past few years the. education .world ;has.. used an.assessment:tool called 

a rubric to evaluate and judge student work. Rubrics .have been used-to,score. New -York 

State ELA and Mathematics tests.and. are often part of mathematics and literacy 

textbook series. Even thougNmany teachers ha%had%xperience with rubrics, there is 

still some confusion as to the difference-between a checklist and a.rubric, the values of 

using rubrics in the classroom and the instructional benefits.of students understanding 

and using rubrics before they start a classroom project. 

Checklists vs. Rubrics •;•:-.'•> ,;   >v :   :i-    i     \    - 

• A checklist lists the elements that should be included In a piece of student work. 

• Students and teachers can use checklists as part of an assignment. 

.   A rubricdescnbes thepefManys of ^ach-elementf.::'V:V : '      'f'"' ?/' 

• Rubrics should be designed so that the student can read and understand them. If 
the.student can use the^ubric to understand^what she/he can do to meet/exceed the 
standard, the.rubric is; moneajseful; •;  ,o\. - . "> ^:r:?..•••••• '.-,«•-..• •.*>':-.-v:''-' •= •'•'•'• 

Rubrics are designed to answer the following questions 

•    By what criteria should-performance'be judged?"    '' .•_;.: 

;«,   What should we (teacher and/Student) look for to evaluate performance success? 

-   What does a range in quality look like for this particular assignment? 

«   How should the different levels of quality be described and distinguished from each 
another?. - . -       •.••:--  

• How does this piece of work look in relation to specific performance standards,      -'•';" 
process standards, skills and conventions, etc.? 

A rubric, is a'particular graphic organizer that is used for both instructional and assessment 
purposes: A rubric describes the criteria for a specific task. It is writteri-down clearly stating 
the description at each performance level. The most effective rubrics are worded in a way 
that covers what we,, as teachers, look for when judging quality student work. Effective | 
rubrics are also easily understood by the students and used for self-assessment prior to 
submitting the work for teacher evaluation. 

Adapted from Jay McTight (2001) 

a;ss^-*r«ssft^^^^ 
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Let's take a look at the difference between, a,rubric that describes the levelsof ,H .•'•• 

performance and a checklist that simply states the contents of a performance task. This 

checklist lists the cdnte'nts'of a birthday cake fora 13 year bid's partyiThik checklist 

could be used to evaluate abirthday cake/"' ;" " r'~' '•'""'•'-•• •• 

Birthday Cake Checklist 

I;- 

•;r >'; 

• •„.. .-.Conten^lemenis;   r •, Present (Y/N): 

Size' . 

Taste. '            :•>'••'•':•: '"-'c-..''-i 

Decorations (including 
conventions of spelling, etc) *z 

;prai:Pr:esentation-.      .,;.*•.'••-.• 
• 

n 

Note: This checklist just describes, the elements gfa.birthday fake.. Itdoes not,,by, 
design, describe the performance criteria or f he'different levels of performance. 

Now..take.-a closenlook-ata r^bnc that:was developed from the sbbvechecklistto : : 

evaluate a birthday cake. See if this rubric provides W idea of what a "godd'^Levei 3) 
birthday cake should be. o 

Birthday Cake Rubric 
i Content/Elements 

r% 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Size 
Not enough for everyone Smalt amounts for everyone 'Regular'1 piecesior.everyone' j -Mbrettiari Enough for all; there 

is enough for take-home 

Taste Everyone takes a taste, and. 
leaves the cake on the prate 

Some finish their cake while 
others-leave H unfinished 

Everyone finishes his or her 
piece      -;   • 

Everyone finishes and asks for) 
seconds' ! 

Decorations 
(including 
conventions of 
spelling, etc.) 

| Happy Birthday is written, but 
spelled incorrectly.   . 

Happy Birthday" is written 
j clearly, and correctly . . 

Happy Birthday is written with ' 
extra decorations,(including, -: 
flowers)    -    •.. 

I 

•Happy Birthday" is written ! 
with extra decorations \ 
(induding flowers) i 

There'are additional words | 
and decorations that make the | 
cake very personal. 

Oral 
Presentation 

The cook sings, "Happy 
Birthday* by herself and 
everyone else laughs 

The cook sings, "Happy.; ; 

Birthday" and a.few others join 
in 

The{copk, sings, "Happy 
Birthday" and everyone joins 

;The cook sings "Happy I 
Birthday", and-everyone joins   | 

in ! in 

Guests add personal ; 
comments and special . > 
salutations about the birthday ' 
boy . I 

Note: This Birthday Cake Rubric describes the performance of each element of the 
birthday cake at different levels. You can see this information helps the "baker" know 
what he/she needs to do to create a Level 4 birthday cake. 

14 Harlem Link 
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• "Ehiink abbut-the 'c^€^:an^br eleraehfe'^a''specfffc performance task   '••>. ."^ v.- :.:^ 
llessorVactwity) yp'u Awa 
specific grade/age level jG.onsideKdevelopmentally. appropriate.curriculum and what 
elements you have already; covered inyour classroom. List the elements in" thefelft1 

• •-,:• ••::S:..;.y/    ,; •     • . V:;-.-:.. .:   • ';.:,  •••«.-;•••';".   .  -•.•': is,*::.-;- . --- 
column. ... ..,, .v.,.,. 

Elements^ 
•••.  .;.-L-#rL: • • •'*- 

•   '-%v-LeVel;2-v ' .';- -. levels;       • Level 4         | 

.1.-Pravjdes,an 
^interesting,.      tf:- 
attention-,     ;•:;• y. 
^grabbing 
intrbductibh:   "-V; 

,.:••' •;'••• •..•• .-.••'-r. •   :  « 

..-(I/-  .:: ; £••>*:.'• 

2. Clearly presents 
an opinion about 
.the book/article, .... .. .....      ............ 

. 3.Quotes or refers 
to the text      *~.-.<i 

iTT.'itP-.i.; •"•-,.•:        . ;• • 

Note: You may:wanMo^start»the rubric with three or four-elements. You can 
as your students gairtrgfe^rfluency witKrubrics and the genre. 

add more 

Once you have decided.on the contents/elements that are part of the performance task 
(assignment) think about :the;quality ofWis/element and "how good is good enough." 
Consider Level 3 .as. meeting the standard. Think about .a specrflc, grade level and. 
describe what is expected in-each element at that grade level: Be as specific and  ": 

descriptive as possible. •::^-v   ..:.. »••-•.:•/••:••. 

| Elements j          Level 1.     . :•     Levels: J'J_         Level3 Level 4 
i 1. Provides an    j                           - -     '-   i    ;>^ •J—^ii-—T-r.- r The-mtroductibnJjsv;     ' 

interesting.       i                         '>—i—— clearly Wtten and 
attention-     .^; _                               • carefullydesq^^e; • 

.   grabbing    ^rj .context ahctstd^fbcua ......,. 
introduction.      i 

i 
oflhebopW^eiefeit'' 
B written iin-ajiraylthaf \- 
encourages ihe^eMef: - 

• I . . toreackSrv. .:•••.-'.' 
2. Clearly           i                                       I The.student clearly ":. 

j   presents an      I                                     ; states an opinion: and . 
I    opinion about    I                                         j offers at least two 
I   the book/          !                                       j reasons that support 
j   article.            i                                   • his/her opinion. 

3.Quotes or Jhe. student prddiuees at 
refers to the . least-three text-related 
text •statements 

Now you can work backwards to describe Levels 1 and 2 and extend beyond the 
standard to describe Level 4. 
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A Sample Research Report •.;;,.; ,\-.., & ,„. ±:.j,, „ «3 ,, .& ,.,, .„. i 
This rubric was adapted from Scholastic's 40 Rubrics andtheckfisii&rade^^-^ • • 1 
Description 

Compressionjo£f ;: 
Subject/Topic 

;,-:tevel1 

Writing has little to do"; 
with-trJe:topicaKhand' 

jLeveM . teve!4 

Writing Effectiveness: 
Idea Development 

Ideas^are unrelated to 
the topic Information is 
unrelatedand -•-• •'• - 
scattered. Seems like 
information may be 
copied without much 
thought. 

Writing indicates a • 
limited understanding:: 
•ofjhe topic., Contains., 
factual errors and may 
be missing critical 
irifoTrnafjbn.. 

pcentainsW:^' TWriting cb'ftainsan - 

i...ii!js-.ii\i_:a!_'_'_.i.^__-    , understanding of the 

rappi&.*.eflects5the,iise 
B&ene.#m6re/    .: 

DeyeloR.s.-ideas. ..":''':: 
incompletely with few 
or-npsupporiing •••.•'  - 
details. Some 
information may foe 
unrelated to the topic 
Information, may be 
copied from a book or 
website without 
attribution. 

_#evelQ#,deas. _, 

-ad^quateidetailSi ;, 

^experiences; Some.: 
#a##%uppA 
tpp1nt#Wew;!ldeas 
#.MWese'niiediprily; 
$#ghW.:_,., 

*f9M##? = ^ge 
of resources^nd 
different perspectives. 

^feyelops.r^levant..     ., 
•ry- ideas dearly and fulty. 
: i Irifbrrnafion-focuses on 
#thei6pic7I5etails; . 
" ^)cam'p"ies>anecdo!tes, 

orpersorial:  A > 
experiences explain 
a#;;cla#:ihe:       .. 
informatipn.jdeas are 
exhibited) indifferent 

-;(jr formats (textj.tabie, 
chartsjretcv) 

Writing Effectiveness: 

Organization 

There ^seems-to be-no- 
logic or thought in how 
this information is 
.organized Jt is hard lo 
followrthe.-autbpr's . 
thinking.. -  .  > . . ..•. 

Ideas are presented • 
with little organization. 
There seems to be 
some thought used in . 
theSsequpnce iof the y. 
infpirmatiqn,.but Jt.-fs-.^:,; 
iricbhsistent:' '.   '".''" 

^anEes?iriformafiph'-: 
^i^nlabceptabi^bralr 
,%#e4r#er#nA:\ 

Organizes-information 
iSglralfy in-jparagraphs. 
Incudes an effective^ 
introduction that    ": 

.engages Ahereader. 
. The cprrtenisind the 
'ending-provide the 

reader with content 
arid '.curiosity: 

& 

Writing Effectiveness: 
Language Use 

•Sentences.-are;   •,; -.-. 
inconsistent with a "mix 
of sirnple structure arid 
a.sense that others 
were copied out of a 
book. Limited 
vocabulary.      

,-Tbere is.a limited-use 
.ofvocabujary.        _ 
Sentences are •-• -  - 
fepetitrveiandase a. . < 
simple structure. 

language,.:.    f.-,_. 
#gg#t^tesisome: 
ise%seldf^serite;nce:i 
Wariefy;%SbmekUse%)f   ;. 
###^^:   - 
infoririafon.. 

Uses lively and 
. descriptfvelanguage.   j 
DetalfefSnecaotes and I 
examples; explain and 
clarify information. 
Varies sentence 
structure. 

Writing Effectiveness: 
Mechanics 

Many errors in 
conventions. ,'•'.- 
Penmanship-is 
inconsistent and hard 
to follow. Seems like 
there,Was IrttJe^tpirip; - 
prpofreading/edifina. It 
is hard to read., ... 

Shows-many-errors in 
conventions, but still 
contain.some meaning. 

.^mited%n;prsnn:basic . 
j&riguage<X)riy#tibns 
^|t»re:wrlh, - 
'#a.n,ng.#ereis,; ;,- 
^evidence <bf;;editrng and11 

revising-;   .;.- ." ' \:, "•' 

;iWritingishQwsfew (if 
IriyJxerrpcs in basic . 
language, conventions, 
yoeabulary.'format and 
grammar-are all 
appropriateto the 
topic. It is powerful and 
persuasive. 

I 
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• 

A Rubric about Rubrics 

(63%. 

. Description/ 
Score 

Level 1 Level 2 _.:'..Level-3./,'-'---.3 : : :-?W: 1%^^ ^ . 

Use of 
Descriptive 
Language 

! '    • 

Partially understood by 
the teacher. Specific, 
language is. used that 

j   describes student work. 

•j. Unde'rstoodibyih^teacher- 
i and-a-few'seiectstuderrts-:' 

was not shared with 
families. Specific language 
is used: that describes :ZV 
student work. 

Understood byeyeryone •;••'!j. 
• "(teachers, students and 

family members.) Specific 
language is used that 

qipescribes.sludent work." A >:, 
Written by teacher and/or 

.. taken from another source: 

., 'Writtenby-studerjts<and:the teacher. 
Easily understood by"everyone 
(teachers, students and family 
members.) Specific language is      | 

•Susect thatdescnbesstodent work.. 

Format & 
!   Visibility of the 

Rubric 

The'rubric "is'organized 
; in.a way that is-difficult:. 

,'   to follow,Be teacher 
'-needstoexplainlhe 

descripUonsandthe/:;. 
levels regularly to the 

."• Siidems/iHsWr •-<* 
.. -dearfy labeledmor  •-,;-. 
-.postedWe.; ; ... 

classroom.-'   -----   • 

--mWbHc-is^chaNenbe.' 
;::-s.-1p^lfM..*feptganE6d:;/ 
.. .around some descriptions. 

''•^at.^re'ndf-hecessarily:'' 
:•• v^sequencot f omsfcis=riot 

.   clear.Prmtishard-to.-, - 
:- -fpilow^nd. hard lo-read:-- 

-fasyto^llc^hov^-^ 
: different descriptive levels c 

..,t^a.t.arecteararid,readiry.r.;. 
- .available. A single-copy of ~ 
= *e rubric-is availabteio the - 
, #dents._   , 

K€asytofoilo^S|icws different 
.":: descriptive 'levels that are dear.and 
... readily:ayailable..A chart/poster of. 
'trie rubric should be'dearry visible in 
^ithe classroom: Students have their 

When/How the 
Rubric is 
Presented 

The teacher uses the 
rubric after the students 
have completed the 
assignment. The 
students never see the. 
rubric..'        .'••.'.• 

The teacher and the 
students use the rubric 
after the work has been 
completed. The students 

• use^the rubric for self-.:.,. 
evaluation :.V'    "  '/'-''' 

The teacher presents;the   } 
rubric before and/or during 
the assignment. There is 
little discussion about the.. 

v^c--. -..-.  .. -;-{-. ••••:,• 

'- The teacher ^presents the rubric 
before the assignment There is a 
lot of discussion around the rubrics 

- ^throughout trie 'assignment. - 
;-Students.4ise rubrics for peer- 
'coa'crfirig'/peef-evaluation. Both 

• teacher arktstudent use theirubric 
, .for evaluation.,:. 

Use of Student 
Work to    : 

j   Exemplify 
j   Descriptions 

i 

No student work or,. 
''   examples of student 

; work are;-us.ed.t6. .•'•*,;. 
illustrate these levels. 

A single piece of student. 
work is used: Itis hot- - 

• .Jeveledjiofr-annptated to' • •• 
illustrate strengths and 
areas for growth. 

[ A few samples of student  .. 
'•': work areiised to illustrate a 
xLeyel; IV: The works are 

leveled and annotated to.    . 
illustrate strengths and areas 
for growth. 

Samples of student work», current 
;  and/or past, are used to exemplify '! 

6each level. These samples are      J 
posted intheclassroom.The         1 
•works are leveled and annotated    i 
to illustrate strengths and areas for 
.growth.;... :.    . ;,- 

Process of 
Developing the 
Rubric. 

Teacher uses a ready- 
made rubric not 
applicable to the 

"   developmental needs 
of the students, not the 
assignment/project 
planned. 

Teacher develops rubric by: 

herself without.input from, 
the students. 

Rubric is developed with 
students and does not 
change. 

:  Students understand and have 
-    ownership of the rubric's formal    j 

Rubrics are revised/adapted as     ! 
- needed. Different models used for ' 

•different assignments.                  ; 

Note: We have included grade specific rubrics for the Standards-Based. Portfolio in 
Connections. You will find that these rubrics correspond to the New York State 
Performance Indicators.in both Literacy/ELAand Mathematics. 

In addition to the rubrics, each grade level section includes a sample of student work, 
extended teacher commentary on that piece of work which.corresponds to the rubric, 
and a commentary sheet that provides a space for teacher and student comments. 
There is also a sample of a commentary sheet filled out by the teacher. 

Harlem Link 
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About District One's 
Standards-Basedifertfp:fe%stern   i  - -.„, 

District One's Standards Based Portfolio has:    -       > 

.   Specific sWej=tidnsp#u;de%^ 
. v.This'seleetion is based upon#e child's #estindependent work"that illustrates/   : >*« 

... ;exhibrts*hestudentk^ ••"••>':* 
t   . components of thisportf6li0#ay be .selected^rdm;:the child's wording - 

.   collectibnftvork-folder. During:^ 
language arts standards: Reading and Writing. (We are also focusing; on two (2) 
Math Standards Functions and. Algebra (PreK-2 it is.called Patterns aM Functions); 

... and Statistics and Rrobabilityj .-c ^ •,-.•.,    .-., ,:!..,.,-....,, 

»    Portfolio Checklists. ..^-v ...; •*,••.•• --.•-c:.^ 
These are included as a way to manage all the pieces, of student wotk:t'hat is 
included in the portfolio. This Portfolio Checklist is attached to the outside of the 
portfolio clearly stating what kinds of-student work-and how many need to be  
included. The checklist isldesighed,so the'teacher.can "check^fF what has beeni".'  V 
included in the portfolio;Those items,not yet checked is work thatstill needs to . 
added to the poitfplib.:::,',_ \ ' ''"-^'-[ •'. ... "'   :>""'' 

• Student Friendly Checklists 
These are written in easy-to-uriderstand language sb-that students can better ~ 
understand what is to be included in standards^based work. These checklists may 
be used for "seed ideas" for lessons and performance tasks. In addition, they may 
be used for student self-assessment from grades 3-8. 

• Developmental Rubrics 
These rubrics, designed by lead teachers from District One, reflect best practice and 
standards-based instruction. Each rubric needs to be attached to the student work 
selected and placed in the portfolio. The tea'c^'"w^vfee:the'TObficio:e^ahrate'lhe •• 
student work and offer commehtaryon possible *hext steps" for instruction. Each 
rubric will have descriptions-arid elements ;ofeac/7 performance descriptors'that may 
also be used for instructional purposes. Although these rubrics are designed to be 
part of the portfolio, for instructiona! purposes, teachers may customize these rubrics 
so that children can begin to "get the idea" of each performance description. 

(J 
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i Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) about 
Starting the Standards^ 

.'-t^ :d    n,-;':-r>h" 

Q: Mat areWsfepS'ml^^W^oVmy'''.••'• : 
A:.Stu'aeritsheed;td%b^ In addition to the literacy 
-@#mathb(#0^ 

doing-math ona da% 'basis: Ohce^oO, as; a;|egcK^,ha^e covered one particular 
standard and performance desbr^ opportunities to 

• -co^nfen^ "next steps" to help-the 
':'stlide%mprpve,:^^%%'-^ .'. \     . 

B? few $u,sh^ has a three-step   . . 

^)YoU collect all the^W 
12) You (and'^t'ti^^ this larger collection 
3)'You (and/oUfre^tiident) rej^^t uppnthk Wpfk.Using the rubric/commentary form 
^ or ^the ^About ^y Besf Wo^" terri^ate^inc|uded in the portfo!io packet. We have 

included sample anchor papers with teacher commentary to provide clear 
exemplars on how to use the rubric, add teacher commentary and suggest next 
"instructional steps." 

A suggested time-lime for the Literacy and Math portfolio is included in the 
introduction (Section 1). 

Q. What materials do we use to set up this portfolio? 
A. Take a few minutes to look at the sample folder we have enclosed. All the materials 

your need to build these portfolios are included here (except, of course, the student 
work!) 

There are three basic parts of this standards-based portfolio. 

The Portfolio Each teacher will be given two (2) different color pocket folders 
Pocket Folder       .   to be used for each student's portfolios. 

• RED for all the ELA Portfolios 
• BLUE for the Mathematics Portfolios 
We suggest you use a 2" expanding file to hold both portfolios as 
the student travels from one grade to the next. 
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^^^ ^^^^^^^ 

The Portfolios 
Checklist 

Commentary 
Forms.     ..-_. 

r:^. t)#iMw#e#is#h#.Wme^# 
;portfolio.'We suggest you glue the checklist to the" 

%--:%':C 

..Hr    ... .-..,-„ 

the student fnendly descriptors are pnnted on one sdeqf.lhis 
paper and the commentary checklist is printed on the other. 

''": "Yburmini4essons, guided reading and writing as well as whole 
. class instruction should emerge from these student-friendly 

'-""' descriptors: Teachers need to produce and^p^h^e 
literacy elements so the students gain fluency in using them. We 

^///.stcqngJy^s^gpe.sHKat you introduce these descriptors to the 
^^ students 
^/^sb.f^tth^pd^'^p e^atpJpfe^r^'^efT)^.' '(Note: See 

'"''. Literacy'Resource packetfbfmorejnfbrmatibn.ab^ 
' -lessbhs)' "   '" "' ""'   '      "  "   '  '   ' '  "'  "      ' 

&. 

(        I-:'- 
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Q. rVVhatido the Portfolio Cheokllst'the Rubric/Commentary an#W 
..st JdeMt-^|eM d|yoh^c^t!o^|^7 ,     ^;    kj.f   -    ?§M 
v A; Here are samples from the ppWlib^docu merits. The Portfolio: .       '-» ^gr: 

i checklist is placed putside&e math anjd literacy p^ortfoJid to keep 
• "track of the wo>£included.'--..   . '•• Tr •! ?       y. i f''':%' -'•' 7     . 

Fourtfi Gradef lfefa€yf5o;rtfdUo^ Checklist^ 

Student's Name ••--• t^TMsiic^n isrppftsistent for Literacy, 
'•&$& ira Matfternaties. ^TRe grade . • 

The folldwing items.represent the focus for thei2QB2j3'scr^6l year: ^   I    * -'.- 
This jsitates What 
standartfis being 
wofteion.5 

.. _•:_ ':.• ^Include evidence of reading:25 books 
..;• ::• - and/or book equn/alehts ••'.y "'•'*.; 

r%:        Attach stands 
1  form for Resp 

-Comprehen, 

: Th is, is?a rernindfer to-use trie 
standards-based-Eorhrhentary 
forms and to attach them to the 
student's work:-'o       '.   v 

• r-v:    ' Reading Practice 

-   Reading Comprehension; -;/:' 
. Q     • (4 Book.Sttidy)f 

LJ   ;;'" Response to Literature   . - "Attach standa/ds-baSed commentary 
Q  ;;: E2b --:'.' .:   " form for Response to Literature^ 

r-v Favorite Book 
U   I..- .   E2b y ;        • 
n Narrative A 

1 
include a writing.sampJe that explains 
whv this is her/his favorite hnnk 

Autobiography) 

Narrative Procedure 
E2d 

Arta 
forrr 

Atta 
jforrr 

These:are. boxes for teachers to check. It 
also designates how many work samples 
are to be included. 

IUI lYalldllVd^lUCtiUUI.b: 

Best Work s Teacher 

Best Work - Student 

,k,, w^,. t *>.-;r>-iy »u;^ ;^ tu. 

There is a template included in th^pcfrtfoHo packet for 
the student to fill out and for the teacher to fill out. 
These are done twice a year just before Parent-teacher 
Conferences. 

Teacher's Name 
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Student's Name: 

Q Individual task 

gages the header by 
veloping reader 
erest 

S3 

(presses a judgement 
an emotional reaction 
the story 

srtionstrates an '' 
iderStandlhgoftne,, 
erary wohk 

•ovldes a sense of 
osure to the wrltlhg. 

Specify Task; 

a*Wh I eacher Support 

a    No context 
No point ofyleVv    v 
No introduction, central 
Idea is not established 

a 5mall Group 

Begins to establish 
:t and point of view ". 

Intrdbwqtory sentehce(s) 
Centrali&e^ls established, 
but not suppbrtfid,  .;•;       V 
Literal sifnple sentence -v- 
structUre 

P Opportunity for Revision;^ <C 

D; Clearly establ 
contexty. -,\ • .;"-; /^ ;. ,_,.-. 
Polht-of.ylew Is established 
introductory pSragrapn that 

. highlights central Idea of the 
stqry; -;.-  ^ ''v-^^^j   ;..:. 
Varied sentence HimrHurf 

c 

Check off, 
how/wHe'fe, 
student aia,thife 
'work;:, #W) 

Q Homework 

s. context with 

a    Unclear Judgmi 
or emotional reactlc 

Writing:Is expressive:} 

o    Evidence of so 
understanding of th 
text, may still Include 
irrelevant details 

\"o   No closure 

These are elements of the 
Performance Description. Bach 
Element is re-written in "kid- 
friendly terms" and used as a. 
student checklist. This is printed, 
on the other side of this 
rubric/commentary page. 

Unimrsianuuig ui ina taxi 

a.   Closure begins tb tie 
the piece together   , 

Expresses a judgfher 
emotional reaction will 
pportlng detallAffdrn to 
ier works, dr rdfererice 
orknowled^&r,.,:?;: 

uppbMingaetaiisya 
Pdlrit ofivlew established with a r?;; 
distinctive voice ;;. 

. Introductory paragraph .that highlights 
the central Idea with mariy.suppoftjh 

t$ls is one of the levels that ;| ; 
?;describes tHeQuality of th| student; 
;Wrkin&ii6biic. This rubric is -' 
,-Useci as. aVcprrlrnefitary page* trjo. 
;:the:teacher uses trierubrioto; - .' 
-evajuateahe student's work attd     ' 
then atds ^UgjgestW next sleps for 

:rier!co^rhgntiry% .:? 

Tnr 

Ddmonstra'tesTqbrhpl'ete- 
derstandlrigof-theiexf &' 
ojughusebf#tU#i':   . #. 

references arid: personal . \< 
experiences • ':>t '.;*•!"}     '{ 

i ^Closure ties}Ih||jece '"* 
tpge|rl|B^aqa^ayi^cTl^de a 
personal reap 

!.('» 

u;.;. u«iiiuin>iidib!a uunipitHtj—r%—- 
I understanding of the text thrbU^h Use of 
: te|tu'Sl:feferehces arid persjonal   'r 

ixpelieYices with many s'uppbrtihg ' 

O   . Provides clear closure lyith/bersonal 
reaction and a}tecohimehdatlon toJ 
others vl ' 

Based on the above criteria this work Illustrates a performance thaUs: 

Q 1 - Not Proficient 

• 2 - Partially Proficient 

Q 3 - Proficient 

• 4 - Advanced 

Here is where the teacher makes - 
his/her final evaluation on this 
complete piece. 

Next Steps: 

The teacher "bhecks";.( 
off the box thktiest ^ 
describes the^uaiiity. of 
the student'sZw6H(5>  :' 

&his:iswhe&meWhef 
:-$dd&;m6sug^te;^^^ 
steps" for instructi on. 

CO 
en. 
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Student-Rrieridly Qhicklist 
When I write a response to literature: 

Q   I provide an interesting, attention-grabbing introductip 

• I present my opinion clearly. ,.' •••'    J .'.. :?•. 

• I demonstrate that I used my personal experience to proVldegexaniples #i 
; ' ... %    5       t      Kb 

read. ,,;,    =       r   ;*z 

Q I demonstrate that I understand literary devices such as pe(;soriif!catior|/:rrii 

• I support my opinion by using evidence from the reading. 

iThiM is the student chWklist;'; v. 
;Thisis:6h the other side of the!; 
.irubric/tegcher d'oriiment page, 
jfrhis is attacheAd:thd Wrk ; ?. 
;|ncludediin the pb&qiio\ \ % H . 
JStudehtsyh gtades3^ should •:. 
use this h a &l£a&e|s'iriertC ••' • 
.tool BEEORE stibfriitthig work' 
tor ^portfolio, conkreHW   .'/ [ 

nniTin*r*i.*-A-i;i.% .>,*r - 

• I quote or refer to at least three text-related statements^ * 

Q I include the title, author and publishing date of the select! 
•••   '•,':   '•'•   ' ;   <|  

Q I demonstrate that I have used the writing process to respond 

^ mi 

Q4eW^'    ' 

%ach#'Ahdulduse these^enfs for le$son,planSi -..?.?    }\/ 
^##tnance taAks and mini-lessphs:. A te&chenmay select^ 
'fewofthese^to start a unit, andWien adW Mye'r iiibre eleniefits 
M.th^hi|develpps wW#a#ng.   / ; ?^... X. ;y 

*fc-.-r 

best part is: 

This ik the area for the   ;• 
student to reflect upon their 
favorite part his/her work; 

' I trSfn/^F^iaQjmprove o 
yThis;is$e/areafor the student to 
reflect upon, his/her work and 
sblecf thVare*a(s) to wprkon next. 
Tnis will be helpful for the 
portfolio conferences. 

CO 

5 
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} CSD1 Standard 

READING -iEg 

Not all commentary sheets have. 
rubrics. This one-is used to 
restate the standard, ancfused for, 

-student friendly checTcI^tsVThe-;" 
teacher completes the checklist,.... 

-%6_ '.       --'       :, 

(3 

c^Harrf^'Thestudent reads at le'asttwenty-fiveibooksor-book-equivalentseach year.: 

^Tnaleiials should indude trSditipnil:and contemporary literature ;(bQth 

.    •    :-    fi^andnon-fiction^s^ 
J -•• 4iriematerials. Such: reading#byld represent » diyerse:co«ect.pa^material 

• •;• - %mm:atW^^ 

'(#ers& •? _ "•• ";      >"_'"•   :; 'll'&^gds tote-cAckeM.to state 

NherMpwthe sWentcOrnpleted 
I-tKis-^ork-samiple. ••;    : S 

V'- ^r: '••,   \ .  -;;. -•   ••     • ••• 

Student's"; 
Ta 

• A 

Q individual task 

. • With Teacher Support 

a'Small Group :-i -r ..: •;-.-. f. • Q; Whple;Class Activity 

a: Opportune iforRevision   ;i  - Q Home work        V-. 

1. 
PPSH. twenty-five booksldftguality ahdproduces evidence cf that reading 

-Comments and/or .InstWiW 5tep£ 

Commentary by: 

The Te^ierco'inpMes this 
checklist jarid o|e§ his/her 
commentary Worn • 

•  : !-•—: ;  

Based on the above criteria, this^brk#mple1llustrates.a performance that is:; -,:_ 
Q 1 - Not Proficient •   2-Partially Proficient   ;'.Q   3-Proficient      Q   4-Advanced 

Student Friendly Checklist 

After reading a book, magazine,-newspaper, book or on-line materials: 

Q   l maintain a log of at least 25 "quality"xbooks)l hsve;read.[Note 
Q I produce evidence that I have read and understood each book. 
O |#kct different types of reading materials.   ?;• 
Q I ctool rhaterials written by various authors! ;. 

These student friendly checklists can be used for 
student's self-assessment as well as "seed ideas" for 
classroom.lessons. ".   
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;:<-;':: i.-'-:   >. Q: How isDistrict OhetdeWi ?^%    v? 
A; Connections has a special section that offers a glossary of ^different-terms to 

%i: ^ihelpiclany^ur&rmsanaWoidmisun#rs^ndihgs.^^;^ -- --w^v arr. 

Q:i Hovvvdb•* roakexsure each thffcas the GOirect; irumbeHbf items inthe 
portfolio?   . .0ys^^i^o5:c^i::m:;<:;>o^^(    '• 

„ A; We have. workM carefully in designjng.a su^gestedjmeline to;.helpyou and 
•..$£•• ,.;-iyo:ur iStudents:;pace the :CoJI:ectio:r^seleetiQ^ it 

va ries accordingiplthesdevelopr^^ey^^Me' havesenclosed ibis-trrri'eiine to 
" • .nrelp:yb^ 

"•• timeline. RemembmthaW 
that#pw#oMd,4W#auWW :%_, 

r:tolr:#pWan#aty:ou goWe#@#^^^ : 
^.teache^shpu|d^mee^ 

studentj«vifi^ithe.;wp^ ^^ 
i: should -make; specific recpmmejdatJQns^prhgIp^e^tudent peei/exeeed the 

standards, 31c w^-:-%w?\r ^^^••%r^.-rc:. '•!'?•.•<•-••-AT--. ..:r\^.\rc--.:^ • 

Q: Why?do we^ for 
students to selecttheir,#est^ 

A: Sometimes the student may feel herfbest work may not be the same as the 
teacher's choice. Often the "best wor^s^r^about meeting #estandaWsr: 
rather some otherfersonal conneGtionthat&e student feels particularly % • * 

- proud ^okAjpersonal narrative abpu^a^ 
give the teacher additional insights intovwhp this child is and how she -. -,.: 
understands the world around;her. Again, this is important (and useful);., 

- informationforlheichild's nextteaeher.iEgually important, it allows .the-child to 
reflect upon her own wprk and select that which-she feels most proud of. This 
may be a challenge at first, but intime, the more reflective the studenUs, the 
more effective.a reader ,and writer ;she will become. Teachers often findthis 

, selection most interesting and-insightful, .it ..-.:%. 

Q: What does District One plan to do with these portfolios once they are 
completed? •'• •       . rr >•..-...•, 

A: After the teacher has. completed the -student's portfolio, it will be moved to the 
child's next teacher. Ifthe student is assigned for summer school, then the 
portfolio should go to the school's administrator. 

Q: What does a student's portfolio look like? 
A: Each.student should have his/her own portfolio. Each portfolio should 

include: 
- A. portfolio checklist (placed on the outside of the portfolio 
• A commentary form which includes the rubric 
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«' Student work'clearjyWa^ .3<,-:>H-9 
• ^^^comrnentar^^ioip^-: s ?v^:;: W>- ;:•:%.r.-. ^'-^^X w-f :,,^.^r.;::,:;;.j^ • 

The checklist states w^hat specific-items.^need to?be^ included in. th.e portfolio. 
We also ask-that you supply the date thestudent work was: placed in the 

;:#portfoliOv.lnside:eachpp#oliGmil be,a^peciflos.e|^tion,0f^u 
that addresses specific standards. :^;-^.^>; .. 

%he::components;:ofea 

Q:Does;the-Literacy # ,?ni^;;- 
A: :DistmM'0he;has cre##d#e^%^ 

.La%Bage:A#s#nteW 
* :^a^ checkiist^t^c1e%rly«tBtes%ie e^gffts-of tHe^mpoftfolio^ah^the 

\- ^ugge~5ted^ 
'.--, .%aohers:andAdmWstratorsfhavew^ a 

developmental framework including learning experiences are planneti^fdr 
each ELA standard (Reading, Writing, Speaking/ Listening /Viewing, 
Literature, Conventions) and rubrics to help clarify the expectations on each 

v:\ %ade;le#l#W •'::- 
Portfolio with:the:N$G&^^ . 

QrWhatareGhecRlistsiand Rubrics?^ U wJ •^•vy,V.^^: ?;.:;- 
A: oHecklisfeiaridm^bri^are twbtesserifiaftbols teachers should: use tohelp 

;suppbrt4he teachihg^hdleaming^prbcess. Ihdrder to'help students-'\ 
understand what should:be mcludad iri'their work, a'Checklist^cah-be' 
designed to Clearly state the^expected coritentsof a specific tr-*:->'--^:' 

:;. task/prbject/activity/A Checklist is mbsf effective when it is developed with 
the students overtime; This means that a few components of a checklist are 
discussed in the class, examples are given and students aregiVen multiple 
opportunities toapplytheir new the contextof classroom worki'-homework and 
class discussions. One students understand Ihe 'meaning of eabh particular 
item on the checklist, they can start to "self-monitor' their own work, with the 
goal to ensure all the "items are included. 

A Rubric is like a checklist, but develops each item/element along a 
performance continuum. By describing What^^ student work should look: like at 
different performance'levels, a student can gain a clear understanding of what 
is expected. Whereas a checklist may state the contents of a performance 
task, a rubric will describe the performance. 

Q: How can I get students to use checklists in my classroom? 
A: Students from early childhood through middle/junior high can have multiple 

experiences with checklists in a variety of settings and uses. A checklist can 
be used to give directions as well as state, "what should be included" in 
specific student work. 

(1 
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You can start using checklists... 

. 'in a class: during.^'mini-lessoh and/or class discussion: You can ask your 
class, "What -makes.^gddd^ieM?'rahd: then' lista:few ideas that your = 

.   class ;sugjests.k then fpii oah make^Friendship Checklisf sd;the  ;* 
•..-   -students can use as a reference- ^ -"'''-- -"'-'" :-':i'-'"! -v'•; '•-'-,'•"'•••'•*••'•'••• 

•  tdhelp students select an,Japprppr|ate'' book. Have a-class discussion on 
"How do you select a' good bbdk?"'arid-then, list the suggestions on a chart 

,   '      Paper.      ^ ' "''.""    • •-•••••• 

,-. _<3rhomeworkrand/or;c]ass.wdrky# 
"Student^hend^ 

-parts of the performance descriptions and'thestahdaWs. r"^ -:.;• '--''L- •;":'' 

Q: How can student checklists help to drive instruction? 
• A: A checklist that,is;clearly'posted:(an^ 

help students: knbwwhatitheyneedrto- do:for ^specific assighmient   "/ 
Checklistsrcanibem ;:•   ' *•" 
conferences as well as "steps in the writing process." The BIG IDEA with 
checklists is that theyisupport the^tudent's^self-assessmerit process- " 
allowing themto "selfrcheck":before hahdjngin work to their teacher.; 

Q: What is a commentary sheet? •j-vi,--^'---.1 J;    . 
A: District One'siStaridards-based Portfolio System^ indudes-twddifereht'types 

of commentary sheets. The commentary sheet is the place where.the teacher 
writes her/his reflections on the student work in relation to the specific 
elements of the-standard. One commentary sheetis combined with a 
rubric so that.the teacher can to add comments;about HOW the student is 
working to meet a specific.standard/performance description in addition to 
making suggestions,for "next instructional steps". The rubric'and-teacher 
commentary are designed to help the student understand how their work was 
evaluated and waystoiimprave.- '••••••• -: 

The second.type of ^commentary stands alone. These are additional : 
commentarysheets-are places forteacherv reflectionand student -reflection 
(i.e. "About my best work"; "My:Favorite book"; Ivly Mathdgraphy,-;etc.) 

Q: How to use the Teacher Commentary Sheets? 
A: Each piece of student work added to the student portfolio has a ' •' 

rubric/commentary sheet attached to it. These sheets need to be dated and 
clearly completed so that the child, his/her parents, your colleagues as well as 
the school's administrator can understand it Remember the commentary 
sheets are both evaluative as well as educational. Your comments need to be 
concise and descriptive, illustrating where on the student work the student is 
addressing specific elements of the performance description. Connections 
has sample of teacher commentary and completed rubrics with suggested 
next steps. 
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Q: How do I store the portfolios? 
A: Districting : 

•   students and.the tea 
. suggdsgtW 

be useful for the Literacy Portfolios to be.placed^jn theVVnting; GeMepand/or 
Classroom library and the Math Portfolio in the. Math Center. Some teachers 

.    :m##anttduse':afile-caB use 

.... Eaph^ppr^p|ip.5hou|d^ oncthe-autsideithatIs,iised:for;record 
. ^eepimg,niniSj,check# 

included, when ^ inthe portfolio, 
-arid how. many more prices are needed- by.theend of theyear:    . 

.The.ppr^p|ios^h^ ;-.   :X 
should usejhemitp;cpnferencewiibparents; AISinterventions;PPC••- •;* : 
conferences .andpne^p^one^rneetings^ ... 

Q: How dp:i,set-up portfolioconferences iwitb students?  vi^ uzw-.'.r-z:'.;: 
A: Portfolipjconferences, Jike reading iand^writing conferences arepartmffthe-- 

structures you set up in your ciassrobm. Portfolio conferences are on going 
and should be scheduled to take place a few-weeks before Parent/teacher  : 
.conferences.. By-doing this^ of the:;; ;.:••.• - •>'• 

•;..conference, >•••.,•  ...: ... *,* ;•: . ^>---./.^^'r:^-/ ;S.':-       -•.:.>..-;'-•:.•••;-.•.•.-.••'.•;. '••. 

Some. teachersi;create. a -list: of onerto-one; conferences to take:place •during 
independent r-eading/^ 
have a:.portfolio:conferences:and how-to ^prepare^^for theirconference by • 
ensuring specific pieces of work;are included in the portfolio for;conferences. 
In the: best-case scenario, the teacher should have:an;bpportunttyHo use the 
rubric/commentary page after the student hasself^assedi-by using:the;Student 
Friendly Checklist. The teacher should have completed the rubric/checklist 
attachedJothe student work be/boe the: portfolio confe re hce.=By doing this, 
the teacher can highlight the studentstrengfhs, and illustrate'possible."next 
steps" so that the student can improve his/her work: =. 

Q: When do you put student work inside the portfolio? 
A: Students can place their work into the portfolio at any time during the year. 

There are, however, some specific deadlines that will help support the student 
in planning for the year. It is critical from 3rd grade on up that students 
complete a "self assessment checklist" and attaching it to their work before 
they submit it to their teacher before the portfolio conferences. 

(1 

\_v 

, f 
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A: All completed, student work that addresses specificistandards'iand-•&•.%>-•;''•:-•• 
. performance.descriptions need to be included in the portfolio; The Overview 
checklist is used to "manage" all the-contents; stating what has been included 
in the portfolio and)WhaWs/yeti;to'be:se1^ - 
student^/independentwpr^ 
WeaWaisein^ 

;fubri(^commenta#sh the: 
teach%^ 

,   pur^goa^Awilh ^eacher^uppoi,srnail group; with Ppportttnitiestfdr fevisjorv;' 
whole class-activityandtoNhome:wdric}:v.^K^'. ^ ^•^/: .i:- .         -..2.-H 

•'•/SW 

Student work may focus on a few elements of a performance 'description^ |f- 
this is the ease, then more than one piece of student work must be attached 
to the commentary page to show Atl_#e elements:   •.•:•••.••'*i •<<%? -. ^t- v.ir'zi 

Q: HowcanJfUsethepprtf^ ^-:v••;• ••;-. ;;\i> •• *-W •:-••.   O 
A: Aftei;a studentanid the teacher commentaboutia.piece of work;rboth#e'^ 

teacher.andthe 
steps.^ .^is in^or^atipn^pa^ he!p teachers^grpup students according to^ X' 
common needs and support teachers'.individualized instmptidn/idn:adaMibhv 

when teachers look carefully at student work, they gain new insights .into what 
students undefstand;and#hato'babyjstepsI are needed to:improve^st^deht- ^ 
performance;. cB^Jpokingiatstudehfewoiik. in faculty study-groups. Yearns of '••' 
teachers have.ppportunities to discussperformance tasks; Wessons and -^ • ••• 
different stnategi.es to support students' performance: ::       -     ? ;?   ' 

Q: Instructional rubric ;. -~ii   .        -:t; ; 
A: District: One's Standards-Based,portfolio.system include performance rubrics 

in mathematics.andliterac are^specifically designed to bem- 
used with the District's portfolio system. These rubrics can also be 
customized for instructionalpurposes. Teachers may want to use a few items 
from the student-friendly checklists in their classrooms. By adding different 
performance qualities, teachers and students can create simple rubrics that 
help students get the "idea" of what is expected in a standards-based piece of 
writing. If parts of these checklists and rubrics are used, and then others 
added, then the teacher can "scaffold" the performance tasks to help "ramp- 
up" students to meet the specific standard. 

Teachers also may want to use checklists and rubrics in their classroom 
throughout the school year. By making your evaluation criteria explicit to 
students, you help them understand what is expected. The use of rubrics and 
anchor papers (see glossary) help students understand what a standards- 
bearing piece of work looks like. The more teachers use checklists, rubrics 
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and^nchorp^pe^thehe^ 
handln^^or^lnto^h^te^c^e^^^^^ 

QyHowtohelpstuderds'%?^ ;*v w^ ?: 
A: Teachers,can use^e^era|^ffe^nt^trategi^td^e|p^s 

and^elfrassess theiCwork^K:teachers;Qse checklists' ih^e'beginfiihg>bf trie 
vear^ students w!||^ 
Jesspr^jto#:us#te$owa :GbecklisMsused#il|rbe very helpful for-studehts> •- 
In add:Wpn,iby.idesigm 
and.self-assessment worksheets can hetp students^to dbmme ht/ab^but their 
work. The more reflective students are, their self-monitoring and seJf- 

' rorreetionsvinere^se^vymc &"t, }^ y••?>* ^"4 -• • 'y^t '^ -<y"s: -v',?^f.'':: 

Q: Where does the student^best work'^ fit? '•• •'£.-• V"•*'•?'>    -: • • " ": '""    ' 
. A: There are several incidences that we ask for a selection of the students' best 

work. Twice a year, we ask students and teachers to select the "best work." 
Once the work is selecle^T^e^lcthe<^den^s*i/^tr as the teacherta reflect 
upon the sdeptiom.' We .askkthatihese selections'be done prior to'•the:parefit- 
teacher co references.^ the ^aHjand in the^ spring. The spring ^best work-asks 
thestudent/tofompare-thefallpiecetothe spring-piece and moticeany -'    ' 
changes over the year, v^fteyi ..^W-^ r^y-y i '*-y"-y "'•}" -S 

Q: How can I use this portfolio for ParenttTeachefCdnferences?    ?•'r* •:•••. • 
A: It is important -for the!.teacher;to.;use>ithe^'Student's- portfolio1 as "a fbcusrfbr • 

parent.teacher.conferenoes.--v^^^ 
point, it helps the teacher discuss the student-s strengths and areas fbr^ 
growth. By looking at the student's work with the checklists, and the 
rubric/commentaries parents can.gain a better understanding of their child's 
grades. By using the portfolio, the-conversation'between parent and teacher 
is about the students' perfor^ance-on^classrbbm assignments in addition to 
any quizzes, tests and/onprojects thestudent does over-the term.:     : • ' ' 

f'H 
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-Standardsj^edf (^^ -^-^i 
SuggestedTirhe-Line iri Literacy and Mathematics 2002-?p03i 

We Have: developed^"sugge5fe33ix|^-Jjne''fo:-t^p'Pjstnjotfrpn^'jteachers implement   . 

th is new. stand a rds^based^ portfoiio system. This^ime|ine is designed for both'the new and 

experienced ciassroo prbiect-based «.. 

integrated projects that illustrate waysto. ihtegrate^fhe pbrtfblid cohtentinto-sociaj studies. 

Please review this timeline and discus&it.with your ^colleagijes at yourischool. Your 

school rnay -decideito fbcus.OTia particular'stahda^d^firsf. • %maygbf matter what standard • 

you focus on at first, but the Literacy^ by the end of the 

year/       - ''       . >        '. '       \r<^/^ . .:-  ;'/ 

September: r<---^-!       •     ••-:;• • 
..r .•  . Look.;at .overview ofJGdtinectionS', 'The State Department of Education's learning 

standards, Literacy/ELA and Mathematics standards, NYC Scope and Sequence 
.    foryoiJqgradelevel;#6mS:ahd^fow^^ ""'- " 
•    Establish Classroom environments   :^''•'• "•' V    •••'•'••'••;   r: ••'••'_ 

• Start to build print-rich environments "'/: ' 
• Set up; math:arid literacy centers ;,    ••^•"•".•••••••;:'."-':;•;-"""'•'-; 
• Set up classroom library'Gclearly-labeled;^ books; start 

• >JXi L#buildcybmiitemcvcehters- r.o^v *••<••'-•• -». ••-:r*w-:- • 
Review Literacy Block; establish clear literacy goals for your grade level; identify 
needs :J.:////-y%c'^^ 
Meet on grade levels todiscuss1 - :."•   :;V ~}':"'~" 

• Plans for literacy 
••• . .Social, studies; arid science themes. '.     ' 
•. How you wilt start the 'portfolios (e^g.- Response to Literature, Narrative 

Account, or Narrative Procedure; Mathematics) 
• Different literacy and math strategies .     ^ 
• Ways for students to select independent reading books 
• Creating/designing a standards-based classroom      ' :- 
• ELA portfolio 
• Creating performance tasks (to address other portfolio contents) 

Portfolio Structure " 
• Build portfolio system in Literacy and Mathematics; start to collect student 

,  work by.the end of September 
• Manage student folders 
• Share -portfolio-conferencing strategies; share question prompts, etc. 

Start Reading Workshop 
• Begin to focus on independent reading E1a (collect early assessments on 

what books student selects, how they read/understand, etc.) 
• Explore different genres 
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»   -Collect information about individual students (this will be ttelpfurin your :. /-\\ 
'.    .flexiblegB^ l) 
•   Read-alouds for your class; select books that focus on specific  . 

.       -; ../   ^^^ ' :  - ..   '"'-.. 

,,"   Model Response, tpbiter^ 
': use of graphic organizers, KWL charts, model question prompts, etc_,. 

.   .   ,.   Review^^M Block- estab|lsno|ea^ math goaJs for your grade leve!; ident^needs! 
...-•. #eeton.gradey|eiyels#^scuss      /. - .', -,y % < ~::<\~ .:\ • r-.-^iy 

"""••   Plan's for math (lessons) "... 

...   ...     . .,. Mpwr:you will start thevm - r 
."' D#erentmathstrategies 

. " .UCfemg/de^ J \ ' 
-   Using the math portfolio for instruction 

. • . Creating performance tasks to align with the portfolio 
• Start Math Workshop 

"   Explore different strategies L-;   . . . :, 
_. ".. Collect informationabqu^ in forming 

.... .  ;_;.".'     ,'"' yo^exlblegrpups^,,.. : . y..,.-;,^' -.'•-,- iy !>;:'*••:: '' r:.n   ,y.r. 
• Select books thatfocus on specific mathematical concepts.  \. - 
• Model.math journal writing   . ;: -.^.f- •-••.:••••        •/>;;.'. ;..-^;   .- Z  • : 

•••  Investigations.        ';-:---'--- rr ,/'".;:• -v;-:'.':      :•••••': -•:• '•"-•••v 
• Grouping Classes/Students       ..; . c. - /-      j i \ :/'"*'•'•• f~\,. 

""•'•'•    Refer back to standardized test results^Grow Reports, and ECLAS 
..   •   Grade Meetings ..  .v-: ..:..; •'-.-./:... .v^c "-.v-/•.••'•': -r"   •,••":.. 

• Map your math curriculum and portfolio contents \ v.:•..•• 
• Discuss "map" during cross-grade.meeting    '  - 

• Professional Development 
• Think about joining a study group to develop deeper professional learning 
• Inquiry.intp student work andstandards-based: report cards 

October: - 
• Confer with your students- /,/, .   :?-c   . 

• Independent.reading.,,.::-  ;...••   ;;',:. .•..-...• 
- Writing 
- Math strategies •••'..; • _ _.-. •• 

• Revisit Math/Literacy Block ' .." 
• Mini-lessons 
• Clear expectations for students; clear and specific expectations in your 

lessons . 
• Introduce elements of the performance descriptions/standards 

"   '  •   Different genres ofwriting 
• Instructions on performance description 
• Journals (reading log and math). ,    « 

,                  •    Use of graphic organizers                                                                                         V.  ,• 
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,.-:;v' -.'•:-r-r•*'• AddWyouflitetacycenters'~^v>;'- •• •' ; '="^ '•;: n=r'• 
• Mathr finish Arithmetid^^ Geometry'Measurement 

- Discuss.rubricsand:#ec#ist   : •-* ^ =>~   :; ^ >:;;:; •"• -*>• 
•:• •:"•-   .AssigWpprbpri checklist 

r;: -   B .  '?: Intrddulctibh to portfolio:^ 
••   Thematic Studies   . • '• ._       :. •%.-&-* ^.:-C:t>*:. 

• Fiction/non-fiotionconnections^ -^ ^       - ^ '8!!   v :;:•:.:: 
- Science, sociaWtWe§/m(KTG:ah(fa'it \       ^' ' 'V   ''- 

:.•   ••   Grafle-Meetth§s^^ 
r^v;--^Stratefie^^ 

• . Look at student work; learn how to observe and describe; talk about what 

• Discuss how to meet different student needs (ELLs, Spe'c'ral Education, 
etc.) ^^e^f;,:%:-, - 

•   Rmfessionameveloprnenf ^'-::2^  c i :^ %: ^r8.f     ^ 34vs^ 
••\-.~   . --;-.". *• 'Select study-group: (Portte1io^i:stahdaMs"-based curriculum design, the 
--,.; .w - :;.: ^^d«n^proc^ss,^tc':^^ .'^'/ ''-:-' - <^,r..   .''..%   "    -; 

Continue to collect student work froWSeptemberThisis an;bn-going process! 

November: 
• Continue with independent reading books 
• Continue with Writing/Reading/Math Workshop J-:;"- "••••••'"3--'••"•••'• 

• Finish Geometry and Measurement- collect one piece of work from either 
Arthimetic/Number or Geometry/Measurement for "Best Work" for the' "• -'-" 
portfolio : : •"'  :   .-'•••••••• 

• Look "at the 4th or 8th grade EUA^exam; look forspecific strategies that you need 
to review with your students; think about how you will integrate these strategies 
into your literacy block :.- 

• Mini-lessons ' •>-;.""/'-'' ~- ^ '"•?• "•       =••_"•• " "-'': 
• Use Shared Writing to introduce arid support conventions of grammar and 

-.,.,- .spelling •;:,•-•••• J:,    •••*-   v". •>•-. .v-,--. 
-   Teach new reading strategies; select specific books to focus on specific 

strategies ••••'• ~* ' :-':   '    ' <•';•• 
;•   -Explore different genres of Vvfitihg • 
• Begin new math concepts 
• Begin to discuss with students (what) how to select items for their portfolio 

(collect, select, reflect) in literacy and mathematics 
• Start to focus on the next performance description in writing and math 

• Portfolio. ,...:.. 
• Use of checklist and rubric 
• Assign appropriate task(s) for performance description 

. ••   Select at least one piece of student work for portfolio (PreK-8); students 
(Grades 3-8) should add the self-assessment checklist before conferring 
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with the teacher; the teacher should complete the fubjri&and commentary 

Study groups continue! a.--•.;,-' -.-.••. %:.;."-,    . •'•'''-;•'•' •-;-• ^r-^cr 

December: \>       •.•...-•:'.:•: •..•/•• . :tt:..;-.•. .-.   :•   • .-.••-•;•.-' 
• Continue independent reading 
• Continue reading, writing and math conferencing with individual students 
• Continue with Writing/Reading/Math Workshop; —.. . . 
• Test-Prep . 

•   .Preparation for 4thor 8th grade ELA exam • ••-•,. 
•• >Help-students build.stamina;   c-'.:\..'.   ••-•.••;• 
• Start to discuss strategies you will implement in January to help students 

.....  "learn the:code";o«he. test. ...r;>,,: - , .r.r;{.;,       r^ :..--.- 
• Continue skill building for test taking. • • -.:c 
• Use mini-lessons to teach strategies — e-g. process of elimination, etc.) 

• Mini-lessons 
• Use Shared Writing to support conventions of grammar and spelling, 

consider creating a class- rubric-on mechanics; be mindful of your read 
aloud selections to-support writing.   •.••'.. 

• Continue to introduce new literacy (check with ELA test) and .math 
concepts .-.••. 

• Focus on next performance description; check with colleagues on 
interesting ways to connect classroom themes (Social Studies, Science, 
the Arts, etc.) with portfolio contents 

..<o. wini u ic icaoi IGI ,   iiic icauiICI ouwuiu uuui^icic UJC; lu^iifc.anu uunIIiICI iidly   . ./' -\.\ 

,.,._, .aad^Mam&to#^lected^ie --. I  # 
• Ask students to select their "best work" so far, reflect upon-itJand-geMt   . 

ready to share during these cpnf#nces.;/;;::/ _   %i;.%\0   -' 
,. .,"., ,The,te^ adds reflective 
" .'" '' coWimenfary>and;piace^ conferences, 

with -your students k:tv?~: •>•;.:: y.::)':    '*•'•••• 
Begin, to prepare of ParentTeachecGoB^ ..-,- : : i- 

- Review^new report c^^%;/^t^ijteHGbn^'ligtQrjUneFii..-.-".-^-f« 
• Bring student portfolioselections to pa'r^^tj^e^r^&^gniEesv."; .• • * • 
- Discuss ^eacher^©• 

.    •   Ask parehts/caregivers for vyays^u:|Qa[p.>yojkttGge]tter'l3&-suppoFt-the 

Grade Meeting .. .-(,;%- 
• Review the State Education DepartmentcandtheiNyC^cdpesand" 

.... :^,; Seg^e^ 
" ~"«" Discuss portfolios with your colleagues; sharevyaysofrmanaging them in 

your classrooms; share different strategies 
,,",,, .Check#djffejent,wr;ing students' ,.•;!* ..-:     ;.. i •:.; >• ^oy 

"cbilections/folders/portfolips -%  - 
• Begin to build new rubrics with students for different tasks; post rubrics 

within the classroom -;, ?-r^p 
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• :-il? -;::"o:-.L0ok at studeBt-ifnendlyvchecklistsfrom sheets for 
suggested instructional steps '.    vZ*'?':-:.-} v. y; .f.}\-/..v.- u> 

.-._:- ..•'.: '-i~:;;Gontinue:io reinforceHreading^nd math strategiespreview.^pply and 
challenge your students;' ;-d:'v'-•'-'"• .; 

-^ v:-^:;" itUs.eOTaih;wqrc$#bbjemsto*helpstu'dehts'gaihfluencyIramath language 
.   Portfolio   • -  ^:^:^-,^^.^t^:i»^  .VJ^V-^J?,;- 

• UsepoAili^ ';- 
• . Assign approprJatetask(s) for pe^m^^ 
- Have studenisir^viemtheir^ 

:.••;=...-.; ; /Select hewrworki^^ to 
the portfolio, (studentchecklist, portfolioconference'^uBricand 

:•: -Sraa^Meeting'^^ 
• . Revisit curriculum alignment (tasks, lessons, strategies, etc); make   •: 

-^ -::;;; /:;adjustments#hecessary' ^r^.:..-^ \j. r< -;- r?y-_.; ;..._^ ^".:   •-   . 
• Discuss appropriate test prep materiais/stralegies-    :-   -- 

.:irP^pfessionafpevetopmeritJv.>;.-r:;:\; .-*•• ^-yy^yy •:...^\-.--.. ::-\,-.--    '        . 
- Continuing,tb:wc# instuc^groups^^^""  : '•••••• -•'••• ••'.~:-:';-ys ••'•*••'• 
• Consider children.who. may. be at risk for being left back-; focus bntheir 

.1 :•;-•'•: zoz'' worJ<;.ja:the;ipq^ support your 
initial conversation with the school leader/AP -or Guidance staff i: 

i"      January: —••••..:..>- \ 
• Continue independent reading •.:,...^--.    .. ;v •      - '^: 

• Continue reading:,..writihg andiiraatfeconferehces with individual students 
• Go.nti.n.uewith-A/VrJting/Reading/Math'Workshop   ;      ---"'      -''>• 
• Test-Prep:   . •'••:•,• 

• Preparation for 4th or 8th grade ELA exam 
• Help students build stamina . 
• Start to discuss strategies you will implement in January to help students 

"learn the code" of the test •.::;••-••/•.:-• *?.;•• -v. 
- . Continue.skiHbui|ding forest taking ; r    "    .'   :" ;>" 

• Use mini-lessons to teach strategies-e.g: process of elimination, etc:) v 
• Mini-lessons 
.;••.,.•-•••• Use Shared Writing to -support conventions of grammar and spelling, use 
...     your class rubriccon mechanics; be mindful of your read aloud selections to 

support writing 
• Continue to introduce new literacy (check with ELA test) and math 

concepts 
• focus on-next performance description; check with colleagues on 

interesting ways to connect classroom themes (Social Studies, Science, 
the Arts, etc.) with portfolio contents 

• Look at student-friendly checklists from the portfolio commentary sheets for 
suggested instructional steps 
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,,0, . ,_;-^'.Continueto-reinf^ . :r- 
v"".       7 'challenge your students      . •<•:*:# ^v^^v^i^g-* • '• 

•,,. .   ^-:iJs^.roath:WordiprQblems to hejpistudents:gain fluency in math language 
• Portfolio / ;' . '••^•xOi-±. -sH^^A-: 

-   :; «   B^nowy^ and 
' "best work" selected for each student :i r -       s 

«   Use porgolip\ChecWists:aqd-m 
• . Assign.aBPFQ^ - 
• Ha^e^students^eviewtheir^po^ 

.. r r. .-: -'   Seteot^ew^or^ ^-!iteracy and matli/S1atistiGs;and.:Rrobability.) for the 

..   -  .Start l-Search Project (7^/8^ Grades) with students'by ©fferihg possible: 
topics, constructingi contentand performance,rubrics'.with':'Studerits arid set 

 •   Discuss'varied ways for students to show.what theyrknoWf(altemative 
assessments,;prpjects)t.;;:^:,-..>.-j '.:- ' • = ••:^r;^::--:- c<. ••.••.-J 

• Prepare for science fair (for March); think about'how to integrate and-implement 
portfolio contents with this project (Le/.narrative procedure, statistics) 

,,-•, :GradeMeeting :\v ;:,-:-=.'. •.*•.;.$•• M'•••< wr ;•-;.' •• •••t-:'"->:; :'".•<-••;•'' 
..,.   .   '/ ^PiscussSEE): and ^C .^ N^S tests, on yburgradearid plan "coaching" and 

•""    7,";rainMessQns"^A:^... -,-••?.-;; .*/.? p.,r\-j^:r*<-.:vz:. ;:.-. -: - 
•    Share successful strategies on instruction and portfolio use; troubleshoot 

and look for collaborative ways to improve instruction : .  •. 
• Professional Development -;••'' 

• Review portfolio contents .... :Vvj. v . .r: 
*. Discuss progressjnicollection/selection/feflection   : '••••'•' 
• Create a timeline to ensure: all contents are collected by May/June 
• Continue with study groups 

February: _ • -; '••-'• 
• Continue independent reading, •:,.-;.  •,:•••/ 
• Continue reading, writing and math' conferences -with individual students 
• Continue wjth .Writihg/Reading/Math Workshop '•: 
• Mini-lessons. 

-   Use Shared Writing to support conventions of grammar and spelling, use a 
•.'••••:class rubric on mechanics; be mindful of your read aloud selections to 

support writing 
.-•••. Continue to introduce new literacy andmath concepts 

• Focus on the next performance description; check with colleagues for 
.interesting ways to connect classroom themes (Social Studies, Science, 
the Arts, etc.) with portfolio contents; at this point you may return to an 
earlier writing/math standard in the context of a thematic study! 

• Look at studenMriendly checklists from the portfolio commentary sheets for 
suggested instructional steps }'"% 
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. •;,.;     •   Continue to reinforce:reading and math strategies; review, apply'and 
challenge your students x;. ••..>.. 

• Use math wordiprdblems:to$elp7students gain fluency irt math language 
•   #   Test-Prep ••xx/.<* ^-tyrs:-  /.. -:-:,;. •'•:     •... •:•,;.••••••      :-    : 

- Continue to use mini-lessons to support test-genre; skill development 
- Continue skill buildingmtesttaking 
- . T^ne use of mini~|es5on5^s criticaibere ~ -..    .^ :.---" 

: -  ..Startto thirtk abou#:YC3nd:SED standardized tests; thinWbout using 
test-taking strategies with your literature selections, mini-lessons, and 
rubrio(eheGkl«isfcC0nstr^tions:;:>:r ^. ,,.;.:. r-v^.V?-!?-".. ,:i^-'^. •/:'_. 

-.    PortfoUo,;;.\.^:4rAc,^^:o'r:::.-^ ''-'. 
,•    Continue t°.use^check|ists and rubrics for instruction as yveli for portfoHo 

.^:        .' , ;Contents.<J) -, xi^: ^\)-E., !-. -;.i.,^ vr ;/z ^\q:,- '. /- ^ -'- : '   ' .-'_'. 
• bevelop-appnpprjafe ;task(s). forperfbrTOaHcedescnptibh^   -; 
• Have portfolio conferences with students; schedule a few per day and keep 

notes from each conference     . :•=•:•; 
- Select another piece of student work forportfolib(PreK-8): Students 

(Grades 3-8)rS:hQuld^add the selfiassessment checklist- before conferring 
with the teacher. The teacher:stiould'^^^..liibti'c'arid^rrfmfe^ry tb=the 
selected for the portfoiio. • •: - ,y.'-'- * u-\ v        • A- -• "•-'-••- -; •' 

• Have students to select "best work" so far, reflect upon itandgetitready to r.- 
share during these conferences. :;- ••'';" •••<"••""• r '••'•'• ••".•' •• "••'•*•'• 

• The teacher selects students' "best work -to-date," add reflective 
commentary, and place-in portfolios; compare this to the work-selected in / 

_.^.•.   the fall; set up new portfolio conferences with-your students: 
* Discuss impro-vement-inchi fall and 

spring collected work.                                                  ..--•.; 
«    [Middle School]  J-Search Project with students by offering possible topics, 

constructing content and performance rubrics with students and set due 
date  • • • . ••••"• • •••    • • 

• Begin to prepare for Parent Teacher Conferences (February/March)' 
* Have portfolios ready to discuss during parent-teacher conferences 
»    Make sure you have complete commentary and next steps- •    •-  •      •' 

• Grade Meeting 
* Share strategies to support "at-risk" students (promotion in doubt) 
• Discuss tutoring (peer or teacher) and how the information from the 

portfolio provides a way to address students' needs ''••'' 

March: 
• Continue independent reading 
• Continue reading,and math conferences with individual students 
• Continue with Writing/Reading/Math Workshop 
• Continue Writing Workshop with writing conferences 
• Continue using a range of Mini-lessons 
• Test-Prep 
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. :,-:•,; Use part of the^iteraey and- math^blocks to'develop skills'tollding for test 
r "    taking. '•   . : ^^••••^ :': ; '-- ^?:':'-'i*:'-". 

,,..,..•; Use- mini-|essons.tpsupport: test^ehre; skiii deve|opment •+•'•'••'. 
"'".' •    Find ways to reparation for standardized tests 

 •''.Continue, to use checklists ahd;Tubnic/cbmmen:teny forms ^^.. 
• Add to student portfoliosi^checklist^ conference;- aiid^ubric/commehtary). 

.,:.   *   jylath^re visit. Functions land. Allebrafer^econd^dditionitothe^students' : 

."'•••   Literacy: select of the three Writing perfote^ 
• .  Develop new appropriate task(s) for performance description -; -' 

;. ;;v ;C<)ntipu^ 
performance rubrics set by students and teacher. Check Pri due date. Set 
up I-Searcj^co^ 

i^pril: '• kyr-ii&'-'vs -io-•:•.;-:• .-••.•'•-••   v 
• Cqntipu^4ndep0nd.ent;r^ading:V:r:^v •;• ;.;.c::^ .^ p^-; \:v;-••:• v:   .-.?. 
• .... Continuevreadteg.and math conferences withdndivi'dual students: 

, ...'^ Continue with\W i"-   -••••        .;• 
• Continue Writing Workshop with writing conferences:: -•  ••;•• --• : 

,-»-;-Continue.!vlJiii-lesspn;S>  -v,:   :v,%   .*••- ^r-e:.':'- r-.:-.*-.-'-..-1 -••••••^:.-v; ..••••.>• • .. 
" «  'f est^Prep continues                             -'V. ;-•;;•" c^-^-^-:? ..    ..•-:,••..-• "•••• 

•;    •   Portfo!ip;te;j'.f:;Hiv\';v^.:•-.', .-:••.•• 'u-y--\'y\----Kr-}-i\-:x-yr .:'•  i". «-•••?.,-. 
^^^^  ,,  » 

attached to thework) i^ ar ::    -: - ^-- _ 1 '^ "       -      -  . ""'- 
• < Math Revisit :Stat^ 

students'portfolio ••'-••>:  
•.•;••..:.Assign.appropriatetask(s)forperformance description . 

"'.'•./'.> Continue-^Search Project with students (7-/8* grades); check contents 
with content and performance rubrics set by students and teacher. Check 
on due date. Set up l-Search conference with each student (group project) 

Study groups continue. Literacy Institutes continue! 

Way: . ;•-'.:: r \    •   -   •••.:• 
• Continue with Writing/Reading/Math'Workshop   - 
• Continue Writing Workshop with Writing conferences 
• Continue Mini-lessons and Read Alouds 

, «   Portfolio 
• Add to the students'portfolio (use checklists and rubric/commentary 

attached to the work) 
«   Math: Mathography is due. 
• Literacy: "About my Favorite Book" is due 
• Assign appropriate task(s) for performance description consider portfolio -•-••^ 

conferences with your students; make sure contents and examples                       {    t 
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:*. 

•"••.«« 

»y •     ~ • 

:   illustrate work that meets the "standard"; help "ramprup"the students work -*M # 
. :   1o#nW^%#effortand:^a^ ;     ..   .    :;2< ^;' ^&'^\ :^#'  # 

'••    Cdnt!hue«l-ge.arch Project^itr|s|idehts; check contents wifb-coTitent andjf  $* 
r.     . . peiif^rmaac^rabrires Set     * 
-•'•       , .up';J-Seaf^cb;hferenee:rf ..£*.' 

• Graded I p , ; ^ |; £ . •_ / • ^ W f;^ f \ ?' i 
;.. * Prepare forlirialjdecisionsjabout,promotion . •; .• ;•]; y -.. -.. ?•;• ••• •.*«• . x 
"      ""   Make, sum goWlios are up-|o%iate and the student's'wprk supports ydtir. •£• 

.= ...   -:  ,StEafegle$ #pidvement) for next year     •-;--s;  •*.-*. 
^ro^s#oW'##,pmehtX.    . -- :!- \.L. VZ/: L'' :_,.; :% ^ 
•i     ".  Add Bhal.comments t&student-s|portfolios --g 

June:     :   " ,,._.-..>.-•,.--•---,.   .^. .| 

^i i. Continue independent reading;      \^h^:^:^«%; •   ' ' ''        .. ... 
./ * ;:Continue reading^and/math cojiferences with individual students . y     -    . 
.*•:.•'*"' ;?Continue witli WrJiing^ading/Math Workshop     •?; J-''i.',:^-V 

.,-:  :: ?  ^Continue Writing #<prkshop with Wnting Conferences : :. v? ;;-^ T-: 
'•"; |j   Continue using Mpyessoiis:.and. Reaiflouds:   - '•••;!;' r' •;'..'•'[[/ 

•-."•''? V -Celebrate l-Searclitprojects.with studenW.and%chobl community; - ;,   - -   - -" 
V \ .'?; JAu^o^ Ce/^fs5p% :^.; %     '     i% ^ - .-/! /.^ ') :'..;.: /'J: , ^ : 
;   :.V\Portfolios    V '^N^% .    . .#r/.": %: ...^-:,/: 

-    Final Portfolio conference^m$students y --—-       ::.- i;. •? •;• v V ; 
-•  •-:' •    Math: Find tune arid |nake sure alTcdntents are present in the;pbrtfdtio (2- 

'•  '•:••• Functions& Algebra and 2-Statistics & Probability, 2- "Best Works* and-1- 
; Jvlathbgraphy^plus Mother")      *'.•%'•"•• ."-. U" -\ i h %    . 

...        •    Literacy: Find tune and make sure all contents are present in toe-portfolio 
v (1-Reading Practice, 1 -Reading. Comprehension (4 book study), 2^  - 

Narrative Account, 2-Narrative Procedure, 2- Response to Literature/2- 
"best work", 1-"Favorite Book"and "other",} " ; '; l :.;,.:      ' 

•   Poi^olio presentations; StandardrBased Portfolio move wiWthe student to 
the next grade. " 

The next few pages illustrate how portfolio creation can be organized around 

integrated studies. Teachers can prepare students to address the portfolio contents within 

the context of a thematic study. Support materials for thernatic study will be developed 

During Club Ed 2003. 
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Response to Literature [E2b] 
• Read together Eleanor Coerr's 
Buffalo Bill and the Pony Express. 
Students compare this early mail system 
to the modern postal system can be 
done as a class using a Venn diagrafri); 
students reenact a possible scene from 
the Pony Express 
• Read Gail Gibbons' The Post Office: 
Mail and How it Moves. Students write 
about what they think would be the most 
interesting Job to have In the postal   .-•: 
system and why; students draw a flow 
chart of different stages in mail delivery 

Narrative Procedure [E2d] 
• Write a set of Instructions on how to mall a letter 
• Write a list of. rules abblit mailing a package 
• At the end of the unit, f jmulate a post office for the 
grade level or the school where your class delivers mail 
that students and teachers write to each other. List the 
stage's that the mail moves through on Its way to the 
recipient -/,  . . ':' 

i\ .First Grades 
Social StudlesiCurriculum IJnit: 

Reading 
Comprehension 

[E1b] 
These books may be 

,jart of a study on books 
of the same genre or by 

the same author 

Reading 
Practice [61 a] 
These books-may 
count toward the 
list that js part of 

the 2$ book 
standard 

-• • <••• 

Sfl' -J^SS**? 

.   :- • •Sta'tistfps [M4#f]:   < "r   <     \ 
•. ' Students keep trafck of Items of mail their •;; 
families get each day,' Graph and analyse results : 

''•••    Class keeps trackjof mall of famlllesforwhble•„;• 
week.. Sort and^gr'aphthe different plaices their:  -. 
mall comes from (le: same towfif out pf.state; put of 
country);    ' '••)  •';   -   .'••'      •;'.••?..'-'•:••'   "•: 

••• ) Sprt and, organize stamps. Giaph results \-\ •:.;. 

ch 

Narrative Account [E2c] 
• In sirfiall groups, -interview;a postal 
worker And write about a...typical day 
for someone with this job.       -r> 
• Visit, a post office and write.about 
how mail.moves within a;town;-,or from 
city to city, country, to country •'•; 
• Describe the different kinds of 
stamps that are sorted in class 

Algebra 
Figure out hoto much; more 
in stamps one das to put on 

;.'  various "overweight 
>   :'r ;•.':.     package^   .,,   •.•:. 

g>: Probability [M4|-f] ; 
•:   .Using data from statistics activities, 
make predictions, about the r@6ijits.df 

rnaMtwpw8eks=: ^ 1,< ^-^ 
?:   Figure out combinations of stamps 
for a; particular postage when mailing a 
package 

By designing an integrated Curriculum unit, teachers will have many opportunities to dbllect student work for both the Literacy and 
Math Portfolios. In this sample First Grade Social Studies Unit, students will learn about the Post Office and UiS. Mali. For 4-6 
Weeks students will study what | Post Office Is and does through different subject areas and experiences, such as.a Interviewing a 
local Postal worker, reading books about the Post Office, and graphing the family mall. '/.': 
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^BB ^A^ ^^B ^ ^BB^^ ^ 

Response to Literature 
[E2b] 

•     Write a letter to a character 
from period-specific historical 
fiction (I.e. Gentle Annie. Mv 

. Brother Sam is Dead: Harriet 
Tuhmmn 

Narrative Account [E2c] 
•    Write a diary entry from 
the perspective of a child Hying \ 
durlngTheGiyil War, • --{i •?{;.. -.- 

•••'•:%%: 
ach id 

\A)\y.r 

Reading Practice 
[E1a] 

•     Students read 
biographies; historical fiction, 
primary documents, arid  :•• 
related non-fiction to work 
towards the 25 book 
standard 

;',:f.'...:v,->.,<; -••I.-.- 

Fifth Grade Social Studies Curriculum 

•'."••' Narrative 
-procedure [E^d] % 

ji»-jt!/(Drp.fite.'a-:hdrfative > 
. procedure from a slave's 
perspective: How To  
Escape Using the 
Underground Railroad  . 

•    Collecting, displaying. 
andlntenpre(lng1data;pri Civil 
WaV statistics (i.e. 
population, 

An;, ^  Reading; 
;G6mpreherisi6h [E1b] 
, ,•;.',"• ;(rfoUr Bboks/Bbok   .. 
:•; .lEquivjalents in One Genre) 

•...•.•.. (.Gr0at6,;a Venn diagram 
•comparing and contrasting 
v^M^W^s^ j 
^   --O^ateastoryrriapofa 

•• Civil War/elated read-aloud 
Book 

Through this sample integrated study, teachers will 
have the opportunity to collect student work for both 
the ELA and Math portfolios.  In addition to the 
writing possibilities stated In this web, students will 
be engaging in individual or small group research, 
culminating In a research report and a presentation. 
These experiences will also correlate with the 
portfolios. Students will be reading and writing on a 
Sally basis around this social studies topic. 

....;•.,-...-, '  -      P6Hf6H6:Ekietislons '    '''   %-'.- '..;•,,, 
• Favorite Book: may include a series of primary dpcutagnts'/ai.filStdfical""'' 
fiction book, or any other Civil War related reading. mateRis^':" '"' ''*:".': J^'" 
• Best Work: student and/or teacher may select any wrltte^ pieces frorh this 
studvasthestud^nt'sbestwork,_,      !   , ', .   , •• -/^^\    .'  

:...,'•..•;»    Exienpilqn$ h Other Standardi 
•.. Geometry and ^easurekientCpncepts [M2a*Ci Mik] %% ^ 
. Mathematical Skills and Tools [M6d] .„. •."•.:   "''l^v>:'r*kv--iv., 
. Writing^]      -^ .   . \/am#^   _ .^f 
. Speaking, Listening, and Viewing [E3a-d] = ~* •$\&£te$,>,. 
• Conventions, Grammar, and Usage of the English Language |E4a^b].f, 
• Literature [ESab] 

#^,: 
en 
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Response to Literature 
[E2b] 

• After shared reading of 
myths, students write a diary 
entry from a Greek character's 
perspective (I.e. Persephone) 
• Students read two or three 
versions of the same myth, then 
compare/contrast the versions In 
a mvth recommendation 

Reading Practice [E1a] 
• Students read myths and hbiv    : 
fiction to work towards the 25 book 
standard 
• Recommended: myth collections 
from D'Aulaires and Aliki 

.This integrated study of Greek mythology 
corporates many curricula/ elements. By 
lading a wide variety of myths, students;are : 

• iole to discover their elements. Students' Will  ' 
construct myths, keeping with the structure of 
actual Greek myths. This genre study 
incorporates social studies curriculum standards 
and provides many rich opportunities for students 
to read, write, and explore mathematical 
connections. 

Narrative #ouhtWW 
•     Students study the elements of 

; a Greek, myth and then,write, their 
own. 

•••'AS- 

Fifth/Sixth Grade: Social Studies Curriculum 
Unit: 

Greek 
Mythology    I 

). 

••^••••••-statiitifesiis^^i^;rv'*" 
.     Lppldhg;ati'quf n'ame^lA.GNek 
letters: studying letter frequency 
• Taking a survey of our favorite 
myihs-  -.:.'  -^ (;r^^.r.'"^:' 
• Gr#hih§ ZeUs's fa^iy trfee-^'-;;?: 

%. 

in*' 
# 

Narrative Procedure 

•:>••:••':      ••• i;;.v!^.'- U 

.j.JSWJehts create a 
"Ha'ftatlve procedure on 
"AWwIdWrgWuYName 
In Greek Letters". 
•     How to write a Greek 
myth    : 

•     \ji-     T 

^.•(Fojj^g^s/Bpok^.   r.ir 
Equivalents Irj One Genre)i.: 

• . Create a yenri>c|i^gramj,. 
comparing hero niyths to  !.%:- 
nature myths-0- - ^iMnvii-*'^ 
>'•  Family tree for   ,,J,,r.!H,.; 
gods/goddesses... .';. :.{.%... 

..i«i;>;io 
r> •.:.•••• • 

:- ::^r: 

Portfolio t-xterislbnsu:: ;r.v-;; .-   ,. -    :: 
••   Favorite Book: may Include a Greek myth.anthology qrcollectlqh 
•   -. BeslVVorkistudent arjd/onteacher may selectany'Vyritten fleGesifrorfi this study 
as the student's best Work ,:..j '•       '        7-f .4. •..•.-.- 

Extensions to Other Standards.?... i^\ 
• Geometry and Measurement Concepts [M2a-c, M2k]'^''^fel^^,,,,. 
.     Mathematical Skills and Tools [M6d] ^^mkvJ    ' "VH* *»%- 
.     Speaking, Listening* and Viewing [E3a\d] Z   '#.&W#%...,'   *W 
• Conventions, Grammar, and Usage of the English Language JE^a^iS]^*-*-;•>. ^ 
.     Literature [ESa^b]   _ '   . '     ^% 

# 

w% or 
'^'^^U7 

w 
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Response to Literature 
[E2b] 

• Book review (i.e. East Side 
Storvl 

• Analysis of historical fiction 
(i.e. The Diary of a Shirtwaist 
Striker) 

Narrative Account [E2c] 
• Write a news account a 
suffragist demonstration 
• A travel diary of coal 
mining towns iri rural 
Pennsylvania 

SB 

Reading 
Practice [E1a] 

•    Students read 
biographies, 
historical fiction, 
primary documents, 
and related non- 
fiction to work 
towards the 25 book 
standard 

Eighth Grade 
Social Studies Curriculum Unit: 

The Progressive Era 

Statistics [M4a-d] 
•    Collecting, displaying, 
and interpreting data on The 
Progressive Era (I.e. 
workers' rights, production, 
wealth In America) 

*£&? 
Narrative 

Procedure [E2d] 
• An explanation of an 
Innovation in any one 
aspect of industrial 
production (l.e;. steel) 
* An explanation 
hazards arid reforms in 
textile factories 

Reading Comprehension 
[E1d] 

(Demonstrates familiarity with a 
variety of public documents) 

• Summarize or critique two or 
more newspaper accounts related 
to one of the topics addressed (I.e. 
trusts, immigration) 
• Write a letter to the editor In 
response to.a story or editorial on 
a subject of importance 

Through this sample integrated study, teachers will 
have the opportunity to collect student work for both 
the ELA and Math portfolios. In addition to the writing 
possibilities stated in this web, students will be 
engaging In individual or small group research, 
culminating in a research report and a presentation. 
These experiences will also correlate with the 
portfolios. Students will be reading and writing on a 
dally basis around this social studies topic. 

Portfolio Extensions 
• Favorl e Book: may Include a series of primary documents, a historical 
fiction booW, or any other Progressive Era rotated reading materials 
• Best Vyork: student and/or teacher may select any written pieces from this 
studv as the student's best work 

Extensions to Other Standards 
Geometry and Measurement Concepts [M2a-c, M2kJ 
MathematlcalSkllls arid Tools [M&d] 
Writing [E2a] 
Speaking, Listening, and Viewing [E3a-dj 
Conventions, Grammar, and Usage of the English Language [E4a-b] 
Literature [E5a-b] 

en 
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Fieldwork 

Below is a list of learning and cultural institutions that have exhibits, lectures, and 
learning programs for students to experience as enrichment to their thematic units of 
study. This list is only the beginning; the Co-Director for Instruction will continue to 
research education programs that are available throughout New York City and create a 
logistical framework for Fieldwork. When Harlem Link hires a Dean of Student, 
Families, and Community, that person will assist the Co-Director for Instruction with 
planning the nineteen Fieldwork days that are spread out throughout the school year. 

Opportunities to Explore 
Abigail Adams Smith Museums 
421 E. 61st Street (1st Ave) 212-838-6878 
Offers a variety of activities for kids in conjunction with current exhibitions. 

American Museum of Natural History 
Central Park West at. 79th Street 212-769-5310 
With about 34 million exhibits, it's AMNH is the largest museum in the world! The 6 
new halls tell the story of vertebrate evolution through the largest array of vertebrate 
fossils in the world. 

Aquarium for Wildlife Conservation 
W. Eighth Street & Surf Avenue, Brooklyn 718-266-FISH and 718-265-3448 for the 
Education Department 
Atlantic bottlenose dolphins and California sea lions perform in the aqua theater to 50's 
music. 

Asia Society 
725 Park Avenue (70th St.) 212-517-NEWS 

Belvedere Castle/Central Park 
830 Fifth Avenue 
212-772-0210 

Bronx Museum of the Arts 
1040 Grand Concourse (165th St.) 718-681-6000 
Museum features artworks by Black and Latino artists! They offer class tours that are 
grade specific and conclude with a hands-on activity. 

Bronx Zoo/International Wildlife Park 
Bronx River Parkway and Fordham Road, Bronx 
718-367-1010 
Year-Round Education Department and Free Wednesdays. 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-3 88 
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Brooklyn Botanic Garden 
1000 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn 718-735-4400 
Educational programs, discovery workshops, science adventures and more. 

Brooklyn Children's Museum 
145 Brooklyn, Brooklyn 718-735-4400 
Free workshops, performances, films, and exhibits for children. 

The Brooklyn Museum 
200 Eastern Parkway (Washington Ave.) 718-683-5000 
Free for children under 12 years old and tours can be arranged by calling the Education 
Division. Offers poetry readings, storytelling, and classes for young artists. 

Central Park Zoo/Wildlife Conservation Center 
64th Street and Fifth Avenue 212-861-6030 
The Central Park Zoo has made giant strides over the years and has emerged as an 
educational and extremely enjoyable place to visit. 

Charles A. Dana Discovery Center/Harlem Meer 
110th Street and Fifth Avenue 212-860-1370 
Central Park's environmental education center where children can enjoy free arts and 
crafts workshops, storytelling, musical, and theatrical performances and nature-related 
activities. It is adjoined with the Harlem Meer, which is stocked with fish. The center 
provides fishing poles free of charge. 

Children's Museum of Manhattan 
212 W83rd Street 212-721-1234 

Children's Museum of the Arts 
72-78 Spring Street 212-941-9198 
Thursdays are free 

The Cloisters 
Fort Tryon Park, Manhattan 212-923-3700 
The Cloisters have a permanent collection that includes a wide variety of medieval 
painting and sculpture. 

Cooper-Hewitt's National Design Museum 
2 East 91st Street (5th Ave) 212-860-6868 
Archives include the Latino/Hispanic Archive and the African-American Archive. 

Dyckman Farmhouse Museum 
4881 Broadway at 207th Street 212-304-9422 
Historic farmhouse, lectures, concerts, and more. 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-389 
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El Musep del Barrio 
1230 Fifth Avenue and 105th Street 212-831-7272 
Closed on Monday and Tuesday. 

Empire State Building Observatories 
350 Fifth Avenue at 34th Street 212-736-3100 

Guggenheim Museum 
1071 Fifth Avenue 212-423-3840 

i 

International Center of Photography 
1130 Fifth Avenue 212-860-1777 

Intrepid Sea-Air Space Museum 
W46th Street at 12th Avenue 212-245-0072 
Historic aircraft carrier and museum. 

The Jewish Museum 
1109 Fifth Avenue 212-423-3224 
Excellent small museum focusing but not limited to Judaism during the past 4,000 years. 
The museum has an excellent staff who are great with children. 

Liberty Science Center 
Liberty State Park, 251 Phillip Street, Jersey City 201-451-0006 
Interactive educational exhibits for all ages, covering all aspects of the sciences, plus free 
hourly public demonstrations and the 400-seat Omni Theater and the 700 pound 
expanding Hoberman Sphere and laser light displays. 

Lower East Side Tenement Museum 
97 Orchard Street 212-431-0233 
1863 tenement building offers exhibits, tours, lectures on the areas ethnic heritage. 
Visitors can see apartments restored to interpret the lives of an 1870 German-Jewish 
family and a 1930's Italian-Catholic family. 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
1000 Fifth Avenue 212-535-7710 
Free for children under 12 years of age and there are guided museum education tours 
available for students, tailored to specific age groups. 

Morris-Jumel Mansion 
117-65 Jumel Terrace 212-923-8008 
Free for children under 12 years of age. 

Museum for African Art 
593 Broadway (Between Broadway and Prince Sts.) 212-996-1313 
Monthly educational activities in conjunction with the exhibits. 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-390 
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The Museum of Television and Radio 

25 W52nd Street 212-621-6715 • • • A 

IndZrnercials, which are selected for their artistic, cultural and historic significance. 

Museum of the City of New York 

City. 

National Academy of Design 
1083 Fifth Avenue 212-369-4880 

r^^X1^S^.)2,2-S25,9,4 
New York Botanical Gardens 
200th Street and Southern Boulevard, Bronx 718-817-8972 

An enclave for flora of all kinds. 

mslee^^ New 
Themseumboastshavingwel^^ 
York City. 

New York Public Library 
FiflhAvenue(at42"'St.)212-869-8069 

New York City Fire Museum 
278 Spring Street, 212-691-1303 
Free films, lectures, concerts, and more. 

New York City Police Museum 
235 E. 20th Street 212-477-9753 

New York Stock Exchange 
20 Broad Street near Wall Street 

T^nlcTlfl^Zrn S«reet, W>y» Heights 7,8-243-3060 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-3 91 
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Riverbank State Park 
145th Street and Riverside Drive 

Sctiomburg Center for Research in Black Culture 
515 Lenox Avenue 212-491-2200 

South Street Seaport Museum 
207 Front Street 212-SEAPORT 
Historic ships, restored 19* century buildings, 4 galleries, films, tours, workshops, 
outdoor festivals, and musical entertainment. Features special events and exhibitions oil 
seafaring life in modern and historic New York. 

Statue of Liberty 
Liberty Island, New York Harbor 212-269-5755 

Studio Museum in Harlem 
144 W125th Street 212-864-4500 . . , 

-^=%^%"==^=^ 

Sony Wonder Technology Museum 
Sony Plaza 56th Street at Madison Avenue 
Four floors of interactive exhibits. 

United Nations 
First Avenue at 46th Street 212-963-7713 

Urban Park Rangers 
First Avenue at 46th Street 212-963-7713 

Van Cortlandt House 
Broadway at 246th Street, Bronx 718-543-3344 

Whitney Museum of American Art 
945 Madison Avenue at E75th Street 212-570-3633 

Yankee Stadium 
East 161st Street,.Bronx 718-923-6013 

Yeshiva University Museum 
2520 Amsterdam Avenue 212-960-5290 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-392 



Harlem ^in^^rono^edTeach^r^evelo^ment^^n ^^^^ 

I^arl^m^in^^svisionihcludesasupportive environment for all members of th^ 
school community.The school understands that teaching isacomplex profession that 
expectsag^eat deal from an individual. Therefore, it is Harlem I^in^^sgoal to crafl and 
implement^eomprehensive teacher development plan asaprocessforreviewing 
teachers. The Co-Directorfor Instruction will spendagreat deal of time during the 
planning year creating the school^sdelinitionof^model teacher. This definition will be 
the result of careful research about teacher evaluation, countless observations at 
exemplary schools, and through interviews with school leaders who effectively evaluate 
theirteachers. 

^e students, teachers needasetof^standards^oraroad map in order to worl^ 
toward excellence in teaching. The Co-Director for Instruction^s^ob will developaset of 
Harlem ^inl^Teaching Standards in thefollowingareas^ualityoflnstruction and 
evidence ofSmdent learning, professional Development, Collaborative efforts, and 
family delations, f^ach standard will consist ofbenchmarl^s to assist teachers in wording 
toward specific goals and the Co-Directorfor Instruction with evaluating teachers by 
them. 

Harlem I^iru^ has identifiedfourphases in the evaluative process^^^^^^ 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
^v^^^. Cverthe course oftheyearteachers will engage in eachprocess as they 
worl^ toward their goals. 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^achyear, teachers will evaluate themselves throu^ha 
checklist of the teachingstandards. f^achteacherwill discuss his or herperceived 
strengths and weal^esses, based uponme benchmarks, with the Co-Directorfor 
Instruction and will indicate the areas where heor she wants tofocusforthe year, ^ased 
on preliminary observations, the Co-Directorfor Instruction may suggest additional goals 
for each teacher. 

^^^^^^^^^^^Teachers, with the Co-Directorfor Instruction, will set 
annual goals based on eachTeaching Standard. Once set, the teacher and the Co-Director 
for Instruction will discuss ways in which theteachers can meet thesegoals and the 
methods that will be used in assessing the teacher^sprogress. 

^^^^^^^^^^ The Co-Directorfor Instruction will spend approximately one hour 
each weel^ observing each teacher.I^e or she will meet with each teacherregularlyto 
discuss the observations in the context of theTeaching Standards and the teacher^s^I^^. 
Once every Ibur-tosix-weel^s, the Co-Director for Instruction will conductalonger 
observation on each teacher and give him or her formal writtenfeedbacl^thathe or she 
will also discuss with the teacher, ^ttliis time, the teacherwill also writeareflection 
about the lesson and state his or herprogress toward the ^^ goals. 

^^^^^t the end ofthe year, the Co-Directorfor Instruction will analyse each 
teacher^sprogress toward his or her goals, tal^g into account the teacher^s^I^, 
anecdotal records of observations, andformal written observations, and writean end of 
the year evaluationfor the teacher. Depending on the teacher^sprogress, the evaluation 
may indicate that the teacher is ready Ibr new goals or that he or she needs to l^eep some 
of the same goals to worl^ on thefollowing year. 



Sample Harlem LinkTeachingStandards and Benchmarks 
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A. English Language Arts (ELA) Notes 
Has knowledge of resources and research to 
use for lessons. 

Has clear goals and objectives for ELA. 

Includes the Harlem Link ELA Standards in 
lessons. 

Next Steps 

Effectively implements Read Aloud or Shared 
Reading. 

w 

•b. 

Effectively implements SSR and 
Conferencing. 

Effectively implements Guided Reading. 

Effectively implements the phonics program. 

Effectively implements a writing mini-lesson. 

Effectively implements independent writing 
and conferences. 

Effectively implements accountable talk for 
discussions. 

CO 



B. Math 
Understands the content area. 

Includes the Harlem Link Math Standards in 
lessons. 

it 

Addresses skills through discussion during 
Calendar Math. 

Effectively teaches the math skill of the 
week. 

Effectively teaches math investigations. 

Able to facilitate a math discussion. 

Has knowledge of resources and research to 
use for lessons. 

C. Science and Technology 
Understands the content area. 

Includes the Harlem Link Discover Science 
Standards in lessons. 

Able to teach a hands-on curriculum. 

Has knowledge of resources and research to 
use for lessons. 

Notes Next Steps 

Notes Next Steps 

<— 

CD 



D. Social Studies Notes Next Steps 
Understands the content area. 

Includes the Harlem Link Discover Social 
Studies Standards in lessons. 

Understands how to implement backward 
design planning for units. 

Able to integrate with ELA and other 
subjects. 

E. Classroom Culture 
Knows each student's interests and abilities. 

Notes Next Steps 

Lesson plans reflect students' background 
knowledge and interests. 

Reinforces the Harlem Link Values and 
models them for students. 

Creates a culture for learning and high 
academic standards. 

Establishes a culture where students feel 
valued. 

<T5 



F. Classroom Management Notes Next Steps 
Has clear classroom procedures. 

Reinforces the Harlem Link Discipline Code 
with clear rules and expectations. 

Classroom space is set up to support 
learning. 

Transitions between activities effectively. 

Paces lessons effectively. 

m 

II 
Classroom is organized. 

Records are organized, 

Keeps accurate student records. 

Carries out daily systems (e.g. attendance). 

CD 



G. Student Support Notes Next Steps 
Varies instruction based on students' needs 

Checks for understanding during lessons 

Assesses students on a regular basis and 
keeps careful notes. 

m 

Meets the needs of struggling students 

Builds expertise of content knowledge 

Builds on expertise of instruction. 

Builds on expertise of planning lessons. 

Builds on expertise of evaluating 
assessments and student progress. 

Attends all professional development 
meetings and workshops. 



0 
M#E#" 

Effectively plans and teaches with Co- 
Teacher. 

Meets daily with Co-Teacher. 

Meets weekly with the Special Education 
Coordinator and Title I teacher. 

Attends Student Support Team meetings. 

Collectively works toward Harlem Link's 
mission. 

Upholds the Harlem Link values when at the 
school. 

Shows up to work on time and is rarely 
absent. 

Maintains frequent communication with all 
families. 

Updates families about students' triumphs 
and any concerns. 

Responds promptly to families. 

Sends a welcoming message to parents to 
spend time in the classroom. 

00 
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Harlem Link Charter School 
Core Values Schema 

Harlem Link 
Exhibit H-400 



Harlem Link Meeting record 

If 

2003 Meeting with 
1/11 Lead applicants only 
1/12 Lead applicants only 
1/14 New Leaders, New Schools (NLNS) 
1/15 Lead applicants only 
1/22 Lead applicants only 
1/29 Lead applicants only 

2/5 . Lead applicants only 
2/12 Lead applicants only 
2/26 Josie Carbone 

3/5 Xanthe Jory 
3/19 Lead applicants only 
3/20 Jaime Bennett 
3/22 New York Charter Schools Resouce 

Center 
4/2 Lead applicants only 
4/9 Parent Council 

5/7 Lead applicants only 
5/15 Building Excellent Schools (BES) 
5/21 Lead applicants only 
5/28 Lead applicants only 
6/12 Lead applicants only 
7/17 Regina Garrett 
7/17 Kristen McCormick 
7/17 Fran Barrett, Jaime Bennett 
7/18 Kathy Egmont 
7/22 Gerry Vazquez 
7/30 Jamal Watson 

8/1 Mary Grace Eapen 
8/3 Aubrey Jackson 
8/5 Marc Waxman 
8/16 Jose Rivera, Christopher Bell 
8/17 Cheryl Hinkson, Siobhan Graham 
8/18 Rusty Stahl 

Location 
Bank Street 
Bank Street 
NLNS office 
Bank Street 
Bank Street 
Bank Street 

College of Education 
College of Education 
, midtown Manhattan 
College of Education 
College of Education 
College of Education 

Bank Street College of Education 
Bank Street College of Education 
Bank Street College of Education 

Bronx Charter School for the Arts office 
Bank Street College of Education 
Cornelia Street Cafe 
Hotel Pennsylvania 

Bank Street College of Education 
Schomburg Center for Research in Black 
Culture 
Home office 
BES office, Boston, MA 
Bank Street College of Education 
Bank Street College of Education 
Home office 
Harlem Children's Zone (HCZ) office 
Cafe Pertucci 
Community Resource Exchange office 
The Children's Storefront 
BES office, Boston, MA 
Native restaurant 

Ms. Eapen's home office 
Community Garden, Spoonbread restaurant 
Future Leaders Institute 
La Fonda Boricua restaurant 
P.S.242 
City Diner 

Topic 
Work plan and organizing- 
Conceptual development, Fisher Fellowship 
Information session on the fellowship 
Starting points, NLNS. nonprofit status 
Read charter law (2854 #1-2), strengths, weaknesses 
NLNS application, key parents, read more charter law 
(2854#3) 
NLNS application, read charter law (2851) 
Read Bronx Arts Overview, discussed "at-risk" 
Josie's visits to charters in California (SFCommunity, 
Lighthouse, Ascend) 
Charter application process 
Set up parent conference for April 9 
Began networking 
Annual Resource Center Conference 

Set up parent conference for April 9 
Parent input 

Discuss fellowship options 
BES Fellowship retreats begin 
Community resource map, vision statement 
Community leaders, networking plan 
Needs statement 
HCZ's proposal, KIPP STAR, our proposal 
Board development 
Networking, school reform 
Potential board membership 
Board and school development 
Board development, community outreach, Amsterdam 
News 
Application 
Potential board membership 
Application and school development 
Community outreach 
School design, community outreach 
Fundraising, board development 

CD 



Harlem Link Meeting record con't 
2003    Meeting with 
8/20     Gerry Vazquez 

8/21     Norm Atkins 
8/27     Clara Villarosa 
8/27     Sarah Hansen 

8/28     Peter Dillon 
8/29     Board Meeting #1 
9/18     Board meeting #2 
9/29     Will Fogg 
9/29     John Reddick 
9/30     Barbara Kronman, Sally Berg 
9/30     ColorLines Forum 
9/30    Young Educational Professionals 
10/1     Dean Jon Snyder 

Iff 
ST. ST 

10/1     Susan Goetz-Haver 
10/1     Jonathan Gyurko 

^ 10/2     Harlem Link Open Community Forum 

&^ KJ   ^ 10/3     Melissa Salten, Chris Strnad, Jaime 
Bennett 

10/3     Jonathan Barrett 
10/8     Board meeting #3 
10/9     Emary Aronson 
10/9    Ademola Olugbefola 
10/18   Harlem Link Bank Street Faculty Forum 
10/21   Don Carlson 
10/28   Gabriel Grant 
11/5     JoeDuPont 
11/5     Jeffrey Covington 
11/6     Community Board 6 Education 

Committee 
11/7     Kate Grossman 
11/11   Board meeting #4 
11/15   Small Schools Symposium 
11/17   Alii Kiel 

Location 
New York Charter Schools Resource Center 
office 
BES office, Boston, MA 
Hue-Man Bookstore, Harlem 
Environmental Grahtmakers Association, 
Rockefeller Foundation 
Heritage School 
The Children's Storefront 
The Children's Storefront 
Baldoria restaurant 
Home office 
Ms. Kronman's home office 
New York University 
Britti restaurant 
Bank Street College of Education 
Bank Street College of Education 
NYC Department of Education 
Schomburg Center for Research in Black 
Culture 
Michael's restaurant 

Guy & Gallard restaurant 
The Children's Storefront 
Robin Hood Foundation 
Mr. Olugbefola's studio 
Bank Street College of Education 
Pershing Square restaurant 
Cambridge, MA 
Teach For America office 
Fleet Bank, Harlem branch 
Phipps East Housing Development 

Local Initiatives Support Corporation 
Bank Street College of Education 
CUNY Graduate Center 
Bank Street College of Education 

Topic 
Board and school development 

Board development, community outreach 
Board and budget development, doing business 
Board development 

Community organizational partnerships 
see Board agendae 
see Board agendae 
Potential board membership 
Potential board membership 
Fundraising 
Race, education and school reform 
Networking, school reform 
Partnership with Bank Street 
Professional development 
Application process 
Current design status, solicitation of input from parents, 
community members 
Networking, Administration for Children's Services, 
nonprofit community 
Potential board membership 
see Board agendae 
Proposal design, fundraising 
Arts in Harlem, school design 
Proposal design, Bank Street involvement 
Board and school development 
School design 
Points of contact with Teach For America 
Potential board membership, Harlem Link account 
Guest speaker: Councilwoman Eva Moskowitz 

Potential board membership 
see Board agendae 
Issues in Small Schools in New York City 
School development, Beginning with Children CS 



Harlem Link Meeting record con't 
2003 Meeting with 
11/17 COG Meeting 
11/18 Gwen Stephens 
12/9 Board meeting #5 
12/11 Carrie Lewis 
12/18 Design Team 
12/16 Amy Gelles 
12/16 Joanne Hunt 
12/18 Eric Roberson 
12/18 Design Team 
12/22 Board Education Committee 
12/22 Richard Kahan 
2004 Meeting with 
1/6 Thabiti Brown, Luba Feigenberg 

u 1/12 Jon Snyder 
1/12 Xanthe Jory 

%% 1/12 Parent Petitioning 

ft 1/12 Allison Blumenthal 

8^ 1/13 Linda Levine 
1/13 Board meeting #6 
1/13 Marc Waxman, Gianna Cassette 
1/16 Lucy Friedman 
1/17 Eric Roberson 
1/26 Tom Cahii| 
1/26 Tamara Oliver and parent group 
1/27. Tamara Oliver and parent group #2 
1/27 Clarice Brown 
1/27 Lori Hall Armstrong 
1/27 Chris Strnad 
1/27 Jonathan Gyurko, Victor Capellan 
1/28 David Brown 
1/29 Rima Shore 
1/29 Rosa Calvett 
1/31 National Black Fine Arts Show 
2/5 Michael Steinberg 
2/6 Design Team 
2/8 Board meeting #7 

Location 
Fleet Bank, Harlem branch 
Harlem Day Charter School 
Bank Street College of Education 
New York University 
Bank Street College of Education 
Boys and Girls Harbor 
Boys and Girls Harbor Charter School 
Starbuck's 3rd Avenue 
Bank Street College of Education 
Bank Street College of Education 
Take the Field office 
Location 
Cambridge, MA 
Bank Street College of Education 
Bronx Charter School for the Arts 
Central Harlem 
Cafe Pertucci 
Bank Street College of Education 
Bank Street College of Education 
Future Leaders Institute 
TASC 
Cafe Edgar 
Studio in a School office 
New Song Leadership After-School 
New Song Leadership After-School 
Borough President's office 
Councilmember Eva Moskowitz' office 
Administration for Children's Services 
Tweed Courthouse 
Native restaurant 
Bank Street College of Education 
Beginning with Children Charter School 
Puck Building 
Emilou's restaurant 
Home office 
Paul Weiss office 

Topic 
Extended Day and community partnerships 
School visit 
see Board agehdae 
Early Childhood design 
Refining Education Design 
After-school funding, school development 
School visit 
Potential board membership 
Refining Education Design 
Outcomes from Design Team meetings 
School development 
Topic 
School design and Codman Academy CS 
Further development of partnership with Bank Street 
School visit, potential residency 
Community outreach 
Budget 
Guest lecturing in her course, school design 
see Board agendae 
Application process, school design 
Extended Day programming, potential partnership 
Potential board membership 
Arts programming, potential partnership 
Parent input, petitioning 
Parent input, petitioning 
Input, support from C. Virginia Fields 
Input, support from Eva Moskowitz 
Connections to foster and preventive services 
Center for Charter Innovation, Bank Street programs 
Potential board membership 
Laboratory for Design and Redesign of Schools 
School visit, school design 
Networking, arts in Harlem 
Building Excellent Schools fellowship 
Revisions to charter proposal 
see Board agendae 



Harlem Link Meeting record con't 
2004 Meeting with 
2/11 Marlene Martin 
2/11 Leadership Faculty Luncheon 
2/11 Carmen Maldonado 
2/13 Gwen Stephens 
2/13 Monty Jaffe 
2/17 Judith Price 
2/19 Ebony Gates, Sandra Jackson 
2/19 Vanessa Morton 
2/24 Archdiocese Day Care Center 
2/24 Board meeting #8 
2/24 Donald Notice 
2/25 Lloyd Williams 
2/26 Neighborhood Advisory Group 

Location 
Children's Art Carnival 
Bank Street College of Education 
Local Initiatives Support Corporation 
Harlem Day Charter School 
The Renaissance Charter School 
Canaan Baptist. Church 
Studio Museum in Harlem 
Councilmember Bill Perkins' office 
Archdiocese Day Care Center 
Bank Street College of Education 
West Harlem Group Assistance 
Harlem Chamber of Commerce 
2094 5th Avenue, Community Room 

Topic 
Arts programming, potential partnership 
School designers and reformers (featured speakers) 
Facilities 
School visit, potential residency - 
School visit, potential residency 
Facility tour 
Potential partnership 
Input, support from Bill Perkins 
Principal's Open House 
see Board agendae 
Facility, social service agency partnerships 
Community partnerships, Facility 
Parent outreach, community support 

w a 

If 
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Building ^xcelleot Schools description 

Launched in 1993,BuildingExcellent Schools serves asanational model for supporting 
excellence in public education through the national charter school movement. 

Building Excellent Schools focuses on improving elementary and secondary education by 
providing supportfor designing, launching andsustainingurban charter schools^ 
entrepreneurial, independently^managed public schools. 

Building Excellent Schools believes thefollowing^ 

D Lhefiillpromiseofurban charter schools can be realised only through intensive, 
customised training and an entrepreneurial approach that encourage and support 
individual ris^tal^ing and transformation in urban school design and management. 

^ Ferformance drives design and everything aboutaschool^sdesign^from schedule 
to curriculum to instructional strategies^supports student attainment of academic 
standards. 

^    Ferformance drives culture and academic performance can only tal^e place ina 
culture mat is highly disciplined, purposeful, and inspiring. 

D    ^11 children deserve access tohigh^ualitypublic education. 
D    Families ofsmdents who attend under^performing public schools deserve viable 

educational options. 
D    charter schools offer students opportunitiesforabetter education and, in turn, 

expanded life choices. 

LheBuildingExcellentSchoolsFellowshipbeganasastrategicmaneuverto enhance 
dramatically the duality of charter schools being launched in the commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, Louring its first two years, Fellows gamered^ofthelOcharters issued by 
the Massachusetts State department ofEducation. Building on this success and the 
demandforimproved charter school initiatives across the country,the Fellowship 
welcomed its first national participants from r^ew^ersey,r^ew^orl^,and^ashington, 
^Oin^05 

^FheyearlongFellowshipcomprehensiveprovides charter school start-up training, 
including but not limited to thefollowingareas^ 

Board developmentand governance 
School programs, curriculum, assessment and accountability 
Marketing, public relations and fund development 
Legal requirements and best practices in instructing Special Education students 
and English Language Learners 
Budgeting,FinanceandFinancial audits 
Facilities^ identifying, leasing, financing 
Leadership 
Organisational design 
FersonnelandLeacher recruitment 
Family and community Involvement 



Thu Fri 

Norms & Expectations 
(CO, AR) 
Purpose Of Ed. (AR) 
Learning Theory (AR) 
Fellow Reception  

Learning Theory (AR) 
Mission (CO) 

Teaching (AR) 
Teaching (AR) 

10 

Creating Fndg. Bd. 101- 
201 fTX) (MCF) 
Creating Fndg. Bd 301 
(MCF) 

11 

BOT3 (MCF) 
(Individual Mtgs.) 

Sat 

12 

If 
13 14 

Youth Devel: Children 
Youth Devel: Adoles 
Eieanora Villegas Reimers 

15 

Curriculum (AR) 
Curriculum: Social, 
Emotional 
Pamela Seigle 

16 

Curriculum (AR) 
C:Need/Purp. Of Ed. 
(CO, AR) 

17 18 19 

20 

27 

21 22 

28 

SPED - academic 
SPED - legal 
Susan Redditt 

29 

School Growth (AR) 
C: Curriculum, 
Assessment, Culture 
(CO, AR) 

23 

School Culture (AR) 
ELL Pam Kaufmann 

24 

Assessment (AR) 
School Culture (AR) 

25 

Assessment (AR) 
Perform. Stands (AR) 

26 

30 31 

D:\57BESSkedsl.doc 
en 



Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Acct - Otg 
Acct - Acad 
Doug Lemov 

BOT4 (MCF) 
Use of Time (AR) 

8 

Use of Time (Org 
Chart) (AR) 
Financial Planning 
(AR) 

10 11 

Financial Planning (AR) 
Use of Time (AR) 

12 

Use of Time (Org. chart) 
(AR) 

Leadership (CO) 

13 

Org Start-Up & Dev 
(CO) C: TBD (CO, AR) 

14 15 16 

17 

24 
PVCA 

18 

Draft of prospectus due 

25 
This Week 
BOT trainings for MA 
Fellows and Boards (MCF) 

19 

Prof Dev (AR) 
Prof Dev (AR) 

26 

Writing Day 

20 

Human Resources 
Human Resources 
Jennifer Peterson 

27 

Writing Day 

21 

PR 
Check-in/Self Assess 

28 

Writing Day 

22 

C: Fin Plan/Use of 
Time (CO, AR) 
Sup/Eval (AR) 

29 

Writing Day 

23 

30/ 
31 

^3 
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NEW JERSEY/NEW YORK 
SCHOOLS VISIT TRIP 2003 

ITINERARY 

MONDAY, SRPTEiWHEH IS                                             TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 16                                            \VpniMPsnAV, SFnTPivinpn 17                      1 

7.45- 
11.00 

Guided Tour: North Star Academy 
Charter School of Newark 
Host: Norman Atkins, Co-Director 
(10 Washington Place Newark 10038) 

8.SO- 
IL00 

Guided Tour: Bronx Preparatory Charter 
School 
Host: Kristin Keams-Jordan, ED/Founder 
(1512 Webster Ave Bronx 10457) 

11.00 Debrief at North Star Academy 11.00 Travel to KJPP Academy; Debrief Bx Prep 

11.30 Lunch & Travel to PSO01 
(bagged lunch provided by North Star) 

11.30- 
12.00 

Lunch at KIPP Academy 

12.30- 
3.00 

Guided Tour: Alfred E. Smith PS001 
Host: Amy Horn, Principal 
(8 Henry Street New York 10038) 

12.15- 
3.00 

Guided Tour: KIPP Academy Charter 
School of New York 
Host: Mandy Gauss, Outreach Coor. 
(250 E. 156* Street Bronx 10451) 

6.00- 
7:30 

Light dinner with Robert Howitt 
(WKBJ Fdn; North Star) 

3.00 Travel to Children's Storefront 
Debrief KIPP 

5.00. PSOOl/Day Debrief 3.45- 
5.30 

Guided Tour: Children's Storefront 
Host: Kathy Egmont 
(70 E. 129 Street New York 10035) 

6.00 Group Dinner/Carmine's 212.362.2200 
(2450 Broadway at 91) 

c 

^3 
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Fall Training: September Session 

###« 

".A 9-10.00am 
Breakfast 
Welcome Back 
Check-In 
Curtis 

m %##"» 

9-10.00am 
Breakfast 
Special Guest: 
Tony Colon (NCLR) 

7.30-10.00am 
Breakfast 
Group Discussion 

Wanda Speede  

7-4.00pm 
School Visits* 
-APR 
-Roxbury Prep 

9-11:30am 
Chare tte 

It u 

10:00-12:30pm 
School Visit Debrief 
Summer Assessment 

Curtis and Derria 

10:00-12:30pm 
Education Plan 

Antonia 

10-12:30pm 
Family-School 
Relations 

Karen Mapp 

mm 12:30-1':00pm 12:30-1:30pm 12:30-1:30pm 11:30-12:30pm 

ill! 
l:30-5:00pm 
Board of Trustees 

Marci 

l:30-4:00pm 
Internal Financial 
Controls 

Chris Collins 

l:30-4:00pm 
Community Outreach 
Org. Partnerships 

Claire Crane 

12:30- 4:00pm 
Special Education 

Susan Redditt 

4 500pm 

%#F##;?^ ###^^##1 

1^1 

i^m 
fchecKInMStev^arid^ 
Margaret *,, ^p. Z^? 

4 500pm 4-5:00pm 4-5:00pm 
Closing 

*Breakfast and lunch will be served during school visits 

CO 
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Frf// Training: October I Session 

Independent Block 

{ ^Session 1 

!# 

Lunch 

9-10:00am 
Welcome Back 
Check-In 

Curtis 

10:00-12:30pm 
Ed Plan 

Antonia 

Van leaves from 262 
Washington Street 
for Springfield, MA 

Van leaves from 262 
Washington Street for 
Facilities Tour 

! « 
, * "Session 2 ^ 

Independent Block 

12:30-1:30pm 
Donor Lunch 

l:30-4:00pm 
Facilities Financing 

Michael Goldstein and 
Bob Baldwin 

8-10:30am 
School Visit: 
Hilltown 

At Sabis 

ll-2:00pm 
School Visit: Sabis 

8-10:30am 
Human Resources 

Brett Peiser 

7:00am-l :00pm 
Facilities Tour 

Bob Baldwin and 
Linda Brown 

On the road 

4-5:00pm 

a 

fc Evening Activity 

4-5:00pm 

2:00-4:00pm 
Facilities Discussion 

Bob Baldwin and 
Linda Brown 

ll-12:00pm wamm 
andlEan 

7-9:30am 
Uphams Corner 
Charter School 
Board Observation 

12:30-1:30pm 
Donor Lunch 

4-5:00pm 
School Visit 
Discussion 

l:30-4:00pm 
Recruitment and 
Enrollment 

Brian Turner 
4-5:0Opm 

10-12:30pm 
Writing 

12:30-1:30pm 

12:30- 4:00pm 
Charrette 

4-5:00pm 
Closing 

^ m 
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Fa// Training October II Session 

mm 4# 

iiaiil; 

9-10:00am 
Welcome Back 
Group Check-In 

Curtis 
10:00-12:30pm 
Transportation/Food/ 
Health/Dissemination 

Antonia 

••I 
wmmm 

12:30-1:30pm 

7-9:30am 
Board Breakfast 

10-12:30pm 
ELL 

Ariana Quinones 

12:30-1:30pm 

l:30-5:00pm 
Ed Plan 

Antonia 

'Ai^-Xr'-'i-H^'.' mm 

8-10:30am 
School Visit: 
Lawrence Community 
Day CS 

ll-l:00pm 
School Visit: 
Lawrence Family 
Development CS 

12:30-1:30pm 

9-10:00am 
School Visit Debrief 

1012:30pm 
Action Planning 

Yutaka. Tamura and 
Scott McCue 

9-10 00am 

B^m^' 
10-12:30pm 
Charette 

12:30-1:30pm 

l:30-5:00pm 
BOT6 

Mara 

2:30-4:00pm 
Lowell Community 
CS 

4-5 00pm 

Margaret 

l:30-4:00pm 
Accountability 

Doug Lemov 

12:30-1:30pm 

1:30- 4:00pm 
Accountability 

Doug Lemov. 

4-5:00pm 
Closing 

Breakfast and lunch will be served during school visits OS 
© 
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Fall Training: November Rotation 
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Winter/Spring Training: February Rotation 

Session 1 

9-10:00am 
Breakfast 
Check In 
Welcome Back 

IjUji 

Ses>3$n 2 

10-l:30pm 
Board of Trustees/Fund 
Development 

Marci 

1:00-2:00pm 
(lunch served by BES) 

9:30-12:00 
Crisis Management 
Dom Slowey   . 

w    i 

i 

IndependenjitBJock 

f Jgjenjqg ietjvoty 

*        4   i fa 

2:00-4:30pm 
School Marketing 

Shireen Rustom 

Fidelity Luncheon 
12:30-2:00pm 

(leave laptops with Jill) 

10-12:30pm 
Residency Reflections 
Charrette Discussion 

Curtis 

2:30-5:00pm 
Leadership Case Study 

Sue Walsh and Curis 

12:30-1:30pm 

1:30- 4:00pm 
Core Knowledge 

Peggy Murphy 

4-5:00pm . 
Closing/Check Out 

oo 
ro 
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Fall Training: December Rotation 
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S^Bliiiass Schools 

Winter/Spring Training: February Rotation 

Independent Hjoek 
1 

\ 

Stbsipn 1 
T-1 
r 

>1 
V 

f      l\ 

Hr il I ( 
Check In 
Welcome Back 
10-l:30pm 
Board of Trustees/Fund 
Development 

Marci 

1:00-2:00pm 
(lunch served by BES) 

•   \ 

-    ^ 2   / ^Indepepdentjlockj 

>Ses5iom2    *„ 

* 4.-„4 
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2:00-4:30pm 
School Marketing 

Shireen Rustom 

9:30-12:00 
Crisis Management 
Dom Slowey 

Fidelity Luncheon 
12:30-2:00pm 

(leave laptops with Jill) 

/i> 

2:30-5:00pm 
Leadership Case Study 

Sue Walsh and Curis 

10-12:30pm 
Residency Reflections 
Charrette Discussion 

Curtis 

12:30-1:30pm 

1:30- 4:00pm 
Core Knowledge 

Peggy Murphy 

4-5:00pm 
Closing/Check Out 
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February 3,2004 Harlem's Principal Center for the Performing"Arti 

James D. Merriman 
Executive Director 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
74 North Pearl St., 4th Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Mr. Merriman: 

Aaron Davis Hall, Harlem's principal center for the performing arts, has made available 
to children a diverse array of high quality arts programs for over twenty years. The 
submission to your office of an application for Harlem Link Charter School could not 
have come at a more important time for our programs, as we are in the process of 
reviewing and redoubling our efforts to partner with schools and deliver our excellent 
product directly to children. 

I have learned about Harlem Link's dedication to making connections with community- 
based organizations in order to make sure that the arts are not simply a subject, but a 
central part of every child's experience. We are looking for schools to work with, and 
more than half of the battle is won when they both come looking for us and have 
structures in place to coordinate working with our artists. 

If Harlem Link is approved, I look forward to working with the school to both bring 
artists to the school, and bring children to Aaron Davis Hall to view our performances. 
Aaron Davis Hall could fit in with the school's proposed Fieldwork program, which 
dedicates time to bringing students out into the community. 

Coherence is an essential ingredient to our success in working with schools, and a great 
promise that Harlem Link is making. I hope that the founders are given the chance to 
make it happen. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Cruz 
Executive Director 

West 135 Street Phone Fax 

and Convent Avenue 212.650.6900 212.862.4600 

New York, NY 10031 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Herbert Stun 
Chairman 

Lacy N. Friedman 
President 

Mlml Corcoran 

Treasurer 

Amalla V. Betanzos 
Secretary 

Richard I. BealtJe 

Leon Botstein 

The Res. Dr. Calvin O. Bulb, 111 

Geoffrey Canada 

Esther Djraon 

William T. Golden 

Victor Cotbaum 

Robert D. JoBe 

JayLKriegtl 

Stanley S. Utow 

Charles V. Raymond 

Robert K. Steel 

Diana Taylor 

Mark A. Willis 

1186 
January 28,2004 

Mr. James D. Merriman 
Executive Director 
Charter Schools Institute 
74 North Pearl Street, 4th Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Mr. Merriman: 

Having worked in social services in New York City in many capacities, I have 
come to see the need for high expectations and supportive school 
environments as well as beneficial enrichment activities during the afternoon 
hours for teenagers and young children alike. I have been the president of The 
After-School Corporation since its inception in 1998, and I am writing to 
express my support for the creation of Harlem Link Charter School. 

The Founding Team of Harlem Link shares our belief at TASC that learning 
should not stop when school ends, and that activities in the hours after the 
regular school day are an essential part of an excellent education. I support 
this group's effort in helping to reach the goal of after school for all by 2010. 

The founders bring an exciting idea to after-school, one that has been talked 
about but never implemented: block scheduling of activities that will expose 
children to a broad range of experiences. They plan on bringing in artist- 
teachers and community-based organizations in order to afford Harlem's 
children first-class education in the arts and other areas. This type of structure 
is in line with their mission, which seeks to make connections and instill a 
love of learning as well as ensure academic success. 

While we cannot yet predict the scope of our programs for 2005-2006,1 look 
forward to the opportunity to help Harlem Link secure funds for an Extended 
Day program. Please do not hesitate to contact me for more information. I 
look forward to following the progress of this very promising school. 

Sincerely, 

Lucy Fried 

925  Ninth Avenue,  New  York,  NY 10019 T   212.547.6950        F    212.547.6983      www.lascorp.org 
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SlOWest 112th St 
\lew York NY 
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Tel 212 875-4404 
Tel 212 875-4678 

Bank|Steet 
February 14,2004 

James D. Merriman 
Executive Director 
Charter School Institute 
74 North Pearl Street, 4th Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dr. Merriman, 

I am writing to offer my personal, and Bank Street's institutional, support to the Harlem 
Link Charter School. I am fully informed of their plans for the school and find them to 
be first rate - for children and for teachers. I am particularly impressed with their 
creative allocation of time and human resources that systemically organize the school day 
in service of student and teacher learning. 

I know Margaret and Steve from their graduate work at Bank Street as well as their 
teaching careers and their planning efforts for the school. They are both exceptional 
educators and definitely possess the intellectual, emotional, and physical strengths and 
stamina necessary to make the Harlem Link Charter School succeed. 

Many Bank Street faculty members have worked with the co-founders over the past 
several years and have lent their expertise about curriculum, leadership, and professional 
development to the school. In fact, Susan Goetz-Haver, the chair of our Teacher 
Education Department and professor in our Literacy Program is on their Board of 
Directors. Rima Shore, chair of our Educational Leadership Department and Director of 
the Weissman Center for Innovative Educational Leadership, is also working with them 
and enlisting their aid in our efforts to establish professional support networks for young 
school leaders. 

Bank Street is committed to working with the Harlem Link Charter School in full 
partnership as it goes about making a difference in the lives of the children who will be in 
its care and the community in which it resides. 

If I can be of further assistance as you make your decision please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Jon DxSnyder 
Dean, Graduate School of Education 
Bank Street College 
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JamesP-Merrimc!- 
Executive Director 
Charter Schools In:'itute 
State University cf 4ew York 
74 North Pearl St , 4th Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 

To Mr.Merriman: 

lamwritirt; 
As the founder an: 

"unique perspectW' 
during the develci: 
founder and first• 
become a strong. 

Bronx Arts « 
arts education as 
different focus th. 
Harlem Link's de; 
schools to collabo 
their school desii; 
literacy; investigci 
units, as well as a 

I have knov 
outstanding and :: 
development clo > 
December, 2002 t 
and help. I have 
that were helpful 
Steve and Marga 'i 
Director of Arts, [ 
partly responsible 
ensure that Hark 
Margaret to be r-E 
always be welcoj 

Please con: 

pos^l 

the 

to express my 
Executive Dire 

' on this pro 
nent of their 

,:ar leader, and 
ibrant school 

oened with 16CJ 
i catalyst for 
.r Harlem Link, 
i;n has many ' 
jtein many 

i curricular a 
:iveTERCmath 
• emphasis on 
i Steve and Ma 
:mmittededuc 
i.y since 1999, 
: discuss their 
lared with 
o Bronx Arts, i 
: have taught 
rector of 
'or professiona 
i Link will have! 
ular visitors at 

features 
ways 
ppioaches 

them 

der the applic 

vfith 
Curritulum 

977 Fox Street 

Bronx, NY 10459 

Tel 718.893.1042 

Fax 718.893.7910 

lnfo@bro nxort*. net 

wwy.bronxart5.net 
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BRONX 
CHARTER 
SCHOOL 
FOR    THE 

A%S% 

Support fol the proposed Harlem Link Charter School. 
' tor of Brlix Charter School for the Arts, I have a 

havelvorked closely with the lead applicants 
proposal, staring my own experiences as a charter 

can say vlth confidence that I expect Harlem Link to 
serving Harlem's children, 

students in the fall of 2003. Our mission is to use 
e acadenrvi: and social success of our students-a 
but the Sc Tie end goal of academic success. Indeed, 

res in c irnrnon with Bronx Arts, and 1 expect the 
in the 1 iture. The lead applicants have included in 

-•aches UJ id at Bronx Arts including balanced 
FOSS sci Jhce and thematic integrated social studies 

professions  development through reflective practice, 
rgaret sin< ; 1997, and I know them both to be 
tors and I :aders. They have followed Bronx Arts' 

a1 nd I have net with them every few months since 
>gress o heir own proposal and offer suggestions 

... many of the key documents, tools, and processes 
jicluding o ir budget and benchmarks. In addition, 

other Ironx Arts staff members, including our 
 andjlnstruction, and our Lead Teacher, who is 
development of the staff. These relationships 

. a nature(lally in Bronx Arts. I expect Steve and   * 
|Bronx Art| during their planning year, and they will 

tion for Harlem Link. 

1   Sincerely, 

Xanthe Jory 
Executive Director 
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Education For Creative Development 

f 
VFehAiflry 24,2004 

Mr. Steven Evangelista. 
Harlem Link Charter School 
481 Ft. Washington Ave. #58 
New York, NY 10033 

Dear Mr. Evangelista: 

Founded as a community outreach program of the Museum of Modern Art in 1969, The 
Children's Art Carnival is an award winning, national recognized community based visual and 
communication arts organization. Located in historic Harlem, New York, The Carnival has 
grown into a 35 year old arts education and training institution, providing visual and 
communication arts and life long learning experiences to young people, ages 4-21. Our mission 
is to foster creative thinking through the arts; to stimulate the love of learning and motivation 
for education; and to provide beauty and discipline in the lives of young people. 

Annually, The Carnival serves over 10,000 children in schools and communities in 
Manhattan, the Bronx, Brooklyn and Queens as well as on-site at 62 Hamilton Terrace during 
school day, after school and on Saturdays. Each year, The Carnival becomes an integral part of 
the lives of children and teachers in public schools in New York City. We work with regular as 
well as special education programs including children who are physically and/or emotionally 
challenged, incarcerated young people, and children and their parents living in temporary and 
public housing. We continue to develop partnerships with schools and other youth service 
organizations by providing cultural arts programming to their constituencies. In addition, we 
serve youth who independently attend The Carnival's various programs. 

The Children's Art Carnival strongly supports the proposed Harlem Link Charter School, 
slated to open in September 2005. We embrace your mission to provide a safe and supportive 
learning environment that empowers students to take an active role in learning and demonstrate 
good character. We believe that working together as partners linking academics with values and 
community the Harlem Link Charter School will be able to offer a rigorous learning environment 
for the future of our children and build a viable school with an excellent arts integration program. 

The Carnival is in a unique position to support Harlem Link Charter School with the 
development of an Arts In Education. Our programs are designed to connect a variety of 
curricular, thematic and cultural areas and can be targeted to reach specific grades or 
populations. The goals of the programs are to provide students with a wide range of learning 
opportunities through the arts across disciplines to include: reading, writing, literature, social 
studies, math and science; to provide teacher and parent training for the purpose of ensuring that 
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additional arts activities can be fused into the regular curriculum and at home; and to expand the 
number of opportunities that students have to explore themselves, their communities and the 
world around them in creative and empowering ways. Schools use our programs to provide 
instruction in the arts not covered by classroom teachers or to enrich an existing arts program. 
Professional development or training teachers is an integral part of our programs. These 
programs are as follows: 

The School Day Program, which is designed to provide art workshops for youngsters and their 
teachers attending public, private and parochial schools at our site at 62 Hamilton Terrace in 
West Harlem. Elementary school ages youth attend these sessions in groups of 25 to 30 students 
and participate in painting and drawing, puppetry, collages, story-quilts, print making, banner 
making, book making and mural projects. 

The Early Childhood and Special Education Program, which is designed to 
foster the creative development of children with special needs and to develop the kinesthetic and 
symbolic functions of pre-schoolers through arts activities. The program provides children from 
head-start, day care and special education programs with a variety of art activities encourage the 
use of art in the daily lives of children. Students and their teachers attend in small groups of no 
more than 15 participants, engaging in art activities such as clay, sculpture, torn and cut-shape 
collage, rubbing prints, painting, drawing and puppetry in an open workshop setting. 

Artists Residencieslln-School Programs, which represent long-term collaborations with schools 
and service agencies during the school day as well as after school. The Carnival *s approach to 
bringing artists into the schools for school day and after school programming begins with the 
educational needs of the individual school. Some schools may choose to focus on a single arts 
discipline or design residencies for specific grade levels. Others may want to connect the 
residencies to specific curricular themes. Others may want arts programming to reach the entire 
school or to enhance existing art programs.   All art projects are designed and implemented based 
on and incorporating the New York State's Learning Standards & Frameworks across grades (K- 
12) and disciplines. 

We, at The Children's Art Carnival, are committed to the Harlem Link Charter School and 
agree to support your efforts to provide a greater insurance for the future of our children and 
community. We value your dedication and commitment to the Harlem community and we look 
forward to joining you in this effort. 

Sincerely, 

r-/_Av r-ji 
Marline A. Martin 
Executive Director 
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EVAMOSKOWITZ flf*Fi\ CHAIR 
COUNCIL MEMBER. 4" DCTUCT §ffi^3l9 EDUCATION 

D DISTRICT OFFICE 

) LEXINGTON AVENUE, SUTTE1710 

NEW YORK. NY 10017 

212.818.0580 (PHONE) TutrniixrPt, COMMITTEES: 
212818.0706 (FAX) IHhLUUNUL 

OUTHP FINANCE 
O CITY ^ALL OmCE WUU GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 

250 BROADWAY, sum 1545 CITY OF NEW YORK TRANSPORTATION 
NEW YORK, NY 10007 
212.788.73SQ (PHONE) 

212.442.1457 (FAX) 

26 February 2004 

James D. Merriman 
Charter Schools Institute 
State University of New York 
74 North Pearl Street, 4th Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Mr. Merriman: 

I write regarding Building Excellent Schools application for the Harlem Link Charter 
School. As a strong advocate for charter school alternatives, and being familiar with the 
positive educational values emphasized by Building Excellent Schools, I firmly 
encourage you to approve the Harlem Link Charter School proposal. 

As chair of the City Council Education Committee, I have fought for safer facilities and 
effective management of public schools. As a proponent of choice I am enthusiastic 
about the possibilities for community-based reform that charter schools provide. With 
New York City's school system in the throes of sweeping reforms, charter schools have a 
unique ability to create stable, sustainable educational models in the midst of change. 

The Harlem Link team, with its emphasis on high standards and connections to 
community resources, is committed to providing a sound education alternative for New 
York City families. As a parent and former teacher, I applaud the steps this team has 
taken to equip teachers, parents, and students with the tools for academic excellence. By 
providing two teachers in each classroom, Harlem Link will raise the standards for 
student achievement. In doing so, it will provide the Harlem community with a model 
education system of which it can be proud. 

I urge you to consider this proposal for increased educational choice in Harlem. 

Sincerely, 

Eva Moskowitz 
Chair, Education Committee 
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RE Community 
Resource 
Exchange Strengthening New York'* Communities 

39 Broadway roth Fl New York NY ,10006 
Tti |zia] 894-3J94 FAX |wa] 616-4^94 
www.crtnyc.eig EMAIL inrb@crmyc.org 

February 19, 200/ 

Mr. James D. Merrl nan 
Executive Director 
Charter Schools Institute 
State University of Sew York 
74 North Pearl Str«*t, <4* Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 

Mr. Merrimdn, 

Community Resourc^ 
Charter School. A 
in need. CRE is 
their application 

Exchange (CRE) Is delighted to write to you on behalf of Harlem Link 
duality school like Harlem Link is on unbelievable asset to a community 

happy to assist them In any way we con, and to lend our full support to 

CRE has been work ng with community-based organizations (CBOs) throughout the five 
boroughs of New York City. We build the capacity and effectiveness of CBOs who focus 
on Issues surrounding poverty and HIV/AIDS by building their capacity and effectiveness. 
CRE has grown ove' the past 25 years, and we ore now an organization of over 35 
dedicated individuals with a vast network of community contacts. 

CRE will advise one Inform Harlem Link about issues that are relevant to the community 
and NYC as a whole. We will offer management advice when necessary, and information 
resources when needed. We will connect Harlem Link to local CBOs. By continuing to 
develop a strong tu itwork in the Harlem community they will be able to leverage their 
resources, and inert ase. their impact. 

CRE supports Harlejn 
community and i 
endorse Harlem 

link's efforts to create a school that serves the needs of the 
impfoves the life of each and every student. We do not hesitate to 
Link. 

I am happy.to dlsajss Harlem link more thoroughly if you would like. Feel free to contact 
me atflHBI^BlBBIHI or1 

REDACTED 
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^ane^oherty 

^ebruary^7^(^ 

Barnes Merriman 
executive director 
charter schools institute 
^he^tate university of^ew^or^ 
7^^orth^earl^treet 
^^loor 
^lbany,^^1^0^ 

^ear Barnes Merriman, 

^t the request of Steven Evangelista and MargaretRyan,lamwritingtooffermy wholehearted 
supportformeir choice to use^ER^mvesngations as me basis forme math curriculum at the 
Harlem ^r^ charter ^chool.^havecomplete confidence in the ^ER^ curriculum, because the 
staff at myformerschool implemented ^ER^effectively,overseventy percent of our children 
scoreda^or^onlastyear^sfourth grade math test. 

If put into practice correctly by teachers who are well versed in the theory and practice of 
construcuvistmam,if reinforced through effecuve, ongoing staff development, andif 
supplemented with shipbuilding through programs such as Everyday counts, ^ER^ 
mvesugauons is an Inghlyeffecdvecurriculum.^t equips students with the skills they needto 
pass state assessments. More importantly,itbuilds impressive numbersense and confidence in 
and excitement about mathematics. 

f^oratotal of six yearsltaughtfourmgr^deat^.^inManhattan^s Washington heights and at 
^.^.1^^ in midtown Manhattan, ^oth schools serveahigh needs population, with the majority 
of the students being eligibleforfree lunch, ^oth schools haveahistoryoflow performance on 
standardised tests. 

curing me first of my two year^teachingfourth grade at^.^.^l,^waslargely unsuccessful in 
my attempts to implement me ^ER^ curriculum that the district required us to use. though my 
^aru^ street course worl^ had provided me withasolid understanding of constructivistmath,^ 
received nunimalstaffdevelopment and struggled with my instruction and my shortand long 
term planning. More significantly,mystudents(and those in the omerfourth grade class)had not 
received^ER^instrucoon in any consistent way in meir previous three years at the school. Most 
hador^y^done^^ER^forpartofthirdgmde.^onse^uently,meylac^edafoundatiooonwh^ch 
to build higherlevelmamematical thirling and had no practice with the ^ER^^routioes^^the 
explorations, the discussions, and the multiple approaches to solvingaproblem^upoo which the 
curriculum relies. l^otsurprisingly,fewer man thirty percent of our students performed at l^evel 
^hreeor^ouronthatyear^smathtest. 

^fhe following yearwasacompletely different story. My gradepartnerandleachinheriteda 
class offourth graders who where the first at our school to have received consistent, effective 
math instruction sincefirst grade in the ^^Investigations curriculum, ^heirmath skills 
literally blew us away, m our combined total of ten years teaching, neither of us had ever seen 

^20^720 
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fmmmm 
than we could, 

strongest evidence of the benefits of TERC Investigations. •ar 
Thank you for your attention. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you should have any 

. questions. 

Doherty 



Family Advocacy Integrated Resources, Inc 
Early Intervention Program 

127 West 127th Street 
New York, NY 10027 

Telephone (212) 663-7653 
Fax (212) 280-1865 

James D. Merriman 
Executive Director 

Albany, NY 12207 

Sincerely, 

/ 
.    Warren Halliburton 
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FAMILY ADVOCACY INTEGRATED RESOURCES, Inc. 
An Early Intervention Program 

127 West 127th Street 
New York, NY 10027 

Telephone (212) 663-7653 Fax (212) 280-1865 

***************************************************************** 

February 27,2003 

Mr. Steven Evangelists 
Harlem Link Charter School 
481 Ft. Washington Avenue 
New York, New York 10033 

Dear Mr. Evangelista: 

I have read the literature describing the Harlem Link Charter School. Suffice to 
say it is most impressive in recognizing the need for a comprehensive educational 
program and practical plan for its implementation in the Harlem community. 

As an educational practitioner and author of numerous publications, I am 
thoroughly convinced that the concept of the Harlem Link Charter School promises an 
exciting program for realizing the educational success for many more Harlem youngsters. 

You have my best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Warren J. Halliburton 
Director 



February 10,2004 

LU 

X 

Mr. James Merriman 
Executive Director 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
74 North Pearl Street 
Albany, NY 11206 

To Mr. Merriman: 

wmmmm 
my store. e 

Clara Villarosa 

2319 Frederick Douglass Blvd. 

(Between 124th &125th St. on 6th Ave.) 

New York, N.Y. 10027 

P 212.665.7400 
F 212.665.1071 
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*LBC 
New York City 

Helping neighbors 
build communities 

February 27,2004 

i James D. Merriman 
Charter Schools Institute 
State University of New York 
74 North Pearl Street, 4th Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 

Dear Mr. Merriman: 

The New York City office of the Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) is pleased 
to provide this letter of support to Harlem Link Charter School in its application to 
SUNY's Charter Schools Institute and its pursuit of a charter for a K-8 public school in 
Harlem. We are: confident that Harlem Link will provide high quality and critical 
educational opportunities to children and families in the Harlem community. 

LISC is able to support Harlem Link's efforts to secure a school facility for its fall 2005 
opening through a range of techinical assistance activities, including: 

• Space needs assessment 
• Financial analysis 
• Identification of ^redevelopment needs 
• Recoverable grant funds for feasability study 

In addition, as Harlem Link closes in on its targeted facility, LISC has resources available 
to help provide project financing (e.g., predevelopment, acquisition, construction, mini- 
permanent and/or bridge loans), as well as bring other lenders and financing sources to 
the table. 

School overcrowding and inadequate facilities have been ongoing problems in New York 
City's public education system. In an effort to encourage the development of new, 
quality educational opportunities in New York's neediest communities, LISC's 
Educational Facilities Fund of New York (EFFNY) is assisting alternative public 
education and after-school programs throughout the five boroughs in renovating or 
building appropriate and safe sites for their programs. The Department of Education has 
named LISC in its five-year capital plan as one of the organizations it will work with to 
foster joint public-private school facility financing and to identify affordable, convertible 
commercial real estate for alternative school construction. 

LOCAL INITIATIVES SUPPORT CORPORATION 

733 Third Avenue - New York, NY 10017 
Phone 212-455-9800 • Fax 212-687-1396 • WWW.L1SCNET.ORG 
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Charter schools are often started by people with visions of how to bring innovative and 
quality education to the children in this city who are most in need. EFFNY will work to 
help finance and develop the school facility, so that the Harlem Link founding team can 
dedicate their time and energy to their vision and mission of providing high quality and 
accountable public education to Harlem residents. We strongly support Harlem Link's 
application, and look forward to working with the school in the future. 

Sincerely, 

Carmen Maldonado 
Project Director 
Educational Facilities Fund of New York 
New York City LISC 
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After-school and Education Programs 

James Merriman 
Executive Director 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
74 North Pearl St., 4th Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 , 

Re: Letter of Support for Steven Evangelista and Margaret Ryan 

It is my pleasure support the Charter Application of Margaret Ryan and Steven 
Evangelista. It is a rare to find two such passionate and capable individuals ready and 
willing to meet the needs of profoundly depressed urban areas such as Central West 
Harlem. The recent gentrification of Harlem has not served to alleviate our desperate 
need for better schools and better teaching. In fact, very little has changed in our area. 
We still lack solid reading and math curricula. Scheduling art during the school day is 
almost completely dependent on the presence of outside non-profit entities and the 
physical and emotional well being of students is still being addressed with band-aid 
solutions and only in crisis. 

Although I have not known Ms. Ryan and Mr. Evangelista for long, from our initial 
conversation, it was clear they are well aware of the need for strong academics in our 
area and of the challenges currently facing children.and parents, As the director of a 
neighborhood after-school program, New Song Learning Partnership (NSLP)i I speak 
from experience. Located in the heart of West Harlem on 8th Ave and 120th, we 
deliberately keep our program small serving only 45 children ranging from grade 1 to 6. 
We believe personal attention and strong academics are vital to meeting the needs of our 
children. It is not only a matter of teaching a broad range of subjects to our children, but 
also of engaging in relationships which encourage the children to love learning. Ms Ryan 
and Mr. Evangelista were teachers in Harlem. Because they were dissatisfied with their 
experience in Harlem schools, they have chosen to open a charter school which will not 
only meet the need for strong academics, but will also regard the child as a child, a whole 
person. This is my greatest encouragement. 

I willingly arranged for the parents of NSLP to meet with Ms Ryan and Mr. Evangelista 
and will continue to do so. They were very happy to listen to our parents and understood 
their needs intuitively. More impressive however, was the reaction of the parents to Ms 
Ryan and Mr. Evangelista. They received advice, understanding and caring engagement. 
Several of the parents noted they were happy to hear two such impressive individuals 
were opening a school with strong academics which might start at kindergarten and 
continue through to middle school. Many of our parents currently or will soon suffer the 
middle school crisis of our neighborhood. While most of our children under grade four 
attend city ran public schools, all but one of our children in grades 5 and 6 attend charter 
schools. The parents of our program are clearly seeking alternatives to assist there 
children in accessing better education. 

2230 FREDERICK DOUGLASS  BLVD. 
NEW YORK, NY 10027 

PHONE 212.749.6122   FAX 212.749.1709 
E-MAIl   NSIP@NEWS0NGNYC.ORG 
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There are certainly not enough middle schools in our neighborhood and most of the 
middle schools we have are highly ineffective. Our parents were greatly encouraged to 
speak with Ms. Ryan and Mr. Evangelista. I join the parents of NSLP in their great 
expectations and welcome Steven Evangelista and Margaret Ryan to our neighborhood. I 
am sure they will go far in meeting the needs of the children they serve. 

Should you need to contact me for any reason, please feel free to call or email at the 
addresses included below. 

#- 

Sincerely, 

Tamara N C Oliver 
Director 
New Song Learning Partnership 
2230 Frederick Douglass Blvd. 
NY, NY 10027 

REDACTED 
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SCHOOLSTART 

Catalyzing & Supporting America's Great New Public Schools 
1217 Bandana Boulevard North - St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 - (612) 812-4198-jbacal@schoolstart.org 

James D. Merriman 
Executive Director 
SUNY Charter Schools Institute 
74 North Pearl St, 4th Floor •.,...'' 
Albany, NY 12207 

February 13, 2004 
Dear Mr. Merriman: 

I have known Steven Evangel ista for nearly a decade. I have seem him grow from an 
eager college student to capable, confident leader. As the founder of Twin Cities 
Academy (the only charter school to make Minnesota's top 20 list of value-added public 
schools in both math and reading) and the director of SchoolStart, I have helped develop 
more than ten charter schools in Minnesota, Colorado and elsewhere. SchoolStart is one 
of four national grant partners of the Walton Family Foundation, along with KTPP, Aspire 
and La Raza. After urging Steve to start a charter school for several years, I am delighted 
that he is taking this step and has surrounded himself with such a strong support network. 
I am.writing to express my enthusiastic support for the proposal for Harlem Link Charter 
School submitted by Steve, Margaret Ryan and the rest of their founding team. 

I:have served as one of Steve's charter school mentors and retained him from time to time 
for his input on teaching and schooling.   Steve has the key qualities of a new school 
leader—high standards, initiative, relentlessness, enthusiasm, unwavering belief in 
children and the right mix of core beliefs about ends and flexibility around means. 

The founding team of Harlem Link has put in place many of the components I see as 
essential to great schools—a strong mission, strong board, small size,1 emphasis on school 
culture and a dedication to the ever-improving craft of teaching. I have closely followed 
their steady, deliberate process in starting this school since 2000, when Steve 
accompanied me to the first of three national charter school conferences, and has 
culminated in Steve and Margaret obtaining phenomenal coaching and training as part of 
the Building Excellent Schools Fellowship. 

age you to provide a wonderful opportunity for the children of Harlem by 
zing this charter school, and I look forward to visiting Harlem'Link when the 

open in 200fr Please do not hesitate to be in touch if you have any questions. 

JoriBacal ; 

Executive Director 
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THE Studio Museum IN Harlem 
144 West 125th Street, New York, NY 10027 .212 864-4500. Fax 212 864-4800 

February 26,2004 

James Merriman 
Charier School Institute 
State University of New York 
74 North Pearl Street 
4th Floor 
Albany, NY 12207    , 

Dear Mr. Merriman, 

We are thrilled to support the Harlem Link Charter School. The school's geographic location, coupled with its 
commitment to arts integration, makes it a prime school for The Studio Museum in Harlem to partner with. We are 
happy about this opportunity to work with another school to make interactive experiences for parents, teachers, 
students, and artists at The Studio Museum in Harlem as at the school. 

We are excited about this new endeavor and hope that resources will allow The Studio Museum to participate in 
making this school a rich resource for all involved. i: 

This kind of collaborative work is truly important as we encourage greater use of the Mus eum's resources by 
Harlem's schools and local residents. The Studio Museum is invested in developing long-term sustainable 
relationships with schools and families that can walk to our institution. 

SMH is invested in making the Museum a natural extension of the classroom. School programs at SMH are a rich 
resource for teachers and students to explore and examine art and culture. Forming creative partnerships with 
schools is at the core of our school programs. The Studio Museum is committed to enhancing school curricula and 
encouraging innovative teaching practice. 

Through the well-known Cooperative School Program. The Studio Museum in Harlem has provided arts education 
to Harlem school children since 1974. Each school is assigned an artist-in-resident that works in collaboration with 
teachers to transforms the classroom into an art studio/workshop where students learn fine art techniques. Visits 
to the Studio Museum are an important component of the multi-session school collaboration program as the work 
in the Museum inspires the works of art produced in the students' art studio. The work produced throughout the 
year is installed in an annual student exhibition. This culminating activity brings together students and families 
from various schools, teachers, administrators, artists and Museum staff. The Museum also offers multi-session, 
interdisciplinary arts education programs.. These programs are developed in collaboration with teachers and 
include a pre-visit slide presentation/discussion, an interactive museum visit, and project related both to the 
exhibition and to student's curriculum. These multi-session collaborations ore implemented by teams each 
consisting of an artist, a museum educator and a teacher. Projects incorporate a diverse range of media, 
including art, photography, writing, music, video, computer, and performance. Over the years, the Museum has 
made classroom visits a priority. The Studio Museum in Harlem believes that the Museum is an extension of the 
classroom. Serving as a resource for teachers and administrators to connect with artists and museum educators 
in school collaborations the Museum is an important is on important vehicle for affecting educational change. 

The Studio Museum in Harlem offers interactive guided tours for school groups, grades KL—12. Museum educators 
engage students in looking at art using visual thinking strategies and an inquiry-based a pproach. Tours are forty- 
five minutes to an hour, and a half in length. School groups often have tours when the Museum is closed as a way 
to foster conversation about the objects on view, increase the level of interaction with works of art, and engage 
students in visual thinking strategies that increase aesthetic literacy and critical thinking skills. Teachers arranging 
a tour can speak to a museum educator to tailor the tour to meet the thematic needs of their classroom. All 



museum educators are versed in the ^rts, English and language ^rts learning standards for the t^lew^ork^ity 
Oepartment of education.The fee forschool group tours is nominal and in special cases can be waived. 

hanging from one hourto one hour andahalfinlength^eeing and bearing isatour and hands on art making 
workshop for classes that can focus on particular artists and^or social themes presented in an exhibition, ^fter 
seeing the works of art in an interactive discussion basedtour^students participate inahands on art making 
workshop that emphasises themes or technia^uese^plored during the exhibition tour. 

The Studio Museum acknowledges schools teachers as professionals at the center ofeducation, whose significant 
contributions have the most profound effect on the lives and learning of students. The Museums Mortem location in 
conjunction with the permanent collection and temporary exhibitions at The Studio Museum provide teachers 
throughout the t^ew^ork^ity Metropolitan area allows teachers to become engaged with Martem history and 
culture while they relatethe arts directly to their own lives and e^periences.The array at programs designed for 
educators reflects the museum^scommitment to reaching beyond the traditional classroom and museum visit to 
respond to the increasing demand for duality arts education from an interdisciplinary perspective. 

^gain,we completely support the realisation of the Mortem unk charter school as it will serveavery important 
community here in Marlem. 

Many thanks tor the invitation. 

^a^d^aO.^ackson 
Oir^dtor of education and ^olic^o^ror^^ 



le Studio in a School 
ssociation, inc. 

10 West 59th Street 
iw York, NY 10019 
L^65-5900 
^g 5-7985 fax 
J^udioinaschool.org 
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The Trustees 
The State University of New York 
Charter Schools Institute 
74 North Pearl Street, 4 
Albany, NY 12207 

th Floor 

To the Trustees of the State University of New York: 

As Executive Director of Studio in a School and a strong advocate 
of quality education for all children, I am writing to support the 
Harlem Link Charter School's request for a charter. 

After speaking to the co-founders of Harlem Link Charter School, I 
believe that they share my belief in the importance of bringing 
children and art together. Harlem Link has a strong focus on 
standards-based curriculum and assessment. The founders are also 
committed to putting supports in place for students, with two 
teachers in every classroom for more individualized attention. In 
addition, they are seeking out esteemed organizations like Bank 
Street College for professional development in order to develop a 
quality faculty. 

I am impressed not only by the founders' strong standards focus and 
education plan but also to their intent to give Harlem Link students 
access to arts programs that can allow them powerful arts 
experiences. I support their plans to integrate the arts during the 
school day and to.reach out for funding for richer arts programming. 

Schools like Harlem Link would provide an important and necessary 
resource for central Harlem. We hope its request for a charter is 
granted. 

Sincerely, 

/%Z6^ 
Thomas Cahill 
Executive Director 



February ^,^^ 

The Trustees 
The State university ofther^ew^ork, charter Schools mstitute 
7^^orthFearlStreet,^Floor^lbany,l^l^^ 

Tothe Trustees ofthe State university ofl^ew^ork^ 

lam co-founder ofTake the Field, Inc., which has rebuilt approximately fbrty athletic complexes 
for l^ew^ork^ity and founder ofThe^rban^ssembly,which has openedfour^ew visions 
schools in^ew^ork^ity and plans to open five more in September two thousand and four. 

lam writing tosupport the efforts of Steve Evangelista and Margaret Ryan whoare seeking 
approval for the^arleml^ink charter School^T^^S^. fbelievethatthisproposedschool 
aggressively addresses the educational needs of elementary and junior high school students in 
Harlem. There areanumberofverypositive aspects of the proposals 

- ^^S will expect high academic achievement and strongmoral character from the 
students and expects to achieve this throughasmall school environment and consistent 
individual ^ttentiont^^ll^^udents. The school properlyfocusesonscboolsafety and 
higher expectations. 

- ^^S will have ^ school year of two hundred and twelve days, which should 
significantly improve outcomes. 

- ^^S will havealonger school daythan many district schools withamandatorytimefor 
all smdents from eight tbirtyto five thirty T^M everyday. Emphasis duringthe day will be 
on the core subject areas and inthe late afternoon on the arts, taugbt by artistsin 
residence through local community based arts organisations. 

T^^Sw^illhaveastrong community 
ofr^ew^ork^ity providing opportunitiesfor students to become good citizens. 

- ^^Swillplaceastrongemphasis on professionaldevelopmentandcreating support 
networks and collaborationswith other schools. This will benefit both ^^S and schools 
throughout^arlem. 

ffirmly believe that ^^S is positionedtohaveavery positive impact on both tbe students and 
parents o^he^arlem community. 

Richard ^ahan 

r^20^T20 
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THE 

TRUST 

*R BLIC 
AND 

Conserving Land 
/or People 

January 29, 2004 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am pleased to endorse the application of the Harlem Link Charter School. The Trust for 
Public Land has worked for 12 years to support New York City schools in linking their 
students with the neighborhood environment. The Harlem Link Charter School will 
provide a structured approach for effectively engaging young people with the world 
outside the classroom. 

I have worked with Founding Board Member John Reddick for nine years and have 
tremendous belief in his ability to guide and inspire young people, and connect them with 
resources in the schoolyard and the neighborhood. 

Sincerely, 

Andy Stone 
NYC Program, Director 

The Trust for Public Land- '                                                                                                                                                                                              ^ 
^id-Atlantic Region New Jersey Field Office Chesapeake Field Office 
HK Broadway 20 Community Place, 2nd Floor 660 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE 
BRw York, NY 10012 Morristown, NJ 07960 Washington, D.C 20003 

(212)677-7171 (973)292-1100                                   " (202)543-7552 
Fax (212) 353-2052 Fax (973) 292-6272 Fax (202) 544-4723 

www.tpl.org tf 
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restGroup 1208 
assistance, inc. 

February 26, 2004 

James D. Merriman 
Executive Director 
Charter Schools Institute 
State University of New York 
74 North Pearl St., 4,h Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 

To Mr. Merriman: 

For over 30 years, West Harlem Group Assistance (WHGA) has provided consistent 
support to property owners, tenants and businesses in historic Hamilton Heights, 
M.anhattanville, Momingside Heights and Central Harlem. As Executive Director of 
WHGA for the past five years, I have seen a great deal of positive change in these 
neighborhoods. We have been active in fostering home ownership and facilitating social 
services that have bolstered and strengthened these communities on the rise. 

The proposed Harlem Link Charter School's mission is right in line with our goal—to 
make West Harlem a strong neighborhood. Without safe, strong schools with high 
standards, we cannot reach our aim of helping Harlem stakeholders to be responsible, 
financially sound, well-educated and well-informed. 

Therefore, WHGA would be delighted to work with the leaders and Board of Harlem 
Link on the school's facility needs in the coming years. I have discussed with them their 
interest in occupying 10,000 square feet in the first two years of their charter, as well as 
their challenging growth plan and the rent they would likely be able to afford. It seems to 
me that they have budgeted wisely for a rent of $22 per square foot, and we may be able 
to help them find a better rate in a suitable space. 

Feel free to contact me for more information on the services WHGA offers. 

Donald C. Notice 
Executive Director 

. n„Jrtnrn»Tif Cnmnrntinn. 
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» Yaffa Cultural Arts Inc 
P.O. Box 575 

New York, NY 10030 
212-694-7245(Ph&Fax) 

E-mail YarTa7752@aol.com 

The Trustees 
The State University of New York 
Charter Schools Institute 
74 North Pearl Street, 4th Floor 
Albany, NY 12207 

To the Trustees of the State University of New York: 

Yaffa Cultural Arts, Inc. provides a variety of services including parent workshops, staff 
development workshops, performances and workshops with children. The programs that 
we provide are multi-cultural and include visual arts, music, dance, storytelling, creative 
writing, video arts and drama. As executive director of Yaffa Cultural Arts, Inc. I ask you 
to strongly consider granting a charter to Harlem Link Charter School, so that Harlem 
families may have access to a community-based school that is serious about academics 
and engaging the community. 

As a member of the Harlem community who has worked with youth in schools, I know 
there is a need for quality education. This belief led me to become active with Harlem 
Link Charter School's Community Outreach Group, a committee started by the founders 
who were seeking advisement and assistance with their vision of connecting the school 
with the community through service and the arts. 

It's clear that their mission is about academics with the arts serving to enrich the 
students' experiences. Art in its many forms is also a way for children to express 
themselves and can help them become strong communicators. I am particularly impressed 
by the founders' commitment of working toward having a quality standards-based arts 
extended day component. I hope to see this happen for the school. 

In the past I have found sponsors who have supported a partnership between Yaffa and 
schools so that children can have access to arts in education programs. Harlem Link is a 
school I would consider working with in the same capacity. 

Thank you for considering this school on behalf of the Harlem community. 

Sincerely, 

^   JSU^HVOV 

/?-—. 

Jnda Humes 
Executive Director 


